Surveillance as Social Sorting

Surveillance happens to us all, every day, as we walk beneath street cameras,
swipe cards, surf the Net. Agencies are using increasingly sophisticated
computer systems – especially searchable databases – to keep tabs on us at
home, work, and play. Once the word surveillance was reserved for police
activities and intelligence gathering; now it is an unavoidable feature of
everyday life.
Surveillance as Social Sorting proposes that surveillance is not simply a
contemporary threat to individual freedoms, but that, more insidiously, it is
a powerful means of creating and reinforcing long-term social differences. As
practiced today, it is actually a form of social sorting – a means of verifying
identities but also of assessing risks and assigning worth. Questions of how
categories are constructed therefore become signiﬁcant ethical and political
questions.
Bringing together contributions from North America and Europe,
Surveillance as Social Sorting offers an innovative approach to the interaction
between societies and their technologies. It looks at a number of examples
in depth and will be an appropriate source of reference for a wide variety of
courses.
David Lyon is Professor of Sociology at Queen’s University, Kingston,
Ontario.
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Introduction
David Lyon

Once, the word “surveillance” was reserved for highly specific scrutiny
of suspects, for police wiretapping or for foreign intelligence. No more.
Surveillance – the garnering of personal data for detailed analysis – now
occurs routinely, locally and globally, as an unavoidable feature of everyday
life in contemporary societies. Organizations of all kinds engage in surveillance and citizens, consumers, and employees generally comply with that
surveillance (with some noteworthy exceptions). Surveillance is frequently,
but not exclusively, carried out using networked computer systems, which
vastly increase its capacities and scope.
Once, concerns about surveillance were couched primarily in the language
of privacy and, possibly, freedom. There is something sacrosanct, so the
argument goes, about the “private” realm where I am “free to be myself” and
where I need not fear the prying eyes of snoops and spies. There are some
things I feel it inappropriate to reveal promiscuously to others, let alone to
be revealed about me without my knowledge or consent. While these issues
are still signiﬁcant, it is becoming increasingly clear to many that they do not
tell the whole story. For surveillance today sorts people into categories,
assigning worth or risk, in ways that have real effects on their life-chances.
Deep discrimination occurs, thus making surveillance not merely a matter of
personal privacy but of social justice.
“Surveillance as social sorting” indicates a new departure for surveillance
studies. Not entirely new, of course, especially if one thinks of the work of
Oscar Gandy (1993) on the “panoptic sort.” Gandy shows how consumer
surveillance using database marketing produces discriminatory practices
that cream off some and cut off others. Data about transactions is used both
to target persons for further advertising and to dismiss consumers who are
of little value to companies. What Gandy demonstrates in the consumer realm
can be explored in other areas as well. That further exploration across a range
of social terrains, undertaken here, suggests some new directions for
surveillance studies.

2 Introduction
To consider surveillance as social sorting is to focus on the social and
economic categories and the computer codes by which personal data is
organized with a view to inﬂuencing and managing people and populations.
To take a prominent example, after the “terrorist” attacks of 11 September
2001, many feared that persons with “Arab” or “Muslim” backgrounds would
be profiled at airport or border checkpoints. Such categories would carry
consequences (Lyon 2001). More generally, though, in everyday life our lifechances are continually checked or enabled and our choices are channeled
using various means of surveillance. The so-called digital divide is not merely
a matter of access to information. Information itself can be the means of
creating divisions.
This is the theme traversed in the ﬁrst chapter, focusing in particular on the
relation between technological and social change. Everyday surveillance,
whether in the form of facial recognition systems using cameras in the street,
loyalty clubs in the supermarket, or on-board criminal record checks in police
cruisers, all use remote searchable databases. The fact that personal data
can be sorted at a distance, and checked for matches, is a key feature of
surveillance today. But this is no mere technological achievement – these
very systems are themselves the product of the restless search for better ways
of coping with increasingly mobile, independent populations. Surveillance is
not itself sinister any more than discrimination is itself damaging. However,
I argue that there are dangers inherent in surveillance systems whose crucial
coding mechanisms involve categories derived from stereotypical or prejudicial sources. Given that surveillance now touches all of us who live in
technologically “advanced” societies in the routine activities of everyday
life, on the move as well as in ﬁxed locations, the risks presented go well
beyond anything that quests for “privacy” or “data protection” can cope with
on their own.
The second chapter continues in an analytical and theoretical vein, this
time with the workplace as the focus. Despite the claims made by some that
new technologies in work situations contribute to more “horizontal” management and more involvement of workers, Elia Zureik argues that some of the
most signiﬁcant debates about the expansion of contemporary surveillance
may be illustrated in this sphere. After helpfully exploring the concept of
surveillance – and concluding, among other things, that it is ubiquitous, and
increasingly based on networked control technologies – Zureik surveys the
major contributions to surveillance studies in the workplace.
To understand what is happening, he insists, more than one theoretical
perspective is required (and Kirstie Ball, in a later chapter, concurs). While
the greater involvement of workers has reduced the crude dualisms
of “scientiﬁc management,” what this actually means depends on the context.
Empowerment and disempowerment, skilling and deskilling, control and
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autonomy can coexist, depending on technological deployment, gender,
and authority structures. Zureik notes that gender relations in the workplace
are particularly signiﬁcant for understanding surveillance during the present
economic and technological restructuring, in which the incorporation of
women’s labor has been vital. As Manuel Castells observes, the “organization
man” is on the way out; the “ﬂexible woman” on her way in (2001: 95). How
consent is obtained, and whether or not workers resist surveillance, is an
empirical matter, not one that can be judged in advance using vulgar
assumptions about panopticism or the negative effects of technology.
One important feature of surveillance discussed by Zureik is that it raises
questions about human subjects and bodies, a theme that is elaborated further
by Irma van der Ploeg in her consideration of “biometrics and the body
as information.” She takes issue with the hype surrounding information
dependence in today’s societies, dismissing the idea that the world has moved
towards a more disembodied and virtual existence. But rather than simply
stressing embodiment, van der Ploeg asks how far the very distinction
between the embodied person and information about that person can be maintained. In a day when body data – biometrics – are increasingly sought for
surveillance purposes, could it be that such information is not merely “about”
the body but part of what the body is? Illustrating her case with examples such
as fingerprinting, iris scans, and facial recognition systems – common to
today’s high-tech social sorting practices – she concludes that our normative
approaches, or ethics, require rethinking. What happens to personal data is
a deeply serious question if that data in part actually constitutes who the
person is.
Questions of identity are central to surveillance, and this is both a question
of data from embodied persons and of the larger systems within which those
data circulate. But verifying identities is only the beginning. In Chapter 4
Felix Stalder and I examine the specific case of electronic identity cards,
which are rapidly becoming a key means of social as well as individual
classiﬁcation. A spate of proposals for new and enhanced national ID card
systems followed the attacks of 11 September 2001. Most involve the use of
a biometric and an embedded programmable chip, commonly known as
“smart cards.” This represents quite a shift from conventional paper-based
documents that have characterized the history of identiﬁcation papers for the
past two centuries. We note the technical advantages and difficulties
associated with such “smart IDs,” but emphasize the fact that the social
questions are more significant. After all, someone will always appear to
offer technological enhancements, but the social cannot so simply be ﬁxed.
The central social question is again that of social sorting and classiﬁcation,
a process that is facilitated, for better and for worse, by the use of smart
cards.

4 Introduction
Staying with the question of the integrity of body data and its surveillant
use in social sorting, Dorothy Nelkin and Lori Andrews shift the focus once
again to genetic data. Twenty years ago, genetic data was used for the ﬁrst
time in a non-medical context, to identify a rapist, and today such practices
are commonplace. Not only criminal cases, but in military and employment
situations, the use of DNA samples is growing rapidly.
As Nelkin and Andrews note, DNA samples offer more than a means of
identiﬁcation. When they reveal things about health and predisposition, they
can expose persons to workplace or health discrimination, creating “at risk”
categories, some of which reinforce racial and ethnic stereotypes. Only ten
years after the first legal use of genetic data, the USA set up the means
of establishing DNA databanks, a process that has also occurred in varying
ways in other countries. While Nelkin and Andrews acknowledge the legitimate and socially beneﬁcial aspects of this, they also insist that the dangers
of “surveillance creep” be kept prominently in mind.
While Nelkin and Andrews draw most of their illustrations from the
military, Jennifer Poudrier takes a close look at a specific case of genetic
surveillance, involving Canadian First Nations people in Ontario. Again, van
der Ploeg’s concerns about the constitutive power of “body data” become
evident here – diabetes diagnoses are associated with “racial” types, in ways
that could be quite prejudicial to aboriginal health. Poudrier shows how the
kinds of ethnic stereotyping feared by Nelkin and Andrews actually emerge
from a combination of dubious theory – the “thrifty gene” – and a regrettable
reductionism in epidemiological models of propensity to disease. The latter
tend to elevate the signiﬁcance of genetic data, such that other competing and
complementary factors are downplayed or ignored in the quest to isolate
the causes of high rates of diabetes. Again, Poudrier does not deny legitimate
and worthy aspects of this quest. But stereotypes may all too easily be
reinforced by such means, in ways that exacerbate rather than ameliorate the
chances of those who are deemed to be “at risk.”
Each of the matters discussed so far – workplaces, DNA checks, ID cards,
and so on – could refer to relatively ﬁxed geographical environments, and they
often do. However, part of the reason why ID cards are needed is the high
mobility characterizing many countries in today’s world. Not all employment
situations are literally workplaces; many employees are on the move as
part of their work. And given international travel, employment, and health
concerns, even genetic data migrate across borders too. High-speed transport
and communication make mobility a pervasive feature of today’s world,
which some even see as a new deﬁning category for sociology (Urry 2000).
Regulating these mobilities yields new roles for surveillance.
Just as surveillance practices have emerged to keep tabs on people in ﬁxed
locations, so parallel practices now keep track of persons on the move. The
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truck driver’s tachometer that records speeds, stops, and other data has now
been supplemented by an array of GPS (Global Positioning Satellite) devices
that locate and monitor not only long-distance truckers but persons using
cell phones, renting cars, or just driving their own cars on toll highways. Add
to this the increasingly intensive surveillance of the virtual travelers who
“surf the net,” “visiting” non-place “sites,” and a whole new dimension of
social sorting opens up.
As with other topics, this is not a mere “technological” phenomenon, nor
is it necessarily negative, socially speaking. But in the case of what David
Phillips and Michael Curry call the “phenetic urge,” it does become a matter
for serious social and political analysis. “Phenetics” is classiﬁcation based on
measurable similarities and differences (as opposed, for example, to genetic
ones) and they apply this to the changing uses of geodemographic systems.
As noted earlier, marketers use transactional data for determining whom
to target, but they also combine this with knowledge about neighborhood
characteristics, normally based on zip codes and postal codes. Phillips and
Curry show how the assumption that “you are where you live” clusters
consumers according to – somewhat stereotypical – categories such as “pools
and patios” or “bohemian mix,” but does little to reveal how cities alter their
composition night and day. This has encouraged more ﬂuid approaches, based
on the reality that urban areas may be better conceived of as “ﬂows” (Castells
2000) in which work, home and entertainment occur in different places; hence
the growth of “location-based systems” for consumer surveillance.
Thus the same kinds of technologies that facilitate high levels of mobility
– the “flows” – also provide platforms for surveillance of persons on the
move. When many cell phones are in use, for example, their owners may
readily be traced, a fact that is advertised as a beneﬁt – especially since cell
phones have been used to ﬁnd victims in emergency situations. Any problems
that cell phone users may have with this tend to be addressed by reference
to “privacy” policies which, as Phillips and Curry say, put the emphasis
on “personally identiﬁable information” rather than the fact that groups or
regions may be categorized and characterized in particular ways. Something
very similar may be said about other kinds of locational devices discussed by
Colin Bennett, Charles Raab, and Priscilla Regan in the following chapter that
deals with “intelligent transportation systems.” They too take very seriously
the privacy problems associated with, in this case, automated toll highways,
but also note that the capacity and the incentive to amass categorical data on
road users increases all the time.
For Bennett, Raab, and Regan, who carefully compare and contrast three
road toll systems in Canada, the USA, and the UK, the jury is still out on how
far such systems represent much more than an efﬁcient cash-free means of
easing trafﬁc ﬂows. Even when offered an anonymous means of paying tolls
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on Toronto’s highway 407, for instance, few drivers avail themselves of it.
Yet as these authors also observe, the trends all point towards growing
marketing interest in capturing more classiﬁable driver data, and towards the
growth of GIS (Geographical Information Systems) and other technological
means of collecting and analyzing it. Not satisfied with older notions
that “we are where we live,” marketers may add the idea that “we are what
we drive.”
This phenetic urge spreads into other areas too, such as Internet use, even
if they do not involve physical travel. Extending the previous thought, we
could describe this as “we are where we surf.” The Internet has become a
major means of classifying and categorizing its users, through an array of
increasingly sophisticated devices that began with “cookies.” These small
pieces of software code are deposited on users’ hard drives when they log onto
a site, where they remain, sending data back to their originating company. The
association of “webs” with traps is thus not entirely misplaced (Elmer 1997;
Lyon 1998). However, as with the workplace, or geodemographic marketing,
there is a bigger context to be considered. Surveillance, as Zureik notes, is a
feature of large-scale organization, and thus invites a political-economy
approach as well as discursive, constructivist, and ethnographic ones.
Dwayne Winseck provides such a context in his chapter on “netscapes
of power,” in which he explores how media monopolies have extended themselves into the “Internet era.” In particular, Winseck elaborates the notion
that risk management has become an axial principle of social organization
within media companies, and that this encourages the drive to regulate
behavior through network architecture, cyberlaw, and, of course, surveillance.
This last involves, for example, more and more detailed clickstream
monitoring geared to “knowing the audience” for web sites of all kinds. He
agrees with Gandy and with Rohan Samarajiva’s (1997) conclusions that
these attempts to manage consumption heighten surveillance and augment
advertisers’ ability to discriminate between audiences they value and
those they do not. The Internet thus comes to resemble, in uncanny ways,
the social situations in which it is embedded as a “form of life” (Bennett 2001:
207–8).
Winseck makes the important point that “privacy” is treated ambiguously
in these contexts. Because of the huge pressure within corporations to obtain
valuable personal data, especially in the form of user proﬁles, some systems
are deliberately created with only minimal levels of “privacy” protection. At
the same time, privacy enhancing technologies (PETs) may be offered to
offset such trends. While they are often effective, however, PETs also fall
back on technocratic solutions and personal choices. Instead of seeing
cyberspace as a genuinely social space that is publicly protected, the onus is
thus placed on the person to know about and to buy any necessary protection.
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Another division emerges, based this time on awareness and, in some cases,
ability to pay.
In Part IV of the book, “Targeting trouble: social divisions,” the power of
categorizing surveillance is seen in three unfolding contexts, each of which
highlights some important and emerging features. Kirstie Ball looks at
computer-based performance monitoring (CBPM) in a rapidly growing sector
– the call center. She shows how categories are created through surveillance
and why this raises questions of distributive and procedural justice. Greg
Marquis takes the rise of private policing – another expanding phenomenon
– as another key site of surveillance, showing how it builds on a long history
of “typing” suspect populations, which is accentuated by the use of new
technologies. Clive Norris also examines a growth sector – closed circuit
television (CCTV) surveillance in public places – demonstrating decisively
how categories of suspicion are constructed.
Ball shows how electronic surveillance is used extensively in call centers
as a key management tool. Statistics of worker performance, often including
voice recordings, are used to classify workers and to evaluate them against
company criteria. Ball argues that such situations cannot be properly
understood by one analytic method alone and shows the value of complementary approaches. She shows that the management line (relating to
“empowerment”) actually appropriates to its advantage some workers’
orientations to “life-in-work” in the surveillance setting. Ball questions the
value of some “best practice” approaches common in call center management
styles, suggesting that much more attention be paid to how workers actually
negotiate their place within the organization, and how access to justice in
monitored situations might really be achieved.
One area that one might expect “best practice” to entail criteria of “justice”
is policing. But no one can visit a shopping mall, an airport, or sports facility
today without noticing that they are policed by security personnel paid by or
contracted to the company. Private police increasingly operate alongside
municipal and regional police forces to deter, detect, and deal with infractions of the law and undesirable behaviors. Surveillance is central to both
agencies. The old distinction made between police work – maintaining order
and enforcing criminal law – and security work – preventing economic loss
– is, as Marquis shows, less plausible today. “Public” police, too, use criteria
deriving from risk management relating to economic loss (Ericson and
Haggerty 1997). Whether in public places such as bus stations, or in semiprivate locations such as workplaces, private police often work on the same
guidelines as public police, and may use the same databases to deal with
different “orders” of “troublemakers.”
To take this further, it is worth noting that a key case of public police
learning from private is in the deployment of CCTV. Cameras currently
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sprout like spring ﬂowers (if that analogy is not too innocent) from roofs and
pole-mountings in almost every major city in North America, Europe, and
Asia. But they do not merely “watch.” Clive Norris takes up this theme in a
ﬁnely nuanced ﬁnal chapter, showing how some explanations of CCTV are
deficient precisely because they underplay the classificatory power – the
phenetic urge – of these systems. While many theorists have drawn upon
Michel Foucault’s rendition of the panopticon as a model for modern
surveillance, Norris shows that the case for CCTV as an “unseen observer”
is less obvious than it might at ﬁrst seem.
Norris traces the trend towards more automated and algorithmic systems,
and he argues that this marks a distinct shift away from the negotiable space
available in earlier forms of social control. As he notes, “Access is either
accepted or denied; identity is either conﬁrmed or rejected; behavior is either
legitimate or illegitimate.” Without downplaying the discriminatory practices
of face-to-face or human-operated CCTV systems, Norris nonetheless
insists that the new, neatly classifying methods of digital surveillance may not
be particularly fair either. Those whose behaviors do not fall in with the
“entrepreneurial mission” of the shopping mall, for instance, are targeted for
exclusion. Classiﬁcation and categorization for inclusion or exclusion is of
the essence in such surveillance systems. Which is what not only this chapter,
but this book, is all about.
Surveillance is thus seen, in a many-faceted series of chapters, as a means
of social sorting. It classifies and categorizes relentlessly, on the basis of
various – clear or occluded – criteria. It is often, but not always, accomplished
by means of remote networked databases whose algorithms enable digital
discrimination to take place. Risk management, we are reminded, is an
increasingly important spur to surveillance. But its categories are constructed
in socio-technical systems by human agents and software protocols and are
subject to revision, or even removal. And their operation depends in part on
the ways that surveillance is accepted, negotiated, or resisted by those whose
data is being processed. While fears for personal privacy are still a signiﬁcant
aspect of this fluid and fluctuating process, the following chapters also
demonstrate that voices questioning the social justice of surveillance are also
starting to be heard.
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Part I

Orientations

1

Surveillance as social sorting
Computer codes and mobile
bodies
David Lyon

This ﬁrst chapter explores some of the key themes involved in “surveillance
as social sorting.” The ﬁrst four paragraphs state the argument in brief, before
I suggest a number of ways in which social sorting has become central to
surveillance. In what follows I look at some implications of surveillance as
a routine occurrence of everyday life; focus on the emergent “coding” and
“mobile” aspects of surveillance; and conclude by suggesting some fresh
directions for surveillance studies in the early twenty-ﬁrst century.1
Surveillance has spilled out of its old nation-state containers to become
a feature of everyday life, at work, at home, at play, on the move. So far from
the single all-seeing eye of Big Brother, myriad agencies now trace and track
mundane activities for a plethora of purposes. Abstract data, now including
video, biometric, and genetic as well as computerized administrative ﬁles,
are manipulated to produce proﬁles and risk categories in a liquid, networked
system. The point is to plan, predict, and prevent by classifying and assessing
those proﬁles and risks.
“Social sorting” highlights the classifying drive of contemporary surveillance. It also defuses some of the more supposedly sinister aspects of
surveillance processes (it’s not a conspiracy of evil intentions or a relentless
and inexorable process). Surveillance is always ambiguous (Lyon 1994: 219;
Newburn and Hayman 2002: 167–8). At the same time social sorting places
the matter firmly in the social and not just the individual realm – which
“privacy” concerns all too often tend to do. Human life would be unthinkable
without social and personal categorization, yet today surveillance not only
rationalizes but also automates the process. How is this achieved?
Codes, usually processed by computers, sort out transactions, interactions,
visits, calls, and other activities; they are the invisible doors that permit
access to or exclude from participation in a multitude of events, experiences,
and processes. The resulting classifications are designed to influence and
to manage populations and persons thus directly and indirectly affecting the
choices and chances of data subjects. The gates and barriers that contain,
channel, and sort populations and persons have become virtual.
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But not only does doing things at a distance require more and more
surveillance. In addition, the social sorting process occurs, as it were, on the
move. Surveillance now deals in speed and mobility. In the race to arrive
ﬁrst, surveillance is simulated to precede the event. In the desire to keep track,
surveillance ebbs and ﬂows through space. But the process is not one-way.
Socio-technical surveillance systems are also affected by people complying
with, negotiating, or resisting surveillance. Now let me spell this out, a little
less breathlessly.
A key trend of today’s surveillance is the use of searchable databases to
process personal data for various purposes. This key is not “technological,”
as if searchable databases could be thought of as separate from the social,
economic, and political purposes in which they are embedded. Rather, the
use of searchable databases is seen as a future goal, even if, at present,
the hardware and software may not all be readily available or sufﬁciently
sophisticated. The point is that access to improved speed of handling and
richer sources of information about individuals and populations is believed
to be the best way to check and monitor behavior, to inﬂuence persons and
populations, and to anticipate and pre-empt risks.
One of the most obvious examples of using searchable databases
for surveillance purposes occurs in current marketing practices. Over the past
two decades a huge industry has mushroomed, clustering populations
according to geodemographic type. Canada, for instance, is organized by
Compusearch into groups – from U1, Urban Elite to R2, Rural Downscale
– which are then subdivided into clusters. U1 includes “The Afﬂuentials”
cluster: “Very afﬂuent and middle-aged executive and professional families.
Expensive, large, lightly-mortgaged houses in very stable, older, exclusive
sections of large cities. Older children and teenagers” (TETRAD 2001).
U6, Big City Stress is rather different: “Inner city urban neighbourhoods
with the second lowest average household income. Probably the most disadvantaged areas of the country . . . Household types include singles, couple,
and lone parent families. A significant but mixed ‘ethnic’ presence.
Unemployment levels are very high” (TETRAD 2001).
Using such clusters in conjunction with postal codes – zip codes in the
USA – marketers sift and sort populations according to their spending
patterns, then treat different clusters accordingly. Groups likely to be valuable
to marketers get special attention, special deals, and efficient after-sales
service, while others, not among the creamed-off categories, must make
do with less information, and inferior service. Web-based tools have broadened these processes to include other kinds of data, relating not only to
geodemographics but to other indicators of worth as well. In processes known
variously as “digital redlining” (Perri 6 2001) or “weblining” (Stepanek
2000), customers are classiﬁed according to their relative worth. So much
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for the sovereign consumer! The salesperson may now know not only where
you live, but details such as your ethnic background (Stepanek notes that in
the USA Acxiom matches names against demographic data to yield “B” for
black, “J” for Jewish, “N” for Nipponese-Japanese and so on).
Already one may see how off-line and on-line data-gathering may
be matched or merged. As the Internet has become more important as a
marketing device, so efforts have increased to combine the power of off-line
(mainly geodemographic) with on-line (mainly surﬁng patterns and traces)
databases. This was behind the purchase of Abacus (off-line) by Doubleclick
(on-line) in 1999, that resulted in a lengthy court case following an outcry.
When marketers merge individually identifiable information pertaining
to postal or zip code characteristics with evidence of purchasing habits or
interests gleaned by tracking Internet use into a searchable database, they
create a closer relationship with relevant customers. In a striking case, an
American physician was recently offered a list of all her perimenopausal
patients not on some estrogen replacement therapy (Hafner 2001). On-line
and off-line data may be combined to produce ﬁne-tuned sales.
Another ﬁeld in which searchable databases have become more important
for surveillance is policing. During 2001, Toronto, Ontario, Canada police
introduced upgrades in their patrol vehicles that extended the scope of
information-based activities. The e-Cops – Enterprise Case and Occurrence
Processing System – was adopted, which uses wireless data communications
to connect police ofﬁcers using laptops in their cruisers to Web-based tools
for crime detection and prevention (Marron 2001). Not only can officers
now connect directly with Toronto Police Service ﬁles as well as the Ontario
Ministry of Transport drivers’ license records and suspect lists held at the
Canadian Police information Centre (CPIC), but also with an IBM database
and business-intelligence software.
This initiative, like database marketing, makes use of geodemographic
information. In this case, it identiﬁes geographical patterns of crimes with a
view not only to detection but to pre-empting crime by indicating where
a particular offender may strike next. The new systems automate tasks that
previously required clerical staff as information-processing intermediaries,
and connect tools that used to be used in relative isolation. Thus, the system
is more fully integrated, and, it is argued, more cost-effective. Background
information on suspects is now instantly available and retrievable by ofﬁcers
at their car seat laptops. And the searchable database may be used to indicate
whether the suspect is likely to be a serial offender, on a “crime spree” or a
novice.
As with database marketing, the policing systems are symptomatic
of broader trends. In this case the trend is towards attempted prediction and
pre-emption of behaviors, and of a shift to what is called “actuarial justice”
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in which communication of knowledge about probabilities plays a greatly
increased role in assessments of risk (Ericson and Haggerty 1997). How
certain territories are mapped socially becomes central to police work that
is dependent on information infrastructures. But such mapping also depends
on stereotypes, whether to do with territory – “hot spots” – or social characteristics such as race, socio-economic class or gender. As Ericson and
Haggerty observe, these categories cannot be impartial because they are
produced by risk institutions that already put different value on young
and old, rich and poor, black and white, men and women (Ericson and
Haggerty 1997: 256).
The two examples, from marketing and from policing, clearly indicate
how searchable databases have become central to surveillance. If surveillance
is understood as a systematic attention to personal details, with a view
to managing or influencing the persons and groups concerned, then the
searchable database may be seen as an ideal in other emerging areas as well.
Risk management and insurance assessment in particular tend to encourage
the quest for greater accuracy of identification and faster communication
of the risk, preferably before the risk is realized. New technologies, such as
biometrics, using ﬁngerprints, handprints, iris scans, or DNA samples, are
harnessed for accuracy of identification (see Nelkin and Andrews in this
volume), and the networking of these to increase speed of communication are
thus part of an increasingly common pattern.
Two further developments also illustrate these surveillance shifts. One
refers to the rapid proliferation of Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) or
“video surveillance” and the other to a growing range of locational devices
that not only situate data subjects in ﬁxed space, but also while on the move.
Again, these are not merely technological innovations with social impacts.
They are technologies that are actively sought and developed because they
answer to particular political-economic pressures. The political pull factors
have to do with neo-conservative governments wishing to contract out
services and to cut costs, especially labor costs. In so doing, they are also
attempting to reduce public fear of crime and create spaces for “safe” consumption in the city. Pull factors on the commercial side include narrowing
profit margins and the desire to capture markets through relationships
with customers. The push factors, on the other hand, relate to the drive to sell
(companies) and to adopt (agencies, organizations, governments) new
technologies.
The UK is the currently unrivalled world capital for video surveillance in
public places, but other countries are rapidly following the British example.
Major cities in North America, Europe and Asia are using CCTV as a means
to control crime and to maintain social order. For example, Sudbury was the
ﬁrst city in Ontario to install public video cameras in 1996, in a move inspired
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directly by the example of Glasgow, Scotland. Sudbury police obtained help
from rotary clubs and Canadian Pacific Rail to put up their first cameras
which, it is now claimed, have led to signiﬁcant reductions in crime rates –
which are falling faster than those in other Canadian cities (Tomas 2000). In
most cases, searchable databases are not yet used in conjunction with CCTV,
though the aim of creating categories of suspicion within which to situate
unusual or deviant behaviors is ﬁrmly present (see Norris in this volume).
In some cases, however, searchable databases are already in use in public
and private situations, to try to connect facial images of persons in the sight
of the cameras with others that have been digitally stored. In Newham,
London, CCTV is thus enhanced by intelligent systems capable of facial
recognition (Norris and Armstrong 1999). In a celebrated case in 2000, the
turnstiles at the annual Superbowl events in Florida were watched by such
a CCTV system, that compared the 100,000 plus images of those entering the
stadium against stored images of the faces of known offenders (19 matches
were made). This was a test-run by a camera system company, to demonstrate
the capabilities of the machines, which at least suggests the nature of
technology push factors in this case (Slevin 2001).
Much more commonplace than street-level facial recognition systems – at
least before 11 September 2001 – are the facial recognition technologies used
at casinos to catch cheats. As with the turnstiles, the casino entrances offer
the opportunity to capture relatively clear images. These may then be matched
with database images and used to apprehend known offenders (CNN 2001).
The increasing use of digital security cameras is likely to encourage this
trend (Black 2001). Since 11 September 2001, however, widespread interest
has been expressed in many cities for facial recognition CCTV systems to
reduce the likelihood of “terrorist” attacks. The new political will and public
willingness to countenance the spread of such systems in public places
has been more than matched by confident “expert” announcements about
available technology, even though their capacity actually to perform as
required is unproven (Rosen 2001).
Sophisticated CCTV systems, such as those in Newham, London, may be
used to follow people from street to street if they are of interest to the
operators. Thus not only ﬁxed sites, but moving targets may also be subject
to surveillance. Cameras, however, are not the most common kinds of devices
used for keeping track of persons on the move. Other locational technologies
that use Global Positioning Satellites (GPS) and Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) in conjunction with wireless telephony provide much more
powerful surveillance potential. There is already a popular market for such
mobile phone and satellite technologies among parents wishing to keep track
of their children, but broader commercial interest is found among car rental
companies, emergency, and security services.
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Selected new cars from Ford offer the On-Star service that enables, for
example, hotels or restaurants to alert users when they are near by. This is a
predictable extension of electronic business. Following a federal ruling in
the USA, cell phones will carry wireless tracking technology to permit the
pinpointing of persons making emergency calls (Romero 2001). This, too, is
predictable, and the beneﬁt to persons in trouble, palpable. But such systems
also permit other agencies – insurance companies, employers – to discover
the whereabouts of individuals and it is only a matter of time before they
will develop the means of proﬁling them too (see Bennett, Raab, and Regan
in this volume). In the UK, recent legislation, the Regulation of Investigatory
Powers Act, allows police unparalleled access to new-generation cell phones
(“mobile” phones in the UK or Australia) for tracing the location of callers
(Barnett 2000). Along with Intelligent Transportation Sytems (ITS), these
mushrooming technologies permit surveillance to shift decisively into the
realm of movement through space.

Explaining everyday surveillance
There is a sense in which new technologies are employed to compensate
for losses incurred through the deployment of other technologies. New
information, and especially communication technologies and improved
transportation, have enabled many things to be done at a distance in the past
half century. An unprecedented stretch in relationships allows parties to
engage in dispersed production – of everything from automobiles to music
– administration, interpersonal communication, commerce, entertainment,
and, of course, war. Relationships no longer depend on embodied persons
being co-present with each other. Abstract data and images stand in for
the live population of many exchanges and communications today. Some
of those abstract data and images are deliberately intercepted or captured
in order to keep track of the now invisible persons who are nonetheless in
an immense web of connections. Thus the disappearing body is made to
reappear for management and administrative purposes by more or less the
same technologies that helped it to vanish in the ﬁrst place (Lyon 2001b).
Understood thus, surveillance appears much less sinister. The older
metaphors of Big Brother or the panopticon, redolent of heavy-handed social
control, seem somehow less relevant to an everyday world of telephone
transactions, Internet surfing, street-level security, work monitoring, and
so on. And indeed, it seems appropriate to think of such surveillance as in
some ways positive and beneficial, permitting new levels of efficiency,
productivity, convenience, and comfort that many in the technologically
advanced societies take for granted. At the same time, the apparently innocent
embeddedness of surveillance in everyday life does raise some important
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questions for sociological analysis. The surface-level associations of surveillance with the containment of risk may at times obscure the ways that
expanding surveillance may actually contribute to as well as curtail risks.
It is no accident that interest in privacy has grown by leaps and bounds in
the past decade. This shift maps exactly onto the increased levels and
pervasiveness of surveillance in commercial as well as in governmental
and workplace settings. By the same token, it also relates to increased surveillance of middle-class and male populations. Lower socio-economic
groups and women have long been accustomed to the gaze of various
surveillants. As well, growth of privacy concerns has to be seen in the
context of increasing individualized societies (Bauman 2001), and above
all on the individualizing of risk, as social safety nets deteriorate one by
one. Information privacy, based almost everywhere on “fair information
practices,” relates to communicative control, that is, how far data subjects
have a say over how their personal data are collected, processed, and used.
Such privacy policies are now enshrined in law and in voluntary selfregulation in many countries and contexts.
But privacy is both contested, and conﬁned in its scope. Culturally and
historically relative, privacy has limited relevance in some contexts. As we
shall see in a moment, everyday surveillance is implicated in contemporary
modes of social reproduction – it is a vital means of sorting populations for
discriminatory treatment – and as such it is unclear that it is appropriate to
invoke more privacy as a possible solution. Of course, fair information
practices do go some way to addressing the potential inequalities generated,
or at least facilitated, by surveillance as social sorting. But this latter process
appears to be a social structural one which, however strenuous the claims to
privacy as a common or public good (see Regan 1995), seem to call for
different or at least additional policy instruments and political initiatives.
Another sociological issue is that mapping surveillance is no longer a
merely regional matter. Once, sociology could conﬁdently assume that social
relations were in some ways isomorphic with territories – and of course,
ironically, this assumption is precisely what lies behind the geodemographic
clustering activities of database marketers. But the development of different
kinds of networking relationships challenges this simple assumption. Social
relationships have became more fluid, more liquid (Bauman 2000) and
surveillance data, correspondingly, are more networked, and must be seen
in terms of flows (Urry 2000). It is not merely where people are when
they use cell phones, e-mail, or surf the Internet. It is with whom they are
connected and how that interaction may be logged, monitored, or traced that
also counts.
A third sociological question raised by everyday surveillance has to
do with the processes of surveilling and being surveilled. It is often implied
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that the one can be read off the other – that some mode of surveillance, say,
street-level CCTV, simply works to reduce crime, or that a person’s paranoid
fears of a Big Brother welfare department are fully justiﬁed. In fact, many
surveillance situations have received little sociological attention, with
the result that it is easy to fall back on the perspectives of technological
determinism or legal responses in the attempt to understand what is happening. In fact, at least three stages of the process should be isolated for analytical
purposes. The creation of codes by data-users is one stage, revealing both the
political economy of technology and the implications of certain technical
capacities. The extent to which data subjects comply is a second stage; this
explores the circumstances under which the surveilled simply go along
with their surveillance, how far they negotiate with surveillance, and when
they actually resist it. This leads to a third question: what does it take for
opposition to surveillance to be mobilized politically in an organized fashion
– whether ad hoc or long-term – and what are the pragmatic or ethical grounds
for so doing?

Social sorting
Everyday surveillance depends increasingly on searchable databases. Even
where this is not yet or not fully the case – such as with the predominantly
human-operated CCTV systems – a central aim is social sorting. The
surveillance system obtains personal and group data in order to classify people
and populations according to varying criteria, to determine who should
be targeted for special treatment, suspicion, eligibility, inclusion, access,
and so on. What, in relation to database marketing, Oscar Gandy calls the
“panoptic sort” is, in short, a discriminatory technology, whether or not it is
fully automated in every case (Gandy 1993, 1995, 1996). It sieves and sorts
for the purpose of assessment, of judgement. It thus affects people’s lifestyle
choices – if you won’t accept the cookie that reports your surﬁng habits to
the parent company, don’t expect that information or access will be available
– and their life-chances – details about the neighborhood in which you live
affect items such as your insurance premiums, what sorts of services are
available (Graham and Marvin 2001), how the area is policed, and what
advertising you receive.
If surveillance as social sorting is growing, this is not merely because some
new devices have become available. Rather, the devices are sought because
of the increasing number of perceived and actual risks and the desire more
completely to manage populations – whether those populations are citizens,
employees, or consumers. The dismantling of state welfare, for instance,
that has been occurring systematically in all the advanced societies since its
zenith in the 1960s, has the effect of individualizing risks. Whereas the very
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concept of state welfare involves a social sharing of risks, the converse occurs
when that state welfare goes into decline. What are the results of this?
For those still in dire need, because of unemployment, illness, single
parenthood, or poverty otherwise generated, surveillance is tightened as a
means of discipline. Cases of fraud are more actively sought through datamatching and other means – Ontario residents who cross the USA border
when on unemployment benefit may have their details cross-checked by
Canada Customs with a view to snifﬁng out double-dipping – and the criteria
of eligibility become more strictly means-tested. In Ohio, the human services
department warns its clients that “your social security number may be used
to check your income and/or employment information with past or present
employers, financial resources through IRS, employment compensation,
disability beneﬁts [.]” The document continues: the “number as well as other
information will be used in computer matching and program reviews or audits
to make sure your household is eligible for food stamps . . . school lunch,
ADC and Medicaid” (cf. Gilliom 2001: 18). For those whose risks have
become primarily a personal or family responsibility, insurance companies
will employ increasingly intrusive means to verify the health, employment,
and other risks associated with each application. Personal data are constantly
sought for such exchanges, which require surveillance knowledge to be
communicated.
The individualization of risk thus fosters ever-spiralling levels of
surveillance, implying that automated categorization occurs with increasing
frequency. Now, as we noted above, categorization is endemic and vital to
human life, especially to social life. The processes of institutional categorization, however, received a major boost from modernity, with its analytical,
rationalizing thrust. All modern social institutions, for example, depend
upon differentiation, to discover who counts as a citizen, which citizens may
vote, who may hold property, which persons may marry, who has graduated
from which school, with what qualiﬁcations, who is employed by whom, and
so on. Many of these matters were less scrupulously checked before the
coming of modernity, and there was a certain vagueness and (what might
now be seen as) blurring of boundaries.
The growth of modern institutions – above all the nation-state and the
capitalist enterprise – meant that those who were citizens, employees, and,
in time, consumers found themselves with institutional or organizational
identities that had to be calibrated with their self-identities. This does not
imply that no group or clan identities existed before modern times, or that selfidentity is somehow a pre-social endowment of the person. Rather, it is a
reminder that organizational identities have proliferated during modern times,
and that they have become increasingly signiﬁcant factors in the determination of life-chances. With the concomitant rise of modern understandings
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of the self, trafﬁc between organizational and self identities has become more
and more busy and more complex.
What happens when computers are brought into the picture? In short, the
social power of information is reinforced. For one thing, the records of those
organizational identities, long ago relegated to filing cabinets, seldom
disturbed, are now on the move. Data doubles – various concatenations of
personal data that, like it or not, represent “you” within the bureaucracy
or the network – now start to ﬂow as electrical impulses, and are vulnerable
to alteration, addition, merging, and loss as they travel. For another, the
ongoing life of the data doubles now depends upon complex information
infrastructures. This may help to democratize the information; it may equally
lead to tyrannies. As John Bowker and Leigh Star say:
Some are the tyrannies of inertia – red tape – rather than explicit public
policies. Others are the quiet victories of infrastructure builders
inscribing their politics into the systems. Still others are almost accidental
– systems that become so complex that no one person and no organization
can predict or administer good policy.
(Bowker and Star 1999: 50)
For all that modernity may have helped to spawn organizational identities,
and now data doubles, within complex information infrastructures, it has not
ensured that the identities and data doubles are classiﬁed free from stereotypes
or other prejudicial typing. As we have seen, marketers use geodemographic
and customer-behavior data – which themselves may be misleading – to
create their categories, and they may also add highly questionable criteria
such as racial and ethnic monikers to the mix. High-tech policing may involve
wireless web-based data searches, but it has not moved beyond notions
such as city “hotspots” to pinpoint areas requiring special police attention,
where “annoying behavior” may occur, or where it is important that certain
social elements, above all the poor, be cleaned away for tourism. And the
more policing also comes to rely on CCTV surveillance, the more other kinds
of prejudicial categories will come into play. In Britain, being young, male
and black ensures a higher rate of scrutiny by the street-mounted cameras
(Norris and Armstrong 1999).

Computer codes
Although computers are not necessarily used for all kinds of surveillance
– some is still face to face and some, like most CCTV systems, still
require human operators – most surveillance apparatuses in the wealthier,
technological societies depend upon computers. Searchable databases have
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become especially signiﬁcant, along with remote networking capacities. The
current use of computers is extending from ﬁxed usage to mobile, allowing
either the surveillants or the surveilled – or both – to be on the move. As in
other areas, it is not merely information processing that is important,
but communication.
But what information is processed and communicated? The assessments
and judgements made on data subjects depend on coded criteria, and it is
these codes that make surveillance processes work in particular ways. They
are the switches that place one person in, say, the Affluentials category,
and the next in Big City Stress, one person as having health risks, the next as
having good prospects. As Bowker and Star note, “values, opinions, and
rhetoric are frozen into codes.” They extend Marx to suggest that “ . . .
software is frozen organizational and policy discourse” (Bowker and Star
1999: 135). For one thing, different stakeholders help to determine the coding.
As Ericson and Haggerty show, insurance companies play an increasingly
large role in determining policing categories (Ericson and Haggerty 1997: 23;
see also Ericson, Barry and Doyle 2000). And human resources managers
opposed to labor union organization may help to code e-mail or Internet
monitoring devices.
Computer codes are thus extremely important for the ways that surveillance
works. In a strong sense, surveillance systems are what are in the codes. They
regulate the system – as Lawrence Lessig says with regard to cyberspace,
‘Code is law’ (Lessig 1999: 6). Lessig also observes that it seems to have
come as a surprise to some that cyberspace is necessarily regulated. Indeed,
the very term “cyberspace” has obvious affinities with “cybernetics,” the
science of remote control, connected from the outset with a vision of perfect
regulation. Paradoxically, Lessig argues, the commercialization of cyberspace
is constructing an architecture that perfects control. In this way it simply
perpetuates what James R. Beniger explained about information technology
in general – it contributes to a “control revolution” (Beniger 1986). What is
true of the Internet is also true of other forms of computer coding. And that
is why it is so important that codes be analyzed and assessed in surveillance
settings.
Without themselves being involved in the kinds of sociology of technology
that is required fully to understand these codes, certain French theorists –
notably Paul Virilio and Gilles Deleuze – have observed that the processes
of social ordering have been undergoing change over the past decade or two.
They argue that today’s surveillance goes beyond that of Michel Foucault’s
disciplinary society, where persons are “normalized” by their categorical
locations, to what Deleuze calls the “society of control” where similarities and
difference are reduced to code (Deleuze 1992). The coding is crucial, because
the codes are supposed to contain the means of prediction, of anticipating
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events (like crimes), conditions (like AIDS), and behaviors (like consumer
choices) that have yet to occur (see also Bogard 1996). The codes form
sets of protocols that help to alter the everyday experience of surveillance.
As Virilio says, physical obstacles and temporal distances become less
relevant in a world of information ﬂows. The old world of surveillance, that
depended on the layout of the city (dating back to times of city walls and
gates), is now supplanted – or, I would argue, supplemented – by newer
surveillance that depends rather on what Virilio calls “audio-visual protocols”
(Virilio 1994). Virilio refers to this kind of surveillance “prospection”
because the codes promise advance vision, perceiving future events (Virilio
1989).
These computer codes become more signiﬁcant for surveillance each time
it becomes possible to add some further dimension to the data collected and
processed. The information infrastructure handles more and more different
kinds of codes, and, as it does so, the surveillance capacities of other, once
relatively separate and distinct, areas are upgraded. The codes of dataveillance
(see Clarke 1988) have been augmented not only by Virilio’s audio-visual
protocols but also by biometric, genetic, and locational ones. These too carry
with them the baggage of their origins and of their stakeholders’ values,
opinions, and rhetoric. Thus, for example, the “coded body” of a person who
attempts to cross a national border may ﬁnd that she is already welcome or
already excluded on the basis of an identity that is established (not merely
determined, see van der Ploeg 1999) by the codes.
It hardly needs saying that asylum seekers are among the most vulnerable
to such coding – or that this may be a politically acceptable level on which
to set up new systems of codes involving biometrics. It was reported in May
2001, for instance, that the Canadian Department of Immigration intends
to introduce a smart card that may contain identiﬁers such as eye scans or
thumbprints (Walters 2001). After the attacks of 11 September 2001, the
climate of political acceptability altered quite radically, and smart-card
national identiﬁers became one of the most mooted technical defences against
“terrorism” (see Stalder and Lyon in this volume). These have the capacity
to be coded for several different purposes.

Mobile bodies
Of course, in the twenty-ﬁrst century more and more people do want to cross
borders. Not only asylum seekers and other refugees, but the flows of
travellers also includes business people, tourists, sports players, entertainers,
students, and so on. If globalization is rightly thought of as the process in
which the world becomes one place, then it is only to be expected that borders
will become increasingly porous. Mobility, both physical and virtual, is
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a mark of the information and communication age. Equally predictable, in an
increasingly mobile world, is that surveillance practices would evolve in
parallel ways. But there are different aspects of this shift.
First, the networked forms of surveillance are as powerful as ever, and are
best seen in the activities of major corporations – such as Doubleclick or
Disney – on the one hand, or policing and government administration on the
other. There are also potential and actual links between surveillance taking
place in public and private organizations. Pharmaceutical companies,
for instance, may on occasion gain access to the databases of governmentrun health care schemes and vice versa (Hafner 2001). But, second, this
shades into another kind of surveillance organization, or, as Gilles Deleuze
and Félix Guattari have it, “assemblage” (Deleuze and Guattari 1987; see
also Haggerty and Ericson 2000). This surveillance is not limited to the
corporation or government department, but grows and expands rhizomically,
like those creeping plants in the suburban lawn or vegetable garden. Some
CCTV systems seem to “creep” in this way, moving according to an
unpredictable, networking logic that Norris and Armstrong call “expandable
mutability” (1999; see also Nelkin and Andrews in this volume).
A third aspect of surveillance in a world of mobilities is that numerous
new devices are available for pinpointing the location of data subjects. These
represent a speciﬁc development in the computing and telecommunications
industries, and are based on wireless telephony, video, newly available GPS
data, and, of course, searchable databases. Some are Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS) such as automated road-tolling technologies, or on-board
navigational or monitoring devices. Others connect GPS and GIS capabilities
with cell phones to enable the location of callers – especially in emergency
situations – to be easily traced to within a few metres. These technologies
represent an emerging area but there is enough evidence of their use already
– both in ﬁxed highway tolling systems and in emergency cell phone call
locating – to suggest that it is no passing trend.
One way or another, surveillance seems perfectly capable of keeping up
with social trends towards greater mobility. After all, surveillance depends
increasingly upon the very same technologies that enable mobility to expand
in the ﬁrst place. Old notions of order, pattern, and regularity seem less salient
to a world of mobilities, rendering plausible Urry’s view that emergent
regimes have more to do with “regulating mobilities” (Urry 2000: 186) rather
like a gamekeeper regulates stock that otherwise cross boundaries at
will. This does not mean that national states will lose their power to regulate
(globalization, after all, implies a concurrent localization), or that more
hierarchical organizations (corporations, police departments) will wither
away. Rather it suggests that surveillance information – along with those
from whom the data are abstracted – will simply be among the ﬂuids that
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circulate and flow within and beyond what were once taken for granted
as “societies.”

Conclusions
Sociologies of surveillance as social sorting are underdeveloped. Such studies
have tended either to fall back on the theoretical resources of liberal, Orwellinspired ideas, and of poststructuralist, panoptic schemes (Boyne 2000), or
to start with the commonest policy responses – data protection and privacy –
and work back to analysis from there (Gilliom 2001: 8). The foregoing
account has suggested some limitations of such approaches which, whatever
their strengths, do not really deal with questions of disappearing bodies,
coding, categorization, and mobilities. Much research is called for, of an
ethnographic, explanatory, and an ethical kind. The ethnographic would help
us understand processes of coding and of experiencing surveillance in
everyday life. The explanatory would develop theories of social sorting and
the social power of information in surveillance settings. The ethical would
give a critical cutting edge to studies that clearly touch on issues of fairness
and dignity.
The grammar of the codes offers rich veins for social research. Exploring
from the perspectives of the sociology of technology and of political economy
how codes are made up and modiﬁed would yield clues about “switching
power” (Castells 1996) in contemporary societies. What are the desires that
drive the coding processes enacted by data seekers and users? Possible
candidates include control, governance, security, safety, and proﬁt. How do
different stakeholders bring their interests to bear on the coding processes?
Which kinds of interest (risk management, insurance) predominate? How
does increasing divesting and contracting out to commercial enterprises affect
the quest for personal and population data? To what extent do commercial
pressures encourage the use of data for purposes beyond those for which they
were collected?
Equally, understanding how ordinary people experience surveillance
in everyday life is a prime task for sociological research. Some studies have
already been done, for example of how young persons “act up” in front of
video cameras in the street. But many others are needed, of ﬁlling warranty
or benefit application forms, surfing the Internet, using bar-coded plastic
cards, and so on. Such analysis would yield clues as to how far these
apparently powerful surveillance systems actually work, and how far their
power is curtailed by negotiation, dissimulation, and active resistance on
the part of intended data subjects. Under what conditions do social actors
trade off personal data against commercial or positional advantages? When
might intended data subjects simply refuse to disclose the data? Which
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classiﬁcations are relatively malleable and amenable to modiﬁcation by data
subjects and which are more impervious to bargaining or contestation?
Surveillance studies today is marked by an urgent quest for new explanatory concepts and theories. The most fruitful and exciting ones are emerging
from transdisciplinary work, involving, among others, sociology, political
economy, history, and geography. Within these, the sociology of technology
is particularly important, as it is in the interaction of people with machines
that surveillance studies increasingly must deal. But this also draws in
colleagues from computer and information sciences, who can explicate,
for instance, the vital questions of coding. As similar techniques are applied
in different areas – say, the use of searchable databases in policing and
marketing surveillance – so theoretical resources from one area may be
borrowed in another. As with information scientists, colleagues in law and
policy studies will also play a role in surveillance studies, not least because
the shift beyond “privacy” also has implications for accountability in legal
and organizational contexts.
Surveillance, I have argued, is intensiﬁed in a world of remote relations,
where many connections do not directly involve co-present embodied
persons, and where we no longer see the faces of those with whom we are
“in contact” or with whom we engage in exchange. Searchable databases rely
on data abstracted from live embodied persons, data that is subsequently used
to represent them to some organization. Data thus extracted from people – at
cash machines, via street video, in work-monitoring situations, through
genetic or drug tests, in cell phone use – are used to create data doubles that
are themselves constantly mutating and modiﬁable. But the data doubles,
created as they are from coded categories, are not innocent or innocuous
virtual ﬁctions. As they circulate, they serve to open and close doors of opportunity and access. They affect eligibilities for credit or state benefits and
they bestow credentials or generate suspicion. They make a real difference.
They have ethics, politics.
Sociologies of surveillance will always be produced from some standpoint and it seems to me that such standpoints can hardly be critical if they
neglect the relation between abstracted data and embodied social persons.
Enlightenment attitudes, embedded in modernity, have fostered facelessness,
and electronic mediation has exacerbated this situation today. Rethinking the
importance of the face affects how one perceives the issues surrounding
the appropriate conditions for self-disclosure (and thus the privacy debate)
and also the questions of fairness in the face of automated social sorting. As
I argue elsewhere (Lyon 2001a), the missing face offers possibilities as a
moral guide at both levels. With respect to social sorting, the face always
resists mere categorization at the same time as it calls data users to try to
establish trust (see Zureik in this volume) and justice. This does not solve the
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political question, but it does in my view yield a strong ethical starting point
that may serve as a guide for critical analysis.

Notes
1 This chapter was originally given as a paper at the School of Information,
University of Michigan, and at the American Sociological Association meetings
in Anaheim, CA, August 2001.
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Theorizing surveillance
The case of the workplace
Elia Zureik

Introduction
Until recently, explorations into the nature of surveillance have come to us
by way of popular culture, the arts, philosophy, and law. While historically
social scientists had little to say about surveillance, criminologists and
industrial sociologists researched surveillance in the workplace and society
at large. With regard to the workplace, it was Marx and his contemporaries Owen, Ure and Babbage in the nineteenth century (cf. Schaffer 1994),
and Frederick Taylor in the early part of the twentieth century, who noticed
a series of related trends. They saw in worker monitoring, fragmentation of
tasks, the separation between mental and manual tasks, and regimentation
of work – through the creation of the factory and eventually the assembly
line – the means for increasing proﬁt and reducing the unpredictability of
labor, or, as expressed by Marx, for subordinating labor to capital (Marx
1976: 1019–38). This phenomenon, known as the deskilling and disciplining
of labor, remains at the heart of the debate surrounding workplace surveillance
and computer-based automation.
Current debates in the labor process school were sparked off by the publication of Braverman’s The Degradation of Work in the Twentieth Century
(1974). In spite of its shortcomings – according to some (cf. Burawoy 1978)
but not to others (Cohen 1987) – as an objectivist Marxist analysis that paid
scant attention to agency and worker resistance, Braverman’s book remains
a benchmark for understanding the disciplining of labor. It also marks the
ﬁrst time workplace surveillance received serious attention.
It was Edwards (1979) who, in contrast to Braverman, acknowledged
in Contested Terrain the subjective elements of work and the role of agency
in mounting resistance to systems of control. More than two decades ago,
Edwards outlined the transition from simple to technical and bureaucratic
forms of control in the workplace – leading up to an expanded form of control
through the use of computerized monitoring. Playback tapes and numerically
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controlled machines in industrial programming allowed employers and
management to control more efﬁciently the bodies of workers, pace of work
and productivity levels than was the case with direct visual monitoring or the
sequencing of automated machinery of the Fordist assembly-line type.
Since the mid-1980s, the most sustained interest and debate surrounding
the labor process has been taking place in Britain among a group of sociologists and organization theorists who meet annually under the aegis of
the International Labour Process Conference. According to Parker (1999), the
debate can be situated around two main camps. The first includes those
who see the need to incorporate Foucauldian poststructuralist analyses in
order to infuse traditional Marxism with discussions of agency and subjectivity (Knights and Willmott 1990; Willmott 1994; O’Doherty and Willmott
2001). The second camp includes those who retain vital interest in class,
power and ideology as central concepts (Thompson and Ackroyd 1995;
Thompson and Smith 1998) in the materialist analysis of the labor process.
We will turn to a brief examination of this debate in another part of the
chapter.
The chapter proceeds by ﬁrst discussing the various approaches to the study
of technology and society, with special reference to the workplace and the
accompanying debate over realism and constructivism. This is followed by
a synthesis of the literature on surveillance, with special attention devoted to
the panopticon as a key metaphor in understanding disciplining and normalization of the self. The third part examines speciﬁc aspects of the debate on
panoptic surveillance as it relates to the workplace, the various indicators of
workplace surveillance, and the nature of subjectivity and empowerment.
The chapter concludes by outlining the theoretical and research implications
of current issues involving surveillance as they are inﬂuenced by computerbased automation in the workplace.

Understanding technology
As will be apparent throughout this chapter, understanding computermediated work – indeed any technology-mediated activity – necessitates
rejection of monocausal explanations (cf. Burris 1998). In one of the
early surveys of the literature covering studies of computerized ofﬁce work
carried out in the 1980s, Kraemer and Danziger (1990) drew a complex, yet
inconclusive, picture of the nature of computer “impacts” on organizational
centralization/decentralization, worker satisfaction and productivity,
job enhancement, stress, and emergence of “intellectual assembly lines.”
A decade later, Liker, Haddad, and Karlin (1999), in another overview of
perspectives on technology and work, remained as inconclusive in their
conclusions as previous researchers have:
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In the case of technology the social reality is quite complex. Very
different technologies are brought into very different social settings for
very different reasons, often with completely opposing effects . . . [and]
for each study finding that the computer centralizes power, another
will ﬁnd that computer technology decentralizes and democratizes the
workplace.
(1999: 592)
In terms of methodology, early research on work and technology tended
to be positivist in nature and focused on “impacts” of the technology,
as indicated by the title of Kraemer and Danziger’s article. More recently,
Kling, a key writer on information technology and organizations, expressed
similar concerns: “In the 1970s and 1980s, often the questions about computerization were phrased as deterministic impact questions. What would
be the impact of computers on organizational behavior if we did X?” (2000:
246). Theoretical innovations in the social study of science and technology
have had salutary effects on researching technology in the workplace. For
example, Grint and Woolgar (1997: 11–38) outline the dominant approaches
to the study of technology spanning a wide spectrum of intellectual traditions,
from technological determinism, the socio-technical system, the socialshaping approach, and socio-technical alignments, to actor-network theory
and anti-essentialism.
The anti-essentialist approach preferred by Grint and Woolgar draws upon
the hermeneutic tradition in which the researcher views technology (its design
and use) as “text” that is amenable to discourse analysis. This approach is also
recommended by Liker et al. under the label “interpretevist perspective”
(1999: 592–3), and adopted by Taylor and Van Every (1993) in their Canadian
study of technological innovation and organizational structure. The advantage
of this approach is that it avoids the objective/subjective dualism and treats
the organization as a “text.”
However, the constructivist view of technology-as-text has not been
accepted without a challenge. Although the hermeneutic metaphor, according
to Hutchby (2001), stresses the role of interpretation and negotiation by the
user and designer of the technology and thus has the advantage of treating
the “reading” and “writing” of the technology as an open system, it neglects
the constraints the technology “affords” as set out in its design and materiality.
No matter how ﬂexible and contingent the reading of the “text” is, Hutchby
sounds a cautionary note by paraphrasing a typical objection raised by Kling
(1992): “a bullet fired from a gun has effects on flesh and bone that are
intrinsic to the gun and bullet and cannot be altered by social construction”
(Hutchby 2001: 446). In order to remedy the deﬁciency in the technology-astext metaphor, Hutchby calls for introducing the concept of “affordances.”
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Thus, the interpretations and negotiations surrounding the use of the technology should focus on the “interpretations of the affordances of the artifact:
the possibilities for action that it offers” (Hutchby 2001: 449).
Kling, who acknowledges the contingent aspects of information technology and its use, takes a different route and introduces the “socio-technical
network” model as a substitute for the “tools” model that is typical of the
“impact” approach (2000: 249). The social-shaping approach considers
the introduction of technology in organizations as a process that often
involves negotiations among various stakeholders, where the effects of
technology are both direct and indirect, and where knowledge is distinguished
by its implicit and tacit character.
By now, qualitative research, particularly ethnographic studies, has made
headway in the study of computer-based work. The purpose here is to capture
the subjectivity of the actor, without losing sight of objective constraints,
thus treating research data in a more nuanced fashion by giving voice to
agency (Ball and Wilson 2000). It is not a matter of opting for a relativist
position over a realist one, or vice versa. Ball (2001) advocates a “materialistsemiotic” approach, by subjecting her ethnographic data to “ﬁne grained”
analysis. Thus, although realist analysis of computerized performance
monitoring in the workplace (at the procedural and distributive justice
level) supported “best practice” results as measured in realist terms, a more
“fine grained approach revealed that departmental social relations had a
discriminatory topography which favored the younger, male members of the
department” (2001: 15). In this particular example, discourse analysis
revealed how access to distributive and procedural justice in the workplace
was mediated by gender, age, and authority position.

From the micro to the macro
The realist-semiotic position incorporated by Ball remains conﬁned to the
shop ﬂoor, and does not acknowledge the contribution of the wider politicoeconomic structure and its relevance to managerial policies and workplace
organization. In this respect, and in spite of its methodological sophistication,
it shares features with other workplace studies that stop at the ofﬁce door
or factory gate. There is a need to complement this approach by establishing
a link between the micro and macro levels of analysis. Vallas (1999), who
is conscious of this shortcoming (as we will show later in this chapter),
advocates such a link through “neoinstitutional” and “ﬂexible accumulation”
analysis – although his analysis is not couched in the language of realism. I
provide two examples which attempt to make such a link explicit: Smith’s
“relations of ruling analysis” (1987, 1999), which is anchored in feminist and
Marxist ontology, and Porter’s (1993) critical realism approach which has an
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afﬁnity to both Marxism and structuration theory (Porter 1993: 595). Smith
and Porter resort to ethnography to establish the micro–macro link via
institutionalism (in the case of Smith) and critical realism (in the case of
Porter). Some ﬁnd the link between critical realism and Marxism, mentioned
by Porter, to be problematic at the point of articulation between theory and
practice. For Roberts, critical realist statements concerning the similarity
between Marxism and critical realism notwithstanding, “by severing the link
between theory and practice, critical realism commits fundamental theoretical
problems and errors which it initially claimed to have surpassed” (1999: 21).
A main tenet of critical realism is that while there are predetermined or deep
structures that constrain the actions of actors, and indeed act in a causal
manner, these structures are not always transparent to actors. This is akin to
Marx’s “hidden abode,” in which the intended consequences of capitalism are
concealed behind a political and cultural superstructure (cf. Portes 2000: 8).
It is the way agency acts on these structures that determines their production
and reproduction. This is how Bhaskar (1989), a leading ﬁgure in critical
realist philosophy, describes critical realism in a language that resonates with
structuration theory:
The existence of social structure is a necessary condition for any
human activity. Society provides the means, media, rules and resources
for everything we do . . . It is the unmotivated condition for all
our motivated productions. We do not create society – the error of
voluntarism. But the structures which pre-exist us are only reproduced
or transformed in our everyday activities; thus society does not exist
independently of human agency – the error of reification. The social
world is reproduced and transformed in daily life.
(Bhaskar 1989: 3–4; cf. Porter 1993: 593)
In an article that was reprinted in 1987, but originally published in 1974,
Smith deﬁnes relations of ruling in Marxian terms but anchors this deﬁnition
in women’s experience. Relations of ruling refer to more than political
governance. They refer “to that total complex of activities differentiated
into many spheres, by which our kind of society is ruled, managed, administered” (Smith 1987: 86). While in capitalism men are alienated from their
work, they nevertheless occupy a dominant position vis-à-vis women in the
“conceptual mode of consciousness.” By being relegated to mediating men’s
roles in the workplace, women contribute to furthering their own oppression:
The more successful women are in mediating the world of concrete
particulars so that men do not have to become engaged with (and therefore conscious of) that world as a condition to their abstract activities,
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the more complete man’s absorption in it, the more effective the authority
of that world and the total women’s subservience to it.
(Smith 1987: 90)
Subsequently, Smith developed this notion further along the following lines:
first, she resorts to discourse and textual analysis so as to understand the
relations of ruling from “women’s standpoint” (1999: 68); second, this
understanding is accomplished by adopting a methodology which focuses
on “people’s practical activities” in the tradition of ethnomethodology,
but without subscribing to the latter’s insistence on order; third, the focus
on establishing a link between the local and extralocal makes the process of
understanding how consciousness, that is objectiﬁed by various organizational, work, scientiﬁc, and media discourses, succeeds in constituting its
subjects; fourth, relations of ruling are governed by “historical trajectory”
and capital’s abstractions (in Marx’s sense) whereby “the individuated
functions of knowing, judging, planning, and deciding are transferred to
organization, ceasing to be capacities immediately of the individual” (Smith
1999: 73); ﬁfth, it is by interrogating the “materiality of the text,” i.e., its
objectification, according to Smith, that it will be possible to apprehend
its mediating role between the local and extralocal; ﬁnally, she advocates
“institutional ethnography” as a methodology that “seeks to explore and
explicate how the local settings of people’s lives are coordinated by social
relations not wholly visible to them” (1999: 76).
To demonstrate the thrust of her approach, Smith examines the conclusions
of a study by Vallas and Beck (1996), who assessed and then rejected the
claims of post-Fordism concerning ﬂexibility in the workplace. Smith seeks
to explain these results by going beyond the workplace and linking workplace
organization at the shop-ﬂoor level to changes in capital markets. This is how
she puts it:
An institutional ethnography would begin at the shop ﬂoor, as Vallas
and Beck do, but be concerned with how the social relations of the
financial markets enter into changing work organization at the shopﬂoor level. The regulatory functions of the formalized record-keeping
procedures would be explored, including how their texts are produced,
where the worked-up texts go, and how they are read at various transition
points in the organization. Differences of views and experience would
provide different points of entry into the objectified coordination of
corporations and ﬁnancial markets.
(1999: 78–9)
The second example comes from Porter, who turns to critical realism to
examine the relationship between racism and medical professionalism. He
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hypothesizes, by means of ethnographic and discourse analysis, that the
“structural phenomenon of racism” in the wider society shapes the manner
in which racism is manifested at the workplace site. In this case he refers
speciﬁcally to the relationship between doctors and nurses. He discovers that
medical professionalism acts as a restraining factor by filtering out racist
utterances in the workplace. Immigrant doctors in this British research setting
played an important role in projecting vis-à-vis (white) nurses a rational and
professional image, which blunted the public expression of racism by nurses.
However, Porter points out that this did not prevent the nurses from engaging
in racist remarks in a Goffmanesque backstage fashion.

Surveillance
Deﬁnition
The Concise Oxford Dictionary equates surveillance with “supervision,
close observation, [and] invigilation” of individuals who are “not trusted to
work or go about unwatched” (Fowler and Fowler 1964: 1302). While this
definition has a traditional sounding ring to it, by focusing on a direct
co-presence form of monitoring, it captures a dimension of surveillance which
is increasingly discussed in current debates – that is, the element of trust
(Ericson and Haggerty 1997). Surveillance is practiced, particularly in
workplaces, public spaces, and total institutions, such as prisons and the
military, because those in positions of authority do not trust or are seeking
grounds to trust those below them. Nearly two decades ago, a Labor Canada
Task Force on Microelectronics and Employment warned that “[C]lose
monitoring of work is an employment practice based on mistrust and lack of
respect for basic human dignity” (Baarda 1994: 17).
Staples deﬁnes surveillance as “the act of keeping a close watch on people”
(1997: ix). The “watchful gaze,” as he proceeds to label it, is what gives
surveillance its quintessential characteristic. Staples’s interest in the gaze
is conﬁned to “local knowledge-gathering activities” of the everyday variety
that take place in workplaces, schools, homes and community. Surveillance
involves all sorts of monitoring from the most rudimentary type of visual
observation and recording of information, to genetic testing, electronic
monitoring and the use of statistical analysis in the construction of categories
and prediction of behavior. Staples’s interest is not in the “Big Brother”
type of state surveillance, but the Foucauldian “micro techniques of discipline
that target and treat the body as an object to be watched, assessed and
manipulated” (1997: ix).
Lyon, whose main interest is also in the “monitoring of everyday life,”
defines surveillance as the “collection and processing of personal data,
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whether identiﬁable or not, for the purposes of inﬂuencing or managing those
whose data have been garnered,” and “does not usually involve embodied
persons watching each other” (2001: 2). Defined this way, surveillance,
whether direct or indirect, is electronically based and relies mainly on
information “fragments abstracted from individuals.” Under this deﬁnition,
the stress is placed on the personal and disembodied nature of the gathered
information. But more importantly, this deﬁnition leaves the possibility open
for surveillance to be exercised through databases, thus giving rise to what
is called dataveillance – a form of record matching that is practiced by
accessing and cross-referencing information stored in multiple data sources
(Lyon 2001: 143).
If at one level surveillance-as-power disables the subject, at another level,
according to Norris and Armstrong (1999: 5), surveillance is a natural activity
in human affairs which endows new members of society with competency.
Dandeker considers surveillance as a “feature of all social relationships”
(1999: 37), and involves the management of information, supervision
of people’s activities in speciﬁed spatial settings, as well as the obeying of
instructions in speciﬁc circumstances by “subject persons.”
Surveillance as normalization
In referring to Foucault’s (1979) work on govermentality and disciplinary
practice, Clegg highlights the capillary nature of surveillance, namely that it
is not simply about direct control. It may range from cultural practices
of moral endorsement, enablement and suasion, to more formalized
technical knowledge. At one particular level of application, these can
include the use of new technologies such as computer monitoring of
keyboard output and efﬁciency. At another more general level, one may
be dealing with the development of disciplines of knowledge shaped
almost wholly by the “disciplinary gaze” of surveillance.
(1998: 38)
The latter practices have their origin in the nineteenth century, which saw the
development of statistical knowledge used by the state to count, categorize,
and administer populations. Thus, monitoring is subsumed under the general
umbrella of surveillance, but surveillance extends beyond the immediate
gaze associated with monitoring.
In working within a Foucauldian framework, Castel makes a related point
by noting a surveillance shift from the “observable” to the “deduced” in
the construction of subjects. The practices of administrative science focus
on “risk” rather than “danger.” Dangerousness is associated with conﬁning
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and observing population groups, while risk is based on using statistical
techniques in order to deduce or infer proﬁles of people who are not under
the immediate gaze of the observer. In the case of risk, the subject is
deconstructed, so to speak, through the use of statistical techniques. Thus,
“surveillance is practiced without any contact, or any immediate representation of the subjects under scrutiny” (Castel 1991: 288). As a matter of
fact, the subject that is exposed to the “observing gaze” dissolves and is
reconstituted in the abstract through categorization and social ordering:
There is, in fact, no longer a relation of immediacy with a subject
because there is no longer a subject [emphasis in original]. What the
new preventive policies primarily address is no longer individuals
but factors, statistical correlations of heterogeneous elements. They
deconstruct the concrete subject of intervention, and reconstruct a
combination of factors liable to produce risk.
(Castel 1991: 288)
Foucault’s reliance on Bentham’s panopticon in depicting surveillance in
society is a basic element of the surveillance debate, including the workplace,
and has led to the adoption of a passive and contested view of individuals in
the disciplinary society. Two decades ago, Giddens expressed skepticism about
Foucault’s “archeology”, in which human beings do not make their
own history but are swept along by it, does not adequately acknowledge
that those subject to the power of dominant groups themselves are
knowledgeable agents, who resist, blunt or actively alter the conditions
of life that others seek to thrust upon them.
(1981: 172)
More recently, Green took a somewhat similar view, when he noted that
Foucault’s analysis is a totalizing story in which resistance and
“exteriority” are, by deﬁnition, impossible to achieve. Surveillance is
deployed for control and achieves its object. It is a story enabled by
an unreﬂective concept of the individual, a lack of any clear identiﬁcation of what is not power or of who or what possesses it, and a serious
inability to locate structural inequality.
(1999: 28)
However, in rejecting the panopticon metaphor, Green borrowed from
Foucault another metaphor, that of the “plague management,” which “implies
the notion of a ‘dialectic,’ in which contrasting social forces are copresent
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with the use of surveillance technologies in the market and within the workplace” (1999: 27). If the panopticon is aimed at normalization of the self
through the constant gaze, plague management aims to categorize what
is essentially a heterogeneous population. In the same manner that the
“intendant” operated to surveil urban plagues, where the “ill, the healthy,
the vulnerable and the strong is a dangerous, even seditious, social phenomenon” (Green 1999: 32), here too surveillance operates in an imperfect, even
inaccurate, manner in information-saturated societies. The heterogeneity
of the public creates spaces for resistance. The new “plague victim” in a world
of dataveillance is the poor and untrustworthy (excluded) consumer. Green
goes further and asserts, contrary to the arguments that consumption is the
new form of oppression, that “healthy” consumers can in fact be empowered
by the “plague manager’s gaze” through “positive awareness of the lifeenhancing beneﬁts of material goods” (Green 1999: 35).
In an attempt to further theorize the concept of surveillance, Haggerty
and Ericson draw upon the ideas of poststructuralists, notably Deleuze and
Guattari, “to suggest that we are witnessing a convergence of what were
once discrete systems to the point that we can now speak of an emerging
[surveillance] ‘assemblage’” (Haggerty and Ericson 2000: 606). What characterizes surveillance assemblages is their “rhizomatic” structure which makes
possible “data doubling” and linkages among various databases spanning
domains covering the public and private spheres. Thus, the combination
of assemblages and rhizomatic structures achieves several things. First,
at the center of surveillance are attempts to capture the human body. This
technology makes it possible to keep track of the body movement across
various spaces and at differing temporal paces. This “decorporealization” of
the body, through its reconﬁguration into binary digits (bits) of information
and its hybridity with machines, the so-called cyborg, renders the human
body accessible “beyond our normal range of perception” (Haggerty and
Ericson 2000: 611).
In contrast to Foucault’s panoptic treatment of the body, then, here the
body is not captured in its totality as a unitary entity, but as a collection of
discrete pieces of information. The body is reconstituted, so to speak,
depending on the nature of the assemblage and the purpose for which the
body is targeted – as consumer, worker, patient, citizen, etc. Second, in
contrast to the disciplinary nature of the panoptic form of surveillance,
electronically based surveillance systems of consumers, for example, “lack
the normalized soul training” (Haggerty and Ericson 2000: 615). Third, a key
point that is vigorously debated in the discussion over surveillance concerns
the empowerment/disempowerment thesis. Advocates of the empowerment
thesis argue that this technology is contingent on the context of its use, that
its effect should be considered on a case-by-case basis, and that the technology
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opens spaces for agency to negotiate and adopt counter methods of control
(Mason et al. 2000), or as Barker and Sewell call it “reverse surveillance”
(2001). As suggested by Poster (1990: 16–20), who opts for the “superpanopticon” label, surveillance technology in the shape of databases can be
used to mobilize marginal groups in society, such as women and minorities,
and empower political movements (cf. Ronfeldt et al. 1998). Likewise,
Haggerty and Ericson “take exception” to the claim that the powerful and
mainstream society is exempt from the electronic gaze:
And while the targeting of surveillance is indeed differential, we take
exception to the idea that mainstream is “untouched” by surveillance.
Surveillance has become rhizomatic, it has transformed hierarchies of
observation, and allows for the scrutiny of the powerful by both
institutions and the general population.
(2000: 617)
Thus, because of the leveling effects of rhizomatic structures, they go on to
note that a process of synopticism, and not only panopticism, is at work
here (Haggerty and Ericson 2000: 617–18). Lyon weighs the synoptic view
of surveillance, where the many watch the few and in which the technology
acts as an empowering agent in terms of effecting mobilization and consumer
choice, and comes out on the side of the surveillance school where dominant
global trends and “information flows” are managed by “remote control”
in order to further the interests of international capital (Lyon 2001: 94–5). But
as Mathiesen (1997) declares, synopticism of the “viewer society” kind
does not challenge or contradict Foucault’s panopticism; rather it reinforces
it, and makes it even “worse.” The mass media, particularly television,
provides access by the many to the few, where the few in the shape of media
personalities, opinion makers and movie stars legitimate the dominant
ideology by shaping the consciousness of the many.
As expressed by Boyne (2000: 299), there are good arguments for
supplanting the concept of panopticism with “post-Panopticism.” That the
concept of panopticism has outlived its utility is summarized in several
familiar points: first, now the many watch the few, although, as we have
seen immediately above, there is an important caveat to this; second, there
is no need for monitoring because of self-surveillance; third, visualization is
pre-empted through simulation and prevention techniques; fourth, the
fallibility of total institutions is proven time and again, as demonstrated in
prison riots and industrial sabotage; finally, there is increasing empirical
evidence which challenges the notion that the workforce is becoming docile.
Thus, for Boyne, “contemporary Western societies are post-Panoptical”
(303). He suggests retaining the panopticon concept as an analytic ideal type,
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but reﬁning it to take into account the speciﬁcity of the site and developments
in technology.
Key features of surveillance
What emerges from this overview is that surveillance is (1) an ubiquitous
feature of human societies, and is found in both the political (public) and
civil (private) sphere of society; (2) associated with governance and management; (3) endemic to large-scale organizations; (4) constitutive of the subject
and has a corporeal aspect to it; (5) disabling as well as enabling and is
“productive” in Foucault’s sense; (6) understood in terms of distanciation,
i.e., the control of space and time; (7) becoming increasingly implicated in
a system of assemblage which brings together diverse control technologies;
and (8) rhizomatic, as evident in the ability of convergent technologies to
capture and assemble inordinate amounts of information about people from
various sources.
Surveillance extends from the use of obtrusive methods such as electronic
recording of information through telephone tapping and interception of
electronic messaging, closed circuit television, video monitoring, and genetic
testing by means of ﬁngerprinting, DNA analysis, and retinal identiﬁcation,
to the use of less obtrusive measures such as routine gathering of data on
population in the name of governance and administration, as for example
through census taking and survey research. The variety of surveillance techniques involving obtrusive and non-obtrusive measures, in which monitoring,
recording, counting, and categorizing of people, referred to as social ordering,
have affected the identity of individuals as workers, hospital patients, citizens,
refugees, students, prison inmates, travelers, and neighborhood residents.

The workplace
Introduction
We dealt in the early part of the chapter with the sociological treatment of
technology and the workplace, and noted that resolution of the workplacetechnology debate escapes the simple yes or no answer. Questions such
as: “Does technology determine power relations in the workplace? Does
it reinforce existing ones? Or does it diffuse them?” are not particularly
helpful. It is not surprising that the most informed answer is couched in
the language of contingency theory, i.e. “it depends on the context, type
of industry, managerial culture, etc.” Expressed in terms of Kranzberg’s
“First Law” governing the relationship between technology and society,
“Technology is neither good nor bad, nor is it neutral” (Castells 1996: 65).
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Translated to the workplace, and regardless of how the debate over technology and society is framed, surveillance remains an essential component
of the relations of production in capitalist society (Giddens 1987: 175).
In the drive towards increasing productivity and competition, workplace
surveillance, whether covert or overt, is emerging as one of the most
contentious issues facing employers, workers, unions, governments, and legal
experts. In referring to electronic mail as a major form of workplace
surveillance, Lessig notes that
the single greatest invasion of any sensible space of privacy that
cyberspace has produced is the extraordinary monitoring of employees
in which corporations now engage. On the theory that they “own the
computer,” employers increasingly snoop in the e-mail of employees,
looking for stuff they deem improper.
(1999: 145)
Privacy advocates issue a more ominous warning concerning the implications
of genetic screening for the workplace. In the absence of appropriate safeguards, employers have been known to use genetic information to refuse
individuals employment, and insurance companies have denied coverage
to individuals whose genetic make-up predisposed them to certain types of
illness (IPC 2001: 15).
Indicators of surveillance
Discussions of surveillance techniques at the micro-level have received their
greatest attention in research about organizations and workplaces of all kinds.
This work by organization theorists is innovative, carried out in a multidisciplinary fashion, is informed by theoretical debates spanning several
ﬁelds in the social sciences, and a great deal of it is empirically grounded
(McKinlay and Starkey 1998). The thrust of recent writings is to argue that
top-down vertical surveillance associated with Taylorism is being substituted
by new forms of horizontal monitoring in which computerized monitoring is
practiced by work teams who evaluate each other’s performance on a peer
basis (Sewell 1998; 1999). Horizontal monitoring is premised on enhancing
worker autonomy and empowerment. However, as Sewell (1998) demonstrates in his thorough analysis, horizontal and vertical control need not be
perceived as separate forms of surveillance. By relying on Foucault’s notion
of “biopower,” Sewell is able to show how the two forms of control are
articulated in a “chimerical” fashion to insure that the results of individual
surveillance are juxtaposed against those derived from team performance,
so as to reward high performers and expose or discipline low performers (cf.
Vallas 1999).
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There is no consensus among organization theorists that peer group
monitoring, such as “awareness monitoring,” is an indicator of democratization in the workplace or empowerment of workers. It could very well be
a reflection of normalization of the self, whereby peer pressure enforces
management-inspired group norms on an individual basis (Sewell 1998). To
quote the title of Burawoy’s book on the same topic, any such worker–
management consensus is a case of management “manufacturing consent”
(1982).
In an attempt to synthesize opposing views concerning the empowerment
and resistance thesis, Mason et al. (2000) provide evidence derived from
several case studies (call centers, tax collection ofﬁces, public health reporting
systems, work-flow management in a printing shop, and computer-based
training in a maternity ward) which challenges the claims of the labor process
school. The cornerstone of their criticism is the acceptance of an a priori
assumption in most labor process studies that there is an inherent contradiction between labor and capital which management resolves to its
advantage by adopting surveillance techniques that result in the exploitation
of workers. Moreover, they reject the claim that capital–labor conflict is
bound to disempower workers, thus giving rise to various forms of resistance
on the part of workers. Whether it is the management school, which paints a
rosy picture of the workplace, or the conﬂict perspective of the labor process
school, which is built on the assumption of “basic antagonisms,” the authors
claim that reality lies elsewhere. With regard to the labor process argument,
the authors contend that (1) it is “simplistic” and does not capture the
complexities of the workplace; (2) it tends to “conﬂate” and exaggerate minor
acts of resistance by workers; (3) equates “conflict of interest” between
workers and management with general “conﬂict;” (4) ignores the fact that
deﬁnitions of acts of resistance depend on the managerial level in question;
and (5) assumes that any act of non-compliance by workers is defined as
resistance, even when management concurs with rule violations by workers.
To correct what they see as the weakness of the labor process approach the
authors turn their attention to examining how employers actually deploy
surveillance, how employees perceive the boundaries between legitimate
and illegitimate surveillance, and how employees perceive and resort to acts
of resistance. The authors contend that both workers and unions accept
surveillance in the workplace. They see it as an extension of traditional means
of monitoring, as long as it is based on transparency, is part of the collective
agreement and does not contravene the law. To support their notion of worker
endorsement of surveillance under certain conditions, they quote a standard
management statement, this time given by a worker who said that, “if you
have not got anything to hide then there is no problem with it [surveillance]”
(Mason et al. 2000: 16). Here the authors contend that workers view the data
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collected by means of monitoring as “objective” and provides “protection
against unfair work distribution or accusation of dereliction” (2000: 16).
In several instances, the authors point out that workers had to resort to
“collective” work arrangement, even if this meant reestablishing traditional
work methods. They admit that the “new technologies characteristically
conceive work as individual and standardized,” which runs counter to what
is being advocated in modern management of human resources with its
emphasis on team work. What is striking about these studies is the total
severing of the workplace from the surrounding political and economic
environment. The received realism, in the form of objective data, is taken
at face value. No attempt is made to investigate the reproduction of “relations
of ruling,” to quote Smith (1999: 68), and how these contribute to concealing
various structural constraints operating on workers.
In The Use of Personal Data in Employer/ Employee Relationships (Ofﬁce
of the Data Protection Commissioner 2000), the ofﬁcial British document
makes a distinction between “performance monitoring” which is aimed “at
the quantity and quality of an employee’s work output” and “behavioral
monitoring” which is “directed at checking an employee’s conformity with
the employer’s rules and standards of conduct” (2000: 28). The report reserves
the label “surveillance” to describe performance monitoring, or in our context,
computerized performance monitoring (CPM). In CPM an employee’s
performance is assessed by quantitatively measuring the productivity
and quality of a worker’s output per unit time. Overall, the British report
recommends that monitoring should not violate trust nor be excessive and
“should not intrude unnecessarily on employees’ privacy and autonomy”
(2000: 28).
The US Congress’s publication The Electronic Supervisor: New
Technology, New Tensions (OTA 1987) provides a useful summary of the
types of jobs and work conditions that lend themselves to electronic monitoring. With regard to the types of ofﬁce jobs, the report singles out word
processors and data entry clerks, telephone operators, customer service
workers, telemarketers, insurance claims clerks, mail clerks, and bank proof
clerks. Each of these jobs can be timed and the output per worker is measured
in terms of time units. The conditions of work most favorable to CPM
include routinized work, work involving interchangeable workers, and simple
data collection. These conditions facilitate performance of a large volume
of simple tasks, low training and skill level of workers, ample supply of labor
(hence great tolerance of turnover), and small productivity differences
between experienced and inexperienced workers.
Gary Marx (1985) lists several attributes of CPM which set it apart from
traditional work supervision: it transcends time and space, is capital rather
than labor intensive, substitutes categories for individual workers as targets
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of supervision, is decentralized and encourages self-policing, has low
visibility, is more intensive in terms of gathering inaccessible information
about workers, and reveals extensive information beyond the immediate
work environment. In a subsequent work, Marx (1999) draws a distinction
between monitoring the work and monitoring the worker, and argues that
“the information gathering net” has been constantly expanding to encompass
aspects of workers’ private lives and personal characteristics that are not
immediately related to work. Thus, Marx includes under workplace surveillance the measurement of quantity and quality of worker output, measurement
of worker physiology such as drug testing and DNA analysis, the gathering
of locational data, and the extent of conformity with workplace rules
generally, including appearance and dress codes.
Regan (1996) pursues the issue of worker surveillance by focusing
on genetic testing and screening in the workplace. The key aspects of such
surveillance are that it is individually based (since the genetic make-up of each
individual is unique), the focus of surveillance is the worker rather than the
work, it is being primarily addressed as an individual privacy issue, and that
genetic surveillance resorts to collecting personal information that is not
directly related to work, but could be used by employers to assess behavioral
dispositions of workers. The latter is particularly salient in cases involving
the screening of potential employees.
These components, according to Regan, give genetic testing and screening
a “total surveillance” quality (1996: 23). More than other forms of surveillance, genetic surveillance claims to rely on precise scientific evidence,
but because these claims are based on statistical probability, with all its
inherent risks, genetic surveillance is subjected to further criticism. In addition
to the “employment at will” principle, which disarms workers from privacy
protection, genetic testing further weakens privacy protection because
workers have no control over inherited genetic traits that put them at risk in
the eyes of employers. Regan correctly points out that by framing the issue
of genetic surveillance in terms of individual privacy rights, two things have
happened. First, there is near absence of the public and collective dimension
of privacy in current debates. Second, the debate over genetic surveillance has
shifted from one involving rights of workers to one centering on the degree
of scientiﬁc accuracy of genetic claims.

Panopticism and the workplace
The deﬁning feature of workplace surveillance is the issue of empowerment/
disempowerment, with Foucault’s metaphor of the panopticon at the center
of the debate. In a recent stock-taking exercise surrounding issues of
surveillance in the workplace, Barker and Sewell (2001) declared that the
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debate cannot be settled by appealing to empirical evidence alone, i.e.,
whether or not workplace surveillance is having the effect that Foucault
theorized. There are case studies in the literature where surveillance in the
workplace is clearly implemented in order to disempower workers, exploit
them, and reduce any appearance of management’s concern for employee
well-being to a disguise for continued employee discipline. The empowering
literature presents workplace surveillance as either endorsed by workers, or
at least a segment thereof, or as being carried out with input from workers.
Yet there is a third strand in the literature which rejects the dichotomous
view of computer-based monitoring by adopting a more nuanced approach
to capturing both the empowering and disempowering experiences of
workers. The methodological thrust of this approach is to single out subjectification as a theme in Foucault’s writing that moves the researcher
beyond the empowerment/disempowerment dualism. Ball and Wilson quote
Knights’s formulation of subjectification (Foucault’s assujetissement) in
order to understand “those ways in which individuals objectify themselves
so as to recognize, and become committed to, a particular sense of their own
subjectivity” (Ball and Wilson 2000: 543). Such an approach to understanding
“normalization” of workers accomplishes four things: ﬁrst, it brings agency
into the labor studies project, not as a reductionist form of subjectivity but as
an active, productive entity; second, it takes context and temporality into
account, by creating space for multiple subjectivities to be productive; third,
subjectiﬁcation permits us to examine power through discursive practices;
finally, the panopticon is best understood as a trope, rather than having a
one-to-one correspondence with reality (cf. Barker and Sewell 2001).
Markussen (1995) draws upon the work of Hirschhorn (1984) and Zuboff
(1988). Hirschhorn treats the “post-industrial” organization as a “cybernetic”
entity characterized by continuous learning through feedback processes,
and Zuboff (1988) treats organizations as “electronic texts” and singles out
the importance of “intellective” skills in informated organizations. Changes
in computer-based work challenge traditional work boundaries (with special
attention to gender relations) through the creation of interdependent organizational structure with ambiguous authority relations: “An informated
environment increases anxiety and challenges, where people must manage
increasingly sophisticated boundaries. The informating processes erode
pragmatic claims that have lent force and credibility to the traditional managerial role” (Markussen 1995: 175; cf. Allen 1994). The crux of the change
is that the technology is both enabling and disabling, where “the person is
not something just to be disciplined or liberated,” and where “the electronic
text, with its panopticon possibilities and both local and global reflective
monitoring and surveillance, challenges our understanding of what is private
and what is public” (Markussen 1995: 176). Thus, the same information and
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communication technology that promises democratization, decentralization
and liberation of the worker (i.e., empowerment), imposes measurement
techniques on the worker that by far exceed anything practiced in the name
of Taylorism through the application of time-and-motion studies. In Agre’s
words,
Measurements are no longer administered from the outside by timeand-motion specialists; rather it is continuous, built into the processes
of work by their very design. Management employs these measurements
in comparing work performance, identifying “problems”, evaluating
innovations, and in an unbounded variety of other ways. Empowered
work then is just as heavily monitored as rationalized work.
(Quoted in Markussen 1995: 175)
As we pointed out in an earlier part of this chapter, a major drawback to
workplace subjectivity studies is their neglect of the surrounding political
and economic environment. The boundaries of investigation focus on the
shop floor, and while this highlights the politics of management–worker
relations, it does not incorporate a critical realist perspective taking into
account the political economy of the labor process. After all, as critics of
Foucauldian subjectivity studies point out, the labor process is governed in
the ﬁrst instance by class relations in which labor is valorized in the capitalist
marketplace. Restructuring of the economy, state policies, and globalization,
they point out, have direct consequences for management–worker relations,
and indeed the future of work (Thompson et al. 2000). In the most consistent
defense of the materialist position, Thompson et al., who reject the relativism
of discourse analysis in favor of critical realism, argue the following: ﬁrst,
“Foucauldian discourse pacifies and marginalizes labor, neglecting the
speciﬁc character of labor as a commodity”; second, because of the ongoing
changes in the linkages between global capitalism and the production process,
it is imperative to examine the workplace and the place of the various actors
in it “not as a mirror image” of such changes but to relate these changes to
speciﬁc contexts of the industry in question and the various levels of authority
relations in the workplace; third, because of the commodiﬁcation of labor
as “a willful, artful and living subject,” “complete systems of surveillance”
(as assumed by some Foucauldians), ignore the day-to-day encounter between
workers and management and the potential for resistance, thus leading
management to exercise control through “employee consent” (Thompson
et al. 2000).
The upshot of organizational restructuring, in the eyes of many observers,
is a shift towards post-Fordist workplace organization. The assumptions
of post-Fordism have ramifications for surveillance. By seeking worker
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participation, ﬂexibility in work arrangements, job enhancement, decentralization, and team work, post-Fordism signals a movement away from worker
control and monitoring towards worker autonomy (Piore and Sabel 1984).
Vallas, in reviewing the empirical literature, does not ﬁnd supporting evidence
to the claims of post-Fordism: instead of increased autonomy, there is
more worker control; team workers tend to impose “concertive control” on
individual team members; the adoption of Total Quality programs is inspired
by management’s desire to assert more control over product quality, not
to secure input from workers; the development of flexible specialization
and “lean production” are accompanied by the adoption of “quantiﬁcation of
production standards and standardization of work methods that place
important limits on the discretionary powers of rank and file employees”
(Vallas 1999: 84). The only supporting evidence for the post-Fordism thesis
seems to come from substituting collaborative work and organizational
networks in place of hierarchical integration. Even here, Vallas concludes,
this tends to “concentrate control over strategy, marketing and ﬁnance in the
handful of ﬁrms lodged at the center of each production network” (1999: 86).
Rather than describe the shift as one from Fordism to post-Fordism, Vallas
concurs with other writers who isolate neo-institutionalism and flexible
accumulation as more suitable descriptions of the change taking place. Brieﬂy
stated, the emerging organizational structure in the workplace is shaped by
external legal, political and cultural institutional factors. The institutional
approach is complemented by “flexible ways of capital accumulation
ﬂexibility” (Vallas 1999: 91), which are reﬂected in downsizing, delayering,
and subcontracting. The upshot of this, according to Vallas, is the creation
of a dual labor force and authority structure in the organization: one group of
unskilled workers that is peripheral and lacking job and income security, and
another professional group that occupies the organizational core.
Writing from within mainstream social science and in criticism of
Foucault’s panopticon model, Rule (1996) questions the claim that computerbased monitoring is giving rise to a more encompassing form of worker
control, compared, for example, to face-to-face supervision. Based on studies
he and associates carried out between 1985 and 1989, Rule points out that
computer-based monitoring enabled management to conduct performance
assessment, but that this assessment was conﬁned to single tasks and could
not be labeled disciplinarian in a Foucauldian meaning of the term. He cites
instances where monitored workers actually welcomed the technology as a
neutral means for judging performance. These ﬁndings lead Rule to conclude,
by way of recommendation, that computer-based monitoring should be
allowed in the workplace as long as the information collected pertains to
work-related activities, is not used in an inferential manner, and does not
extend to the private lives of workers.
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Gender and surveillance
The entrée to any discussion of gender, surveillance, and privacy should
start with the literature surrounding gender, space, and authority relations in
capitalist society (cf. Smith 1987). According to Markussen, “gender is
inextricably interwoven into our images of authority. When interaction
and communication across traditional lines of commands are intensiﬁed, and
when women enter formerly male-dominated work communities, awareness
of gender must be involved, if authority relations are to change” (1995: 178).
Canadian data, as well as comparative evidence from other countries, point
to a general position of subordination of women in the workplace. Overall,
women are rarely in authority positions, and when they are, they tend to
manage other women workers (Boyd et al. 1991; Samper 1997; Adam and
Green 1998).
Underlying claims about gender-based surveillance is the unwanted male
gaze. In the case of the workplace, surveillance and privacy are associated
with authority structures, body representations, and consequent sexual
harassment and discrimination (Collinson and Collinson 1997; Trethewey
1999). In the case of gender and space, the discussion centers on the role
of surveillance in the use of public and private spaces by men and women,
and how men design and colonize the use of public spaces (Coleman and
Sim 2000). Time–space surveillance, usually considered a central aspect of
labor discipline among the working class, now affects managerial strata
as well, particularly middle management (Collinson and Collinson 1997).
In a study of downsizing and delayering in a major British insurance
company, the Collinsons discovered that the patterns of time–space
surveillance affect women more adversely than men. What is interesting
about this study is that surveillance practice was enforced by means of
traditional supervisory means. Electronic monitoring was not involved. The
authors discovered in the course of their research that downsizing of middle
management has created an informal “macho” culture in the organization
which adversely affected women. In order to catch up with a mounting backlog at work, junior management found itself compelled to sacriﬁce leisure
and private time with family in order to compete with, or at least conform to,
the emerging culture of the organization. For the majority of junior female
managers, this meant sacriﬁcing home life for work.
The spatial and temporal separation between private (home) and public
(work) life, which sociologists associate with industrialization and division
of labor, seems to be blurred here. The world of work encroaches on the home
life in a gendered fashion. Employee resistance to time–space surveillance
was apparent in various Goffmanesque methods, such as in the “management
of appearance.” Employees would leave their car keys on their desks in the
ofﬁce, or bring an extra jacket to work, and leave it on the chair behind their
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desk, thus giving the impression that they are at the ofﬁce putting in extra
hours, when in fact they have gone home. It is not uncommon among junior
male managers to fake illness and stay at home, rather than admit that the
real cause of their absence was work-related stress. Working hard to be
seen working, according to the authors, is a sign that “both employees
and managers have subscribed to the ‘panopticon discourse’ of incessant
visibility” (Collinson and Collinson 1997: 400).
From the legal evidence available concerning e-mail in the workplace, as
reviewed by Rosen (2000: 80), it is clear that the intersection of gender and
e-mail has revolved around cases of sexual harassment, with implications
for discrimination. Invariably, the courts ruled in favor of employers who
intercepted private e-mail of employees in order to protect themselves against
liability suits. Rosen summarized the typical stance adopted by employers
concerning workplace surveillance by referring to Robert Post, a law
professor at the University of California at Berkeley:
In a provocative defense of the Supreme Court’s liability regime,
Robert Post has suggested that the corporate workplace is a “managerial”
sphere in which social relations are organized around principles of
efﬁciency. For this reason he [Post] argues, citizens should be willing
to accept greater restrictions on their autonomy and their privacy in the
workplace than they would tolerate in the public sphere, which is ideally
a space of self-governance.
(Rosen 2000: 83)
This exemplifies the “employment at will” principle, and highlights the
property basis in the deﬁnition of privacy in the workplace.
In an interesting twist with regard to employee dissatisfaction, a frontpage story in The New York Times (Abelson 2001) revealed that employees
have been turning to the Internet message boards to express their anger and
frustration at employers and fellow employees. Male workers speciﬁcally
targeted successful women in managerial positions, with accusations that the
rise of female workers to managerial ranks was due to sexual favoritism and
not competence. White male employees also targeted minority employees,
charging that affirmative action policies advantage visible minorities and
discriminate against whites. No doubt the debate will continue as to who is
liable for these actions, the employer or the employee.

Conclusions
The debate on surveillance in the workplace cannot be severed from the larger
question of political economy. Computer-based technology in the workplace
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has brought about fundamental changes in the cognitive and organizational
aspects of work. It is clear that the old dualisms characteristic of Taylorist
methods of social control have been eclipsed by the adoption of new management techniques based on the need to involve workers more substantively
in the production process. But this should not be taken at face value to
represent a new normative position of management. At one level, constructivist analysis of technology and the labor process reveals that empowerment
and disempowerment, skilling and deskilling, control and autonomy
can coexist, depending on the context of the technology, its methods of
deployment, and the gender and authority structure of the organization. This
should caution us from making blanket statements about technology, either
that it is good or bad. At another level, discourse analysis provides us with
clues on how control through consent is attained on the shop floor, while
at the same time rejecting certain Foucauldian assumptions that surveillance
in the workplace is total. Power will not automatically invite resistance. This
is an empirical question that must be interrogated locally and ethnographically
against the backdrop of realist positions reflected in class relations, state
policies, and globalization. The challenge facing researchers is how to
reconcile a realist approach with a constructivist one in a way that reveals the
nature of constraints operating on agency.
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Biometrics and the body
as information
Normative issues of the sociotechnical coding of the body1
Irma van der Ploeg
Systems of registration, censuses, and the like – along with documents such
as passports and identity cards that amount to mobile versions of the “ﬁles”
[in Max Weber’s sense] states use to store knowledge about their subjects –
have been crucial in states’ efforts to embrace their citizens.
(Torpey 1998: 245)2
In a world of identity politics and risk management, surveillance is turning
decisively to the body as a document for identiﬁcation, and as a source for
prediction.
(Lyon 2001: 72)

Introduction
“Information” and the related concepts of informatization and digitization
were the buzz words par excellence of the late twentieth century – a fact that
did not change with the coming of the twenty-ﬁrst century. These terms are
usually taken to signal a movement away from the physical to the immaterial,
a shift in importance, for example, from material production to a service
economy and information trade; from congested freeways and polluting
transportation systems to the lightness of glass-ﬁber communication networks
and the mobility of frictionless electronic data flow. And on the level of
personal identity, the shift was from the gravity of a needy, over-determined
bodily existence to the weightless mode of multiple virtual personae.
Writing out these contrasts, however, even if they ring so many familiar
bells, makes them recognizable for what they are: the clichés and rhetoric of
hype. Of course, material production has not in any way become less
important to human existence, nor are the provision of services and the
economic centrality of information in any way independent of material
production. Similarly, the ubiquitous use of mobile telecommunication and
electronic data exchange has not in any way contributed to a reduction of
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physical transport and travel, or relieved the environment from its polluting
effects. We are all very much made aware of this every day and thus able to
recognize the ideology of our times for what it is.
Although contemporary developments in information technology (IT)
bring along changes and transformations of many kinds, these are not
adequately described nor understood in the simple oppositional terms referred
to above. Worse than that, these very dichotomous ways of understanding
both facilitate and obscure some of the subtler, but nonetheless far-reaching
changes that are taking place. In this chapter I want to focus in particular
on the pervasive dichotomization of information and materiality. More
speciﬁcally, I want to address one particular instance of this dichotomy that
seems to me to require some rethinking: the dichotomy between embodied
identity or physical existence on the one hand, and information about
(embodied) persons and their physical characteristics on the other. I want to
question in particular the presupposition that there is a self-evident,
unproblematic distinction to be made between the body itself and information
about, or digital representations of that body, in the context of the rapidly
extending practices of registration and processing of digital data on physically
identiﬁed individuals.
Today, the socio-technical production of social categories and identities
through IT-mediated surveillance relies increasingly on a gradually extending
intertwinement of individual physical characteristics with information
systems (van der Ploeg 1999a). The impetus for this development stems to a
considerable extent from governments and government-related authorities
facing security problems relating to processes of globalization and increasing
mobility of persons. The apt metaphor of states’ “embrace” of their citizens
in the quote from Torpey’s History of the Passport used as an epigraph at
the beginning of this chapter becomes particularly striking when “the ﬁles”
of which he speaks show the tendency to include ever more data pertaining
to bodily characteristics. But it is in various domains of society and spheres
of activity, ranging from work, health care, and law enforcement, to consumption, travel and leisure, that the generation, collection, and processing
of “body data” is increasing (Lyon 2001).
I argue that in order to make sense of the normative and socio-political
implications of this phenomenon, we may need to let go of the idea that this
merely concerns the collection of yet another type of personal information.
Instead of consisting of mere information about persons, a proactive
understanding of this development may be better served by considering the
ways in which this “informatization of the body” may eventually affect
embodiment and identity as such. We may need to consider how the translation of (aspects of) our physical existence into digital code and “information,”
and the new uses of bodies this subsequently allows, amounts to a change on
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the level of ontology, instead of merely that of representation. As Katherine
Hayles writes:
When changes in incorporating practices take place, they are often linked
with new technologies that affect how people use their bodies and
experience space and time. Formed by technology at the same time that
it creates technology, embodiment mediates between technology and
discourse by creating new experiential frameworks that serve as
boundary markers for the creation of corresponding discursive systems.
In the feedback loop between technological innovations and discursive
practices, incorporation is a crucial link.
(Hayles 1992: 163)
Instead of the standard dual picture of the body as an ahistorical, natural
entity, the representations of which change over time (due to scientiﬁc and
technological innovations), we may need to consider how all three terms are
caught in a process of co-evolution. With technological and discursive
practices converging towards an ontology of “information,” it is unlikely that
their mediating link, embodiment – even while acknowledging its constraining and limiting power – will remain unaffected. And because embodiment
concerns our most basic experience of the body and of being in the world,
these developments carry profound normative and moral implications we
ought to attempt to uncover.
Starting with biometric identiﬁcation and veriﬁcation systems, the next
section describes a few examples of the variety of social identities being
constructed and reinforced by digital registration and processing of individual
physical characteristics. The third section describes several further examples
of the informatization or digitization of the body taken from the contexts of
medicine and forensics. In the fourth section it is argued that these technologymediated practices, in which various aspects of bodily existence become
integrated in information systems, taken together, signal the emergence of
a new body ontology. Fifth, I discuss the signiﬁcance of this phenomenon
in relation to the normative concepts of “privacy” and “bodily integrity,” and
argue that these two notions are based on a body ontology that does not
entirely match the currently evolving one. The ﬁnal section tries to ﬂesh out
this abstract claim by providing some concrete illustrations of this growing
discrepancy taken from the legal discourse on bodily searches and DNAbanking.
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Biometric identiﬁcation technologies and social
categorization
While primitive forms of biometric registration, mainly for administrative
purposes, are known to have existed centuries ago, in modern times, the taking
of ﬁngerprints for identiﬁcation of suspected criminals is by far the most wellknown example of biometric identiﬁcation. Today, the millions of ﬁngerprints collected over the years in the USA, Europe, and elsewhere for forensic
identification purposes are being digitalized to form huge, increasingly
interconnected databases allowing quick, on-line searches (Cole 1998, 2001).
The current capacity to identify a given fingerprint by comparison with
hundreds of thousands, even millions, of stored ﬁngerprints is unprecedented
in scope and speed. Thus, forensic ﬁngerprinting is rapidly moving beyond
its classic function of connecting a suspect to a crime scene by matching a
“latent” ﬁngerprint, i.e. a ﬁngerprint found at a crime scene, to a suspect; with
the help of the quick searches and comparisons of the ﬁngerprints stored in
central databases, the retrieval of a ﬁngerprint may now actually generate
a suspect.
Even though in public imagination ﬁngerprinting is still ﬁrmly connected
to criminality and forensics, this exclusive association is rapidly becoming
obsolete. Worries about the “stigmatizing effect” of fingerprinting have
been laid to rest after the identities produced by the “stigma” of the ﬁngerprint
diversified rapidly. From being a sign of criminality, fingerprinting is
rapidly growing in importance as a tool to perfect a far wider range of social
categorizations, including, for instance, welfare recipients, refugees, and
migrants. Fingerprinting has become one of the central technological aids to
immigration and naturalization services, both in the USA and the European
Union, in their efforts to control illegal immigration and deal with evergrowing numbers of applications for political asylum. The INS in the United
States has a system in operation called IDENT into which the ﬁngerprints
of every illegal migrant and asylum seeker are being fed. System users hope
to make it compatible with that of the FBI, the largest ﬁngerprint database in
the country, as well as that of Customs.
Through a growing number of voluntary systems, ﬁngerprinting is now
becoming involved in the construction of the more positive, privileged
identities of the law-abiding citizen, the respectable client, cardholder,
or club member as well. “Low risk” frequent travelers into the USA, for
example, can apply for inclusion into one of the systems designed to facilitate
legal border trafﬁc (INSPASS at airports, SENTRI or DCL at geographical
borders). They then have to go through a background check that includes the
routine taking of ﬁngerprints, used for comparison with the FBI database,
and stored in the INS system as well. The programs themselves use hand
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geometry and facial photographs to identify the legitimate user of the
accelerated processing on entering the country (van der Ploeg 2000).
Similar systems are in use in several European airports, while last year a
central database containing the fingerprints of every person applying for
political asylum in one of the European Union’s member states – and those
of every other person of “irregular presence” caught on European territory as
well – became a reality (van der Ploeg 1999b). The IND (the Dutch INS) at
Rotterdam international harbor recently added to this an identiﬁcation system
of iris scanning for asylum seekers. “Regular citizens” will increasingly have
biometric features used for identification purposes as well. During the
development of a new Dutch passport the inclusion of a fingerprint as
an additional security feature has been quite seriously considered, but
was dismissed in the end. Other public services and authorities increasingly
look towards biometric technologies for identification of citizens as well.
Obligatory ﬁngerprinting of every person eligible for public aid programs
has been introduced in Illinois, Texas, and Arizona, and many of the other
states are following suit. In The Netherlands, a similar experiment with
welfare recipients started in 2000. In the same country, political negotiations
are taking place about plans to redesign the infrastructure of all currently
decentralized “municipal basis administrations” (population databases) to
render them accessible for a variety of central governmental agencies like
the police, the internal revenue service and so on. Part of this plan is the idea
to add a biometric identiﬁer to every personal ﬁle in these databases. In health
care, the wide trend towards digitization of patient records has yielded various
systems that include a patient-held biometrically secured smart card.
Next to these public service and administration applications of biometrics
there is a broad trend in the worlds of commerce and work where improved
methods of identiﬁcation, authentication, tracking and logging are sought.
The growing electronic mediation in these domains calls forth a feverish
search for new ways to secure transactions of all kinds, be they telebanking,
ATM cash dispensing, e-commerce, or the logistic management of goods,
people, and data in ofﬁces, businesses and on the road.
The last example to be mentioned here is the extension of increasingly
ubiquitous CCTV systems for crime prevention and surveillance of public
spaces with facial recognition systems. The coupling of real-time video
images to facial recognition systems and “lookout” databases enables the
automatic signaling of the presence of suspect individuals as they move
through crowds and streets (Norris and Armstrong 1999; Norris in this
volume).
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Other forms of digitization of the body
If our daily lives are going to show an increasing mediation of our identities
(as workers, suspects, consumers, citizens, migrants, refugees, club members,
welfare recipients, etc.) through the interconnection of our bodies with
information systems, we can add to this picture a couple of other forms
of digitization of bodies. Two large domains traditionally concerned with the
legitimate enrollment of individual bodies in the process of generating, storing
and processing of (identifying, physical) information are medicine and law
enforcement. In both areas, IT has been introduced with revolutionizing and
fundamentally transforming effects.
In recent years, the computerization of medical records (EPRs, or electronic
patient records) has become an area where the digital registration of information about individuals’ physical existence has created an abundance of
highly accessible (compared to the locally kept, often handwritten, paper ﬁles
to be replaced), sensitive, “identifying” information. Health care systems
throughout the Western countries are moving towards on-line accessible
EPRs into which all data on medical history, medication, test results from a
broad variety of diagnostic (often already computer-based) techniques, and
therapies belonging to a particular individual’s medical biography are
accumulated, and can be accessed by relevant care givers. Negotiations over
design speciﬁcations are focusing on how broad the category of “relevant
care givers” to be given access can be deﬁned, and to what extent administrative goals of billing, insurance reimbursements, hospital management,
and scientiﬁc research can be served by such records, without compromising
what used to be known as “patient conﬁdentiality” and privacy too much.
Such records, by virtue of the personal and unique nature of the information
about an individual body contained in them, are in themselves extended forms
of “unique identiﬁers”: obviously, every item added increases the uniqueness
of the record.
The connection of a record to a particular individual can be established,
besides through “classical” personal identifiers like name, age, insurance
number, etc., by biometric identiﬁers as well. Today several experimental
designs of EPRs include biometric data as a means of connecting the record
to the right person, thus simultaneously securing disclosure and limiting
access to the sensitive, private information contained in them. “Genetic
counseling” and pre- and post-natal testing for the presence of an evergrowing set of genetic predispositions – the results of which are to be stored
on the EPR – adds to the amount of information about bodies “on ﬁle” that
is both “identifying” and deeply personal. It provides the material for the
generation of more information – about individuals, families and populations,
about their histories as well as their possible futures, thus facilitating proﬁling
and categorization into various risk categories.
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Secondly, there is the set of technologies deriving from genetics for which
grand futures are being predicted. Here the domains of forensic biometric
identification and medical information come together: “genetic fingerprinting” or “DNA-typing” is rapidly equaling, even surpassing, traditional
ﬁngerprinting in providing “absolute certainty” about identity in the legal
context (see also Nelkin and Andrews in this volume). Moreover, the
enormous potential for improving law enforcement by collecting, keeping,
and rendering accessible this type of data for future use has not escaped notice,
and many countries are now creating databases with genetic identifying
information about every convicted criminal subjected to providing DNAsamples in the course of a criminal investigation.
The threshold for inclusion in these databases is lowered time and again.
For example, in The Netherlands the criterion for mandatory giving up of
DNA has recently been changed from suspects of crimes with eight-year
sentences to those serving four years. News media regularly cover stories
about politicians proposing to sample the entire population whenever there
is some spectacular crime shocking the public, or about medical institutions
that, for years, turn out to have been routinely sampling DNA from every
newborn baby coming in for their vaccinations, without even the parents
knowing about it. Here, as elsewhere, technology is developing quickly, and
beyond mere matching of DNA “ﬁngerprints,” it is now becoming feasible
to generate from the DNA sample the beginning of an actual proﬁle (gender,
ethnicity) of the person from whom the sample originates.
Although not commonly discussed in relation to biometrics – with the
exception of DNA “fingerprinting” – these practices do have in common
with biometrics that they constitute digital representations of our physical or
bodily characteristics as individuals in one sense or another. Moreover,
precisely in that capacity they all are functional in the construction and performance of our identities. The transformation of various aspects of physical
existence into digital code, ﬁeld values, images, graphs, and scores, imply
endless possibilities for categorization. Stored, retrievable, and keyword
searchable from many different locations, simultaneously or over extended
periods of time, these “body data” can become part of information-processing
practices in ways that were not possible before, or generate new practices
altogether. The extensive potential for new forms of knowledge production,
policy making and implementation, targeting, and the development of
“prevention strategies” is widely welcomed but will also give rise to new
forms of surveillance that may not all be just benign. And, ﬁnally, there are
many possible cross-connections between the various domains in which these
data are produced and used. Some of these connections are already realized,
others are still mere technical possibilities; some are only fantasized about
by over-zealous law enforcers, others may already be written down as future
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policy goals; some will be existing only in the fearful imaginations of BigBrother-watchers, others may become reality faster than most of us think
desirable.

The body as information
What all the above-mentioned practices have in common is that in each
one, parts or aspects of human bodies are represented in digital code, enabling
new ways of performing identities and embodiment. Through these partly
connecting and overlapping technological practices, then, a new body ontology
is emerging, that redeﬁnes bodies in terms of, or even as, information.
The notion of body ontology enables us to describe the way the human
body is implicated in a process of co-evolution with technology – information
technologies, but also surgical, chemical and genetic and visualization techniques, and combinations of these. Over the past century, various developments, mainly in medical science, have resulted in a set of body ontologies
that are not based on the familiar anatomical-physiological ontology of
the modern body, but quite explicitly construe the body in terms of ﬂows
of information and communication patterns. The endocrinological body,
originating in the early twentieth century, for instance, knows the body as a
biochemical entity, with an ontology of chemical substances that are characterized in terms of messages, signals, and feedback loops. Later, immunology
– with a strong impetus from the AIDS crisis during the 1980s – construed a
body that differed signiﬁcantly from the anatomical body in its construction
of body boundaries – the boundary between self and other – as the result of
a ﬁght going on beneath the skin. A discourse in many respects quite similar
to that of strategic defense and warfare developed, based on a body ontology
consisting of networks of communicative patterns between, for example,
“T cells,” B cells, macrophages, and various mediating molecules such as
lymphokines and antibodies (Haraway 1991; Martin 1992). The sciences and
practices of genetics, ﬁnally, as already hinted at above, have generated a
body ontology that takes the building blocks of the body to be “information”:
the human genome and DNA itself are codes to be broken in order to enable
us to “read” the “blueprints of life.” The “stuff” of genetics is information –
no matter how this stuff can be described in biochemical terms of proteins,
its “essence” lies in its coding function.3
Thus, according to Haraway,
An account of the biomedical-biotechnical body must start from the
multiple molecular interfacings of genetic, nervous, endocrine, and
immune systems. Biology is about recognition and misrecognition,
coding errors, the body’s reading practices (for example frameshift
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mutations), and billion-dollar projects to sequence the human genome to
be published and stored in a national genetic “library”. [. . .] The
biomedical-biotechnical body is a semiotic system, a complex meaning
producing ﬁeld [. . .].
(Haraway 1991: 211)
Perhaps it seems somewhat counterintuitive to speak of new body ontologies,
rather than mere changes in ways of representing and knowing the body:
mere ways to talk about something that in itself is extra-discursive and
remains unaffected. However, the ﬂeshy structure bounded by skin, with an
inside made up of organs, muscles, tissues, bones, and various fluids that
appears to be the most likely candidate for such an extradiscursive referent,
turns out, as the work of various historians of the body has shown, to be a
particular historical invention itself (e.g. Jordanova 1989; Lacqueur 1990;
Duden 1991; Schiebinger 1993). This body ontology, for which anatomy,
and, somewhat later, physiology, provide the building blocks, has been quite
precisely dated, and thus recognized as a contingent historical construction.
The anatomical body as we know and experience it today emerged in the
late eighteenth century. At that time, the practice of anatomy, which had
existed for centuries already, coupled with the then emerging epistemology
of experimental science, and a variety of new technologies of preservation and
representation. A new body ontology came into being, that is commonly
referred to as “the modern body” (Foucault 1975, 1979; Gallagher and
Lacqueur 1987). This body, laid down in the imagery of the anatomical atlas,
became the ultimate reference for what gradually came to be experienced
and acted upon as the very nature of our bodies (Hirschauer 1991; Duden
1991). This new body was subsequently performed through and in the
fast-proliferating practices, discourses, technologies, and architectures of
medicine, law, education, public policy, etc., thus gradually and fundamentally altering the experience of being embodied.
The interesting thing is that even if there is a certain obviousness, or
common-sense logic, to equating “the body itself ” with the anatomical body
constructed along the lines described above, the way this notion runs into
difﬁculties in certain contexts shows that it is not the unproblematic, natural
prediscursive referent it is often supposed to be. Rather, it is a particular
construction, a speciﬁc body ontology, ultimately sustained by pragmatic and
operational deﬁnitions. The co-evolution of various information technologies
and bodies observable from the examples discussed above generates
confusions, casts doubts, and generates needs for explication of issues
previously considered self-evident.
This comes to the surface in particular when normative implications of
contemporary technological developments are considered. The growth in
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generation and processing of “body data” regularly generates public controversy, for the recognition of the enormous potential for “misuse” of these
types of information is widely shared. In trying to draw lines, and separate
legitimate use from misuse, concepts and values are invoked and applied in
contexts and discursive spaces they were not invented for. The ensuing
discursive exercises sometimes reveal how the ontologies implied in these
concepts and values do not entirely match with the informatization and
digitization processes currently evolving.

Normative concerns: “privacy” and “bodily integrity”
Predominantly, normative concerns are couched in terms of potential
violations of “privacy” – a fundamental, albeit not in all countries constitutional, legal and moral right. Data protection regimes such as those laid
down in the European Directive on Data Protection (European Parliament
and Council 1995) are morally and legally underpinned by reference to rights
to privacy. The object of protection then is “personal data,” that is, data
pertaining to an individual in such a way that they are “identifying.”4
The kind of privacy involved, then, is informational privacy, which is deﬁned
in the ethical and legal literature as having control over one’s data.
In speaking about the (sometimes forced) integration of bodies and
information systems, however, the more fundamental concept of bodily
integrity appears relevant as well, and occasionally this possibility is considered. Yet in relation to the generation and storage of digital representations
of individual bodily features, its relevance is considered in a very restricted
way, if it is considered at all. It is generally perceived to be at stake only in
the context of the generation of body data as “input” for the IT systems.
For example, in the context of biometric identiﬁcation schemes, bodily
integrity is discussed only with regard to the material contact between ﬁngertips, hands, eyes and the various sensing devices used to generate a biometric.
This concern is subsequently quickly dismissed (e.g. Kralingen et al. 1997).
In the contexts of law enforcement and forensic identification, however,
with their longstanding traditions of “frisking,” ﬁngerprinting, and, today,
DNA typing, and various other forms of bodily searches, it is considered
quite clear that bodily integrity is indeed at stake.
Most countries have quite circumscribed laws and rules pertaining to
“bodily searches” in order to protect the rights of individuals against the
powers of the state and its law enforcement branches. These rules specify
under what conditions (strength of suspicion, severity of the suspected crime)
a person can be required to provide ﬁngerprints, bodily tissue (blood, hair,
saliva) or cooperate in the procedure of procuring such materials. If consent
is required, rules are in place as to what exactly is covered by a given consent;
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if forced searches are allowed, speciﬁcations are usually given about who
may perform the search (medical training, gender).
Similarly, the concept of bodily integrity is a normative notion quite central
to normative underpinnings of medical practice and science. The contours
of the discussion of bodily integrity in the medical context of generation
and storage of information about bodies, however, parallel the set of patient
rights as laid down in “informed consent” requirements pertaining to medical
interventions. That is to say, bodily integrity is protected as far as the
performance of tests, the procurement of “test materials,” or the conducting
of experiments require physical intervention. The results of these medical
proceedings – today often in the form of computer-generated, processed and
stored data – are considered “personal information” deserving protection
for privacy (patient conﬁdentiality) reasons.
Thus, everything beyond the actual touching and procurement of materials
to produce digital representations – be they biometric templates, EPRs, CTscans, genetic proﬁles, or digital images of ﬁngerprints – is thought of as
sensitive, personal information, a concept that rather equalizes and ﬂattens
further distinctions. There is ethical or legal difference between these types
of information and classic forms of personal data, like, for example, proper
name-address-age-gender, religious background, video rental records, or
income tax ﬁles. The only distinction used is between personal or identifying
data and non-personal or anonymous data, a distinction that in itself is not
an intrinsic characteristic of the data themselves, but, arguably, a function of
its relation to other data (Panel on Conﬁdentiality and Data Access 1993).
Thus a speciﬁc “division of tasks” exists that reﬂects a particular ontological dichotomy: bodily integrity applies to “the thing itself,” whereas
informational privacy is presumed to cover all (digital) “representations” of
it. The normative relevance of this difference is clear: in our current moral
and legal cosmologies, far less stringent criteria apply to what counts as a
legitimate violation of privacy, compared to what is needed to justify a breach
of bodily integrity.5 So, if the underlying ontology is gradually changing
through processes of informatization, digitization, and the various new forms
of constructing, performing, and manipulating the body these transformations
allow, and if because of that the presumed demarcation of where “the body
itself ” stops and begins being “information” will subtly shift, the moral and
legal vocabularies available will no longer sufﬁce.

Bodily searches: body boundaries, information,
and integrity
Our current concept of bodily integrity, even though it can be a basically felt
and psychologically experienced moral value, functions predominantly in
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the discourses of law and rights. But even there, it is mostly used as an
unquestioned and unquestionable value to be referred to in the last instance,
rather than itself being the object of explicit deliberation and definitional
exercises. There are a few contexts, however, in which the suggestion of
self-evidence regarding the question of what constitutes the body and its
boundaries whose integrity must be protected is lost, and debates and
deﬁnitional exercises ensue. In these instances it becomes clear which body
ontology underlies the right to bodily integrity, and signiﬁcantly, how it runs
into trouble.
For our current purposes, legal debates over “bodily searches” (the current
rekindling of which is largely due to the development of DNA-proﬁling and
banking) is highly relevant and instructive. Even though national differences
abound here, in many countries, speciﬁcally West-European ones, upholding
a distinction between searches on the body (“frisking,” searching of clothes,
skin, ﬁngertips, face) and searches in the body is deemed crucial, suggesting
that a there is a self-evident body boundary that determines the normative and
legal weight of a particular search (Ippel 1996; Tak 1990).
“Integrity” becomes an issue when insides are involved, and boundaries
compromised. Pricking through the skin with a needle to draw blood, for
example, though not severe, and often routinely justified (e.g., in traffic
alcohol tests), is in principle a violation of the body’s integrity. However,
this seemingly clear-cut boundary appears far less evident when a more
detailed explication is called for. To begin with, natural openings and oriﬁces
form an obviously problematic gray zone acquiring much attention and
thought. Generally, searches of “the natural body openings” fall within the
category of searches on the body, although in Dutch law a further distinction
is recently introduced between body openings of the upper and those of the
lower body half, because of the “burdensome nature” of searches of the lower
body half, both to the searcher and the searched. This provides an example
of the way the criterion based on a presumed natural body boundary needs to
be supplemented time and again by wholly different types of criteria; here,
one that refers to a subjective experience of embodiment.
For our present purposes, however, an additional criterion is even more
interesting. X-ray photographs, for instance, are quite hard to categorize in
terms of an inside and outside of the body, for they do not involve any actual
touching of the body. They score high on the legal scale of relative invasiveness of forced searches, but it is quite unclear whether this is on account of
the X-rays being sent through the body, and the health risks this involves,
or because of the fact that the resulting picture constitutes a representation of
the inside of the body. There is also a general consensus among legal experts
that the taking of a DNA sample is to be considered a most serious breach of
integrity of the body, even though there are several ways of obtaining a DNA
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sample that are hardly noticeable to the person involved, and, certainly
compared to many traditional kinds of searches, do not in the least appear
“burdensome.” According to Ten Have and van Welie (1998), the reason for
this is that such searches do not have as their goal ﬁnding traces or objects
related to a crime, but generating information about the identity of the person.
It is this difference in purpose that renders the taking of a saliva swab
from the inner lining of the mouth a far more serious breach of integrity than,
for example, a search of the lower body openings to ﬁnd smuggled drugs.
Clearly, in clarifying the legal and normative status of such searches, a simple
reference to a boundary between the inside and the outside of the body has
been given up, to allow space for the criteria of purpose and subsequent
use of the body data.
The inability to distinguish between “the body itself ” and “body
information” also explains to considerable extent why the efforts to deal with
the issues of DNA sampling and banking of genetic information run into so
much trouble and controversy. There are several ways of procuring DNA
samples that by all traditional standards would hardly count as a breach of
physical integrity. Here it is clear that it is not the actual touching of the body,
or crossing of the anatomical-physical boundary necessary for generating
the data that accounts for all the fuss. Its meaning as a breach of integrity
does not lie there, but obviously in subsequent use of the information thus
acquired. Focusing on the act of generating the data, in this case, obscures
its signiﬁcance. Much of the discussions surrounding these databases center
on the questions of what exactly should be ﬁled and stored, to whom it should
be made accessible, and for what uses. If, for example, the DNA samples
themselves are also kept, it will be possible to subject these samples to further
analysis in the future, thus adding to the mere “ﬁngerprint” whatever medicalgenetic information may be derived from whatever (future) technique
will become available. There are immense differences in potential to generate
information from DNA samples, or DNA records, and within the latter,
between STR proﬁles or complete genetic proﬁles, between (what are today
believed to be) medically non-coding polymorphisms, and (what are
today known as) “health-related loci” (Kaye and Imwinkelried 2000). And,
as can be inferred from the remarks between the parentheses, these
qualiﬁcations may not refer to static characteristics. They are relative to the
state of knowledge and technology at a particular moment in time –
the enormous effort that today is being invested in the further development
of analytic techniques and the “decoding” of the human genome may change
such premises in years to come.
The relationship between bodily matter and bodily information, on which
the demarcation between the rights to bodily integrity and informational
privacy is based, when it comes to genetics and DNA, cannot be adequately
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understood as a boundary between the thing itself and representations of it.
There is no clear point where bodily matter ﬁrst becomes information. The
“essence” of the stuff of DNA, both the reason of its scientiﬁc isolation in the
ﬁrst place, and, in watered down version, its forensic signiﬁcance, is precisely
that it is “information.”
There are, of course, many forms of searches where the act of generating
the information, and the concomitant violation of anatomical-physical body
boundaries is indeed what should count. Similarly, many body data generated
in the medical context are the result of elaborate, invasive procedures and
diagnostic techniques; here, the encounter between bodies and informationgenerating technologies is more often than not quite painful, risky, or
otherwise costly to the person. And if one considers the difference between,
for instance, surgically opening the body to gather information about the
condition of some organ and gathering the same information by a CT-scan,
it is obvious that this difference is extremely signiﬁcant. Moreover, to express
this difference, the notion of bodily integrity is indispensable and must
not be deconstructed lightly.
But how should we conceptualize a police search or a medical examination
of the body-as-information, a virtual body? The concepts of “privacy” and
“data protection” are too much in collusion with the very informatization
processes they are supposed to limit. To say that the use of body data merely
involves the data or the information, and not the body, or the embodied
person denies the constitutive and enduring relation between the data and my
identity as embodied person. If the bits and pieces of stored information about
my life and behavior as citizen, consumer, worker, my “digital persona”
(Clarke 1994), are in a sense constitutive of, and inseparable from, me as a
person, then the inclusion of body data to this digital biography is similarly
inseparable from my embodied identity. Acknowledging this relation by
proclaiming body data “private” or “worthy of protection,” just like any other
“personal data,” goes some of the way, but does not exactly do justice to the
fact that embodiment is central to individuality and identity in a way that
my social security number or my car rental records are not. It may quite
reasonably be expected that these changing practices of dealing with bodies
will have some profound transforming effects on the level of embodiment,
just as the late eighteenth-century emergence of the modern, anatomicalphysical body did during the century that followed it.
If it is already recognized that the severity of breaches of bodily integrity
in the context of police searches may lie not just in the physical invasion of
body boundaries, but also in the purpose of information gathering about a
person’s identity, then it is highly relevant that the tremendous impact of
today’s technological developments on law enforcement capabilities relates
precisely to this purpose. The capacity of certain technologies to change the
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boundary, not just between what is public and private information but, on top
of that, between what is inside and outside the human body, appears to leave
our normative concepts wanting. The new, intensive forms of monitoring,
categorizing, scrutinizing and, ultimately, controlling and manipulating
of persons through their bodies and embodied identities that become possible
in this new ontology suggest that some form of integrity of the person
may be at stake. Maybe not exactly “bodily” integrity in the traditional sense
associated with anatomical-physical body boundaries, but a form of integrity
yet to be deﬁned. Especially since the gathering of body data, including even
DNA samples, becomes ever more easy, inconspicuous, inescapable, and
ubiquitous, it seems a bit like “ostrich-policy” to remain too focused on
body boundaries belonging to the ontology of anatomical-physical bodies,
rather than redevising some concept of integrity adequate to the ontology
of informatized bodies.

Notes
1 This project was carried out within the framework of the Incentive Programme
Ethics and Policy, which is supported by The Netherlands Organization for
Scientiﬁc Research. I wish to thank Jeroen van den Hoven, Jos de Mul, David
Lyon, and the participants of the international workshop on Surveillance, Risk, and
Social Categorization, 3–5 May 2001, Queen’s University, Kingston, Canada, for
useful comments and suggestions.
2 Thanks to Elia Zureik for pointing me to this extract.
3 It may be important to stress here that these phenomena are not mere metaphors
used in popularizations of science, while the “real body” to which such descriptions
refer remains unequivocally anatomical or physiological. Whereas it is indeed the
case that metaphors are involved here, they can be found in the most “serious”
scientiﬁc descriptions as well. Such metaphors do not refer to other more literal
concepts, but are the very stuff of scientiﬁc imagination itself. What may start out
as metaphorical – meaning carried over from another context of use – after a while
becomes the literal (Rorty 1989; Locke 1992).
4 “‘Personal data’ shall mean any information relating to an identiﬁed or identiﬁable
natural person (‘data subject’); an identiﬁable person is one who can be identiﬁed,
directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identiﬁcation number or to
one or more factors specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic,
cultural, or social identity” (European Parliament and Council 1995: 10).
5 Although bodily integrity in many legal systems is conceptually subordinated to
a more general concept of “privacy” or “private life,” that is, it is often deﬁned as
a special subcategory of a general notion of privacy, it is also generally acknowledged as morally and legally constituting privacy’s most basic instance. The
contrast between the two ethical/legal regimes I’m drawing out here is therefore
not that between bodily integrity and privacy as such, which is a very broad and
loosely defined encompassing concept, but that between “bodily integrity”
and “informational privacy.” I argue that our concept of bodily integrity is too
narrow to deal with the broad technology-mediated transformative processes in
which our bodies are currently caught, and that it is too readily assumed that mere
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“information” or “data” is at stake, however strongly the “personal” or “sensitive”
nature of this information is stressed, and however stringent data-protection
regulations may be deﬁned. Both with respect to the necessity and the justiﬁcation
of protective measures, there is a morally highly relevant difference between the
deﬁnition of the object of protection as “identifying data (about the body)” and our
personal bodily existence as such.
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Part II

Verifying identities
Constituting life-chances

4

Electronic identity cards
and social classiﬁcation
Felix Stalder and David Lyon

Establishing the stable identities of its subjects has been one of the central
concerns of the modern nation state (Higgs 2001; Torpey 2000). It is a key
means of connecting citizen and state. Social services, law enforcement, and
national security are all based on the state’s ability to connect embodied
people to established records reliably. The goal is to classify each individual
in context ﬂexibly yet accurately – for example, as legitimate recipient of
child support, repeat offender, or illegal immigrant – in order to determine
which administrative procedure to apply.
Each of these domains has powerful institutional interests in expanding
the accuracy with which individuals are identiﬁed. From the Victorian era,
when voting lists and demographic data were sought (Abercrombie et al.
1986) to the economic restructuring of the 1980s and 1990s when fiscal
management and fraud became prominent concerns, the modern nation
state has tried to reﬁne its identiﬁcation of citizens. Which set of incentives
ﬁgures most prominently in the public discussion depends on the political
climate of the moment, but together they have been the engine of the increase
in frequency and accuracy of anchoring individuals within the state’s
administrative matrix.
In the wake of spectacular “terrorist” attacks in different parts of the world,
concerns over national security have often taken center stage. With them, the
idea of establishing national ID cards for all citizens – or for a subset, such
as immigrants and refugees (see, for example, Zureik 2001) – have resurfaced.
This happened, for example, in the UK in the mid-1990s in reaction to bombings of the IRA, in Spain in the late 1990s following a string of assassinations
by the Basque separatist group ETA, and in North America in response to
the attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon in 2001.
The more recently proposed ID cards stand in marked contrast to those
that have traditionally been used in many countries. They are no longer simple
paper-based documents but sophisticated high-tech devices using a mix of
traditional and advanced identiﬁcation features (biometrics) and, by virtue
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of being machine-readable, they can connect more easily with remote
databases and authentication mechanisms. Some proposed “smart” cards are
not only machine-readable but themselves contain programmable chips that
store data.
Whenever ID cards are proposed, privacy concerns are raised, usually
under the metaphor of the state becoming an all-seeing “Big Brother.” These
concerns are often countered with the argument of the existence of a tradeoff between civil liberties and national security, and that the loss of civil
liberties through ID cards is minor and the gain in national security is major,
hence the trade-off, though perhaps regrettable, is, overall, positive. But is
this really the case? Is there a trade-off and, if so, to which side is the balance
tipped?
In this chapter, we critically examine this recurring interest in ID cards as
a means to improve domestic security. First, we review the checkered history
of the implementation of and resistance to high-tech ID cards since the early
1990s. Then we examine the collusion of forces that, whenever the public
seems willing to accept them, lead to a renewal of interest in these systems
despite their questionable usefulness. Thirdly, we analyze structural ﬂaws in
ID card systems that limit their usefulness to national security. Finally, given
the limited role these cards can play in securing our countries, we look at the
unintended consequences in order to understand the true nature of the tradeoff that high-tech ID cards present us with. These consequences, whether
intended or not, include social sorting of a sophisticated kind.

The development of identity cards
The technological history of identity cards moves from print on paper to
PINs and programmable chips on plastic. But the more meaningful story is
the socio-technical development of identity cards as symbols of belonging,
of citizenship. While the passport makes one eligible to travel across national
borders, the ID card indicates that the holder has a legitimate place within
those borders. The national ID card is predominantly a product of the twentieth century, although it was known in some forms before then. It is an
aspect of the consolidation of modern nation states; a visible sign of a bureaucratic system of administration that keeps tabs on all who are included as
members of a bounded territory or jurisdiction.
During the twentieth century ID cards became part of the taken-for-granted
apparatus of everyday life in many European countries, a situation that
was accentuated by the involvement of those societies in two major world
wars. The twentieth century was also a period of major migration to North
America, and many who came from Europe were ﬂeeing regimes in which
the ID card had been a sinister sign of state control, which helps to explain
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why there often seems to be greater caution about ID cards in the USA and
Canada than in Europe.
In the United Kingdom, for example, identification cards were issued
during the Second World War, as means of distinguishing between national
citizens and potential enemy aliens. But the system was slowly dismantled
after the war – something that never occurred in France – and fairly strong
feelings were expressed about not wishing to return to an ID card system.
Indeed, not until Britain eventually succumbed to pressure to become a
member of the European Community did the issue of ID cards return to the
political agenda (Lyon 1991). By then, of course, much government administration was being computerized, such that the surveillance power of any
ID card system was bound to be far in excess of those simple print-on-paper
cards of wartime memory.
Towards the end of the twentieth century, contemporary forms of globalization began in earnest, and increasing mobility started seriously to challenge
the capacity of countries to keep track of their citizens. The desire to be
accepted as a citizen, with access to its rights and privileges, was unabated,
but the question of who exactly is a citizen of which country began to be
moot. The authors of this chapter are cases in point. Stalder is a Swiss-German
permanent resident in Canada, while Lyon is a Canadian citizen carrying
both a British and a Canadian passport. As John Urry says: “Just at the
moment that everyone is seeking to be a citizen of a society, so global
networks and ﬂows appear to undermine what it is to be a national citizen”
(Urry 2000: 162).
Early in the twenty-first century, the ID card situation was challenged
again. Not this time by the collapse of political borders (1989) or economic
borders (free trade movements), but by the collapse of the twin towers of
the World Trade Center in New York as a result of “terrorist” attacks.
The internal response of many countries around the world was to try to tighten
security. One key measure proposed by many was to introduce ID card
systems that included holograms or biometrics to ensure reliability, or
“smart card” programability to increase their range of uses. Some proposals
were for national ID cards that would indicate citizen-membership of nation
states, while others were cards to be used in especially marginal cases, where
belonging is particularly precarious, such as immigrants (Canada) or asylum
seekers (UK).
Writing at a time when these debates are ongoing, it is impossible to predict
precise outcomes. In two key cases, the UK and the USA, initial proposals
for new ID cards have both lapsed and, subsequently, been revived in another
form. In situations of high pressure from potential technology providers,
public willingness to “pay the price in liberty for security” as shown by
opinion polls, and at least some measure of political will to seek blanket
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“solutions” to the now palpable “politics of terrorism” the chances of some
new ID card measures being introduced are, we think, fairly strong. One
further factor to note is that some countries (such as Hong Kong) are going
ahead with smart ID card schemes and no doubt such experiments will be
closely watched by those in other larger jurisdictions. Whatever the outcome,
some kinds of struggle over proposed ID cards are likely to ensue. Recent
history conﬁrms this likelihood.

Struggles over ID cards: politics, technologies,
and events
The recent story of ID cards is one of sporadic struggles centering on
universal personal identiﬁers. Such electronic IDs have been a predictable
goal of government administrative and policing systems ever since the wholesale computerization of bureaucratic departments in the latter part of the
twentieth century, in all the technologically advanced societies (Lyon 1994:
104ff). The controversial idea is to use a single number – hence universal
personal identifier – that readily identifies an individual over a range
of databases. While the efﬁciency of such a system for ease of administrative
functions is obvious, so are the potential threats to civil liberties and human
rights.
In 1987 Germany introduced a machine-readable ID card for all citizens,
in the face of considerable political opposition. The Greens and Social
Democrats opposed it, and even the chair of the police union thought it
smacked embarrassingly of “secret police.” In the same period, however, a
national identity card system was defeated in Australia, and this victory was
for some years seen as a signiﬁcant blow to such schemes. It is possible that
opposition – centered on threats to civil liberties and the alleged technical
deﬁciencies of the plan – was more coherently mobilized in Australia than in
Germany. But in the end the proposal was defeated less through compelling
argument than through the discovery of a legal loophole that halted parliamentary debate (Clarke 1992). On the other hand, population groups were
mobilized, and at one point 30,000 people demonstrated at the parliament
building against the proposed cards.
The early 1990s saw several more ID card schemes emerge, some of
which succeeded, others of which failed, but not according to any clear
pattern. North Americans tend, it seems, to be more wary of such schemes
than Europeans, although the British have held out against machine-readable
or other technically enhanced ID cards even though (or perhaps because) to
have them would bring them more in line with most other countries in the
European Union. Machine-readable ID cards have been suggested in the USA
and Canada, usually as extensions of the social security number or the social
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insurance number, respectively. But successive administrations in both
countries have reafﬁrmed their resistance to national identiﬁers.
By the turn of the twenty-ﬁrst century, however, several countries in South
East Asia – including Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore, and Thailand – are
establishing relatively high-tech ID card systems. Singapore has had a card
for permanent residents for some years, while in Thailand, Sun Microsystems
won a contract for a national registration system in 1997, which is yet to be
fully implemented. This includes a smart card that stores basic individual
information, and on which drivers’ licenses, passports, credit cards, and
ATM cards will be added in future. The Hong Kong immigration department
recently closed tenders for a smart card which will replace the current
fingerprint card with digital imprints of both thumbs, and will have the
capacity for other uses, like the Thai card. The $394-million contract was
won by a seven-company consortium led by PCCW (Pacific Century
CyberWorks) and the roll-out is scheduled for early 2003 (Mailloux 2001).
The measure has not been introduced without controversy, and several
originally planned features of the card had to be scrapped to make it more
acceptable to the public (Landler 2002).
Not to be outdone, Malaysia began to introduce its smart-card identiﬁer
during 2001, as a “ﬂagship application” within the much hyped Multimedia
SuperCorridor (MSC) project. This is another multi-purpose card with
national identity card, driver’s license, passport information and e-cash
applications, and with health card and public key infrastructure to be added
later. Like several other countries in the region, the Malaysian government
represents strong authority and its opposition parties have not majored on
limiting the ID card. On the other hand, it is not clear how long it will take
for the system to be fully implemented. The original targets for more than two
million users by the end of 2001 were unrealized, and the only citizens holding
the first cards were in the affluent MSC region, Kuala Lumpur, and the
Klang Valley (Keong 2001).
But not all East and South East Asian countries have adopted electronic
national ID card systems. While Taiwan has an ID card, the smart-card
version proposed by the government had to be abandoned in late 1998 amid
public protest (Chuang 1999). The Korean smart-card-based ID project
suffered a similar fate. In 1997 the Korean electronic national identiﬁcation
card, containing an embedded chip, became a political item. The government
legislated its establishment despite strong objections from opposition parties
and the public. However, the election of the new president Kim Dae Jung in
1998, who knew the excesses of state repression from years in prison, meant
that the scheme was abandoned.
After the “terrorist” attacks of September 2001, ID cards were seized upon
in many countries as one plank in a potential protection plan. Following initial
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excitement, a more skeptical attitude towards general ID cards gained ground
for a while. However, as part of stepped-up immigration policies, new cards
are being introduced in the UK and Canada for marginal cases, with the USA
seriously considering them. Canada opted for an upgraded Immigration
Card to replace a notoriously unreliable paper document, and the UK brought
in a new smart card – Applicant Registration Card (with photo, ﬁngerprint,
and cash card features) – for asylum seekers (Travis 2001). Within a few
months other, more far-reaching proposals were again being mooted.
In the USA for many years drivers’ licenses have played the part of a de
facto ID, so not surprisingly it is this system that is most likely to be upgraded.
The idea is to create a national identiﬁcation system linking all state driver
databases and use smart cards, or at least cards with a biometric identiﬁer. The
American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators is working with
the (new) Ofﬁce of Homeland Security, the Justice Department, and other
federal authorities to plan for the new ID card. Although each state would still
issue its own licenses, they would all contain standardized data and security
features. Non-driver ID cards would complement the drivers’ licenses for
those who do not drive (O’Harrow 2001). Meanwhile, the current (early 2002)
proposal in the UK is to create new “entitlement cards” which would also be
smart cards with biometric identiﬁers. The entitlement cards are based on the
model of the already introduced Applicant Registration Cards (Staff and
agencies 2002). The plan is for a card that it is compulsory to own, but that
a citizen is not required to carry. In both the American and the British cases,
strong opposition is emerging to these new proposals, but whether it can be
sustained against the new, post-11 September crisis-generated search for
security remains to be seen. As Jon Agar points out, crises and cards tend to
go together (Agar 2001).
In other European countries, too, terrorism revived or brought forward
plans for ID cards. The existing German cards are to be upgraded with holograms and biometric identiﬁers, and in Spain, the new national ID will be a
smart card, introduced by the end of 2003. It is unclear exactly why these
countries favor the high-tech cards, but the presence of Al Qaeda members
in Berlin and Madrid, and previous involvement with “terrorist” groups (such
as the left-wing Red Army Faction [RAF] in Germany and Basque separatists
in Spain) could also play a role. In the case of Spain, however, the cards were
planned before 11 September 2001, and it seems that they have as much to
do with the determination of that country to demonstrate its technological
prowess in Europe as it has to do with the threat of terrorism.
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ID cards: structural inefﬁciencies
According to many authorities, however, this renewed interest in ID cards
as a means of national security stands in a marked contrast to the actual
potential of such a card to contribute significantly to this goal. Although
objections always tend to be met with technical rejoinders – that tamper-proof,
reliability-enhanced cards are available – this does not answer all the questions
that are raised about ID cards. This may be addressed programmatically.
The ﬁrst step in developing any security measure is to compile a detailed
threat proﬁle establishing the exact characteristics of the danger (Schneier
2000). This all-important ﬁrst step, though, is missing in much of the discussion over ID systems. “Terrorism” – a powerful incentive to increase security
– is not sufficiently precise as a basis for a successful defense strategy.
However, it is indispensable to precisely map out the threat to see whether
the proposed security measure can achieve its own goal, and to assess if this
achievement contributes to enhancing overall security. For example, if the
goal is to secure a building, installing a new lock on the front door indeed
fortiﬁes this door. However, it does little to enhance the overall security if the
key is left under the doormat, or if the windows in the back of the building
are left unchanged. Nor does it protect against intrusion via the Internet.
(Un)reliable identiﬁcation
The objective of any ID card system is the reliable identification of each
member of the population to which it issued, for example citizens of a country,
immigrants, refugees, or welfare recipients. ID cards should make it impossible to obtain and use false identification. It is undisputed that more
sophisticated ID cards would be harder to forge than most of the existing
ID documents, such as drivers’ licenses or paper-based ID cards.
However, tampering even with advanced smart cards is not impossible,
and most of the widely deployed smart-card systems have proven to be
vulnerable (Anderson and Kuhn 1996; Schneier 1999). Unless a card contains
a biometric identiﬁer, such as a digital ﬁngerprint, which is checked in real
time against a trusted database, the security of the card is limited against
sophisticated and determined attacks. Ross Anderson, a computer scientist at
Cambridge University, points out: “You can maybe exert some downward
pressure on identity theft by incorporating machine readable fingerprints
of some kind or another, but, in this situation, making identity cards harder
to forge is solving the wrong problem” (quoted in Knight 2001).
It can be argued that the reason why high-tech ID cards address the wrong
problem in the context of terrorism is that they are not only vulnerable against
determined high-tech attacks, but, more importantly, also against very
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conventional low-tech trickery. No matter how sophisticated an ID card is, it
is only as reliable as the document on which it is based. Administrative
identity is established as a series of references, from one document to the
other, all the way down to, ideally, the birth certificate. The reliability of
the last document, a new ID card, is deﬁned by the weakest link in this chain
of references. If the applicant can present a convincingly counterfeited
birth certiﬁcate, then a new ID card will show whatever information happens
to be on this certiﬁcate. The possibility of bribing ofﬁcials to issue a genuine
document containing incorrect information further reduces the overall
accuracy of the system. If a new ID card contains biometrics that are checked
against a central database, then, at least, the new system can ensure that an
individual cannot obtain more than one card. It can still not ensure that the
information in this one card is accurate. In other words, compared to existing
systems such as state-issued drivers’ licenses, new ID cards would improve
the accuracy of identiﬁcation. However, given the vulnerability of the chain
of references, they do this much less dramatically than their high-tech dazzle
might suggest.
New technologies, new risks
It has been pointed out that inserting high-tech features into cards introduces
a set of completely new risks. First, it is unclear whether, given today’s
technology, it is feasible to build a biometric system that is reliable enough
to be implemented on a very large scale. Suppose the system is 99.99 percent
accurate. This means that if someone is a terrorist suspect, there is a 99.99
percent chance that the software indicates “terrorist: positive.” If someone
is not a terrorist, there is a 99.99 percent chance that the software indicates
“terrorist: negative.” Assuming that one in ten million people who pass
through the checkpoint, on average, is a terrorist suspect, the system will
generate 1,000 false alarms for every one real terrorist. Every false alarm
requires all security personnel to go through all their security routines,
quite likely disrupting the ﬂow of people through the checkpoint. Because
the population of non-terrorists is so much larger than the number of terrorists, the test is impractical and likely to be disabled in practice (Schneier
2001).
Furthermore, if an ID proposal is linked to a central database containing
the master files of the biometric identifiers, the security of this database
becomes of paramount concern. What if someone breaks into the database and
alters the master ﬁle? Given the sensitivity of the stored data, and the fact that
this database must have thousands of access points, some perhaps even mobile
(in police cars, for example), the additional security risk might be bigger than
the previous security gains.
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For the sake of argument, one may make the assumption that all of these
problems could somehow be solved. Ideally, the system would be 100 percent
accurate and invulnerable to tampering or attacks. Even in such a technological utopia, the system would not have caught most of the “terrorists”
involved in the attacks of 11 September 2001, for simple reasons. Most of the
“terrorists” had valid visas and no criminal record of any sort. All three checks
that ID cards can perform – verifying the legitimacy of the document,
verifying the link between the person, and conducting a quick background
check against a list of suspects – would have turned up negative because the
documents were legitimate and most of the individuals were not on suspect
lists. Terrorists, particularly the ones willing to kill themselves in the attack,
belong to a special class of criminal. They rarely have prior convictions, thus
background checks are rarely revealing. There are no repeat suicide bombers.
These structural deﬁciencies, which exist even if the technology works as
intended without ﬂaws, introduce real limitations to the efﬁciency of ID card
systems in the fight against terrorism. These limitations, more than just
reducing the usefulness, could turn the ID card itself into a security risk.
First, ID card systems, particularly if they involve smart-card features, are
extremely expensive, involving several hundred million dollars for smaller
countries, and billions for large countries.1 In a world of limited budgets,
committing so many resources to a single questionable project is bound to lead
to underfunding in areas in which the money would be spent more efﬁciently.
There is, however, a second and more significant reason why new IDs
could have the inverse of the intended effect. Not everybody will have an
ID card. Even if the ID card is issued to every citizen, there is always a population of non-citizens, for example tourists or business travelers, who have
legitimate reasons to pass a security checkpoint, say, at an airport, without a
card. The security personnel will concentrate on people without an ID card
assuming that those with cards will effectively be checked by the system.
The human attention will be concentrated on a particular group of people
for the sole reason that they do not hold the appropriate documentation.
Consequently, less attention will be devoted to people with ID cards. ID cards,
then, would ensure the speedy passage of criminals and terrorists who are
not on a suspect list. However, to prevent the threat of hi-jacking, it is less
important to know who the passengers are than what they carry onto the plane.
Consequently, all passengers must be searched, no matter who they are – or
who they were when the card was issued.

Who promotes ID cards?
These shortcomings are rather obvious for most people involved in these
issues. Nevertheless, ID cards are resurfacing again and again. Why? At least
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part of the answer lies in the fact that there are powerful actors who would
proﬁt from the introduction of ID cards, independent of their actual usefulness
in any speciﬁc context. This ID card constituency consists of three groups:
politicians, high-tech industry and law enforcement.
For politicians, ID cards are an ambiguous issue. On the one hand, there is
generally strong popular resistance such cards. However, they can be an
attractive measure because they are highly visible. They symbolize, for everyone to see, a new resolve to get tough – on “terrorists,” illegal immigrants,
welfare offenders, or whoever is the villain of the moment. They are a simple,
ready-made solution with which politicians can appear to be addressing the
issue. The visibility of the card is an important aspect of their attractiveness
to politicians who do not only want to do something, but, perhaps primarily,
want also to be seen as doing something. Other measures which might be
more effective but less visible are therefore less attractive for politicians
seeking to project themselves into the spotlight. In the fight for attention
and the public’s favor, the actual usefulness to achieve the intended goals is
not necessarily of primary concern.
For the high-tech industry, new ID cards, particular those involving smart
cards and central databases, represent very signiﬁcant procurement opportunities. From the industry’s point of view, the high cost of any such system
is one of its most attractive features. For at least a decade, the smart-card
industry has been trying to ﬁnd a large project upon which to roll out the extensive infrastructure necessary to introduce smart cards to society at large. In the
mid-1990s, electronic cash seemed the vehicle to propel smart-card technology
beyond niches that it currently occupies, and the attention shifted from
the public to the private sector (Stalder forthcoming). However, at the turn of
the decade, virtually electronic cash systems have failed, and the industry is
again looking at the public sector to initiate the “breakthrough” project.2
From the perspective of law enforcement, ID cards are highly attractive.
Although they are less potent in the ﬁght against terrorism, or illegal immigration, those issues can be useful in temporarily suspending the public’s
dislike for ID cards. The single most attractive feature of new American
ID cards – from this perspective – is that they would provide a stable and
universal identiﬁer (UID) for people that would be much harder to forge than
the currently used social security numbers (SSN), and that are not bound
by the same legal restrictions that limit what SSN can be used for (Hibbert
1996). An UID could, and most likely would, be used to link databases
that have previously been separated. As a result, they would effectively create
an ad hoc “virtually centralized” database from distributed but integrated
databases. UIDs have long been criticized as leading towards comprehensive
behavioral profiles of individuals based on controversial data-matching
techniques (Shattuck 1996).
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It is precisely in an ID card’s function as an UID, and its ability to contribute
to the compilation of comprehensive profiles of individuals – including
movement across security checkpoints and interactions with government,
and quite possibly also private institutions – that many think its most
dangerous (un)intended consequence lies. And this is a danger not for
“terrorists,” but for everyone who holds such a card.

Suspicion, innocence, and the surveillant assemblage
Computer-based national identity cards have a longer history as an idea than
as reality. But the chance of their becoming realities increases each time
pressure from high-tech companies meets panic among politicians and a fearful public. How acceptable they are in a given context depends on a number
of socio-technical, political, and cultural factors. But it is likely that once
they have been tested “successfully” in one context, this will increase their
acceptability elsewhere. Given their structural weakness as tools in the ﬁght
against terrorism, it is important to look at the (un)intended consequences in
other areas that are likely to be triggered by their introduction.
First, the question of suspicion. If a national ID card is established anywhere, it cannot be a “voluntary” scheme, even though that was suggested in
the USA following 11 September 2001 (Ellison 2001). It would have to be
universal, to avoid the palpable negative discrimination that would follow
for those who do not possess a card. Both supporters and critics of national
ID cards make observations about this. Peter Neumann and Lauren Weinstein
(2001) point out, “The road to an Orwellian police state of universal tracking,
but actually reduced security, could well be paved with hundreds of millions
of such ID cards.” But as communitarian Amitai Etzioni reminds us,
certain kinds of discrimination could be removed by having national ID cards.
For example, by being obliged to verify that intended employees are legal
residents in the USA, employers are currently forced to check on applicants
that look foreign. In the USA 61 percent of legal immigrants favor ID cards
to prevent their being confused with illegal ones (Etzioni 1999: 132, 2002).
However, it must be said that once an ID card scheme is in place, some further
negative and prejudicial discrimination is conceivable, if not likely. Why
is this?
The evidence that ID cards are likely to increase such forms of discrimination is historical (including contemporary history), circumstantial, and
socio-technical. The historical evidence, from situations such as Nazi
Germany, South Africa under apartheid, and the contemporary, from the state
of Israel or from a country such as Singapore, is that the use of such cards has
been – and is – used to single out population groups for special treatment.
Jews, blacks, and Palestinians are among the groups who suffer in these
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situations. In the case of Singapore, pink-colored ID cards are carried by
citizens only, blue ones by permanent residents. The official description
explains that this system exists to “weed out illegal immigrants and other
undesirables” (Singapore Immigration and Registration 2001).
But such evidence is insufﬁcient on its own, because many countries with
human rights records superior to those just mentioned use national identity
card systems. The likelihood of ID cards being used in prejudicial ways is
increased if the circumstances in which they are used may be considered
a climate of mistrust and negative discrimination. The Third Reich, and South
Africa under white (supremacist) rule are obvious cases. In Europe, the
French police have often been accused of harassing North Africans (especially Algerians) using ID cards, and non-Greek Orthodox citizens have
suffered similarly at the hands of Greek authorities (Davies 1996).
In North America, too, identity classification systems were used with
devastating effect during the Second World War. Although no identity card
system was in use, after the attack on Pearl Harbor the US military illegally
used conﬁdential census data to round up Japanese-Americans and to “evacuate and relocate” them in desert internment camps. Along with their Canadian
counterparts, who were subjected to similar treatment, they lost property,
livelihoods, and civil rights (Difﬁe and Landau 1998: 137–8). More recently,
during the Gulf War, when “Arabs” and “Muslims” were constructed as a
national security threat in the USA and Canada, widespread harassment took
place. In typical cases, CSIS agents unexpectedly visited an Iraqi-born
physicist in Vancouver for an interview that violated the Charter of Rights
and Freedoms, and a Palestinian auto dealer in Cambridge, Ontario had his
bank records checked under suspicion of terrorism (Kashmeri 2000). Even
more recently, after the Oklahoma City bombing in 1995 the US Congress
passed an anti-terrorism bill that allowed the government to use secret
evidence to detain and deport immigrants suspected of “terrorism.” The law
has been used particularly against Arab and Muslim immigrants.
Following 11 September 2001, a backlash effect occurred in North
America and Europe that immediately affected negatively people of “Arab”
and “Muslim” background. In Canada, some strong objections to antiterrorism legislation came from those most closely aware of these issues (such
as Liberal Member of Parliament John McKay, whose Scarborough East
constituency includes people with “Arab” and “Muslim” backgrounds).
In Britain, similar concerns were raised about the proposed national ID card
system in October 2001 – even in statements that were otherwise supportive
of that scheme (Preston 2001). In the same period, 1,200 people with “Arab”
and “Muslim” origins were detained without warrant or trial in the USA as
“immigrant suspects,” which also led to concerns among American civil
libertarians. As it turned out, only a small number had any links whatsoever
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to terrorism, although some petty cases of credit card fraud or speeding were
picked up in the trawl (Firestone and Drew 2001).
This kind of evidence should be sufficient to indicate that negative
discrimination is likely to occur in situations where public fear is high (and
stoked by media polarization of debate), where high-tech companies are
keen to market their solutions (surveillance technology ﬁrms saw their share
prices multiply after 11 September 2001, at just the time when others, such
as airlines, were dropping), and where politicians are in the unprecedented
terra incognita of large-scale “terrorist” threat. Unless reliable braking
systems are developed for the “slippery slope,” it is hard to see how the presumption of innocence could be maintained under these circumstances. For,
however well-intentioned the installation of advanced ID cards, the resulting
classiﬁcations of ethnic groups will produce categories of suspicion that will
capture innocent persons in their net. It is not only those who have done wrong
who have something to fear.
There is another reason why the adoption of national ID card systems
would be likely to produce negative discrimination effects. As we have seen,
no national ID card proposed in the twenty-first century will be lacking
in high-tech enhancements, whether using biometrics, or holograms, or
smart cards, or some combination of these. This means that one of the key
components of any contemporary surveillance technology – the searchable
database – will be central to the system. The increasing focus on searchable
databases as the linchpins of such technologies is associated with another
important shift in emphasis, towards pre-emptive surveillance. Gary Marx
(1988) was among the ﬁrst to note this, but in the last decade the trend has
become unmistakable (see, for example, Ericson and Haggerty 1997, and
Norris in this volume).
This kind of anticipatory surveillance may be most clearly seen in what is
known as the shift to the “New Penology.” While the Old Penology tried to
identify criminals to ascribe guilt and blame and to impose punishment and
treatment, the New Penology seeks “techniques for identifying, classifying,
and managing groups sorted by levels of dangerousness” (Feeley and Simon
1994: 180). Individualized suspicion with reasonable cause gives way to
categorical suspicion where, for example, police may stop and search vehicles
in a given locality, prisoners or even intending employees may be tested to
discover drug use (see Nelkin and Andrews in this volume) or, in the context
of the aftermath of “terrorism,” persons with “Arab” or “Muslim” appearance
or names may be detained for questioning. In the case of police stop-andsearch procedures, those in the USA who have suffered what they believe to
be harassment now speak of the misdemeanour of “driving while black.”
As a prime rationale for introducing ID cards is the heightened state of
alert – or panic regime – following “terrorist” attacks, the stated intention is
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prevention of repeat occurrences. While, as we have shown, new technologies
such as smart cards may not be effective in ensuring such “prevention,” the
goal of prevention is nevertheless likely to ensure that some other processes
will be set in motion. It is precisely the use of searchable databases, where
records can be cross-tabulated with ease to produce categories of suspicion,
that fosters the idea that prevention is possible. The need to anticipate
“terrorist” actions by previously unsuspicious individuals requires the
creation of proﬁles out of which suspicion can be extracted. The tracking
of movement that high-tech ID cards facilitate is a key component in the
compilation of such proﬁles. The techno-utopian goal is to recognize and
apprehend criminals before they have a chance to commit their crimes.3
But even without national ID systems in place, enhanced categorical
suspicion already features as a major part of a post-“terrorism” regime. It is
hard to imagine that the risks of such categorical suspicion – for visible
minority groups – would diminish if further means of discrimination were
available.
A national ID card system in principle offers a government a single
means of entry into the myriad databases that currently incorporate personal
records of many different kinds. Analogously (in some ways) to the so-called
Clipper Chip, which would have given the US government sole and ultimate
access to encrypted on-line messages, national electronic ID cards enhance
the power of the nation state. Such systems facilitate searches throughout
those flexibly integrated discrete databases that currently – in the USA,
Canada, and the UK – have no such single key. Of course, it is correct to
argue that in today’s increasingly networked information infrastructures
no single, integrated, national ID card is needed for such comprehensive
searches to be made possible. The unique identiﬁer would just make such
searches easier.
In recent years, following the work of Gilles Deleuze (Deleuze 1992;
Deleuze and Guatarri 1987), the notion of a “surveillant assemblage”
(Haggerty and Ericson 2000) has become popular. This refers to the loosely
integrated network of databases that develops, not top-down in panoptic or
tree-like fashion, but more like a creeping plant, a rhizome. The difﬁculty
with this model is that it is sometimes presented as if the older, centralized,
“Big Brother” surveillance is entirely a thing of the past, supplanted by the
“assemblage.” But it is clear from the reactions to the “terrorist” attacks of
September 2001 that the older model can kick in at any time, and even utilize
the remote – for example, consumer or employment – shoots of the rhizome
for its own peculiar ends (Lyon 2001). In this case too, without strict limits,
the existence of an electronic national ID makes access to multiple records
more straightforward. In the end, ID cards can lead to the ﬂexible integration
of distributed databases, effectively creating a virtual central register, more
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detailed than any national government could ever dream of compiling on
its own.

Notes
1 Costs of complex high-tech projects are notoriously difﬁcult to predict and depend
on the speciﬁcs of the project. However, typical high-end smart cards cost around
$5. It is typically estimated that the card itself contributes about 10 percent of the
overall infrastructure costs, which includes card readers and writers,
communication links, databases, etc. These costs do not include the personnel
required to run such a system and the training involved to ensure that the system
is used properly by those, and only those, who need to have access to it.
2 Among the most vocal promoters of a national ID card in the wake of the
11 September 2001 “terrorist” attacks were industry leaders, including Larry
Ellison, CEO of Oracle, who proposed a system based on a large database provided
by his company (Ellison 2001). Sun’s CEO Scott McNealy proposed a system
based on the distributed intelligence of smart devices using Sun’s Java to execute
authentication algorithms (Coffee 2001). While both offered to provide the
technology for free, the ensuing maintenance and upgrading contracts would have
turned their “gifts” into very lucrative businesses.
3 The UK has proceeded even further along this logic and announced the
establishment of a register of children who exhibit criminal potential so that it can
be corrected before it is realized (Scheeres 2001).
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Surveillance creep in the
genetic age
Dorothy Nelkin and Lori Andrews

A wad of spit, a spot of blood, a semen stain, or a single hair is all that is
necessary to create a DNA “ﬁngerprint.” DNA proﬁles can be extracted not
only from blood or sperm at a crime scene, but also from objects touched
by a person’s hands, and from saliva used to lick stamps. From a tiny sample
of body tissue, a forensic laboratory can use an autoradiogram to create
an image consisting of a cluster of horizontal bands that form a pattern
resembling a bar code.
DNA analysis had been developed in a medical context as a technique
to identify the markers that indicate familial disorders. But in 1983, a British
geneticist used the technique to identify a rapist. Subsequently, DNA testing
spread out of the medical sphere into the sphere of public surveillance. As a
non-intrusive and easy procedure, DNA fingerprinting has been used in
many non-medical contexts. It appeals to military, law enforcement and other
governmental authorities: those seeking evidence to establish the identity of
a dead body, a missing person, a biological relative, or the perpetrator of a
crime. In 1990, the US Congress authorized and funded a military program
mandating the collection of blood and tissue for DNA testing of all military
personnel. The FBI and the law enforcement agencies in every state require
convicted felons to have a sample of their body tissue banked and tested
for purposes of future identiﬁcation. In some states, non-violent offenders
and misdemeanants are included. Some countries require immigrants to
provide a DNA sample as a condition of entry. DNA samples are collected
and stored for the identiﬁcation of missing children, or elderly Alzheimer
victims, or babies switched at birth, or genetic fathers in child support and
paternity disputes. Men have brought their children to genetics clinics and had
them secretly tested to determine if they were the “real” fathers or if their
wives had an affair.
There are, of course, many reasonable purposes for DNA identiﬁcation.
Why not facilitate crime control by having records of recidivists? Why not
develop accurate means of identifying missing persons or the remains of
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soldiers killed in war? To the military and law enforcement ofﬁcials who
collect body ﬂuids for DNA identiﬁcation, body material is an efﬁcient means
to implement legitimate policy goals and to maintain social order. But the
expanding use of DNA identiﬁcation also reinforces a pervasive trend towards
increased public surveillance.
Michel Foucault (1979) conceptualized surveillance as a means of
“normalization” and focused attention on the production of knowledge in
the service of power. Tests, he wrote, have become a means to “compare,
differentiate, hierarchize, homogenize, exclude” (183–4). The early development of computer data systems attracted sociological attention to the
possibilities and problems of growing surveillance. James Rule (1974)
warned of institutional trends in which powerful bureaucracies would collect
and store information on private persons to control their behavior, and
he predicted a future of increasingly efﬁcient mass surveillance and control.
Responding to the expansion of national information systems in the 1980s,
Kenneth Laudon (1986) warned about the implications of a “dossier society”
for personal privacy and civil rights. Gary Marx (1988) focused on the
use of these powerful data-collection and data-sharing tools in undercover
police work, warning of “almost imperceptible surveillance creep” marked
by subtle, invisible, involuntary forms of social control (Marx 1988: 2).
The development of DNA tests and banking systems has intensified
such concerns about surveillance technologies. For DNA samples are more
than just a source of identiﬁcation. Revealing information about health and
predisposition, they can expose a person to workplace or insurance discrimination, creating categories of those “at risk.” And they can be used to reinforce
race or ethnic stereotypes. How will organizations and political systems
use DNA identiﬁcation? Who will have access to the data? How can those
in control of DNA data balance the identiﬁcation beneﬁts of this technology
while protecting the social values of individual freedom and privacy?
DNA data banking may be a useful tool for fighting crime and meeting
military exigencies, but it is also subject to abuse for political or economic
ends.
This chapter describes the expansion of mandatory genetic testing for DNA
identiﬁcation. We focus on the disputes that develop when those required to
provide DNA samples raise concerns about loss of beneﬁts, psychological
harm, and discrimination based on the information revealed by their DNA.
And we use these disputes to analyze the problems of “surveillance creep”
as growing numbers of people have their DNA on ﬁle (McKewen and Reilly
1994).
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The military DNA collection program
In January 1995, Corporal Joseph Vlacovsky and Lance Corporal John
Mayﬁeld III, two marines stationed at the Kaneohe base near Honolulu, were
ordered to provide blood and cheek epithelial cell samples as part of the
military’s mandatory genetic-testing program. Their DNA samples would
be stored at the Department of Defense DNA Repository in order to facilitate
the efﬁcient identiﬁcation of the remains of soldiers killed in battle. They
refused to comply and became “the first DNA conscientious objectors”
(Mayﬁeld v. Dalton 1995).
The Department of Defense (DOD) began collecting blood and tissue
from every person in the military services in 1992. Included in this program
are all active duty and reserve personnel as well as civilian employees and
contractors, even though these persons are unlikely to become unknown
soldiers. The tissue is collected, analyzed, and then stored in the DOD’s
DNA Repository in Gaithersburg, Maryland. Each individual is provided
with two sealed plastic cards that have a ﬁngerprint, signature, blood stain
and oral swab, and a bar code; the cost of this kit, pencil included, is $3.00
(not including the cost of analyzing the DNA). DNA samples are vacuumsealed and frozen to ensure their survival for forty years. When necessary,
bits of bodies can be identiﬁed by matching their DNA to the samples kept
on ﬁle. Over four million tissue samples from military personnel are in the
Maryland repository. It is the largest DNA bank in the world.
Military authorities regard the identiﬁcation of remains as a compelling
interest for soldiers and their families. In every war, the military has established departments to identify the dead and developed techniques to assist
in identiﬁcation. Lt. Col. Victor Weedn, the initial program manager of the
Armed Forces DNA Identiﬁcation Laboratory, is a forensic pathologist – a
lawyer, MD, and expert on DNA analysis. He has used DNA techniques to
identify the skeletal remains of Czar Nicholas II, the victims recovered from
TWA Flight 800, and the members of the Branch Davidian cult killed in the
ﬁre in Waco, Texas.
Weedn explains the importance of a mandated military testing program:
“It’s an issue to the soldiers, sailors and airmen. They want to know that – if
they pay the ultimate sacriﬁce – they will be remembered” (Weedn 1996). He
talks about the effectiveness of DNA identiﬁcation and the time it would save
in the slow and painful task of identifying human remains. He hopes to make
the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier a thing of the past.
The problem of identifying remains was a major issue during the First
World War, with its devastating death toll and enormous number of bodies
that had been dismembered beyond identiﬁcation (Bourke 1996). The dead
body of the “unknown soldier” became a potent symbol of the horror of
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war. But Vlacovsky and Mayﬁeld cared less about the identiﬁcation of their
dead bodies than their ability to control the integrity of their living bodies.
Explaining his willingness to risk a court martial, Vlacovsky said: “This
won’t destroy the rest of my life. When this is over, I will still have control
over my DNA” (quoted in Essoyan 1995: A1).
The marines argued in court that the taking of their tissue violated their
Fourth Amendment right to privacy. They regarded the requirement as
unreasonable search and seizure: “I expected to give up some privacy when
I joined the military,” said Vlacovsky. But he added, “It doesn’t say we hereby
waive our constitutional rights.” “It is our God-given right to maintain
possession of our genes” (Mayﬁeld v. Dalton 1995). Having little trust in
military authorities, they also suspected that the tissue samples would be
misused or used without their knowledge or consent for purposes other than
the identiﬁcation of their remains. Samples could be used to assess soldiers’
purported predisposition to homosexuality (Hamer and Copeland 1994),
or to a genetic disease and then used against their personal interests. Or their
DNA could be used for purposes they oppose, such as the development of
biological weapons (Cole 1996). They feared the information collected
from their DNA samples could be available to law enforcement authorities
in criminal investigations.
The Council for Responsible Genetics and clinician Paul Billings submitted
afﬁdavits supporting the objecting marines. They documented cases where
access to genetic information revealing predisposition to genetic disease
had resulted in discrimination. “Thousands of tests could be done on these
samples,” Billings said, “The military may have kept the door open as a way
to counteract rising benefits costs by excluding coverage for those with
pre-existing conditions that can be discovered in DNA samples” (Billings
1995).
Weedn dismissed such concerns: “When you’ve licked a stamp on your
tax return you’ve sent the government a DNA sample.” (Indeed, the FBI had
tested the saliva on postage stamps to link a suspect to the World Trade Center
bombing and to identify the Unabomber.) Weedn insisted “each specimen is
treated as a medical specimen with conﬁdentiality and respect.” Questioned
about the initial DOD policy of keeping specimens after service members
were discharged from the military – a policy later changed – he replied that
it would be “extremely costly and time consuming to return or destroy the
specimens” (Weedn 1996). Instead, Weedn called for greater trust; he said
he would not abuse the information in the DNA ﬁles.
Weedn’s plea for trust did not convince the marines. “With nuclear testing,
they just handed people some dark glasses and said ‘here, watch the bomb
go off’ . . . In the 1950s they gave LSD to army troops . . . In the 1970s they
sprayed Agent Orange over their troops” (Mayﬁeld v. Dalton 1995). Trust
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could hardly have been strengthened when Assistant US Attorney Theodore
Meeker dismissed the importance of informed consent: “If the military’s
use of unproved drugs on its personnel does not require informed consent,
collection and storage of blood samples and oral swabs for possible use
in identifying human remains does not require consent” (quoted in Essoyan
1995: 5).
Though both Vlacovsky and Mayﬁeld had exemplary service records, they
were threatened with court-martial proceedings, incarceration, fines, and
dishonorable discharge for refusing to obey orders. However, a military judge
dropped the charges in light of the fact that there were no existing regulations
dealing with the consequences of failing to comply with the program.
Thus, both Marines received honorable discharges with veterans’ beneﬁts
– and they kept their DNA.
By the time of the decision, however, they had become interested in
the general issues raised by mandatory testing. So they ﬁled a civil suit in the
District Court in Hawaii against the DOD on behalf of all service personnel
claiming that the military program ignored existing protocols for conﬁdentiality and consent. The court dismissed their suit, contrasting the “hypothetical” arguments of the marines to the “compelling interest” of the military
to account for its troops. The court held that taking a blood sample was not
unreasonable seizure and thus did not violate the Fourth Amendment. Taking
blood was legally considered a minimal intrusion. And, because there was
no immediate plan to use the specimens for research, the Nuremberg Code’s
requirements for informed consent were not relevant. The DOD did amend
the rules for its original banking program. They reiterated that the samples
would only be used for the identification of human remains unless they
are subpoenaed for a criminal investigation or “other uses compelled
by other applicable law.”
Other cases quickly followed. In April 1996, Sgt. Warren Sinclair, age
thirty-three, a fourteen-year Air Force veteran and medical equipment
repairman, refused to submit blood samples for genetic testing. Vlacovsky
and Mayﬁeld generally mistrusted military motives, but Sinclair, an AfricanAmerican, had speciﬁc political concerns about the use of his body tissue. He
was convinced that DNA samples would be used to support racist claims.
“Would we ask Jews to give their genes to Germans? No. . . . Until the issue
of racism is resolved, Afro-Americans should maintain possession of their
genetic material” (Sinclair 1996). Sinclair recalled the use of genetic testing
in the 1970s when blacks in the Navy were tested for sickle-cell carrier status.
Though no scientiﬁc evidence suggest this would affect a person’s health
(only reproductive decisions), those found to be carriers were disqualiﬁed
from certain jobs. Black servicemen interpreted the exclusion as one more
way to restrict their opportunities.
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The Air Force court ruled against Sinclair, arguing that the interest of the
government in assuring the identification of remains outweighed the
intrusiveness of taking blood. Sinclair was convicted by court martial on 10
May 1996 and sentenced to fourteen days of hard labor and a two-grade
reduction in rank (US v. Sinclair 1996).
In April 1996, Donald P. Power, a 1st class petty ofﬁcer and navy nuclear
technician, refused to give a DNA specimen because it violated his religious
principles as a member of a Native American lodge. Power said: “My body
is a sacred recipe to me, and I didn’t think I should share it. . . . They were not
holding a part of me on a shelf. . . . You ﬁnd personal power in knowing who
you are” (Hinde 1997). For his refusal, Power lost a stripe, security classiﬁcation, and 40 percent of his income. He applied for a waiver on grounds
of religious freedom and it was accepted eighteen months later. But few
members of the armed services will be able to make use of the narrow religious
exception; moral objections are not enough to avoid military rules.
Those who refused to comply with mandatory genetic testing were
challenging longstanding assumptions about the authority of the military
over the bodies of its men. The military, after all, sends bodies into battle and
soldiers cannot refuse assignments that threaten their bodily integrity. Refusal
was in effect a declaration of rights based on a view that DNA holds special
meaning for the individual; it was beyond the usual domain of military
intrusion. As one of the marines put it: “It’s your genetic blueprint, how
you were created. . . . Your body is one of the few things that you have
control over” (quoted Chadwin 1996: 23). Moreover, the marines mistrusted
promises of conﬁdentiality; they believed that their samples would become
a resource not just for identiﬁcation, but also for decisions about promotion,
health insurance, and law enforcement.

DNA dragnets
Since the Second World War, law enforcement agencies have been expanding
their information systems. But until the 1960s, record-keeping functioned on
the basis of local tradition and management of criminal justice information
was uneven. By the late 1960s, the increasing sophistication of computers
converged with growing fear of crime to encourage experiments with identiﬁcation and surveillance systems (Marx 1988). In 1968, President Johnson’s
Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice declared
that information and systems technology was the most important tool for
controlling crime. The Commission also proposed the creation of a national
computerized criminal history repository.
But the efforts to implement the system faced public opposition. Attitude
surveys suggested that Americans had little conﬁdence in institutional leaders,
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mistrusted centralized information systems, and feared the implications for
liberty and privacy (McClosky and Brill 1986). The idea of a national identity
center raised fears that government surveillance would extend well beyond
the criminal justice system. Critics emerged to warn of the potential for abuse,
the unwarranted tracking of “suspicious” persons, the selective surveillance
of particular groups of people, the harassment of political activists, and the
leakage of information to private organizations seeking information for
employment or credit ratings.
Although proposals to collect and bank human tissue for DNA identiﬁcation raise similar issues, there has been remarkably little protest against
them. Indeed, they have been welcomed as an effective means to lower the
cost of criminal investigations. People worry that computer banks store
information on their economic status or credit rating, but few believe that
the collection of DNA samples will affect their personal interests. And the
aura of science underlying DNA technologies contributes to the legitimacy
of testing and overrides privacy concerns.
However, those directly affected by mandatory genetic testing have
responded by using the courts to challenge mandatory DNA collection. In
1991, six inmates from Virginia’s Tazewell Correctional Unit Number 31
challenged the state’s DNA testing program (Jones v. Murray1992). Virginia,
in 1989, had been the ﬁrst state to require the collection of blood samples
from convicted sex offenders and felons for use in a state DNA database.
Law enforcement ofﬁcials attempted to justify the program by citing a study
indicating high recidivism rates.
The inmates claimed that the Virginia program was unconstitutional; in the
absence of individualized suspicion, mandatory extraction of DNA samples
violated their Fourth Amendment right against search and seizure. Also,
they argued, imposing blood test requirements as a condition of release would
impose additional punishment for their crimes and interfere with their right
to due process by putting extra conditions on possibilities of parole.
Like soldiers, prisoners relinquish certain rights. But the prisoners deﬁned
their right to bodily integrity in a distinctive category; their body ﬂuids, their
genetic blueprint, should not be violated even in the context of the prison
system. The Virginia Court disagreed. It conceded that the state could not
meet the standards of probable cause or individual suspicion. But the court
balanced the government interests in deterring and detecting crime against the
privacy interests of inmates and found the law to be reasonable. Convicted
felons, said the court, already lose the right to privacy from routine searches
of the cavities of their bodies and their prison cells. Most searches, however,
are conducted to determine whether the inmates present a current danger –
by, for example, concealing weapons. In contrast, the collection of DNA is
to protect against a remote future risk.
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Dissenting Circuit Judge Murnaghan concurred with the decision as
applied to violent felons, but lambasted the idea of collecting blood from
prisoners who had been convicted of non-violent crimes and thus were
unlikely to commit violent crimes in the future. He questioned whether the
lack of reasonable expectation of privacy in a prison cell should extend to
permit searches of the body ﬂuids of every felon, violent and non-violent
alike. Perhaps most important, Judge Murnaghan suggested: “The only state
interest offered by the Commonwealth for including nonviolent felons is
administrative ease.” Reviving the 1980s concerns about the social implications of creating computerized criminal history systems, Murnaghan expressed
“a deep, disturbing and overriding concern that . . . the Commonwealth
may be successful in taking signiﬁcant strides towards the establishment of
a future police state, in which broad and vague concerns for administrative
efficiency will serve to support substantial intrusions into the privacy of
citizens” (Murnaghan 1992).
Other states also began to develop DNA identiﬁcation programs, and in
1993, the FBI implemented CODIS, a national program to assist federal, state,
and local law enforcement agencies support development of a population statistical database; improve DNA forensic analysis methods; and
serve humanitarian purposes such as the identiﬁcation of missing persons or
the human remains from mass disasters. The FBI promoted CODIS on the
grounds of “productivity and efﬁciency.” Former Director of the FBI crime
laboratory John Hicks had described the computer databank as “nothing more
than an information management and screening tool” (Hoeffel 1990: 527). He
expected that “It will save time and effort, and courts will have fewer cases
to process because investigations can be better focused and coordinated” (FBI
1991). CODIS links the DNA proﬁles of convicts gathered by scattered state
law enforcement DNA labs, encourages uniform standards, and pools DNA
data to facilitate identiﬁcation of criminals across borders. The 1994 Crime
Control Act reinforced these efforts through a provision for coordinating
nationwide DNA data bank systems. A report, commissioned by the Justice
Department to implement the Act, announced an award of $8.75 million in
grants to states and city crime agencies to improve their DNA testing
capabilities (Butterﬁeld 1996). As a result of that incentive, all ﬁfty states
adopted laws requiring specified offenders to provide blood samples for
forensic DNA testing.
State statutes vary. Most statutes initially required that saliva and blood
samples be obtained from sex offenders on their release from prison, or as a
condition of probation or parole. Statistically, sex offenders do have a high
rate of recidivism. Strategically, selecting a group with such a negative public
image for mandatory DNA testing was unlikely to provoke objections. Once
in place, the DNA programs expanded to cover a range of both violent and
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non-violent crimes. In New York, blood samples are taken from defendants
convicted of felony, sex offenses, felony assaults, incest, or prison escape. In
four states, blood samples are taken from defendants who have been convicted
of any felony, including non-violent offenders, despite their low recidivism
rate. At least seven states test misdemeanants, and twenty-nine states have
DNA collection statutes that apply to juveniles who commit crimes.
Provisions for access to criminal data banks also vary; the most restrictive
statutes allow access only for law enforcement purposes. Maintaining conﬁdentiality is problematic: there are over 19,000 law enforcement agencies
in the US and over 51,000 additional criminal justice agencies worldwide,
which means over 600,000 employees have direct access to the National
Crime Information Center maintained by the FBI.
Law enforcement agencies enjoy access to many other DNA sources. The
military is willing to release its data to law enforcement ofﬁcials (Gill 1997:
185). Many hospitals allow law enforcement access to their diagnostic DNA
collections. It is easier for police investigators to gain access to medical
records than to bank records, e-mail information, or video-rental receipts
– all of which are protected by federal privacy statutes.
Yet law enforcement purposes can be very broadly deﬁned. Indeed, what
is a law enforcement purpose? Would it include the identiﬁcation of a man
who failed to provide child support? Ohio explicitly allows its databank
to be used pursuant to a court order for proceedings establishing paternity or
maternity. Laws in New Jersey and Maryland allow their DNA banks to be
used to ﬁnd genetic parents where the party seeking to search the databank
has obtained a court order.
DNA data also could be used to explore whether an individual has a
genetic proﬁle that might predispose him to aggressive acts (Andrews 1998).
Both political parties have made crime a priority issue, and state legislatures
are granting money to build more and higher security prisons in the hope
that this will reduce crime. There is increased discussion in the popular and
policy media about predicting and preventing crime by identifying those
people thought to have “criminal genes” (Nelkin and Lindee 1995).
Information that purports to identify those “predisposed” to violent behavior
holds considerable policy appeal. Yet many innocent people could be snared
in the law enforcement net if their genes suggested they were potentially
violent.
The military and prisons are self-contained, or what sociologist Erving
Goffman called “total institutions” that operate under special rules with
respect to social control and the right to intrude on the privacy of individuals
(Goffman 1961). But the attraction of efﬁciency has also encouraged a wider
use of DNA ﬁngerprinting as DNA dragnets are used to search for suspects
in serious crimes. These may involve innocent people.
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In 1990, the San Diego police department collected blood samples from
800 men during a search for a serial killer. They selected men who matched
the description of a “dark-skinned male.” In 1993, the two-year-old daughter
of an American army sergeant stationed in Germany was kidnapped,
raped, and murdered. The murderer was identified after an eight-month
dragnet investigation that included DNA screening of 1,900 men who had
been near the military housing complex (Atkinson 1995). In 1995, police in
Prince George County, Florida, searching for a serial rapist, collected saliva
samples from more than 2,300 men, stopping them at random on a road
near the scene of the crime. In 1998, 50 hospital employees were asked to
provide saliva samples in a dragnet search for the strangler of a popular
nursing administrator. The police chief, John S. Farrell, explained his use
of the DNA dragnet: “It is a way to focus the investigation efﬁciently . . . in
a more businesslike fashion. . . . It would save time and money [Each DNA
test costs only $30] . . . It is an extremely cost-effective tool” (cf. Pan 1998:
B01). But the African-Americans on the hospital staff felt they were targets
of discriminatory suspicion.
In his dissent in Jones v. Murray (1992), Judge Murnaghan contended
that efficiency is not a legitimate interest and could be used to justify the
testing of any citizen on grounds that it might reduce administrative workloads. He worried that arguments for administrative efﬁciency could justify
DNA testing of all citizens at birth simply because of the likelihood of some
future manifestation of violence, even when there is no speciﬁc evidence this
will occur. Murnaghan also pointed out that, if the state was willing to allow
the collection of blood from non-violent offenders, the same logic would
allow “the testing of other discrete populations, e.g., racial minorities
or residents of underprivileged areas.” Under the majority’s logic, the state
could go into the inner city and demand blood samples.
Benjamin Keehn, a Boston Public Defender, had also pointed to the
slippery slope:
Why not round up poor people? Poor people are more likely to have their
DNA on ﬁle. Of course there are beneﬁts every time you get a cold hit.
There are going to be dramatic success stories. But where does it stop?
Why not take DNA samples at birth?
(quoted in Goldberg 1998: A12)
Keehn’s argument convinced a Massachusetts court to halt DNA testing on
prisoners and parolees, but the appellate court reversed this ruling.
Refusal to comply with requests to submit a blood sample in a DNA
dragnet is bound to imply guilt. Submission to testing is not necessarily
voluntary. In addition, the collection of body tissue for DNA testing presents
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a distinctive set of problems, for unlike ﬁngerprints, tissue samples expose
individuals to the risk that the cells will be used for purposes other than
identiﬁcation. They can reveal information about predisposition to disease
or physical traits, a fact that becomes increasingly problematic as public
authorities responsible for social control in an expanding range of situations
– such as immigration – are attracted to DNA testing as a means to extend
surveillance and facilitate investigations.

Surveillance creep
In 1989, the Thatcher government in Great Britain instituted a policy allowing
officials to use DNA fingerprint tests on immigrant applicants seeking
to prove they have relatives in Britain. Over the next few years, 18,000 tests
were carried out on immigrants. Most testing is done in UK consulates in the
country of origin. DNA testing is considered a cheap and more effective
alternative to hours of questioning. But the British testing program was
criticized as racially discriminatory, and as creating “a bureaucratic barrier
and ﬁnancial barrier” to immigration. Ofﬁcially, applicants have a right to
refuse to be tested, but rarely do so. Many do not understand why British
ofﬁcials want their blood, and, as in DNA dragnets, the implications of refusal
lead most people to comply (Evans 1995).
The practice of testing immigrants spread to Canada in 1991. The purpose
of the Canadian policy was to help immigrants with inadequate documents
reunite with their families. But the cost, borne by the families sponsoring
immigrants, is high: the government charged $975 for the applicant and
$325 for each relative sponsored. A national committee on the status of
women called the immigrant testing program a way to discourage Third
World immigration. High-priced tests resulted in differential application of
immigration policies, thereby
adding fuel to a growing tide of racism and anti-immigrant sentiment. .
. . It would be more fair for Canada to come out publicly and say we
don’t want family sponsorship any more rather than put up all kinds of
ridiculous obstacles which cost so much money.
(Rinehart 1995: A16)
The United States has never required DNA testing for immigrants, but in
the anti-immigration fervor of the 1990s, pilot projects were set in motion
to develop worker ID cards that would be linked to an electronic database.
They would include ﬁngerprints, voice prints, and DNA sequences – to assure
that only citizens and legal aliens hold jobs (Davis 1995). Under the US
Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, aliens can be excluded from immi-
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gration for mental or physical defects, diseases, or disabilities. Information
about diseases, disabilities, and predispositions could be gleaned from the
applicant’s DNA and therefore used as a basis to deny the application. Should
genetic testing, then, be required of all immigration applicants?
In an odd extension of genetic testing, an Israeli researcher applied DNA
techniques to the identification of the true Cohanim – the Orthodox Jews
who trace their lineage 3,300 years back to the ﬁrst high priest. He found a
genetic pattern on the Y-chromosome that is shared by the descendants of the
Cohanim (Grady 1997). These descendants are accorded higher status and
are the only rabbis to perform certain religious duties. A DNA test could be
used to validate a presumption of priesthood.
As DNA replaces other technologies such as HLA blood typing or ﬁngerprints, the collection and banking of body tissue for DNA analysis is
becoming mandatory in more and more contexts. It is the preferred
technology for identifying recidivists and remains, but its use is expanding.
Increasingly, it is not doctors or public health officials who collect tissue
samples for identiﬁcation, but government, law enforcement agencies, the
military, and immigration authorities. Private ﬁrms are increasingly involved,
as collecting tissue becomes a growing business: one company advertises in
taxis, subway cars, and on billboards (Call 1–800 DNA TYPE). It collects
tissue for DNA identiﬁcation (at $600) that can establish paternity in child
support disputes or family relationships for immigration purposes.
Greater efficiency and reduced costs are encouraging the “surveillance
creep” that Marx (1988) had predicted. In 1998, a senior member of the
British police force called for a national DNA database of the entire population, arguing that it would cut the time and cost of investigating crimes
(Gammon 1998). Techniques of DNA analysis are improving and costs are
declining. The Department of Justice expects that the average cost of a DNA
test can be reduced to less than $10. Technological developments have
also increased the feasibility of DNA dogtags. A one-centimeter-sized chip
can contain all the genetic information needed to identify tens of thousands
of genes at a time and to store them on a DNA card.

Why worry?
At first glance, DNA identification programs seem an efficient way of
solving crimes, preventing immigration fraud, and identifying soldiers
who die serving their country. The increased collection of DNA data and the
expansion of centralized DNA banks have evoked little public response.
It may seem comforting to law-abiding citizens who view the technology
as resolving social problems with little personal relevance. But the cases
described above suggest reasons for concern. Just as the targets of DNA
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fingerprinting have expanded, so too have the uses of DNA information.
Yet there are many possibilities for error and abuse – for snaring innocent
people in the DNA identiﬁcation net.
Possibilities of error
In a sociological study of forensic scientists, William Thompson documented
ways in which the institutional context in which these scientists work biases
“the development and validation of new testing procedures, the interpretation
of results, and their presentation in court” (Thompson 1997: 1117). Forensic
scientists have professional incentives to adopt the goals of their clients
and this may compromise scientiﬁc detachment. Keen on justifying the value
of their services, they may be reluctant to question the reliability of tests.
Furthermore, in ambiguous situations, they may make interpretive errors
(Thompson 1997).
In a study of responses to DNA evidence, University of Texas researchers
set up a team of mock jurors composed of university students and found
they did not appreciate the importance of laboratory error rates. Jurors are
often faced with “misleading assurances from forensic science experts that
laboratory errors are impossible or nearly impossible.” The study indicated
to the researchers that DNA evidence “could lead to conviction where
acquittals might otherwise result” (Koehler et al. 1995).
Errors can also be a problem in the military context. To justify the use
of DNA identiﬁcation in the military, Lt. Col. Weedn argued that 15 to 30
percent of previously collected fingerprint cards could not be used for
identiﬁcation because the cards were smudged. DNA samples, however, are
no less prone to error and sloppy handling.
Potentials for abuse
In the cases we have described, plaintiffs feared their samples would be
used for purposes other than identiﬁcation, that military or forensic investigators might also look at health status and other information that could
lead to discrimination. To date, forensic DNA bankers have been able to
claim they are testing only for identiﬁcation purposes and that their samples
could not be used for revealing health problems. But there are possibilities
for abuse in the future: certain markers that were not thought to indicate
medical risks may turn out to reveal health information. State forensic
departments are buying used gene sequencers from companies, enabling them
to sequence genes including those that indicate health risks.
Abuses are likely to increase as interest turns to behavioral genetics, for
predictive information about behavior may be useful in both military and
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criminal contexts. The uses of such data will likely reﬂect existing stereotypes.
The scenarios Judge Murnaghan presented are realistic. If genes associated
with aggressive or criminal behavior were identified, it would be easy to
envision selective testing of black men in light of current stereotypes associating crime with race. Numerous incidents of selective investigation suggest
the way stereotypes might inﬂuence data-banking practices. In Pennsylvania,
state police instructed bank employees to photograph suspicious-looking
blacks, in effect, creating a criminal proﬁle applying to speciﬁc race groups.
Airport security profiles have also used race as an indicator of potential
terrorism or drug-smuggling crimes.
If genetic predispositions were identiﬁed for antisocial behavior, social
interests could encourage measures to prevent crime by circumscribing
the rights of people thought to have criminal genes. This might include
keeping them under surveillance, or even preventive detention. Their proﬁles
might be kept on file to be consulted when a crime is committed. In the
military context, identiﬁcation of genetic predisposition to homosexuality
could – as the marines suspected – have devastating consequences. Though
the military may not directly ask, the genes may tell. Soldiers with that genetic
make-up could simply be discharged even when there was no evidence they
engaged in homosexual behavior.
Concerns about such misuse of surveillance technologies are not without
basis. In the 1960s and 1970s the FBI and local law enforcement ofﬁcials
kept tabs on thousands of citizens who were active in the civil rights and
anti-war movements, and in some cases harassed innocent people. Today,
the tools of surveillance are improving with the growing capacity of central
data banks that include DNA. The Fourth Amendment might protect against
secondary use of samples that were collected for purposes of identiﬁcation,
but this is a matter of dispute. Indeed, the concerns about privacy that had been
raised by critics in the early days of centralized computer data banks are
increasingly urgent when the data are DNA.
Violations of privacy
To the marines, prisoners, and immigrants who challenged mandatory
testing, body tissue holds religious, social, and political meanings, and privacy
concerns were critical. Warren Sinclair, an African-American, suspected
that the military genetic testing program would be used to support racism.
For Native American Donald Power, the taking of DNA violated his religious beliefs. Mayfield and Vlacovsky defined their DNA in terms of
personal identity. And even prisoners, whose privacy rights are compromised,
defined taking DNA as different from searching prison cells or body
cavities.
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While convicted felons would have lesser rights than other individuals,
the potential uses of forensic DNA banks affect more than just criminals.
Those tested in a DNA dragnet because they happen to be in an area will then
have their DNA samples on file. Victims also have their DNA tested at
forensic labs and their samples may be banked. Family members related
to the offenders are also affected because health information about the
offender (say, a genetic predisposition to cancer) indicates genetic risks to
relatives as well.
Collecting tissue samples from an individual who has not been charged or
convicted of a crime – as in a DNA dragnet – could violate the person’s Fourth
Amendment right to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures.
However, persuaded by the “scientific” nature of “profiling,” courts have
allowed the random stopping of individuals thought to ﬁt criminal proﬁles of
hijackers or drug smugglers. One judge, referring to hijacker profiles
as “elegant and objective”, was convinced that hijackers had characteristics
“markedly distinguishing them from the general traveling public” (US v.
Lopez 1971).
Though the practice of testing and banking DNA is extending to a widening
range of people – from soldiers who go to battle to chaplain’s assistants, from
violent to non-violent felons, from immigrant families to foreign adoptees –
there has been little public concern about the practice. The possibilities of
error are deﬂected by faith in science and the promise of genetics. Potential
abuses of DNA data are deﬂected by perceptions that surveillance pertains to
“others” – the soldier, the criminal or the illegal immigrant – and a belief that
DNA identiﬁcation is an efﬁcient means to maintain social order and control.
Americans these days have few expectations of privacy, accepting surveillance in many spheres. Shoppers accept television surveillance in department
stores, strollers accept camera surveillance in public parks (Nelkin 1995).
The dossier society that Laudon and Rule predicted years ago has crept up
on us, facilitated by the ability to gather, store, and access information – not
just about ﬁnances, credit rating, or consumer preferences, but about the body,
identity, and health.
In 1972, a legal scholar wrote that the social security numbers assigned
to us at birth have become a “leash around our necks, subjecting us to constant
monitoring and making credible the fear of the fabled womb-to-tomb dossier”
(Muller 1972). Could DNA identifiers eventually replace social security
numbers, requiring every person to have DNA on ﬁle? Indeed, molecular
biologist Leroy Hood has predicted that within twenty years all Americans
will carry a credit-card-type plastic stripe that contains computer readouts of
their personal genomes. “Your entire genome and medical history will be on
a credit card” (quoted in Garrett 1996: 49).
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“Racial” categories and
health risks
Epidemiological surveillance
among Canadian First Nations
Jennifer Poudrier

Introduction
Some Canadian First Nations people have been genetically deﬁned as being
in higher health risk categories because of a questionable if not spurious
racializing of medical research. The Oji-Cree of Sandy Lake, Ontario, are
classiﬁed as being genetically predisposed to a form of diabetes. Such conclusions could enhance health care programs, but at the same time could
be a means of discrimination whereby certain groups are determined to be at
risk due to biologically inherent characteristics. These types of findings
emerge from a long tradition of “scientiﬁc” classiﬁcation that today is being
enhanced by genetic science and computer modeling and has impacts on
both the health and life-chances of Aboriginal peoples. This chapter focuses
on how race-related genetic classiﬁcations are constructed and hints at the less
desirable possible consequences for minority groups.
A warning of increased genetic surveillance is captured in the popular 1997
film GATTACA, which presents a futuristic scenario of genetic apartheid
whereby the genetically altered and enhanced or the “Valids” enjoy extraordinary health, status and employment. The “InValids,” “Faith Births” or
those conceived naturally and mistakenly, are deemed genetically imperfect
and constitute the biological underclass. While human potential and lifechances are written in the unalterable DNA, the social order is kept in
check at the GATTACA Aerospace Corporation through the continual genetic
surveillance of its employees’ blood, urine, skin, and hair. To be sure, this
scenario is merely fiction and perhaps only represents our deepest fears
regarding the progress of genetic information and technology. However,
many current aspirations surrounding the use of genetic information presents
a disturbingly similar scenario.
In Australia, an MP has proposed that all Australians (including all
newborn children), as well as people entering Australia, must submit a DNA
sample which would be added to a crime database (BioMedNet News 2001).
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Likewise, Nelkin and Andrews (in this volume) describe a variety of public
contexts in the United States where the collection and use of personal genetic
information for the purposes of surveillance or identiﬁcation has expanded.
Where a growing range of individuals are being DNA ﬁngerprinted in an
ever-increasing array of settings, there are good reasons to be concerned about
the potential for mistakes, abuse, social discrimination, and loss of personal
freedom.
Debates about the ownership of potentially predictive genetic information
have surfaced in countries such as Iceland and the Polynesian island of
Tonga where biotechnology companies, deCode and AutoGen Ltd respectively, have received legal access to health records and genetic information
of citizens (Hollan 2001). These companies claim that they will combine
the genetic information with corresponding health records to help ﬁnd cures
for diseases thought to be speciﬁc in those communities. The Icelandic public
has generally supported deCode’s database and research in hopes of a curative
outcome. However, there have also been intense public debates regarding
the potential social repercussions including issues of informed consent,
conﬁdentiality, and ownership of property (Palson 2001).
Genetic discrimination, a condition under which individuals and/or groups
are disadvantaged by virtue of their genetic composition, continues to receive
serious legal and political attention, particularly in employment and insurance contexts. Earlier this year, the Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railroad
was sued by the US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission on behalf
of railroad employees for illegally and secretly testing the blood of employees
for a potential genetic susceptibility to carpal tunnel syndrome (Hawkins
2001). Genetic testing in this case was expected to subvert compensatory
insurance costs by determining that the onset of carpal tunnel syndrome
was the result of genetic abnormality rather than repetitive and stressful
working conditions. These aspects of genetic surveillance, privacy, and discrimination are certain to persist as insurance companies and employers
continue to press for legal access to genetic information.
An arguably more complex aspect of genetic science is genetic categorization in the context of health care and medical research. The advocates of the
US government’s Human Genome Project have made magniﬁcent promises
about the curative potential of disease-related genetic research. This curative
promise is often seen as exceptionally good news for many people suffering
with illness who are hoping for a genetic cure. However, there has also a great
deal of skepticism regarding the accuracy of the impressive claim (Duster
1996; Lippman 1991; McDermott 1998).
Many biologists, geneticists, medical researchers and social scientists
alike argue that there has been an excessive and undeserved hype surrounding
this genetic-arrow line of medical reasoning. Referred to variously as geneti-
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cization, genetic determinism, geno-mania, or geneticism, this genetic focus
identiﬁes DNA as the exclusive component responsible for health and disease
potential. Moreover, geneticism in the context of health care and disease not
only distracts from the complexity of gene/environment and gene/gene
interactions, but also tends to completely ignore the socio-economic, cultural,
and environmental conditions implicated in the etiology of disease. In
a context where the trajectory of health research and research funding is
increasingly diverted toward genetic determinants of disease and away from
social and environmental factors (Duster 1996; Lippman 1991; McDermott
1998; Nelkin and Tancredi 1994), the hunt for the elusive gene thrives.
Another element to the quagmire of ambiguity regarding genetic science
is the use of “racial” and “ethnic” categories in medical and epidemiological
research. In the past two decades, biologists and geneticists have continually
conﬁrmed the longstanding anthropological and sociological conviction that
“race” and “ethnicity” are not biological categories, but cultural and social
ones. In January 2001 the director of the Human Genome Project argued that
there is no scientiﬁc basis in biology to the genetics of “race” or “ethnicity”
and that there is more genetic difference among the members of “ethnic”
groups than there are between the groups themselves (Zwillich 2001).
However, genetic categories of “race” and “ethnicity” continue to permeate
medical research. The critical question is why, or, perhaps more appropriately,
how?
Much health-related genetic research is dependent upon population health
information, which typically emanates from epidemiology. Additionally, a
scientiﬁc relationship between genetics and epidemiology seems to be gaining momentum. According to professor of public health Jaakko Kaprio
(2000), the future of science and medicine will be the discipline of genetic
epidemiology, the study of inherited causes of disease in populations. Its
primary goals are “resolving the genetic architecture of disease” and quantifying disease risk associated with genetic variation (Kaprio 2000: 1258).
Recent interest in investigating the genetic origin of disease has been
motivated by the Human Genome Project where the marriage of epidemiological and genetic science is expected to be a windfall for medical research
in the twenty-ﬁrst century (Khoury et al. 2001).
The continuity between the disciplines of epidemiology and genetic science
seems analogous to matching the terrain of disease with the archaeology
of genetics. However, from a critical point of view, the assumptions in both
epidemiological and genetic sciences, particularly in the development and
use of categories, are highly problematic. On the one hand, epidemiological
science is often criticized for being unreﬂective in the construction of discrete
categories of “race” or “ethnicity” as methodological variables (Fenton and
Charlsey 2000; McDermott 1998). These variables or categories often bear
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little resemblance to the complexity and experience of both cultural afﬁliation
and health. On the other hand, there is a great deal of criticism regarding the
construction of racist and discriminatory genetic science, and the implications
of discriminatory categories that are further entrenched in biology (Duster
1990,1996; Skinner and Rosen 2001).
What follows is a critique of the biomedical use of “race” and “ethnic”
categories that support the presumed link between epidemiological and
genetic sciences. I use the scientiﬁc hunt for the genes presumed responsible
for diabetes among Aboriginal peoples as a case to outline various points
of critical inquiry into the practice and potential implications of “race”-related
genetic science. I draw upon Aboriginal and sociological critiques of
contemporary medicine, epidemiology, and genetic science to address the
intersection between health research and genetics in the construction of
genetic categories.
Underlying this work is the fundamental notion that scientific research
is not value-free, objective, transparent, or disinterested. Neither epidemiological nor genetic sciences are neutral in the questions they ask, the
way they go about producing knowledge, and the way their findings are
disseminated through public health discourse. The aim here is to chart a set
of foundational and critical questions about genetic research and Aboriginal
diabetes that would contribute to existing work in the sociology of science
literatures geared toward opening the “black box” of genetic science and
biological categorization. The more important and overarching goal of this
work in general is to speak to the potential implications of genetic science
for Aboriginal communities and health.

Sociological and Aboriginal analyses of health and
illness
The disciplines of medical sociology and anthropology have provided
an expansive assessment of contemporary medicine and health care practice
(Bolaria and Bolaria 1994; Bolaria and Dickinson 1994; Clarke 1990;
Doyal 1979; Edginton 1989; Fee 1983; Illich 1976; Navarro 1986; Waizkin
1983). The fundamental starting point of this scholarly work is a critique
of the biomedical model in research, medicine and medical practice. The
biomedical model, it is argued, is typified by an ethos of individualism,
rationalization, and reductionism that tends to reduce the human body and
illness to the physiological, biological, and cellular level. Biomedical
reduction and rationalization views the diseased human body as a broken
machine in need of a mechanistic ﬁx. This “ﬁx” is expected to come from
the domains of pharmacological correction, technical management, personal
self-control and, currently, genetic intervention. General criticism of this
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biological point of view holds that personal and community health is much
more than the lack of genetic or biological illness. In fact, achieving, maintaining or promoting health involves further consideration of social,
economic, cultural, and environmental factors and less attention to individual
biology. Medical sociology literatures offer a range of analytic foci to address
various aspects of the biomedical model and health care practice in general.
A prominent strand of scholarship examines the relationship between
knowledge, power, and discourse. Drawing upon the work of Foucault (1973)
and the fundamental concepts of power/knowledge, bio-power and governmentality, many social scientists have addressed the way that medical and
health care knowledges act as disciplinary power and regulatory control
(Lupton 1995; Petersen and Bunton 1997; Turner 1986). Where biomedical
knowledges emerge in the context of medical power and vice versa, these
discourses of authority form, regulate and rely upon deﬁnitions of “sick,”
“health,” “at risk,” etc. These authoritative definitions act as forms of
power/knowledge through the individual body (emerging as individual
self-surveillance) and through the body of the population (emerging as forms
of efﬁcient population health). Where bodies are “made up” or inscribed upon
by biomedical discourse, “disciplinary power exists through the disciplinary
practices which produce particular individuals, institutions and cultural
arrangements” (Turner 1997: xii).
Another group of scholars addresses the political economy of ill health,
concentrating on the more structural, systemic, and social causes of ill
health which health discourses often ignore in favor of a focus on individual
lifestyles (Doyal 1979; Navarro 1986; Waitzkin 1983). Others focus upon
the general iatrogenic effects of medical and health care practice (Illich 1976)
and still others address the health disparities among different groups (Bolaria
and Bolaria 1994). Some Canadian scholars address the relationships
between minority groups, medicine, and health. Bolaria and Bolaria (1994)
argue that class, gender, and racial inequalities have differential effects
upon people’s health. Elements of racism and sexism in medicine doubly
marginalize, problematize, and medicalize the health-related experiences of
minorities.
Some scholars see capitalist economic arrangements as crucial. In this
view, Aboriginal health may be understood in terms of the dominant mode
of production; ideology produces social, economic, political, cultural, as
well as spatial marginalization. For example, while acknowledging differential socio-economic, location and class experiences of Aboriginal peoples,
Wotherspoon and Satzewich (1993) suggest that ill health is related not only
to low socio-economic status, colonizing health policies, and the refutation
of traditional holistic models of health, but also, for many living on reserves,
to environmental hazards.
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Frideres (1994) identiﬁes the structures including policies of colonization
and ongoing institutionalized racism, which affect traditional health practices
and contribute to ill health. Likewise, Waldrum, Herring and Young (1995)
describe the way in which historical colonial processes and policies aimed
at absolute assimilation caused the ill health and, often, death of Aboriginal
peoples. Some of these practices included forced labor and forced residential
schooling, which facilitated the transmission of infectious disease, and the
criminalization of healing practices, such as the sweat lodge and the sundance.
James Waldrum (1994) argues that cultural and socio-economic factors have
contributed to the delivery of health care services and to the current health
status of Aboriginal peoples in Canada.
Other scholars are especially interested in the way discursive power
advanced colonizing policies. For instance, social historian Mary-Ellen Kelm
(1998) describes how Aboriginal bodies were materially affected by Canadian
colonial policy (which aimed to immobilize and control). She focuses on
the way in which the discursive power of colonial medicine, through the
assimilative (and often humanitarian) work of ﬁeld matrons, missionaries, and
doctors, was used to pathologize Aboriginal bodies (Kelm 1998; Waldrum
et al. 1995). For example, between the turn of the century and the 1950s,
when increased contact between Aboriginal communities and European
settlers saw the emergence of a tuberculosis (TB) epidemic among Aboriginal
populations, Aboriginal peoples were increasingly viewed as inherently
primitive. Aboriginal bodies were characterized as racially susceptible to
disease and dangerous (Kelm 1998). In order to contain the threat of the
Aboriginal body, which was described as a public health hazard by Indian
agents and health care workers, many Aboriginal peoples, especially children,
were detained in provincial TB sanatoria (Canadian Lung Association 1999).
Through processes of colonization, the material control over bodies combined
with the discursive construction of the “dangerous” Aboriginal body. This
shaped, and continues to inﬂuence, contemporary health knowledge about
Aboriginal peoples (Kelm 1998).
In the context of contemporary Aboriginal health, several questions
emerge. How is the current narrative of Aboriginal health constructed? Are
Aboriginal peoples and communities still characterized as inherently
(biologically or genetically) sick, dangerous and/or a population health risk?
One way to address these questions is to interrogate the fundamental nature
of medical and health knowledge about Aboriginal health. The primary
producer of health knowledge is the science of population health:
epidemiology.
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Epidemiology: the science of population health
The word epidemiology is derived from the Latin words for “epidemic”
and “knowledge of.” While an epidemic suggests the sudden emergence of
a dangerous disease or infection, epidemiology is geared toward using
scientiﬁc methods to deﬁne the cause of health-related epidemics in deﬁned
populations (Lupton 1995). Fortified with rational hypotheses, statistical
and mathematical calculations, risk ratios and control groups, contemporary
epidemiology has become the science of general population health.
Where populations are the sum of the individuals within them, quantitative
epidemiology seeks to discover statistical patterns of biological disorder
to identify the incidence of disease among certain groups over other groups.
According to epidemiologists Charles Hennekens and Julie Buring, epidemiology is “the study of the distribution and determinants of disease
frequency in human populations which encompass all epidemiological
principles and methods” (1987: 3).
Epidemiological work is based upon a certain methodological trajectory
or formula. In describing this method, Hennekens and Buring state that
“natural progression in epidemiologic reasoning . . . begins with a suspicion”
(1987: 3). Through theoretical speculation about a suspicion, combined with
scientific methodological rigor, epidemiology provides some information
about the frequency and distribution of disease (Hennekens and Buring
1987). This information is used to provide practical knowledge about
the determinants of the disease in populations. Determinants of disease
are then constructed by comparing certain populations or sub-groups within
populations with others, or with the use of control groups. Determinants of
disease qualify and, in many cases, quantify the relative risks of developing
disease. Through varying statistical risk formulae, risk factors represent a
prediction about the potential for onset of disease in a particular population
or sub-population (Hennekens and Buring 1987). By way of epidemiological
practice, members of certain populations are identified as being “at risk”
subjects. While additional diagnostic tests are needed to detect actual illness,
schemes of risk classiﬁcation contribute to and are informed by the detection
of potentiality. The increasingly future orientation of surveillance in general
is thus seen clearly in this context.
Contemporary epidemiological knowledge emerges in a variety of everyday contexts. As the principal provider of health information to societies
and individuals, epidemiology has produced information about healthy sexual
behavior and about the relationship between health and physical activity.
It offers instruction on how long it is safe to stay in the sun and how many
portions of fresh vegetables to consume per day. Certainly, the aim of
epidemiological work is benevolent and utilitarian to the extent that it is
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geared toward improving the health of populations. However, it has received
some criticism, particularly for its construction of categories.
Critiques of epidemiology
Epidemiological work has produced some necessary information about
the relationship between populations and disease potentiality through the
construction of risk categories. Epidemiological knowledge has a very profound inﬂuence upon our social world. Fundamentally, it shapes, transforms
or “makes up” how we perceive ourselves as healthy and/or productive
members of society (Forde 1998). From the Foucauldian concept of biopower, Lupton (1995) and Petersen and Bunton (1997) argue that health
and medical discourses define concepts of health and ill health and that
these concepts tend to be disciplinary. Health discourse is disciplinary and
moralizing to the extent that it deﬁnes categories of healthy and unhealthy
behavior. These determinants of healthy and unhealthy behavior tend to
correspond intimately with moral concepts of good and bad conduct, as well
as virtuous and immoral individuals or communities. In this sense, then, health
discourse is not only repressive, but it is also productive (Lupton 1995).
It produces subjects or identities that conform to the standards of what may
be called healthism. They are thus “made up” by predefined categories.
Subjectivities are constituted through the authoritative and moral categories
of healthy, unhealthy, diseased, not-diseased, good, bad or simply “at risk.”
As subjects are interpellated or hailed by these health categories, individuals
and groups of individuals come to participate in their own self-surveillance
(Lupton 1995; Petersen and Bunton 1997). Formed through authoritative
and moralizing (repressive) power, alongside the discursive construction of
health identities and self-surveillance (productive) power, health discourse
becomes a powerful tool of social control. Again, the fundamental producers
of population health knowledge and information are the classiﬁcations of
epidemiological science. However, health knowledge and the categories it
produces are certainly not neutral or objective.
There has been some critical focus upon the way in which scientific
work produces knowledge. This form of critique, which characteristically
emerges from the sociology of science, emphasizes that scientiﬁc knowledge
is highly interconnected with social, economic, discursive, gender, racial,
and political contexts (Biagioli 1999; Duster 1996; Harding 1998; Kay 1999;
Nader 1996; Rabinow 1994; Rosner and Johnson 1995; Skinner and Rosen
2001). The science of population health or epidemiology is no exception.
There are several points at which the construction and use of knowledge might
be interrogated to address this lack of neutrality and objectivity. These range
from analyses of subjectivity and identity through interpellation of risk
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discourse, to the social, economic, and political determination of “meaningful” scientific questions, and to the way in which health knowledge is
disseminated.
While there is some qualitative research, epidemiological practice tends
to be positivist or quantitative in nature (Fenton and Charsley 2000). Like
most modern science, replete with notions of scientiﬁc progress, epidemiological work is concerned with methodological rigor and ﬁrmly entrenched
in a scientiﬁc model which privileges rationality and reductionism (Forde
1998; Lupton 1995; McDermott 1998). McDermott (1998: 1193) suggests
that reductionist “black box epidemiology” is currently in crisis because
of its obsession with taken-for-granted methodological technique, causal
models and risk assessment, rather than maintaining a focus upon reallife situations that contribute to the onset of disease. This methodological
focus has detracted from ontological and epistemological debate (Forde 1998;
Lupton 1995; McDermott 1998) and therefore fails to reflect upon kinds
questions it asks, the reasons for asking them, and the ways it goes about
finding the answers. Where the goal might be the production of practical
health knowledge that reﬂects the realities of the populations it describes,
the means have replaced the ends. The goal has become methodological and
scientiﬁc perfection (Forde 1998).
Fenton and Charsley (2000) argue that quantitative epidemiology tends to
treat its variables as isolated and quantiﬁable social realities. The construction
and abstraction of discrete categories ignores the complexity of social life
and healthy social living. This is particularly true of the use of “ethnic” or
“racial” categories. Fenton and Charsley (2000) explain that positivistic
epidemiology has typically viewed ethnic divisions through the same
ontological lens as age classiﬁcations and socio-economic status.
However, “ethnic” or “racial” groups are not discrete methodological
variables. “Ethnicities” are rather more complex and at the very least should
be understood as the contextualized culmination of shifting social, economic,
historical, environmental, familial, cultural, and political contexts (Fenton
and Charsley 2000). More generally, the interpretation of statistical information regarding the quantification of race or what race actually means
is seriously flawed (Zuberi 2000). Fenton and Charsley (2000) advise
quantitative epidemiological practitioners that the uncritical use of “race”
and “ethnic” categories is neither an accurate nor an effective way to produce
meaningful knowledge about health. Where epidemiological work is meant
to contribute to social equalities in health, its conceptual models “may instead
reinforce social hierarchies based on gender, race, and class [and] constrain
our understanding of health and disease” (Inhorn and Whittle 2001: 553).
In the context of Aboriginal health in Canada, John O’Neil, Jeff Reading,
and Audrey Leader (1998) are also critical of epidemiology. They address the
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way in which epidemiological knowledge operates as a powerful mechanism
of regulatory surveillance. Where epidemiological research is a “response to
the political problem of regulating potentially dangerous behaviours,”
epidemiological discourse is a tool of disciplinary power over problematic
populations and perilous lifestyles (O’Neil et al. 1998: 230).
Contemporary portraits of Aboriginal communities reflect images
of misery, disease, and poverty that play a commanding role in the construction of Aboriginal identity (O’Neil et al. 1998). Health discourse about
Aboriginal peoples reﬂects sick, disorganized, uncontrolled, and dependent
peoples (Frideres 1994; O’Neil et al. 1998; Waldrum et al. 1995). According
to O’Neil et al. (1998), this image legitimates paternalistic and regulatory
management over Aboriginal health in communities, and further marginalizes
overarching efforts geared toward self-determination and development.
Arguing that biomedicine is “a cultural system itself, and an appendage of
the colonial state structure,” James Waldrum and colleagues (2000: 37) warn
that current medicine must address cultural knowledge, lest it turn into
“another form of assimilative pressure.”
However, many Aboriginal communities are increasingly developing
research projects to collect health information in their own communities
(O’Neil et al. 1998). This research aims not only to reﬂect more accurate
and culturally appropriate portrait of health and wellness in communities, but
also hopes to resist the disciplinary narrative of existing discourse. In
other words, efforts are geared toward the development of an alternative
health knowledge that “contributes to the production of knowledge about
Aboriginal communities that is liberating rather than repressive” (O’Neil
et al. 1998: 230).
A fundamental accomplishment of these types of initiatives is the ownership of health research and information. It becomes the property of the tribal
organizations as an element of self-government. O’Neil et al. (1998) describe
a research project in Manitoba, Canada, where, in collaboration with a
university-based research team, Aboriginal peoples developed, conducted,
and analyzed an Aboriginal population health survey. While the research is
reportedly a success in terms of ownership and self-determination, there is
some hesitation about its capacity to step outside the disciplinary scientiﬁc
model (O’Neil et al. 1998).
A further consideration for the future of health and medical research is
critical attention to development of genetic science and genetic categories.
Uncertainty about the resistance to surveilling powers of health discourse
and categorization comes into sharper focus in an age of genetic research.
Drawing upon the work of O’Neil et al. (1998), I extend the critical work
from epidemiology to genetic science. In a social, political, discursive, and
economic context where genetic science has become a sign of progress and
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has captured public imagination (Nelkin and Lindee 1995; Van Dijck 1998),
genetic science has become a proliﬁc and pervasive explanatory framework
for the human condition.

Critical focus on new genetic science
In the past ten years, great scientiﬁc strides have been made in genetics. For
example, the Human Genome Project has recently charted a map of the human
genome and deﬁned the location and structure of every human chromosome.
While it has yet to determine what the map means or how genes function and
interact, the Human Genome Project promises that ongoing research will
eventually produce the knowledge, information, and technology needed to
deﬁne, predict and prevent genetically related disease.
The increased interest in genetic science has met with substantial concern
about its potential ethical, legal, social, and political implications. While there
are many issues and several theoretical approaches with which to address
them, one element of concern is the negative aspects of genetic determinism.
Genetic determinism is defined as the condition under which individuals
and or groups become deﬁned as “normal” or “abnormal” by virtue of their
genetic, and presumably inalterable, characteristics (Annas and Elias 1992;
Nelkin and Tancredi 1994). Abby Lippman (1991) contends that these
categorizations emerge from the interplay between techniques of prenatal
screening and contemporary genetic discourse. More speciﬁcally, she argues
that by promoting biology as the major determinant of health, the dominant
cultural, scientiﬁc, economic, and technical discourses construct the need for
genetic prevention, prediction, and cure. These then manifest themselves in
social inequality and social control.
The intersection between “race” or “ethnicity” and DNA is extremely
problematic in social and scientiﬁc contexts. In social contexts, Nelkin and
Andrews (in this volume) discuss the potential for racial discrimination
in light of mandatory DNA fingerprinting of immigration applicants who
are seeking entry into countries such as Great Britain and Canada. Members
of ethnic groups are often designated as at risk of particular diseases. For
example, Ashkenazi Jews, who have higher rates of Tay-Sachs disease, are
thought to be genetically predisposed to it (Lemmens and Austin 2001).
African-Americans, who have been characterized as carriers of the sickle-cell
trait, have experienced a great deal of discrimination and stigmatization
surrounding conceptions of health risk (Duster 1996; Kevles 1985).
In current medical research, there has been an expanding interest in
identifying the genetic cause of disease among members of “racial” or
“ethnic” groups. These genetic factors are expected to be useful for medical
and pharmaceutical development, including the creation of efﬁcient screening
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tests for genetic predisposition and the production of pharmaceuticals custommade for members of certain “ethnic” or “racial” groups.1 The link between
“race” or “ethnicity” and genetic susceptibility has become an extremely
lucrative area of medical research.
On the one hand, scientiﬁc research seems to progress with a notion of
“racial” or “ethnic” categories. On the other hand, however, and as indicated
earlier, recent scientific analysis of the human genome claims that racial
designation has no scientiﬁc basis in biology. For example, it was reported
that humans survive on about one-third of the number of genes that were
previously predicted (Wade 2001) and that there is “often more genetic
variation between people classiﬁed in the same racial group than between
members of ‘different’ ethnic groups” (Zwillich 2001). So why are “ethnicity”
and “race” being used as genetic categories? Francis Collins, director of the
Human Genome Project, is reported to acknowledge the continued use
of racial categories in genetic research and illusively comments that attempts
to reconcile this paradox “will continue to be a heavy burden” (Zwillich
2001). The scientiﬁc community seems to be somewhat perplexed, but mostly
silent on the continued use of racial categories.
From a sociology of knowledge perspective, Troy Duster (1990) explains
the continued use of racial categories in genetic and biological sciences.
According to Duster (1990), the biological sciences, which often make
assumptions regarding the relationship between “race” and genetic composition, are based upon racist and discriminatory assumptions rather than on
scientiﬁc evidence. In the current climate where health care decisions are
determined by ongoing ﬁscal crises, disease is often problematized according
to already marginalized groups with racial categories. Calling it a conceptual
prism, Duster (1990) maintains that heretibility and genetic “fitness” are
social constructions emerging out of the already well-established social order
that continues to perpetuate the ideology of problematic “races” with
problematic diseases.
Drawing on the history of genetic attempts to explain problems like
criminality, alcoholism, mental illness and IQ by “race,” Duster argues
“it is not genetic evidence that drives the engine of scientific inquiry, but
the social concerns that drives the engine of the ‘scientiﬁc’ attempt to portray
and explain these social concerns genetically” (1996: 123). Where ethnic
populations are “at risk” and are considered a ﬁnancial drain on health care
resources, and where medical science is increasingly entrenched (through large
investments) in genetics, the hunt for “racial” genetic susceptibility proceeds.
In sum, efforts to ﬁnd genetic explanations for disease among members
of minority groups are decidedly problematic. The focus on genetic research
drives health research increasingly closer to the authoritative and narrow
realm of biological and biomedical sciences and further away from a more
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nuanced analysis of historical, social, environmental, cultural, discursive,
political, and economic factors. As such, the health knowledge that would
emanate from genetic research may not be beneﬁcial to communities since
biological categories of “race” are not valid. Even more, categories of racial
distinction, constructed through the scientiﬁc process (and ironically through
the ideal of scientiﬁc progress) may become more ﬁrmly substantiated as
scientiﬁc fact. Notions of racial distinction, emanating from medical/genetic
science which is presumed to be benevolent and objective, may also produce
concerns associated with biological/genetic determinism, racism and
especially eugenics (Chadwick 1998; Holzman 1999; Kevles 1985; McLaren
1990; McNally 1998; Paul 1998; Wertz 1998).

Indigenous resistance to genetic research
Indigenous peoples globally have not been silent on the appropriation and
use of genetic information in medical contexts or otherwise. There has been
a great deal of resistance on the part of Aboriginal groups who are committed
to protecting indigenous nations from the colonizing capacities of genetic
science in several different contexts. These contexts range from the expropriation of traditional indigenous plants, medicines, and resources in the
context of biopiracy, to the archeological extraction and genetic analysis
of ancient Aboriginal remains, to the highly publicized Human Genome
Diversity Project.
One of the most fundamental dilemmas is that genetic science conﬂicts
with Aboriginal principles of holism and respect for all life forms. While
acknowledging the different histories, languages, and cultures of diverse
indigenous nations, Harry, Howard, and Shelton (2000) of the Indigenous
Peoples’ Council on Biocolonialism (IPCB) describe commonly held
indigenous worldviews:
Many indigenous peoples regard their bodies, hair, and blood as sacred
elements, and consider scientiﬁc research on these materials a violation
of their cultural and ethical mandates. Immortalization, cloning, or the
introduction of genetic materials taken from a human being into another
living being is also counter to many indigenous peoples [sic] cultural
and ethical principles. Indigenous peoples have frequently expressed
criticism of Western science for failing to consider the inter-relatedness
of holistic life systems, and for seeking to manipulate life forms using
genetic technologies.
Another core issue about which there is a great deal of skepticism is the
extent to which genetic research about indigenous peoples will be useful to
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Aboriginal communities. A case in point is the highly controversial Human
Genome Diversity Project that was seen to meet mostly the desires of
scientiﬁc communities rather than the needs of indigenous peoples (Awang
2000; Harry 2001; Harry and Dukepoo 1998; Lone Dog 1999; Whitt 1998).
In an interview, Debra Harry, Executive Director of the IPCB, has argued that
it is naive to assume that genetic science will provide the deﬁnitive cure to
disease and that a focus on genetics is counter-productive to addressing real
determinants of disease:
The public is led to believe [genetic research] will lead to cures of human
diseases, however, cures are not going to be realized anytime in the near
future if at all, since most human illnesses are a result of complex
interactions between genes and the environment . . . genetic research of
this scale hurts, rather than beneﬁts, indigenous peoples because it diverts
public funds away from direct health care and prevention programs.
[T]he millions of dollars spent on human genome sequencing has
diverted attention away from far more current and pressing public health
needs. The same amount of attention to insure we have access to basic
health care, clean water, safe foods, and a healthy environment is an
effort from which we would see real beneﬁts.
(IPCB 2000)
In the same interview, Stuart Newman, Professor of Cell Biology and
Anatomy and a board member of the IPCB, addresses concerns surrounding
racial categorization and biological/genetic determinism:
Although there are potentially beneficial uses for the information
gathered in the Human Genome Project, there is also the great threat
that this information will be used to persuade people that they are not
good enough, biologically. This will be justiﬁed by promised improvements to human health, but unless carefully monitored and regulated,
this emphasis on genetics will have a divisive effect, whereby those
categories and groups of people that have traditionally been marginalized
will now learn that their genes are inferior and need to be improved.
(IPCB 2000)
The heart of the problem with biological categorization is the fundamental
nature of Western science and European history. Harry and Dukepoo (1998)
and Shelton and Marks (2001) argue that modern Western science is based
upon Eurocentric and discriminatory scientiﬁc theory, which is ignorant about
indigenous peoples, their knowledges, resources, and histories. The scientiﬁc
assumption of genetic homogeneity, in fact, runs counter to scientific
reasoning considering the complexity of Aboriginal histories. Shelton and
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Marks (2001) explain, “tribes have long-standing complex relationships [and]
. . . these social historical forces insure that there cannot be any clear-cut
genetic variants differentiating all the members of one tribe from those of
nearby tribes.” So, deﬁning a stable relationship between genetic markers
and indigenous people ﬂies in the face of its own scientiﬁc logic and is based
upon stereotypical assumptions (Harry and Dukepoo 1998). These assumptions seem to be founded upon the commonly held notions of isolation,
starkness, and what seemed to be a social, cultural, and political abyss before
the arrival of European colonizers.
The presumption of genetic homogeneity ﬂows into medical and health
research. As indicated earlier, medical research is persistently geared toward
determining the genetics of “ethnicity” or “race” as a component of disease
onset among minority groups. One lucrative area of contemporary genetic
research is the search for the genetic components responsible for diabetes
mellitus. Rates of diabetes and diabetes-related illness have recently been
considered epidemic by the World Health Organization and, combined with
the overwhelming expansion of the genetic sciences, the genetics of diabetes
has become a ripe landscape for contemporary research. Additionally, where
rates of diabetes among minority and marginalized populations are characterized as particularly problematic, a critical focus of genetic research has
been geared toward isolating “racial” or “ethnic” factors. Research about
Aboriginal peoples is no exception. As seen from the following description
of research dedicated to determining the culprit gene or genes associated
with Aboriginal peoples and diabetes, I will concentrate on the more speciﬁc
case of genetic research associated with the Oji-Cree peoples of Sandy
Lake, Ontario, in Canada.

The new Aboriginal “epidemic: ” diabetes
The incidence of diabetes is reportedly on the rise. The increasing prevalence
of type 2 diabetes (non-insulin-dependent diabetes or NIDDM) is often
described as “epidemic” in proportion. According to Health Canada (1999),
diabetes is now one of the most important health problems worldwide and
is considered one of the top seven diseases leading to death. While there are
three different types of diabetes, type 2 diabetes is the most prevalent and
affects nearly 90 percent of all diabetics (Canadian Diabetes Association
2001). NIDDM is not indiscriminate in its victims. Different ethnic groups
in developed countries are said to be at higher risk levels for the onset of
NIDDM. According to the American Diabetes Association (ADA), people
of Latin American, African, Asian, Aboriginal, and Hispanic descent living
in North America have high rates of NIDDM and are described as “high risk”
groups (ADA 1999).
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In Canada, the Canadian Diabetes Association (CDA) contends that First
Nations communities have disproportionately greater rates of NIDDM
and states that Aboriginal peoples are three to ﬁve times more likely than the
general population to develop diabetes (Canadian Diabetes Association
2001). More recently, epidemiologists Young and colleagues described
the prevalence of NIDDM among Canada’s First Nations peoples as “an
epidemic in progress” (2000: 561) since in the last decade rates of diabetes
among Aboriginal peoples in many communities have increased dramatically. In 1998, acting on the assertion that the prevalence of type 2 diabetes
among Aboriginal peoples was an “impending crisis,” the Assembly of First
Nations (AFN) (2000) prepared a report entitled Aboriginal Diabetes
Strategy. This report outlined strategies to address diabetes through initiatives based on culturally appropriate prevention, education, treatment,
lifestyle supports and surveillance (AFN 2000). In 1995, the National
Aboriginal Diabetes Association was formed with the mandate to represent,
in a respectful manner, the interests of Aboriginal people and to promote and
facilitate diabetes-related initiatives for research, education, prevention,
and health promotion at both national and community-based levels.
Scientiﬁc efforts to determine the cause of NIDDM have been difﬁcult,
and its precise etiology remains unknown. What is known is that NIDDM
is associated with environmental and lifestyle factors such as age, stress,
poor nutrition, sedentary lifestyles, as well as low socio-economic status, and
social marginalization (Joe and Young 1994). There is also a speciﬁc area of
genetic research that both assumes and tries to tease out the genetic basis
of NIDDM among Aboriginal peoples.
This area of research is based on the assumption that distinct genetic
characteristics, combined with environmental and historical conditions
related to colonization, prove Aboriginal peoples have a particular predisposition to the onset of diabetes. This assumption is often related to a
genetic theory named the “thrifty gene” hypothesis, which was proposed in
1962 by population geneticist James Neel. The “thrifty gene” hypothesis is
a fairly simplistic but certainly captivating explanation for NIDDM.
Originally, it was based upon the notion that hunter/gatherer populations
survived feast and famine living conditions because of a “thrifty” genetic
predisposition to accumulate and store fat. Neel (1962) further suggested that
under conditions of recent rapid Westernization and dietary change, this
naturally selected genetic predisposition, which sustained populations
historically during times of famine, has led to the onset of obesity and diabetes
among contemporary populations.
Twenty years after the 1962 proposition, Neel (1982) published a
paper acknowledging the scientiﬁc evidence that demonstrated signiﬁcant
ﬂaws in the original theory. Nevertheless, he remained quite adamant about
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the existence of the “thrifty gene.” While the “thrifty gene” hypothesis
has loomed in the background, it has attracted very little attention, until
recently.
Currently, the hypothesis has resurfaced in the contemporary discourse
associated with diabetes among indigenous groups globally. For example,
Marchand (1999), reporting for the US-based National Institute of Diabetes
& Digestive & Kidney Diseases (NIDDK), reveals that in attempt to explain
obesity and type 2 diabetes among the Pima Indians, “scientists use the
‘thrifty gene’ theory proposed in 1962 by geneticist James Neel.”
In the Canadian context, the work of physician and geneticist Robert A.
Hegele has been connected to the concept of the “thrifty gene.” In March of
1999, Hegele and a group of medical colleagues announced that they
had found a genetic link between NIDDM and the Oji-Cree people of Sandy
Lake, Ontario (Hegele et al. 1999). This research was based upon the extraordinarily high rates of diabetes among members of the Sandy Lake
community. They claimed that they had discovered the exact gene variant,
namely HNF1A G319S, which was responsible for the onset of NIDDM. The
research seemed to demonstrate that individuals who had inherited only
one copy of the deleterious gene were twice as likely to develop the disease
as those who had no copy, while those who had inherited two copies were
more than ﬁfteen times more likely to develop diabetes (Hegele et al. 1999).
Shortly thereafter, the British Medical Journal reported that the “‘[t]hrifty
gene’ [is] identiﬁed in Manitoba Indians” (Spurgeon 1999).2 In a subsequent
article, Hegele writes about the Sandy Lake study and states that “[n]one of
these ﬁndings . . . would be inconsistent with the ‘thrifty gene’ hypothesis
of Dr. James Neel” (1999b: S48).
Although its existence has not been conﬁrmed scientiﬁcally, the “thrifty
gene” theory often appears as an assumed truth seemingly waiting (almost
impatiently) for scientiﬁc authorization. While the existence of the “thrifty
gene” is certainly not settled, the search for the genetic cause of diabetes
among Aboriginal peoples remains. For instance, Hegele states, “finding
the genetic determinants of complex human traits such as type 2 diabetes is
currently a high priority in medical research” (1999a: 33). However, the
ongoing search for these culprit genes opens up several sets of questions.
A first set of questions addresses the emergent scientific link between
disease genes and “race.” If “race” and “ethnicity” are not biological categories, and if genetic studies rely on the presumption of genetic homogeneity
among “ethnic” groups, what is the status of genetic research? In the case of
the aforementioned research, there are several theoretical and methodological
issues that deserve critical inquiry. These include the conceptualization
of comparison groups, the use of “white” genes as standards for normality and
the assumption of genetic homogeneity among members of the community.
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While an analysis of the research in its entirety is currently underway, I will
address only the latter issue here.
There seems to be a presumption of genetic homogeneity among the
Oji-Cree of Sandy Lake. Essentially, a relatively homogenous gene pool must
exist to proceed with research leading to conclusions about the implications
of that particular genetic composition for rates of diabetes. In order to
establish the notion of genetic homogeneity, in part, the report describes
the community as “isolated and accessible for most of the year only by
air” (Hegele 1999b: S43). This isolation is presumed to translate into a very
slight degree of genetic diversity. However, the contemporary notion of
isolation (determined by air travel) certainly does not account for other
possible means of travel before the existence of mechanized vehicles. Did
the people of Sandy Lake historically travel by boat, by foot or by any other
means? It is also reported “the ancestors of the current residents of this region
lived a nomadic, hunting–gathering subsistence” (Hegele 1999b: S43). What
did that “nomadic” existence contribute to possible inter-tribal marriage
or adoption and, therefore, the homogeneity of the community’s gene pool?
Are there more complex and local histories of family lineage that might
be relevant?
A second set of questions relates to the usefulness of determining the
relationship between “Aboriginal” genes and NIDDM. In the face of overwhelming evidence showing that diabetes is a consequence of nutrition,
obesity, and physical inactivity, which are highly associated with socioeconomic status and levels of marginalization, what are the clinical purposes
of genetic research? According to Hegele, the genetic information gleaned
would be used to determine levels of propensity or evaluative strategies
to assess risk where “genetic markers of type 2 diabetes susceptibility could
one day be incorporated into a formula of risk evaluation” (1999a: 33). But
how could devising a genetic factor into an already well-established risk
formula be of practical use? Hegele continues that perhaps once substantial
genetic markers for risk are determined, “appropriate preventive measures
could then be targeted towards high-risk subjects, even before the onset of
disease and/or complications” (1999a: 33). But what are these “appropriate
preventative” measures? What could diabetics or those at high risk of
developing it have to gain by learning that they are genetically predisposed
to disease, particularly when the general course of preventative action would
be the same without knowing that it was in the genes? And alternatively, what
are the negative effects of being determined as genetically diseased? Perhaps
funding might find a more useful place in the ongoing development of
programs which make healthy food affordable and available to diabetics
or members of high-risk groups, or, on a more radical note, developing
strategies which address factors leading to disparities in socio-economic
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status, more generally. Does the genetic focus act as a deterrent to proactive
curative strategies linked to already well-established risk factors including
socio-economic status and level of marginalization?
These two sets of questions remain speciﬁc to the research associated with
the genetics of diabetes among Aboriginal peoples. Another set of overarching questions surfaces about the development of genetic categories for
Aboriginal predisposition to disease. What is this research actually accomplishing? Genetic research seems to proceed with a hazy inclination to isolate
a potential gene mutation, which may contribute to a higher risk of developing disease, but only when combined with certain pathologized lifestyle
conditions. Accordingly, the purpose of this genetic research appears to
presume a scientiﬁc trajectory toward a more authoritative and incontestable
classiﬁcation and prediction schema: presumably the genetic code.
However, as Nelkin and Andrews demonstrate in this volume, the
methods of genetic testing and identiﬁcation, in various contexts, leave much
to be desired. And as Harry (2001) and Lone Dog (1999) explain, there is
an urgency to address the implications and meaning of genetic science for
Aboriginal communities and indigenous movements. What does “genetic
mutation” or the category of “genetic risk” mean to the people it describes?
What is the relationship between new genetic categories of health and illness
and medically established categories of health? Will new genetic classiﬁcations, a kind that are ﬁrmly entrenched within a scientiﬁc interplay between
biology and potentiality, intensify already existing notions of sickness,
dependency, and risk (O’Neil et al. 1998: 230)? Will these categorizations
lead to an ampliﬁed effort toward medical surveillance, classiﬁcation, and
containment?
In this chapter I have drawn out sets of critical questions to begin unpacking
the intersection between epidemiological science and “race”-related genetic
research in the context of Aboriginal health. By using Aboriginal and sociological critiques of medicine, health discourse, epidemiology, and genetic
science, I have attempted to address the potential of this science for Aboriginal
communities and health. In a social, cultural, and political context where
the “weakest ‘genetic’ explanations take root” (Duster 1996: 119), the use of
“ethnic” and “racial” categories surely warrant further critical inquiry.

Notes
1 Recent studies have shown that “race” is not an indicator of pharmacological
performance since observable characteristics such as skin color are not related to
genetic ancestry (CBC News Online. 29 October 2001. “Race Won’t Predict how
Drugs Will Work: Study.”)
2 This report also wrongfully identiﬁed the “Indians” as being from Manitoba, rather
than from Ontario.
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Privacy and the phenetic
urge
Geodemographics and the
changing spatiality of local
practice
David Phillips and Michael Curry

Introduction
First the United States and then Canada and Europe have witnessed the
development of what are termed “geodemographic systems” over the past
thirty years. Direct marketers use these computerized systems to pinpoint
mailings, and business planners use the systems to inform their planning
for the best sites for new businesses and other facilities. Born through the
merging of public data with private computing resources, the premise of
geodemographics is that one can proﬁtably divide the landscape into discrete
spaces occupied by homogeneous groups of households and individuals.
This has become a guiding practice of the marketing industry.
The developers of the systems have abjured the use of related academic
work in geography, sociology, and political science, as they have sought to
develop credible systems. Rather, they have appealed to the widely accepted
principle that “You are where you live.” In the end, it has been asserted,
what is needed is simply a system that will describe individuals, households,
and neighborhoods in terms of the categories to which we know they certainly
belong.
Although they have continued to claim the truth of the central premise that
you are where you live, users of geodemographic systems have gradually
reinvented the systems, in concert with changes in the availability of different
kinds of data, in computing power, and in the practitioners’ understandings
of society. Less noticeable has been that these changes have implications
for the changing face of the lived interaction with the landscape and for the
sorts of social opportunities that people in the landscape have. Even seemingly
trivial changes in the systems are occasionally underlain by dramatic changes
in how individuals and neighborhoods are conceptualized. Such changes
may – in subtle and not-so-subtle ways – deﬁne who people are and what
they can do, just as they may preclude people’s involvement in the construction of those deﬁnitions.
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This chapter considers these issues in four parts. The ﬁrst section chronicles
historical changes in the practices of the geodemographics industry. The
second section describes current trends in these practices, and offers some
predictions of their future shape. Both of these sections relate the practices
of the industry to the availability of technology, to the availability of statesupported data collection practices, and to intra-industry corporate alignments. In the third section, we relate geodemographic practice to sociological
theories of place. We suggest how and why geodemographic practice is
informed by those theories, and how, in turn, those theories can help us
to understand the implications of the practice, especially in terms of social
categorization. The fourth section relates these practices to ideas of privacy.
Our goal here is to show how geodemographic systems elicit privacy-related
responses that may have broader social implications. We conclude by questioning whether privacy is an adequate principle for guiding policy and
other forms of activism in response to these systems.

History of geodemographic systems
First developed in the United States, geodemographic systems are technological outgrowths of two government systems. The ﬁrst is the ZIP (Zone
Improvement Plan) code. Mandated as an element of President Kennedy’s
attempt to rationalize government, the ZIP code allowed the quantiﬁcation
and easy organization of both residence and business addresses for the ﬁrst
time. Under the ZIP code system, households were aggregated into units
served by a single post ofﬁce, serving at most perhaps 15,000 people, each
indicated by a five-digit number. The US Postal Service simultaneously
established a numbering system for postal carrier routes. Each postal carrier
was assigned a two-digit number, so that ZIP codes could in turn be divided
into units of approximately 800 people. As an incentive to use the systems,
the Postal Service (or, actually, its predecessor, the Post Ofﬁce Department)
gave a discount to mass mailers who sorted their mail by carrier route.
That geographical unit, defined by the daily path of the individual letter
carrier, came to be the preferred unit of division.
The direct marketing industry immediately saw the advantage of directing
its efforts at this geographical scale, and by 1967 articles in journals like the
Harvard Business Review (Anonymous 1967) and Direct Marketing (Baier
1967) extolled the virtues of ZIP code-based marketing. In a sense, however,
the systems were operating blindly. Although it was possible on the basis
of carrier routes and ZIP codes to create lists of targeted households or
individuals, it was not easy to translate those lists into a form that could
be easily viewed and grasped.
But by the 1960s the roots of such a system were in place. The US Bureau
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of the Census had begun to establish ﬁrst the GBF-DIME ﬁles and then the
(currently used) TIGER ﬁles. These ﬁles were designated initially for urban
areas, and then for the entire country, and became the basis of a computerized
mapping system. The government used it for the first time in the 1970
decennial census.
More to the point here, these computerized files, consisting in part of
latitude and longitude values for the four corners of every block in every
city in the US, allowed – through a process of matching with the Postal
Service’s ZIP code ﬁles – the determination of the geographical coordinates
of every mailing address in every city in the US. (Rural addresses created
special problems, which have only recently begun to be resolved through
new rural addressing systems, driven by the perceived need to rationalize
and support emergency response, or 911, systems.) This in turn allowed the
creation not merely of lists, but also of maps of ZIP codes, postal carrier
routes, and so on.
By the mid-1970s two companies, CACI and Claritas (they disagree about
who was ﬁrst), took advantage of these developments and created what they
termed “geodemographic systems.” The two systems were fairly similar.
Both began with census data at the level of the block group. (In the 1990
census there were 229,192 block groups, of about 1,100 people each.) Having
divided the country into these 230,000 or so geographical areas, both systems
used numerical taxonomy to sort and classify block groups, dividing them
into a small number of like groups.
Numerical taxonomy is a sophisticated way of clustering similar individuals by imagining them to be in an N-dimensional space, where “n” is the
number of socioeconomic variables. Using the roughly 600 socioeconomic
variables available at the block-group level, creators of the geodemographic
systems determined the distance of each of 230,000 block groups to all
the others in 600-dimensional space. The ones that were “closest” were
characterized as being most alike, just as the ones farthest from one another
were deemed least similar.
Using the aging data from the 1970 census, and then the newer data from
the 1980 tabulation, CACI and Claritas claimed that their newly created
geodemographic systems proved that the roughly 230,000 block-group areas
within the US consist, really, of about forty types. These can be discerned
at the block-group level, or can be discerned at higher levels by aggregating
block-group data to the carrier-route or ZIP-code (or other, for example,
census tract, municipality, or county) level.1
These earliest systems, developed in an era before the advent of desktop
computing, relied on computationally intensive numerical taxonomy, and
ran on mainframe computers. Software was inevitably written speciﬁcally
for the project at hand, and customized results were consequently expensive.
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This limited the use of the systems to list ﬁltering for mass marketers, where
the postage savings for pre-sorted mail made up for the cost. Individuals and
corporations also used these systems to conduct site location analyses when
they wished to establish new stores or, later, to establish proﬁtable service
regions in the growing cellular-telephone market.
By the early 1990s the systems had proliferated, and their developers,
now larger in number, took advantage of greater computing power, but
also of a wider range of available data. In part, this involved a greater use of
public records, but the systems increasingly relied upon data supplied by
consumers, such as the surveys included on product registration cards.
Claritas, for example, claimed in 1995 that its “analysis is drawn from as
many as 500 million individual consumer purchase records” (Claritas 1995),
while Metromail relied upon its “BehaviorBank® ﬁle containing detailed
information on over 25 million survey respondents” (Metromail 1995).
At the same time, the systems began to direct their attention to smaller
and smaller measurement units, down to the individual and household
level. Arguing that the block-group and carrier route were so large that they
inevitably were socially heterogeneous, system producers suggested that
this heterogeneity was costing the users of their systems money.
The solution was to drill down, to focus on smaller geographical units.
Where before 300 or 400 households seemed an appropriate unit of measure,
systems users now claimed that a unit of 20 or 30 households was a better
scale. Such a unit would be more homogeneous and thus more likely to
produce better results. Indeed, one company asserted that any region larger
than a building lot would lead to inaccurate results:
DNA assigns households with similar characteristics to one of 104 Cells
that recognizes those characteristics using individual data about that
speciﬁc household, combined with relevant geo-demographic data. So
you can separate the David Larsons of the world from the newlyweds
next door and the retired army sergeant across the street.
(Metromail 1995)
This period also saw a proliferation of producers of the systems. CACI and
Claritas were joined by R. R. Donnelley (a mass mailer), which produced
Metromail, by R. L. Polk, which presented a product called “Niches,”
and significantly, by credit reporting veterans Trans-Union and Equifax.
Trans-Union marketed its “Solo” product as, like Metromail’s DNA,
“using individual-level spending and payment data – plus an individual’s
age and income – to create clusters of people whose behavior reflects
a particular lifestyle and buying pattern” (Trans-Union 1994). And Equifax’s
“MicroVision” was
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the result of combining aggregated consumer demand data with census
data into a system built at the ZIP+4 level of geography. This creates an
exact proﬁle of your best customers and allows you to target as few as
five to 15 households, instead of the 300 households or traditional
targeting systems.
(Equifax: National Decision Systems 1991)

Trends
The geodemographic industry was founded upon resources generated by
public programs. These programs – ZIP codes, census data, and 911 address
standardization – produced standardized regions as well as locational data
(that is, latitude and longitude information) for particular entities. These
standard regions were not developed for the specific requirements of the
geodemographic industry. Nevertheless, the industry used these legacy
regions as the foundation of their marketing analysis. System improvement
was marked by the ability to deﬁne, categorize, and target smaller and smaller
ﬁxed regions.
Through most of the 1990s, even as the geodemographic industry appealed
to regions that were smaller and smaller, it was practically committed to a
system based on these stable, well-deﬁned regions, and a relatively small and
stable set of classificatory types with which to categorize those regions.
Through the mid-1990s there was an increasing number of producers of
geodemographic systems, but the producers nonetheless tended to create
systems that were similar to one another. Focused on site location and on
direct marketing, they provided results, in the form of maps or lists, to queries
posed by their customers. They promoted their products by attending to the
quality of the ﬁnal product itself. And they shared the view that the world
can be divided into regions that are, in effect, containers of like-minded and
like-lifestyled households and individuals.
But current trends in geodemographics are moving from this view of the
world as consisting of fixed places – at any scale – within which people
live similar lifestyles. Rather, the systems increasingly embody – and promote
– a different way of thinking about the behavior of individuals and
households.
Here we in fact see two trends. The first is a new attention to what are
viewed as temporally ﬂuid regions. Alongside its traditional household-based
Prizm clustering system Claritas has developed “Workplace Prizm,” a
geodemographic system that for the first time recognizes that the demographics of American cities during the day are dramatically different
from their demographics during the evening and night. In effect – although
the application of the systems is still remarkably primitive – Claritas has
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recognized that they can only understand certain elements of people’s
behavior if they first acknowledge that people are mobile, and that they
routinely move from home to work and back (as well as, of course, to school,
and so on).
The second trend is the development of location-based services (LBS).
These services are primarily designed to coordinate or assist the activities of
mobile individuals as they pass through stable regions. LBS uses GPS (Global
Positioning System) or other means to obtain locational information from
their clients and chart the course of their activities using existing maps. These
services range from call-center services, mobile-resource dispatch, and ﬂeet
and asset monitoring, to mobile marketing. This market is poised to increase
rapidly both in size and scope. Predictions are that within the next several
years (i.e., 2004–6) it will be a $20 to $40 billion dollar market, with perhaps 18 million subscribers in the US alone. Moreover, analysts predicted that
only 50 percent will use the automobile-mounted devices, like OnStar,
that account for virtually all of the market today; the remainder will use
hand-held or body-mounted devices, such as cell phones or wireless, webenabled Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) (Gibbons 2001).
These two developments – the recognition of temporal changes in the
character of regions and the interest in tracking mobile individuals – are
obviously closely connected. Each involves the development of systems
capable of tracking the movement of individuals. And each points to the
possibility of collecting information about those movements, or of sending
information to people based on their locations.
Two factors have been especially inﬂuential in the latest development of
geodemographic systems. The first is the role of government-subsidized
information. Especially critical here have been global positioning systems,
the development of which was originally ﬁnanced and implemented by the
US Department of Defense. Also, US Federal legislation now mandates that
mobile telecommunications devices transmit, under certain circumstances,
their location. Both of these systems, but especially the latter, have the
potential not only to provide enormous amounts of raw data to the marketing
industry, but also to enhance their ability to deliver messages to particular
types of people in particular types of places at particular times.
The second factor has been economic, in the form of a dramatic shakeout
in the industry. By the year 2000 a number of companies (Polk, for example)
had gotten out of the business. Claritas had acquired a number of products,
notably Equifax’s National Decision Systems (NDS) and Microvision, from
former competitors. Claritas itself had become a unit of VNU Marketing
Inc., which also owns A. C. Nielsen. As a consequence, the current market
is dominated by two original geodemographic-system providers – Claritas
and CACI – and by consumer-credit giant Experian. In Great Britain Experian
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is the prime purveyor of the systems, and in Canada Compusearch, now
owned by US-based MapInfo, is the industry leader.
At the same time, each company has developed connections with other
supporting companies. Claritas, for example, relies upon the US Postal
Service for address lists. It also calls upon Geographic Data Technologies,
whose founder, Don Cooke, is often seen as the father of geodemographics,
for enhanced geographic boundary ﬁles. It has an agreement with Oracle for
database support. And it has a strong connection with MapInfo, one of the
leading producers of a wide range of mapping systems, including classic
geographic information systems, web-based consumer systems, and systems
for support of Enhanced 911 and other public-service applications. And
so, while the government has been an active player in the development
of geodemographic systems through its promotion of global positioning
and emergency response systems, the industry itself increasingly consists of
corporations that have access to and work with a wide range of data, from
emergency response and intelligent transportation systems, to census data
and consumer credit and purchase data. These data increasingly exist in
databases in which they are or may easily be geocoded.2

Marketers as practical geographers
The previous sections have placed geodemographic trends in a technological
and economic perspective. In the following section we introduce certain
ideological claims. That is, we wish to trace the ways in which the sociological
and geographical understandings of the developers of these systems and the
systems themselves have been mutually inﬂuential.
Before the early nineteenth century, spatial segregation in American
society was quite complex. In some cases it was vertical, with the poor living
on upper ﬂoors of buildings, and the wealthy on lower ﬂoors (Warner 1968).
In other cases, there was substantial differentiation at the local scale, with
wealthier people living in front lots and the poor in back lots on the same
street (Groves and Muller 1975; Pessen 1976).
Indeed, the now-familiar forms of horizontal segregation, emblematic of
the idea that you are where you live, developed only through the nineteenth
century, as a result of a growing middle class wishing to express its new
status. At the same time, they wished to attain a degree of distinction from
the less well-off people whom they had economically left behind (Johnson
1978). Each small region or neighborhood came to be seen as a place wherein
a like-minded group could attain a degree of separation from others –
outsiders – while remaining assured in the belief that their neighbors were,
in fact, like them.
The ideal, if not the practice, of locational marketing can be found in this
historical moment. Regional space was considered a container people
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occupied without really affecting. This ideal was based not only on sociological theory (or mythic perceptions of America) but also on the
technological constraints of geodemographic systems. These systems were
built upon legacy deﬁnitions of particular regions – the ZIP code, the census
tract. Although any entity could access speciﬁc locational data, longitude
and latitude data for instance, these entities were already organized and
constructed as a set of relatively stable geographic regions. Each of these
neighborhoods could be conceptualized as a container, within which there
were households and residents who occupied that neighborhood, much like
sardines in a can. That is, their inhabiting a neighborhood was simply a
matter of being there; it was fundamentally passive. Computational energy
was spent, not in redeﬁning regions, but in deﬁning a set of classiﬁcatory
categories, and assigning the extant regions to those categories.
But with the 1960s, even as the ﬂight to the suburbs continued, and even
as this sociological ideal was being implemented in working geodemographic systems, the nation was increasingly rent by schism. The notion
of the suburbs, or of any segment of American life, as united by a set of core
values or ideals, was increasingly challenged. The very premise of locational
marketing – the social cohesion of neighborhoods – was increasingly
questionable. Marketers responded with the technological means at their
command, and within a conservative ideological framework. They made
their locational analysis more and more precise in the desperate belief that at
some level – if not 40,000 people then 1,000 people, and if not there, well,
then 40 people – they could discover and resuscitate the ideal refuge of a
like-minded group of neighbors.
The increasing availability of ever more precise locational data as well as
ever more abundant personal information, and marketers’ sense of devolving
social cohesion, have gradually led to a constantly narrowing deﬁnition of
the “where” of “you are where you live.” Now, only your skin marks the
boundaries of your physical extension.
Thus, “lifestyle” marketing has, in a sense, reached both the logical extreme
and the antithesis of locational marketing. In carrying “you are where you
live” to its technological and analytic extreme, it has turned on itself. The
spatial container is no longer recognized as the primary definer of its
individual contents. In response, marketers and demographers have begun
to understand regions themselves as constituted by the patterns of activity of
individuals.
Technological advances, in the forms of GPS and other location data
gathering and delivery systems, facilitate and encourage these new understandings. Meanwhile, scholars of a wide range of philosophical and political
predispositions have also come to argue for a way of thinking about geographical space that recognizes that said space – the neighborhood, the block,
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and so on – is in fact a social construction, and one inevitably in the process
of reconstruction (Augé 1995; Curry forthcoming; Harvey 1989; Tuan 1977).
Indeed, this view has been expressed in a range of scales, from the local,
where it has been explicit at least since the work of Jane Jacobs, to the global,
where Castells has argued for an understanding of a new economy of ﬂows
(Castells 1997).
Motivated, it would seem, by a dramatically different set of concerns, the
new geodemographics is nonetheless an expression of that same view. For
here the focus has moved to the individual, one who is sometimes at home,
sometimes at work, and sometimes in between. The individual is an active
geographical agent, making decisions on the fly, as opportunities arise.
And here those decisions seem inevitably to occasion responses on the part
of the users of the systems, just because the systems for the ﬁrst time allow
immediate validation of their worth. If a store uses a geodemographic system
to offer electronic coupons to people walking by, or if a digital sign promoting
a sale is set to appeal to an especially large group of people with certain tastes,
again known to be walking or driving by, the utility of the system is immediately evident. Thus, just as from a philosophical point of view the new
systems are fulfillments of the desire for a richer way of understanding
people’s geographical behavior, they are also themselves active agents in
manipulating that behavior to create “ideal” geographies.

“Privacy” and geodemographic systems
If the mutual construction of ideal individuals, behaviors, and places in the
service of market efﬁciency is an issue of some public concern – and, like
other contributors to this volume, we believe that it is – then it is legitimately
the focus of media attention. The quality of this attention is important in that
it will “frame” the systems in the public consciousness. These “issue frames”
act partially to circumscribe public understanding and “promote a particular
problem deﬁnition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment
recommendation” (Entman 1993: 52). Frames both reﬂect and constrain the
social response to these systems. To be effectively mobilizing, issue frames
should place practices within a cognitive schema of social life that is as
familiar, compelling, complex, and robust as possible (Gamson 1988; Snow
et al. 1986). Yet it appears that the discursive framing of geodemographic
systems has promoted a narrow and simplistic understanding of their social
importance.
Privacy has served as a primary coordinating concept that frames concerns
about geodemographic systems. Privacy is, admittedly, an overloaded
word. We may in fact identify at least three recent forms of privacy concern.
The ﬁrst concern is primarily about intrusion into personal places or “space.”
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From this perspective, privacy is a matter of individual rights and autonomy,
and privacy can be “invaded.” More recently, in response to corporate
practices of automated data collection, collation, and analysis, privacy
activists have come to believe that the most important privacy concern may
be not the invasion of one’s personal space, but rather bureaucratic market
management through social discrimination (Gandy 1993). “Redlining”
and demographic proﬁling have come to be seen as privacy concerns. Finally,
some sociologists and political scientists have argued that the critical
privacy issue is what informs the decision to appropriately distinguish
between public issues and private issues (Boling 1996).3 All of these meanings of “privacy” may be implicated in our understanding of geodemographic
systems.
The historical and geographical root of these systems, that is, the construction of and ﬂight to homogeneous suburban neighborhoods, reﬂects the
ﬁrst type of privacy concern – a concern with the isolated and protected home,
a desire for sidewalks free from the jostlings of the other. It was this concern
with the protection of the homogeneity of the neighborhood that in fact
led to the practice of redlining. This practice was widely criticized – and often
rendered illegal – as recently as the 1960s. Yet at the time, redlining was
understood not as a privacy issue at all, but rather was viewed as an issue
of discrimination.
The early development of geodemographic systems in the 1970s was barely
noted. Indeed, it was not really until Michael Weiss’s (1988) admiring series
of books, beginning with The Clustering of America in 1988, that the average
person would have had the slightest reason to know of their existence. In
a way, this is remarkable, since the systems seem on their face to be little
more than high-tech means for redlining, which, as we have mentioned, was
an issue of some public salience. However, the invisibility of the systems,
and hence the public silence about them, can perhaps be explained by the
institutional context of their operation. As we have mentioned, they were
special-purpose programs, written to order for particular clients, and they ran
on largely invisible mainframes.
During the 1980s, techniques of personal data collection and analysis
insinuated themselves more strongly into everyday life. Scholars began to
link the historical problems of redlining with the reawakened concern for
personal privacy, and so introduced social discrimination to the realm of
privacy issues. However, scholarly concern rarely focused on geodemographics in particular; instead it concentrated on more general concerns
of individual proﬁling and categorization.
Since the 1970s, and especially since the explosive popularity of the
Internet in the mid-1990s, the popular media has linked new data-collection
techniques with privacy concerns. However, rather than building on the
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scholarship linking bureaucratic social management, personal data collection,
privacy, and discrimination, media discourse employed and continues to
employ what can only be termed regressive privacy frames. That is, the
discourse has focused on the personal affronts associated with personal data
collection – identity theft, high-tech “peeping Tom”-ism, and annoying
telemarketing calls. At the same time, it has ignored structural effects –
the management of taste, increased inequity in market knowledge, and the
creation of a society fractured into increasingly precise and exclusive market
segments. The discourse has identiﬁed the victims as unrelated individuals,
rather than as members of a social order.
There are some signs that this trend is shifting. Occasionally, popular
press articles address the use of personal information in the manipulation
of consumer tastes, especially in the targeting of children as consumers. But
in geodemographics we see an interesting and almost paradoxical countertrend. As the creators of geodemographic systems have begun to shift their
data-collection and delivery mechanisms to a cell phone or PDA carried on
a person’s body, they have come more into the public consciousness, and
have in this way begun to make privacy issues appear salient. But because the
collection and delivery mechanism is so intimately connected to the body,
the focus of those privacy issues has reverted again to the personal affront.
The collation and analysis of personal data, and the discriminatory classiﬁcation of individuals, has taken a back seat to issues of trespass and nuisance.
This is in marked contrast to the issues of redlining and community harm the
public raised when geodemographics ﬁrst attained recognition.
It would be an overstatement to suggest that the discourse is devoid of
concerns about the processes of discrimination and categorization. A geodemographic system linked to a realtor’s home page which directed inquirers
to neighborhoods “similar” to the ones in which they were currently living
raised considerable public ire and accusations of racial discrimination, and
was quickly removed from the host site (Helperin and Doocey 2000). A
geodemographic system used to locate ATM machines based on neighborhood crime statistics was clearly identified as a technology for redlining,
though the discrimination was considered reasonable since it was formally
unrelated to racial markers (Lubove 1999).
Nevertheless, we see the dominant regressive trend in the privacy discourse
shaped by the producers’ product literature, which pays considerable attention
to the need to avoid “violating a person’s privacy” by sending unwanted
advertising to her cellular telephone or other wireless device. These concerns
are echoed in the business press (Fawcett 2000; Hawkins 2000; Mack 2000;
Nobel and Callaghan 2000), which also emphasizes the privacy violations that
occur through incessant tracking of an individual’s movements (Montfort
2000). The business press also refers to the three-inch square PDA screen as
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valuable “real estate,” not to be trespassed upon by uninvited ads (Black
2000; Weisler and O’Brien 2001). It is shaped by policies that suggest the
solution lies in the control of “personally identifiable information.” Such
solutions suggest that the problem lies in the identiﬁcation of individuals,
not the categorization and characterization of groups or regions. Indeed,
when social categorization is mentioned, it is lauded as the ideal goal, that
which will make the problems of privacy disappear. In a perfectly managed
consumer environment, desires are predicted (or manufactured) and sated
before they have fully entered the consumer’s consciousness (Williamson
2000).
So, recognizing the constitutive roles that individuals play in shaping
the character of regions, geodemographic systems increasingly focus on the
individual as the source of data and the object of persuasion, while
the instrumental goal of that persuasion is rationalized, idealized, and manageable social landscapes. Meanwhile, discourse about these systems, by
employing a narrow understanding of “privacy,” focuses attention only on the
individual, obscuring the power of geodemographics to model, characterize,
and categorize individuals and social relations, and to reify those models.
Finally, we turn our attention to the third sense of “the privacy problem.”
What, in fact, is a legitimate public issue? Speciﬁcally, we believe that in a
vibrant democracy the social, economic, and cultural implications of the
wireless 911 system should be the subject of robust debate. Like the ZIP code,
the census, and land-based 911 systems before them, they are a publicly
funded mandate to generate and rationalize vast amounts of data concerning
social activity. Yet there is no evidence that editors of popular news outlets
even consider them newsworthy. They cover these systems, but as far as we
have found, only in terms of political intrigue or conﬂicts between competing
telecommunication companies.
There are alternative solutions to the wireless 911 mandate, and these
solutions have enormous implications for the ability to collect locational
information. Briefly, one type of solution has locational capabilities
embedded in the handset. The owner of the handset can, theoretically at least,
control whether to release that locational data. The other type of solution
places all locational capabilities with the network operator, which tracks
handsets willy-nilly. The latter potentially throws off a gusher of valuable
data. The business press acknowledges the private value of locational
information, made available in part by the publicly mandated E911 system
(Savage and Stirpe 2000; Stirpe 2001), but the popular press has failed to
follow their lead.
There is another sense in which the public domain becomes privatized
through new developments in geodemographic systems. That is the degree
to which the character of lived regions becomes the product of the goals and
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strategies of ever fewer, more interlinked, well-capitalized, and private
corporate interests. Corporate and state bodies have always been signiﬁcant
actors in the social construction of place. Historically, though, the mechanisms of those actions have at least been visible and – to a certain degree
– opposable. Highway projects loom large on the ﬁscal and public horizon
before they are actually built. The effects of redlines are enduring, relatively
stable, and noticeable. However, new systems have the potential to allow the
instantaneous reconﬁguring of spatial elements toward any emergent strategic
end. The spatial contours of places will become more ﬂuid, and the means
by which the existence, the meaning, and the social importance of places are
negotiated will become more fast-paced, and less visible to their inhabitants.

Conclusion
We have outlined several contradictory, and even paradoxical, trends in
geodemographic practice. The sociological belief that “you are where you
live” has fostered a drive to understand “where you live.” Using whatever
computational techniques and data that were currently available, marketers
have been able to deﬁne place more precisely – from ZIP code, to census
tract, and ﬁnally to household – until the notion of a social and spatial context
for individual action virtually disappeared. Locational marketing, in a way,
contained the seed of its own demise.
Recently, there has been a resurgence of interest in the spatial contexts
of individual action, especially as those contexts change as individuals
move through them. This interest has been awakened in part because new
technologies permit the tracking of mobile individuals. In this case, geographical theories have been appealed to because measurement techniques
at last make them operationally viable. So, just as a focus on region devolved
into a focus on the individual inhabitant, the focus on the individual has
been replaced by an interest in the space of the individual.
The region, then, has renewed interest for demographers and marketers.
However, there is an important distinction between the old and new understandings of region. Where once regions and neighborhoods and places were
seen as stable containers for certain populations and activities, they are now
understood as fluid, both temporally and spatially, and even as products
of their inhabitants’ actions. Since regions are created by the behavior of
individual inhabitants, the goal becomes to inﬂuence those behaviors through
direct, persuasive appeals. Regions are managed by managing individuals.
This constant play between the construction of the individuals and of their
social contexts is mirrored in the privacy discourse associated with these
practices. The social discrimination connected with old geodemographic
practices – redlining, for example – was adopted into privacy discourse as
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geodemography became more and more concerned with defining the
individual, rather than the region. The “issue frame” of social discrimination
permitted privacy activists to suggest that the problem was deeper, more
important, and more complex than invasion of “private” territory. Whatever
rhetorical and theoretical ground this frame has provided, it is in danger of
being whittled away, as marketers and news providers focus on the intrusive,
rather than classiﬁcatory and discriminatory, aspects of the locational tracking
and targeting of individuals. It is ironic that this frame may be losing its
power just as marketers return their attention to the construction of regions,
from which the frame derived its power in the ﬁrst place.
The evolution of marketing and demographic practice has been fundamentally influenced by national policy. ZIP codes, census data and 911
addressing have all contributed to the data collection and message delivery
process. More importantly, though, they have provided the “legacy” regions
upon which the geodemographic industry was built and continues to prosper.
As the industry moves away from those regions, however, it is turning again
to a font of data provided as a byproduct of wireless 911 systems. Again,
geodemographics prospers through federal mandate.
These ﬁndings have implications for policy makers and activists. First,
911 policy should recognize the privacy implications of the technological
systems that are implemented. Moreover, the deﬁnition of privacy concerns
should include not merely tracking or intrusion, but the value, and the effects,
of data as they are collected and collated, even without reference to a
particular individual. Activists might take advantage of the heightened
interest in privacy, even as that interest is expressed through the limited frame
of intrusion, to broaden deﬁnition of privacy to include social well-being and
the autonomy and power to create community.
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Notes
1 In what has come to be an emblematic difference between the two corporations,
CACI categorized these in dull numerical and socioeconomic terms, such as “IV.3.
Upper middle class,” while Claritas used categories like “furs and station wagons”
and “Archie Bunker’s neighborhood.”
2 MapInfo’s MapMarker, for example, allows the user to “Geocode your entire
Oracle database – matching address information with map coordinates,
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transforming it into spatial data. MapInfo’s MapMarker® gives you complete
geocoding information for the entire U.S., and other solutions are available
internationally” (MapInfo 2001).
3 For an extensive discussion of the many social meanings of “privacy,” see Zureik
in this volume.
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People and place
Patterns of individual
identiﬁcation within intelligent
transportation systems
Colin Bennett, Charles Raab,
and Priscilla Regan

Introduction
One of the most interesting and perhaps ambitious applications of geographic
information technologies is the development of Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS). Implementation of ITS requires the application of technologies to both roadways and vehicles to perform surveillance, communications,
data processing, trafﬁc control and navigational tasks.1 The range of ITS is
extensive, and includes services such as the wireless provision of traffic
information to drivers, law enforcement, the management of commercial
vehicle ﬂeets, environmental regulation, the provision of route and location
information to the traveler, and – the topic of this chapter – electronic toll
collection.
In this chapter,2 we compare the implementation of three current systems
of road toll collection: the 407 Highway system in Toronto, Ontario; the
Smart Tag system in Virginia; and, more brieﬂy, the Dartford River Crossing
in England. Potentially, the systems allow an almost unparalleled level
of tracking of vehicle users. A host of questions are relevant: To what extent
is this actually occurring? What sorts of data are collected, and to what
extent do vehicle users know about these collection and processing activities
and have control over them? Are data matching and integration occurring,
and what are the implications for individual privacy? Are these systems
tracking vehicles as they cross geographically situated toll collection centers?
What are the intended and unintended consequences for power relations
between public and private agencies, on the one hand, and individuals, on
the other?
These questions frame a partial agenda for investigating ITS, and geographic information systems (GIS) generally. Such investigation is important
because the implementation of surveillance systems to track human movement is rapidly becoming a common practice. Its trajectory has outpaced
the ability of theory, research and regulatory policy adequately to comprehend
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or control it, although ITS has attracted attention in academic as well as
regulatory policy circles (Agre and Harbs 1994; Wright 1995). Empirical
studies of how ITS works, and of its contexts, are not yet so prolific as
to conﬁrm or reject the forebodings of those who directly, and in our view
incautiously, read off human consequences from the technological
possibilities of ITS and GIS. Yet human processes related to mobility –
movement through space – have become a focus of attention in a wide variety
of organizations and jurisdictions for which mobility is either a problem or
an opportunity.
Data-handling systems for locating, identifying and recording persons’
behavior and preferences, including the authentication of individuals’ claims,
provide the infrastructure for many processes. These include electronic
commerce and the electronic delivery of public services, but with more
particular reference to ITS, they include the control of physical movement
across borders and the control of access to premises and other spaces. Within
or alongside these processes are further examples: the provision of services
or goods to those on the move, the extraction of payment for the movement
itself, the monitoring of the volume and speed of movement, and the tracking
of criminal suspects in transit.3 “Surveillance” is the term that most usefully
embraces these activities.4
Although we cannot here explore the complex issues involved in human
identity and identiﬁcation, they are at the heart of our inquiries into ITS and
other applications of GIS. They also reinforce a view of the broadly political
nature of ITS and GIS insofar as these systems affect the distribution of values
within and across societies, and affect the fate of persons and groups. More
concretely, the “politics” of ITS and GIS – which we barely touch on here
– involves decision-making concerning the application of technologies to the
purposes of government and the economy, and the implementation of rules
for their use. But the signiﬁcance of these systems goes beyond the political
into more intimate realms of identity, and into the relationship between
persons and the larger structures of states, economies, and – in the present case
– systems for allowing, constraining and keeping track of human physical
mobility.
Among other observers, sociologists and anthropologists have long
viewed human identity as multiple and fluid. Individuals routinely act
differently in different contexts, adopting different roles in different social
settings. The ability to negotiate social contexts is essential to sociability and
individuality (Goffman 1959). At the same time, cultural and social geographers have shown that in many cases the contexts within which identities
are established are places and, to a large degree, human identity is tied to
the places within which people work, shop, play, and carry on many other
activities central to their lives (Duncan and Agnew 1990; Tuan 1982).
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Moreover, students of bureaucratic and industrial processes have shown that
knowledge of social and geographical identities has come to be seen as
essential to the management of these institutions (Beniger 1986).
As a consequence, government and industry have become increasingly
interested in the development of technological systems that will be able to
organize, and make accessible in a geographically coded form, information
about individual activities. If these information systems constitute an institution’s way of knowing individuals, their relationships, and their contexts,
these organizations themselves inevitably develop within institutional milieus
that favor particular ways of knowing and particular purposes for knowing.
Individuals and locations are understood, classiﬁed, and acted upon according
to the needs and abilities of the designers and operators of the information
systems.
The concept of personal identity is a problematic and theoretical focus in
several of the social sciences as well as in philosophy. Checking identity
is also an issue for states, governments and public policy. Is it worrisome
and regrettable that the way in which “identity” features in discourse and
practice differs so widely between these two domains, the academic and the
practical? Moreover, the values, views, and goals which information systems
facilitate may be very different from those of the subject population itself.
Where theorists problematize identity, and often take the individual’s perspective from the bottom up, practitioners seek to stabilize it through an
administrative perspective in which identities are attributed, recorded and
categorized in ways that are often independent of place, time and context.
Once assigned to a category, it is difﬁcult to transfer to another, or to invoke
the situational subtleties that belie categorization (Bowker and Star 1999).
With regard to movement, identity is never straightforward. Persons who
seek to travel across national borders are normally required to reveal their
identity and thus establish their right to travel from one country to the other.
What are they required to reveal about themselves? Or, to put it another
way, what can be said about the categories within which the person’s identity
is established? Are these definitions incontestable, and can they ever
be deﬁnitive?
Information systems instantiate the values, epistemologies, and ontologies
of their creators and impose them on their subjects (Agre 1994). Indeed, if
these systems are often invisible to their subjects, they very often operate
in terms of schemes of categorization that would be quite foreign to those
subjects. Social identities “do not derive from the self-reflexive acts of
individual egos, but from traces of behavior pertinent to the apparatuses
of consumer and state surveillance” (Frohmann 1994: 9). Individuals may
not even be aware of their inclusion in particular groups. Similarly, in
geographic information technologies,
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places are seen as locations to which individuals are only contingently
attached . . . [T]he traditional practices of place formation and sources
of attachment to place disappear . . . to be a part of a place is simply to
maintain the right set of socioeconomic characteristics.
(Curry 1997: 682)
Thus the processes of ascribed identiﬁcation, and the geographic information
technologies that sustain them, implicitly challenge the possibility of consent,
an important requisite of liberal societies and political systems. Yet users
of GIS must come to terms with the requirements of data protection, including
consent, if individuals can be identiﬁed in locational data. This is especially
true where such data are matched in order to proﬁle groups and individuals
according to categories that are commercially or governmentally relevant.
This reconciliation may be particularly problematic as data-protection laws,
rulings and interpretations of the principles of fair information practice change
in the direction of more stringent requirements or of broader coverage.
Among the most salient conflicts that relate to GIS and other systems of
data is that between the acknowledged usefulness of these databases and
technologies in commerce, planning, policy-making and daily life, and the
right or claim of individuals and groups to the protection of their privacy.
These conﬂicts may turn upon questions of identity: users of categorization
schemes “know” a person by these devices, yet the person “knows” who
she is, and perhaps disputes the users’ “knowledge.” How can conﬂicts be
resolved between “we tell you who you are” and “I tell you who I am”?
These scenarios and questions usually imply a context of stable social
phenomena and more or less settled identities by which persons are known,
but other contexts are of increasing importance. David Lyon argues that
“[m]obility creates a world of nomads and unsettled social arrangements
. . . it is not surprising that in transit areas, such as airports, surveillance
practices are intense” (Lyon 2001: 19). He draws particular attention to
one consequence of movement: because we are in very frequent contact with
strangers, both parties require “tokens of trust,” such as identity documents
and other stable proofs of who we are (Lyon 2001: 81–2). Of particular
relevance to this chapter is that information about mobile persons is also
collected and transmitted in situations where the need for fast, efficient
implementation of certain functional requirements, such as road-toll payment,
has stimulated the development of systems to replace cash with other
transactional methods.
These are less dramatic circumstances than the scenarios of nomads,
migrants, and unsettled social arrangements. For them, the rationale for
surveillance and tracking is related to the maintenance of public order and
perhaps also to sovereignty questions of policing national borders. Yet with
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toll payments, it is important for road operators to verify the vehicle’s payment by collecting and matching its classiﬁcation and registration (license)
number plate, in order to detect violations and fraud. These technological
mechanisms thus record and allow the use of data capable of identifying
individuals and tracking their movements. ITS technologies, however, can be
applied not only to payment functions, but also to communications, trafﬁc
management, and navigation. Global positioning systems (GPS) provide
the driver with the vehicle’s location, but may also allow a surveillant to
track the vehicle’s movement. Sophisticated technological devices provide
route guidance to drivers, as well as information about trafﬁc and weather
conditions, accidents and hazards, and the vehicle’s proximity to services
and goods.
All these technologies, in principle, could allow anonymity by concealing
the identity of the traveler. In practice, however, information can be processed
in ways that violate the traveler’s reasonable expectation of privacy. As
an attorney with the USA’s Federal Highway Administration observes:
“While driving is a public behavior, the ability to compile information about
an individual’s driving behavior, travel patterns, toll payments and other
travel activity creates the potential for a database which has not previously
existed in an easily accessible format” (Dingle 1995: 18–19). ITS systems
therefore pose sharp challenges to regulatory regimes that are concerned
to protect privacy, but they also provide possibilities for designing privacy
protection into the technologies themselves (Agre 1995: 129–33; Alpert 1995:
115–16; Halpern 1995: 70–2).
With these theoretical issues in mind, we now turn to the comparative
analysis of three contemporary road toll collection systems in Toronto,
Ontario, Virginia and Southeast England.

The 407 Express Toll Route in Toronto
The 407 Express Toll Route (ETR) runs east–west just north of the city of
Toronto, Ontario. It was begun in 1993 and since 2001, the extensions
now stretch 108 km through one of Canada’s most densely populated
urban environments and busiest transportation corridors. It has the most
frequent interchanges (every 2.3 km) of any similar highway in existence.5
Around 97 percent of current users are from within the province of Ontario.
The original purpose was solely to relieve trafﬁc congestion. The Ontario
government developed the highway from the outset as an electronic toll
route, however, to reduce the burden on taxpayers and to expedite construction. The government created a separate Crown Agency, the Ontario
Transportation Capital Corporation (OTCC), to complete the highway by
working in partnership with a variety of private sector corporations (407 ETR
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2001). In 1999 all responsibility for the management of the highway and the
collection of tolls was passed over to a private corporation, 407 International
Inc., which is now the sole shareholder, operator, and manager of the highway
(407 ETR 2001). The government still owns the land, leased to 407 ETR,
and is involved in case of any wider land usage issues. The Ontario Ministry
of Transportation also maintains an auditing role under the controlling
legislation (the 1998 “407 Highway Trafﬁc Act”), and the concession lease
agreement.
The technology is innovative, and to date unprecedented. The ETR’s toll
collection technology has ﬁve main components: the vehicle transponders
(leased by the vehicle owner and portable between vehicles of the same
class); the vehicle recognition and identification system; the roadside toll
collection system; the toll transaction processor; and the revenue management
system. The 407 ETR is currently the only multiple entry and exit automatic
toll road in existence. Instead of tollbooths or plazas, 28 separate interchanges
on the highway, each deﬁned by an overhead tolling gantry, automatically
record the beginning and end of the trip. The equipment logs the entrance
and exit of the vehicle from the highway by reading the transponder attached
to the inside of the front windshield. On exit, a green light on the transponder
and four short beeps indicate the toll transaction has been successfully
completed. Highway 407 users are billed once a month.
Transponders are mandatory for any heavy vehicle (over 5 tons) traveling
the 407 under the Ontario Highway Traffic Act. There are both practical
and economic reasons for this. The rear license plate of any training vehicle
is not necessarily registered to the driver or owner of the truck itself, so
the license plate would not necessarily match with the registered owner.
Moreover, rear license plates are often obscured from video cameras on
heavy vehicles. The OTCC also wanted to ensure a level playing ﬁeld for
all commercial vehicles, and did not want to put domestic industry at a
competitive disadvantage with out-of-province or international vehicles.
Owners of lighter vehicles who are frequent users of the highway are strongly
encouraged, but not required, to register and lease a transponder from the 407
ETR Corporation. On registration, the vehicle owner is asked for basic contact
details as well as the plate number, make, model and year of the vehicles
registered to that owner. The applicant is then asked to select a payment
option: pre-payment, post-payment, pre-authorized bank withdrawal, or
charging to a credit card.
Owners of lighter vehicles may choose not to lease a transponder, in which
case trips are logged by using a license plate recognition system. The system
is located on each overhead gantry and sends up to ﬁve video images of the
rear plate to a central processing computer, housed in the 407 Corporation,
whenever such a vehicle enters and exits the highway. A $2 non-transponder
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charge per trip is added for this process. The central computer checks to
determine if an account exists for that license plate. If not, an electronic search
is made of the Ontario Ministry of Transportation’s License and Control
Branch database for the name and address of that license plate holder.6
The number of account holders has increased since its inception, and the
processing of non-transponder usage has declined.
The question of personal privacy was a priority from the time Project
Request for Proposals for the 407 ETR was issued in September 1993. Since
1994, the Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner (OIPC)
has been actively involved in discussions with the Ontario Transportation
Capital Commission (OTCC) about how individuals could travel along the
407 ETR and still maintain their privacy. If residents of Toronto were to
use this new system, it was necessary to gain their trust by building in
strong safeguards against the inappropriate collection, use and disclosure of
personal information. The OTCC worked closely, therefore, with the OIPC
to ensure that the toll and billing system did not compromise personal privacy.
They claim that the result is the first Intelligent Transportation System
in the world to allow users to travel the road anonymously. This is accomplished through three features. First, the plate recognition system (for vehicles
without transponders) only records the rear license plate of the vehicle; the
OTCC agreed that it was not necessary to collect any more information
for toll collection purposes. Thus, like “photo radar” programs developed in
other parts of Canada to catch speeding drivers, the cameras have a ﬁxed
geometry and do not take images of the interior or the front of the vehicle.
Second, the governing legislation only permits the ETR corporation to use
any personal information it collects for toll collection, trafﬁc management
and for its own marketing purposes. The 1998 407 Highway Act stipulates
that personal information may only be collected
1
2
3
4

To assist the owner in the collection and enforcement of tolls, fees and
other charges owing with respect to Highway 407.
To assist the owner in trafﬁc planning and revenue management with
respect to Highway 407.
To assist the owner in communicating with users of Highway 407 for
the purpose of promoting the use of Highway 407.
To assist an entity with whom the owner or the Ministry of Transportation has an agreement relating to the collection and enforcement
of tolls (407 Highway Act 1998: c.28 s.54[5]).

In addition, tight contractual clauses between the Ministry of Transportation
and 407 International Inc. ensure that the confidentiality of personal
information is protected and that it is not used for any purpose not referred
to in the legislation.
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Finally, potential travelers have the option of obtaining a transponder and
travelling the 407 without providing any personal information. The user can
effectively open a pre-paid cash account at which point he or she receives a
transponder and a booklet of payment slips pre-printed with the anonymous
account number. The user is reminded to replenish the account when the
transponder ﬂashes yellow, rather than green, as the car travels under one of
the 407 gantries. The user simply visits any chartered bank to deposit funds
into the account number that appears on the payment slip. Those funds
are then electronically transferred into the user’s 407 account. Of course,
if users wish to remain anonymous, they cannot allow their balances to fall
below zero. If they do so, the rear license plate identification and the
recognition system will be activated (Information and Privacy Commissioner/
Ontario 1998). To date, very few individuals have taken advantage of this
anonymous option. Nor is this option encouraged, as it signiﬁcantly increases
the processing costs for the corporation.7
These relatively tight controls mean that, with few exceptions, the information gathered on the 407 ETR is only used for toll collection purposes.
Aggregate data on patterns of overall traffic flows are reported to the
government, as are accidents. Law enforcement agencies, however, cannot
obtain personal information from the 407 corporation on, for instance, stolen
vehicles, unless under warrant. No information is transferred to the police
on more minor trafﬁc infractions such as speeding. At ﬁrst glance, the 407
seems to have been designed, developed and implemented with extensive
safeguards against the inappropriate use of information about vehicle
movement. The system does constitute a tracking technology, but it is one
that has been clearly designed to prevent widespread secondary uses of
personal data.
The 407 ETR system, while touted as “state-of-the-art” is, however,
expensive to operate and use and not suitable for wider trafﬁc management
purposes. The Ontario government has installed a new system (COMPASS)
on other Toronto freeways to respond to trafﬁc congestion problems caused
by accident, breakdown or peak rush hour use. This system collects no personally identiﬁable information but can warn motorists of incidents and delays.
The system is fully integrated with emergency response procedures.
It is apparent, however, that these contemporary intelligent transportation
systems may eventually be overtaken by cellular and GIS technologies.
Currently, 28 percent of vehicles traveling on Canadian roads contain cellular
devices. Private sector providers may soon have the ability and incentive
to collect that tracking information which might then be purchased by
government for trafﬁc management purposes. The amount and speciﬁcity of
the traveler information that might be available is then enhanced. Drivers
may get real-time information on congestion, emergency services and routing
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(i.e., the best way to get from A to B on this particular evening when there is
a ball game and bus strike). The collection and processing of this kind of
information may also obviate the need for automatic toll collection systems
such as the 407 ETR, and indeed will reduce the need for jurisdictions like
Ontario to build trafﬁc loops, on-ramps and install video cameras.8 The smart
vehicle of the future will record location information, and cellular operators
will collect it for governmental use. The efficiencies of on-board cellular
and GIS tracking technologies for a range of public and private purposes
will likely present far greater challenges to individual privacy than the
relatively discrete and manageable highway system on Toronto’s route 407.

The Smart Tag System in Virginia9
Smart Tag is an electronic toll collection (ETC) system used at ﬁve locations
in the State of Virginia: the Dulles Toll Road in northern Virginia; the Dulles
Greenway in northern Virginia; the George P. Coleman Bridge on the eastern
shore of the middle peninsula; the Powhite Parkway Extension in the
Richmond area; and the Expressway System in Richmond. The Smart
Tag system has been phased in at these locations beginning with the Dulles
Toll Road in April 1996; the Dulles Greenway in May 1996; the Coleman
Bridge in August 1996; the Powhite Parkway Extension in July 1999; and
the Richmond Expressway System in July and August 1999.
As of the summer of 2000, there were more than 257,000 Smart Tags in
use: 175,000 in northern Virginia, 32,000 on the Coleman Bridge, and 50,000
in Richmond (Smart Tag Statistics 2001). In each location, usage of the
Smart Tag system exceeds original expectations. On the Dulles Toll Road,
over 60 percent of cars use Smart Tag during rush hour with about 40 percent
usage overall. On the Dulles Greenway, about 80 percent of the cars use
Smart Tag during rush hour with over 50 percent usage overall. The Coleman
Bridge reports the highest usage with 90 percent of cars using Smart Tag
during rush hour and about 80 percent usage overall. The newer Smart
Tag systems in the Richmond area were heavily subscribed from their
inception and have about a 50 percent rush hour usage.
The Dulles Toll Road system was initiated in March 1994 when a contract
was awarded to Castle Rock for installation of an ETC system called
FASTOLL. The genesis for the system was the Virginia Department
of Transportation’s (VDOT) March 1993 strategic plan (Smith 1993) for
Virginia called PROGRESS, VDOT’s Intelligent Vehicle-Highway Systems
(IVHS) Program for an Efﬁcient and Safe System. Beginning in 1991, the
federal government also encouraged the implementation of ETC systems
such as Smart Tag through the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efﬁciency
Act of 1991 (ISTEA) program. ISTEA provided federal funding and
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incentives for automatic toll facilities in order to reduce congestion at toll
plazas. As in Toronto, VDOT recognized the potential of IVHS to increase
the efﬁciency and lower the expense of surface transportation. But it was
equally impressed with the potential of IVHS to enhance economic growth
through development of an IVHS industry, which might benefit high
technology ﬁrms in Virginia. The plan spoke enthusiastically of new potential for innovative public–private partnerships. Although the FASTOLL
system was originally to be completed during 1995, it did not become fully
operational until April 1996. In January 1998, VDOT changed the name
to Smart Tag as part of its overall Smart Travel system.
The Smart Tag system, like most ETC systems, uses several key components (Electronic Toll Collection 1998). Automatic Vehicle Identiﬁcation
(AVI) uses a radio frequency device located in a transponder, which is
designed to link the account on the transponder to the toll equipment. As in
the Toronto system, the Smart Tag transponder is read electronically, and
the toll is deducted from a pre-paid Smart Tag account. The Smart Tag
transponder can be used at any Smart Tag collection plaza in the state. A
Video Enforcement System (VES) can capture the license plates of vehicles
that do not have a valid transponder or sufficient funds. On the Coleman
Bridge, motorists who get a “blue light” when driving through the Smart Tag
Only lanes have their license plates recorded and retained, and toll violations can be issued to those motorists. Video enforcement for toll collection
for the Dulles Toll Road is not yet in operation but is an enhancement project
that was proposed in the 1999–2000 Six Year Plan.
Any ETC usually requires a communications and database system. A lane
controller receives input from the AVI, VES and AVC (Automatic Vehicle
Classification) equipment and records the customer’s toll. All Smart Tag
systems in Virginia use a compatible ETC system (Mark IV reader). There
may also be a toll plaza computer, which consolidates data and checks the
validity of toll tags. A Customer Service Center receives toll transactions
and posts these transactions against the customer account, as well as storing
data on valid accounts. VDOT owns and operates a Customer Service Center
with two satellite locations; this one center manages all Smart Tag accounts
throughout Virginia.
The current marketing literature and the 1993 strategic plan promote
six fairly typical advantages of Smart Tag. First mentioned are efﬁciencies
in terms of traffic flow. VDOT currently reports that on the Dulles Toll
Road, lanes with attendants collecting tolls process 525 vehicles per hour;
exact change lanes process 650 vehicles per hour; and Smart Tag Only lanes
process 1,400 vehicles per hour. A second beneﬁt is that there is less need for
capital construction to widen or reconfigure toll plazas to accommodate
increased trafﬁc volume. Indeed, some ETC systems eliminate toll plazas
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altogether or streamline them to require little capital construction. A third
advantage is that ETC systems are seen as being environmentally friendly
because cars release fewer pollutants as they idle for less time at toll plazas.
A fourth benefit involves freeing personnel from the monotonous and
hazardous job of collecting tolls. Fifth, ETC systems provide a more accurate
and comprehensive accounting system. Finally, ETC systems can encourage
travel at off-peak times by reducing tolls. New federal legislation, the
Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21), promotes more
sophisticated uses of ETC systems, promoting, for example, variable
pricing in order to reduce peak hour trafﬁc volumes.
In addition to marketing these advantages, the state has endorsed the
use of several incentives to encourage drivers to adopt Smart Tag. Smart Tag
users receive a 10 percent discount at toll collection sites on the Richmond
Metropolitan Authority Expressway System. In August 1999, the Dulles
Greenway announced a toll increase of 25 cents, to $1.75, for those who
are not using Smart Tag. The rationale for the increase was to help ease
trafﬁc backups at toll plazas (Blum and Hedgpeth 1999). When the Dulles
Toll Road opened HOV-2 lanes, it designed them so they fed directly into
the Smart Tag Only lanes at the toll plaza.
Privacy concerns are not visibly addressed or acknowledged in the Smart
Tag literature. The twenty-item customer agreement for Smart Tag does not
mention information collection, disclosure or use practices. In the Smart
Tag brochures, two items have privacy implications but are not presented as
privacy issues. The brochure mentions that if people want to pay cash instead
of using their Smart Tag, they should remove the Smart Tag from the vehicle
or wrap it in aluminum foil. Smart Tag developers recognize that drivers
may want to be anonymous on some trips, but they do so by implication only,
and not by addressing the privacy concern directly. Second, the brochure
states that receipts are not provided when someone uses a Smart Tag, but a
customer can obtain a detailed statement from the service center “starting
at $2.00 a month.” By implication, the brochure acknowledges that records
containing date, time and location for Smart Tag uses are compiled and
retained, but implies that Smart Tag owns this information and customers
must pay for access. The question of who other than the customer might have
access either by court order or request is left undeﬁned.
The Smart Tag Application Form states: “All information is personal and
conﬁdential,” but there is no indication of how a customer can verify that
statement. The personal information supplied on the application form is
technically information supplied to the state for an administrative purpose.
Because of concerns about requests for access to that information, personal
information related to toll facilities, particularly ETC information, is exempt
from the state’s Freedom of Information Act. Custodial control for the
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information is assigned to VDOT and could be released in response to a
subpoena. According to Smart Tag personnel, information is not released for
marketing or other purposes. This is not spelled out on the application form
or customer agreement in part because of the difﬁculty of crafting language
that takes into account all contingencies; the statement quoted above, that
“all information is personal and conﬁdential” is regarded as the overarching
policy.10
This statement is very similar to that made by the Massachusetts Turnpike
Authority’s Fast Lane which says the Turnpike “shall hold all customer
account information conﬁdential.” When asked about the possibility that law
enforcement authorities would subpoena this information, a Turnpike
Authority responded that they would resist releasing information but that
they thought such demands unlikely (Kerber 2001). The E-ZPass toll system
in New York, however, has complied with such demands. In one case,
E-ZPass locating records allowed authorities to ﬁnd the body of a kidnapping
victim by using E-ZPass records to track where and when his car had traveled
(Sipress 2000). New case law in Massachusetts, New Jersey, and New York
requires law enforcement ofﬁcials to demonstrate that they are investigating a serious crime to obtain toll records. Bills have also been introduced in
state legislatures to protect the privacy of toll records and to specify the
conditions under which they could be released for law enforcement purposes
(Most 1998).
The Smart Tag brochure indicates that Smart Tag transponders can be
used by other vehicles with the same number of axles. From a privacy
standpoint, this means that the transponder may not be recording the movements of the individual account holder. The account holder could authorize
its use for a child or friend. In such a case, the account holder may want
to know when and where the transponder was used. This feature of the
transponder also makes it a target for stealing. If it is stolen, the account
holder, Smart Tag ofﬁcials and the police may all have an interest in accessing
the records.
Another privacy implication of the Smart Tag system is that it is designed
to encourage customers to use a credit card. If travelers do not use a credit
card and automatic replenishment on the Smart Tag account, they must
pay a $15 refundable security deposit. The automatic replenishment system
is the easiest and least expensive method, but it does entail an authorization
to allow Smart Tag to charge a credit card account. It also means that some
information about road travel may become incorporated into one’s credit
history and could be used for proﬁling purposes. Smart Tag offers alternatives
to automatic credit card replenishment. Customers can add money to the
account by mailing a check, visiting customer service, or calling in a credit
card authorization.
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The institutional and management arrangements for Smart Tag are
particularly interesting in three respects: within the Smart Tag system itself;
between Smart Tag and the I-95 Corridor system in which use of E-ZPass
is dominant; and between Smart Tag and the larger Smart Travel system
in Virginia.
Although all the Smart Tag road systems are located in Virginia, the
organization and management of each road system involve different conﬁgurations of government and private involvement. For example, the Dulles
Greenway is privately owned. The Dulles Toll Road is owned and operated
by VDOT. The Richmond Metropolitan Authority (RMA) owns and operates
the Expressway System, including the Powhite Parkway, Downtown
Expressway, and Boulevard Bridge. Each of these road management authorities contracted with a private sector partner to build the Smart Tag system.
MFS Transportation Systems, a subsidiary of MFS Network Technologies,
built the RMA Smart Tag system. The project covers fifty-five lanes of
the system and includes toll plaza infrastructure modiﬁcations, upgrades to
computer and communication systems, replacement of audit systems,
integration with current customer service centers, and a ﬁve-year maintenance
contract (ITS America 1998).11 Castle Rock Consultants advised on the
design and implementation of the FASTOLL/Smart Tag system on the
Dulles Toll Road.
Despite the fact that the road systems are managed differently and that
the Smart Tag systems have been built by different contractors, the technical
configuration of each of the Smart Tag systems is compatible. Most
importantly, the actual operation and management of Smart Tag is organizationally separate from road management. The real operation of Smart
Tag occurs in the Smart Tag Customer Service Center, which is owned by
VDOT. VDOT then contracts for its services. This Center serves as the
financial and administrative clearinghouse. All five Smart Tag systems
in Virginia feed their ETC transaction and customer accounts through this
one central ofﬁce.
The pivotal position played by the ﬁnancial management center explains,
in part, the relationship that the Virginia Smart Tag has with other ETC
systems on the East Coast. The Regional Consortium, comprised of five
transportation agencies representing Delaware, New Jersey and New York,
manages the E-ZPass system. These Consortium Member agencies are
part of a larger E-ZPass Interagency Group (IAG), an association of sixteen
northern toll agencies spanning seven states (E-ZPass Network 1999). The
IAG allows travelers with E-ZPass transponders to use them on member toll
roads in New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
Massachusetts, and shortly West Virginia (ITS America 1999). One of the
components of the Northern Virginia District’s Smart Travel vision is that
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“VDOT will implement a toll tag that will be usable throughout Virginia
and the member states of the I-95 Corridor Coalition. Similarly, electronic toll
tags used by the I-95 Corridor Coalition states will be usable throughout
Virginia” (Tang 1999a: 13).
At this time, the Smart Tag system is technically compatible with the
E-ZPass system. Smart Tag readers can read information from E-ZPass
transponders and vice versa. But the Smart Tag and E-ZPass financial
clearinghouse systems are not compatible, and transactions cannot be made
between the two systems. Although the readers can get information from
the transponders, they cannot interact with the transponder.12 This is not
a technological problem, but an institutional one. The VDOT, as well as
Smart Tag and E-ZPass users who travel in both systems, want compatibility
between the systems. An additional factor that may hasten compatibility is that TEA-21 includes a requirement that agencies demonstrate
“consistency” with the National ITS Architecture to be eligible for federal
ITS funds.
The third institutional and management arrangement is between Smart
Tag and Smart Travel. As noted above, the name Smart Tag replaced
FASTOLL in 1998 to symbolize the unity of all ITS applications under one
umbrella concept (Tang 1999b: 1–4). The plan is to develop interrelated systems so that, for example, surface street management, freeway management,
incident management, traveler information, customer service, and payment
systems can work together. The vision entails a statewide network of Smart
Travel centers that will provide the intelligence for the system.

The Dartford River Crossing in England
As a brief comparative illustration of an existing electronic toll-payment
system in Europe, we look at the Dartford River Crossing of the Thames in
southeast England, near London. The new privately ﬁnanced Queen Elizabeth
II Bridge opened in 1991 as part of the densely traveled M25 motorway
around London, which already included the Dartford Tunnel. Tolls are meant
to recover construction costs, and the physical infrastructure for collecting
them from the estimated forty million vehicles using the crossing each
year includes a new £2.5 million system, DART-Tag, described as “Europe’s
most advanced toll system” (HHS Online 1999; Flowchart 2001). The tag,
a microwave transponder, is free. Drivers pay in advance by setting up a
direct debit facility in the bank. Some lanes are reserved for the use of
DART-Tag users.
When a vehicle approaches, the tag is interrogated by an antenna to obtain
a customer number and retrieve a customer record. If the driver’s account
is in credit, the barrier automatically opens. Trafﬁc lights at the barrier tell
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the driver roughly how many credits are left, and a red light means the account
is empty in which case the barrier will not open. Passing through the open
barrier updates the driver’s account record. Drivers receive a monthly
statement itemizing the entries. As in the Smart Tag and 407 ETR cases, there
is a price incentive to obtain the tag, in this case a 7.5 percent discount. An
estimated 20 percent of vehicles using the crossing are subscribers. Travelers
have the option of throwing coins into a basket or going through a staffed
booth if they require change. A central computer keeps a count of every
vehicle using these services, presumably to compile simple tallies for ﬁnancial
and management purposes.
Whereas Smart Tag’s Customer Agreement is vague about information
practices, the Dartford River Crossing company’s terms of conditions and
use contains a privacy policy statement. It describes the information required
when an account is set up, why it is necessary, how it will be used (including
use in an aggregated form for ﬂow-monitoring purposes), and how the user
can opt out of third-party use. It explains that the web site used for transactions
contains security software (certiﬁcation system provided by BT Trustwise
in connection with Verisign) including encryption for all communications
with customers and banks, firewalls, and secure premises. Information is
kept confidential, with internal company procedures to guard against unauthorized disclosure. If the privacy policy changes, customers will be
informed on the web page and consent will be sought for any substantive
changes of use of information. Subscribers automatically consent to the
passage of their information outside the European Economic Area during use
(Dartford River Crossing Limited 1999).

Concluding observations
It is apparent that each of these three systems is both a reflection and
a precursor of future ITS. At a policy level, these cases offer some insights
into the evolving nature of the privacy issue and how it might best be
addressed in the context of current and future ITS applications. Four
conclusions are relevant about the protection of privacy.
The ﬁrst lesson concerns the business case for these systems. Often the
logic of these systems is framed in terms of speeding the flow of traffic.
Efﬁciency, therefore, is the goal, and the architecture is crafted in terms of
relating intelligence directly to trafﬁc management. Moreover, the economics
of these systems, based on complex public–private partnerships, favors more
extensive and intensive uses and sharing of personal data. The logic then
favors surveillance. In order for privacy to be taken into account, it has to be
addressed in the development of that architecture, but those involved in the
process are transportation specialists and contractors. There are few natural
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entry points for the privacy interest even in the presence of an overriding
legal privacy framework.
The second lesson relates to the importance of technical standards and how
the standard-setting process can institute protocols that embody privacy
protective or invasive measures. European developments are instructive.13
As a result of the need to promote the free flow of goods and services
throughout the EU, there has been considerable standards activity in Europe
concerning transport telematics applications, including ETC (sometimes
known as electronic fee collection – EFC). The European Commission has
played a large part in coordinating and supporting research and development,
and in addressing major issues, of which the interoperability of these systems
has been perhaps the largest. The Fourth Framework Programme is an
example of this effort. Interoperability exists within, but not across, countries
with EFC systems. The international and European standards organizations
(ISO and CEN) have also been closely involved in these developments. While
current standards do not ensure interoperability of payments, work was
proceeding in that direction, for instance within CEN TC278, and through an
agreed Applications Interface Definition for an EFC based on Dedicated
Short-Range Communication (DSRC). Technical standards decisions about
the various elements of toll collection systems can have profound policy
consequences for the collection of personal information.
It is too soon to say whether systems in European countries or any future
common system will make extensive use of advanced GIS, including geopositioning through satellite communication. Countries that have invested
in particular toll collection infrastructures and technologies may be more
reluctant to move towards a new system. These ﬁxtures include toll plazas,
payment lanes, roadside or overhead equipment, etc., as well as personnel.
The calculation of tolls by means of distance traveled, involving “virtual”
toll collection points rather than a system of lanes, overhead gantries, and
the like, would involve the collection of such data through these GI
technologies. That, in turn, depends on the standardization work that might
be undertaken by a working group in CEN TC278.
By contrast, there has been less need for standards-setting activity in
Canada and the United States. Indeed the incremental, state-by-state use
of E-ZPass on the I-95 corridor would indicate that interoperability in US
systems is not an initial goal but became a later addition to the policy agenda
when signiﬁcant incompatibilities arose. Toll systems in North America tend
to develop locally to meet local traffic management needs by state and
provincial departments of transportation and local/regional transportation
authorities.
Thirdly, we would stress the importance of an overriding legal framework
for the collection and use of tracking information. Such frameworks exist in
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Canada, the United Kingdom and in the rest of Europe. In Canada, speciﬁc
data protection provisions were introduced into the enabling highway
legislation for the 407 ETR. In the UK, the collection of personal information for toll collection purposes is regulated under the aegis of the Data
Protection Act 1998 and the Information Commissioner, though to date there
have been few if any policy pronouncements or regulatory actions by
the Commissioner on this issue. In the Netherlands, the Registratiekamer (the
Dutch Data Protection Authority) has been involved in considering
the privacy implications of road-tolling proposals for managing intra-urban
trafﬁc congestion. A related point, then, is the active involvement of a privacy
watchdog office at the outset of system development. The significance
of privacy in the context of the development of the 407 ETR is explained
to a large extent by the early involvement of the Office of the Ontario
Information and Privacy Commissioner, and to the very public way in which
that ofﬁce raised privacy concerns.
In the US, there is no overriding legal framework, perhaps accounting for
the less stringent controls over possible secondary uses of electronic toll
information, and for the less prominent mention of privacy in the materials
provided by the Smart Tag system. Most states have laws addressing the
privacy and conﬁdentiality of state records but these, of course, are not tied
explicitly to information related to ETC. ITS America, an advisory committee
of the US Department of Transportation, has, after a lengthy period of
consultation with stakeholders, ﬁnalized a set of Fair Information Principles
for personal information related to ITS. But these are voluntary guidelines and
have no binding force (Voccola 2001: 4).14
The fourth lesson is that complex technologies do not necessarily require
complex privacy-enhancing solutions. No doubt, a range of encryption
solutions can be advanced to protect the integrity of the tracking information
generated within toll collection systems. It is instructive, however, that the
solution adopted on Toronto’s 407 involved no major changes to the existing
infrastructure of collection. It merely allowed a payment and accounting
process that did not require the submission of personal identifiers. The
fact that very few individuals have so far taken advantage of this system
suggests, however, that the administrative burden is not something that most
users of the highway would tolerate in order to protect the privacy of their
movements. Similarly, in the Smart Tag system, the cash payment option is
inconvenient compared to the credit card payment process.
In the Dartford River Crossing and the Smart Tag System in Virginia,
where there are controlled points of entry and exit, privacy can still be
maintained through the anonymity of cash payment at a traditional toll plaza.
Thus far, therefore, any privacy pressures have been translated into privacy
solutions by the retention of traditional payment devices, although the more
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convenient way to use both systems is to supply valid credit card information
and thus surrender a measure of privacy. There are legal and political
pressures to retain this sort of facility, but with the application of advanced
ITS technologies, perhaps especially on multi-lane roads where the channeling and slowing of trafﬁc for toll payment is to be avoided, traditional
processes may be highly vulnerable.
We now return to the more general questions and issues raised at the outset
of this chapter. The implications of ITS for these matters of identity,
surveillance, and the categorical sorting of persons and groups are not yet
particularly evident in the toll-road applications we have studied so far. From
the analysis of these systems, it is apparent that the range of personal data
collection is still quite limited to essential payment-related information.
Systems vary in terms of their transparency and general concern for privacyrelated questions. But the overall picture is one in which the payment
collection technologies are usually conﬁned to the simple purpose of making
sure that the right people are charged the right amount for the journeys they
have completed. The most obvious sorting in toll collection systems is among
those using electronic tolls, those using exact change and/or tokens, and those
needing change. The electronic toll systems represent the most expeditious
way of negotiating the toll plaza but in most instances involve some
divulgence of personal information and use of a credit card to open and update
an account.
The matching and sharing of personal data obviously vary according to
the number of organizations within the contractual arrangements surrounding
these systems, and also according to the number of jurisdictions from which
travelers might originate. Thus far, the opportunities for policy intervention
to protect values such as privacy are present, though variable, because of the
relatively discrete and bounded character of the data processes involved.
The latter’s signiﬁcance for politics and policy has been relatively modest
to date; ITS has not been an important site for the kinds of overt or covert
conﬂict between institutions and individuals, the watchers and the watched,
that are projected in many scenarios concerning technology and human
movement.
However, it is also apparent that each of these systems is under pressure
for the secondary uses of the data collected. So far, those pressures have
tended to originate from public sector agencies and been motivated by various
trafﬁc management and law enforcement interests. Aggregate data collected
through these systems might be useful in managing trafﬁc ﬂows, physical
and environmental maintenance, and in reducing congestion. Individual-level
data might also be valuable in tracing stolen vehicles, enforcing customs
rules, catching speeding and dangerous drivers, and apprehending criminals.
But wider commercial pressures for the use of these data to profile, for
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example, the kinds of people who drive particular vehicles along specific
routes at speciﬁc times, have not yet been signiﬁcant or have been resisted
by policy intervention.
This preliminary research, however, has also revealed that these systems
are rapidly being overtaken by more advanced technologies that will enable
a more intensive and extensive surveillance of vehicle movement, and
thus may broach the larger social, political and privacy questions. For
example, the European Commission listed thirty-five telematics applications projects for transport in 1997–98 (European Commission 1999).
These covered a variety of land, water and air transport applications, of
which only a small number concerned tolling and related road applications
of ITS.15 Some applications are of particular interest. VERA (Video
Enforcement for Road Authorities, using video records as evidence to
prosecute road trafﬁc offenders throughout Europe) has a law-enforcement
purpose, including harmonized approaches to enforcing traffic laws by
employing video and digital imaging technologies. The objective of
SANSICOM (High-Technology GNSS Satellite Navigation System with
Integrated Communication Link for Road Applications) is to integrate a
communication link for various road applications into a satellite navigation
system with a communication capability. This will be used to monitor road
situations, including in-vehicle systems for safety. Applications will relate
to fleet management for road haulers, container and car tracking, stolen
vehicle recovery, search and rescue operations, and road trafﬁc control.
In the US, the 1991 ISTEA encouraged the development of what was
first termed Intelligent Vehicle-Highway Systems (IVHS) and then was
extended to Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). In 1995, the Department of Transportation spoke of bundling these systems into six groups: travel
and transportation management; travel demand management; public transportation operations; electronic payment; commercial vehicle operations;
emergency management; and advanced vehicle control and safety systems.
New projects continue to be developed in these areas and many reﬂect new
technological advancements in GPS and wireless systems. Development of
these systems is accelerated by federal funding and policy, most recently by
TEA-21, as well as by states and private communications and transportation
vendors (US Department of Transportation 1995).
The incentive to suppliers as well as to road users, of the added functionality that advanced GIS tracking technologies may make possible – targeted
information about weather, goods, services, etc. – will obviously raise
additional privacy issues. These may well bring into play a more intensive
development of sorting and classiﬁcation systems in order to tailor messages
and services to the known, or presumed, characteristics and preferences
of drivers. With existing systems, toll payments may be based on the
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measurement of the physical dimensions of the vehicle as it traverses the
payment point, with the dimensions related to classiﬁcation systems of vehicle
types with associated levels of charges. But they may also be based upon
license plate number capture, or through information transmitted from the
vehicle’s on-board unit. So far, the main interest of the ITS community in
classiﬁcation has been in terms of vehicle types.
However, quite a lot can be known, or at least inferred, about vehicle
owners and drivers. Data reveals who drives what vehicle, where and when,
and allows analysis of the previous travel behavior of individual road users;
those data can also be linked to other sources of information for proﬁling
purposes. Commercial pressures to use tracking information have so far been
limited, but we can foresee them intensifying as the convergence of on-board
telematics and GIS technologies increasingly become adopted for toll
collection and traffic management functions. That convergence will also
continue the erosion of the distinction between the public and the private
realms, and between the individual and the vehicle, as commerce extends the
assumption that “we are what we drive.”

Notes
1 These technologies and user services and their implications for various privacy
interests, based upon the US Department of Transportation’s Program Plan, are
discussed in Alpert (1995) and Glancy (1995).
2 This chapter is part of a larger project, funded by the National Science Foundation
in the USA (Grant No. SES-0083271), which attempts to gain an analytical
understanding of the implementation of personal identiﬁcation in geographically
coded information systems, and an appreciation of the effect that identiﬁcation
practices have on individual privacy, sociability, trust, and risk. This will involve,
in part, locating and clarifying contradictions and ambiguities in common notions
of identification and privacy, conceptually systematizing practices of identiﬁcation, and theorizing the effects of these practices on social equity amongst
individuals and on the individual’s relation to political and economic communities. The research project analyses particular types of geographic information
systems, and performs a series of comparative case studies – in the USA, Canada,
and Europe – of the processes by which identiﬁcation practice is incorporated
within those systems. A companion paper in this volume by our project
colleagues, David Phillips and Michael Curry, reports initial ﬁndings concerning
another ﬁeld of application, geodemographic systems.
3 Discussion of a wider range of technological applications for location and
tracking, including systems that are not necessarily related to movement, can be
found in Clarke (2000).
4 For seminal explorations of surveillance, see Lyon (1994, 2001).
5 The authors are grateful to Peter Walker for his research assistance on this section
of the chapter.
6 Interviews with staff at the Ontario Ministry of Transportation, 2 March 2001.
7 Interviews with staff at the 407 Corporation, 2 May 2001.
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8 Interviews with staff at the Ontario Ministry of Transportation, 2 March 2001.
9 We acknowledge the research assistance of Brendan Crowley for this section of
the paper.
10 Interviews with staff at the Virginia Department of Transportation, 12 April 2001.
11 MFS Transportation Systems has implemented a number of other ETC projects
including the Denver E-470, the California 91 Express Lanes, and the Regional
Consortium for Toll Collection (NJ, NY and DE) as well as projects in South
America, Canada, Europe and the Paciﬁc Rim.
12 Interviews with staff at the Virginia Department of Transportation, 12 April 2001.
13 In mid-1999, there were at least 17,000 km of tolled motorway in Europe, operating
in nine European Union (EU) and other countries, and including Electronic Fee
Collection (EFC) in France, Italy, Spain, and Norway. Some two million EFC
subscribers were involved; this accounted for about 10 percent of toll transactions
in places where EFC was available. The French system is TIS, the Italian is
TELEPASS, the Norwegian is the 5.8 GHz system, and the Portuguese is Via
Verde. New EFC systems were being planned for introduction in several other
countries: the Netherlands, the Nordic countries, Germany, Switzerland, and the
UK. Different national requirements meant that these were designed in a noninteroperable manner, and influential opinion did not consider it feasible or
desirable to harmonize the existing systems. Yet it was thought possible to work
towards a migration of the different EFC systems, in stages, to a common system
through the enlargement of the diverse national ones. See EC – DG XIII,
Telematics Application Programme, Transport Sector, CARDME -3 (Project TR
4102), Deliverable 5.1: Review of Current Possibilities for Migration of EFC
Systems (Doc. D5.1, Version V2.01, Draft), 1 June 1999
14 See also www.itsa.org. Regulations are noticeably absent in the United States,
perhaps accounting for the less stringent controls over secondary uses on the Dulles
toll road, and for the less prominent mention of privacy in the materials concerning
the Smart Tag system.
15 Among these projects are ADVICE (Advanced Vehicle Classification and
Enforcement Systems, involving electronic fee collection on toll motorways),
CARDME -3 (Concerted Action for Research on Demand Management in Europe,
on convergence of motorway tolling systems throughout Europe), and
INITIATIVE (Industry Initiative To Introduce Automatic Tolling In Vehicles in
Europe, concerning a search for the optimal electronic fee collection system on toll
motorways). There are important overlaps and collaboration among several of
these, including a network of technical personnel from public and private
organizations. A further grouping is the Nordic countries’ MÅNS (Objectiveoriented Nordic Co-operation on Interoperable Payment for Transport Services).
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Netscapes of power
Convergence, network design,
walled gardens, and other
strategies of control in the
information age
Dwayne Winseck

Introduction
This chapter challenges the widespread claim that the new media, especially
the Internet, are disruptive technologies capable of demolishing “old media”
monopolies and ushering in a culture of information abundance. Grounded
in an analysis of the North American mediascape, although with broader
applications to other regions of the world, I argue that media ownership still
matters because of its powerful inﬂuence on existing media and the evolution of cyberspace as a whole. Recognizing this, the chapter introduces the
idea of “netscapes of power” to capture these realities and the realization that
communication networks are powerful entities that raise a host of concerns
at the heart of this book: risk management, social inclusion and exclusion,
surveillance, and privacy.
Many analysts believe the new media generate an environment of information abundance that will reduce uncertainty, create new sources of economic
value, and better approximate the ideals of perfect markets, open societies,
and democracy. I suggest, however, that information societies are in fact “risk
societies.” The idea of risk societies is drawn from Ulrich Beck (1994) and
is used to illustrate how technical innovation, the heterogeneous qualities
of information, and uncertain demand for ICTs generate more risk, not less.
I agree with Beck that risk management is now an axial principle of social
organization. I further develop this idea by showing how this imperative
is being translated into “netscapes of power”: mediascapes designed to
buttress market power and to regulate behavior through network architecture,
the privatization of cyberlaw, surveillance, and the creation of walled gardens.
Overall, these concepts highlight how the growing mediation and extension
of surveillance are a result of media conglomerates’ attempts to regulate
information ﬂows and people’s use of the media so that they better conform
to the communication industries’ preferred visions of cyberspace and the
“new economy.”
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Media ownership matters
A wave of changes swept across the entire American mediascape in the last
half of the 1990s during a series of transactions worth over half a trillion
(USD). Consequently, only four of the eight regional Bell operating companies (RBOCs) created after the AT&T divestiture of 1984 were left by
decade’s end. AT&T had reemerged as a dominant force in local communications after taking over TCI and MediaOne in 1998 and 1999 respectively.
Through these acquisitions, they owned the networks through which nearly
half of all American homes accessed television programs and the World Wide
Web. Shortly afterwards, AOL combined with the world’s largest “old media”
conglomerate, Time Warner, in a bid to gain access to Time Warner’s cable
networks, ﬁlm studios and archives, specialty channels, music catalogues
and magazines (AT&T 2000; Holson and Schiesel 1999). Microsoft also
consolidated its position by leveraging its dominant status in computer
operating systems into key interfaces between consumers and media content.
They invested several billions of dollars in cable systems throughout North
America, Europe, Asia, and Latin America, acquiring WebTV, and new
content sources for the Internet such as Slate, iNews, MSBET, MSNBC, and
so on (Hickey 1997: 2; Microsoft 2000; Newman 1997: 4–9).
Canadian communication companies scanned this unfolding mediascape
and saw a model for their own “convergence dreams.” In rapid succession,
Canwest took over Western International Communications and a chain of
newspapers stretching from Vancouver to Halifax that had previously
been owned by Conrad Black’s Hollinger Inc. Quebecor absorbed Videotron.
Rogers Communications aligned itself with global media titans Microsoft
and AT&T and formed an alliance with Shaw Communications and Quebecor
to divide Canada’s cable industry into Cable Monopoly East, Cable Monopoly
West, and Quebec. Shaw Communications-based Corus Entertainment
bought Nelvana, the premier creator of animated programs in Canada.
And, of course, Bell Canada parlayed its dominance in telecommunications
across the vast Canadian mediascape by launching ExpressVu and Sympatico
in 1994 and 1995 respectively. They continued this trend in 2001 by acquiring
CTV and the Globe & Mail.
Many analysts defend these changes on the grounds that vertically integrated
multimedia companies are necessary and desirable. Media convergence,
so the arguments go, has created a need to ﬁll “new media” channels with
content, and eliminated any compelling reason to impede media ownership
consolidation. This is especially true given the vast explosion of cyberspace.
Proponents also claim that new national champions will build the information
infrastructures that will catapult Canada into the information age, ensure that
citizens have access to a steady ﬂow of Canadian content, and even guarantee
our cultural survival in a “global information age” (CTV 2001b: 15; CRTC
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2000: 9). However, as a result of these changes Canadians now have one of
the most consolidated media systems in the developed world and an unrivalled
scale of cross-media ownership.
These changes ushered in the closure of news bureaus, layoffs, and a
greater emphasis on regional and national news and entertainment programs
at BCE/CTV and Canwest Global. Many local television stations no longer
produce their own programs or news (Marotte 2000a: B3, 2000b: B3; Damsell
2001: M1; Dixon 2001: B7). These are the inexorable results of changes
in media ownership, and reﬂect the fact that resources have been diverted
from the production of programming toward ﬁnancing the costs associated
with media acquisitions. Similar trends occurred in the US after a spate
of ownership changes at the networks in the last decade and a half led to the
elimination of foreign news bureaus; news staffs cut by a third to one-half;
and less news overall, especially international news (Aufderheide 1990: 51).
The diminution of international news is especially disturbing in light of the
trend of globalization.
Many argue that these trends do not matter because of the availability of
many alternative sources of information, especially the Internet. However,
such claims overlook several realities of the existing media culture. In particular, television and newspapers are still the main source, by a considerable
margin, of news and entertainment for most people – even for those who
use the Internet. This is because conventional media – in both their “real
space” and “online” versions – outstrip the Internet in terms of quality and
trustworthiness (Pew 2000).
The Internet-as-alternative-to-media-power argument also neglects the
fact that Internet access is far from universal and stubbornly skewed by
income, gender, education, and age. Canadians are among the most proliﬁc
users of the Internet in the world: just under 30 percent of all households
had Internet access from home by the end of 1999 (Statistics Canada 2000).
Worldwide, the number was 3 percent (Netwizards 1999). The Internet is not
universal; cyberspace continues to be divided by class. The link between
access and class is direct and unequivocal, as shown in Figure 9.1.
Figure 9.1 also shows that Canadian families in the top income quartile
are more than three and half times as likely to have a computer and ﬁve times
more likely to be connected to the Internet at home than those in the last
quartile. In fact, more than 80 percent of households in the bottom half of
the income curve do not have access to the Internet from home, a factor which
undercuts the idea that the Internet is an effective alternative to conventional
media. Although this situation will change over time, the gap between
“information rich” and “information poor” is expanding. Furthermore, trends
in computer ownership, even among high-income households, suggest that
access to cyberspace may never be universal, at least not for a long time.
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Even more interesting is the realization that many people – around 25 percent
in Canada – do not want to use the Internet because of cost, a lack of trust,
and the perception that going online is a waste of time (Reddick 2000: 3;
Statistics Canada 1999). In the end, the point is that policies governing media
evolution should deal with realities – and people – as they are rather than as
they might be in the distant future.
As things currently stand, the Internet and other new media are not so much
disruptive technologies as vehicles that allow multimedia ﬁrms to reinforce
their existing positions and to colonize new mediaspaces with their welldeveloped “brands.” In North America, the most visited websites and portals,
for instance, belong to telecommunications companies, broadcasters,
newspapers, and Hollywood. The crucial exceptions, of course, are AOL,
one of the “new media” stars before it joined the “old media” club in 2000,
and Microsoft, whose operations are swiftly moving from the desktop to
the network by way of investments in cable systems, set-top boxes, highspeed Internet access and the Internet portal MSN. In short, the “old media”
are resilient; they will not simply yield to new media technologies
(McChesney 2000; Brethour 2001a: B1).
Generally speaking, new media do not threaten to disrupt the “old
media”; they are being recast in their image. This would not have surprised
Marshall McLuhan, the early guru of cyberspace, who observed that “old
media” typically become the content of “new media.” McLuhan saw this as
an intrinsic quality of media technologies. However, ownership consolidation
is a stronger factor in explaining the absorption of “old media” by the new.
This is occurring as familiar patterns of ownership, commercialism, and
existing kinds of content are brought into cyberspace. In the process, new
technologies are being diverted from a path depicted by uncertainty, risk,
and omnidirectional information ﬂows to one that looks more and more like
the mass media. Media ownership is a broad and powerful influence that
shapes the entire media environment and people’s experience of that
environment. Of course, BCE’s acquisitions spree does not make the Internet.
However, couple this with AOL’s merger with Time Warner; AT&T’s
acquisition of nearly half the cable systems in the United States; and the
partition of Canada into regional monopolies by Quebecor/Videotron, Rogers
and Shaw, as well as the reinforcement of this family compact by these
companies’ joint and exclusive control over high speed Internet access by
cable service – Excite@Home – and the trajectory of media evolution is clear.

Netscapes of power
Signiﬁcant consequences ﬂow from decisions to allow those who control the
medium to own the message. Broadcasters, the press, and cable barons have
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always done so, but in the case of telecommunications those who owned the
medium were prevented from inﬂuencing or owning the messages ﬂowing
through them in any way. This created an open media system that encouraged
those who controlled the pipes to profit by attracting as many content
providers and users as possible, rather than by privileging access to their own
services. As Janet Abbatte (1999) and Lawrence Lessig (1999) observe, the
success of the Internet is due to the fact that it was explicitly designed as
an open system where network links between users were kept simple;
intelligence and computing power were pushed to the ends of the network;
and interfaces between users, content, and networks were kept open and
relatively transparent. Media convergence threatens this model as more
and more functions are sucked back into the network and as those who own
the medium become tightly bound to those who control the content, either
through ownership or strategic alliances. As this occurs, the evolution of new
media is being biased away from the open systems model of telecommunications and the Internet toward a closed model, where in-house content
is favored over other sources. This can be done either in a heavy-handed
manner, such as by refusing access to networks altogether (the history of the
cable industry and specialty channels), or subtly through network design,
acceptable user policies, user menus, search engines, portals, or other ways
that give priority access to some sources of content and not others.
This is not a problem if there are multiple gateways to cyberspace and
an unconstrained range of information sources. However, the Internet is not
immune to consolidation, and this trend is already manifest in the ownership
of the Internet backbone linking cities together worldwide. It is emerging
among Internet Service Providers. In Canada, there are hundreds of ISPs, but
the vast majority are scrambling for survival. The top ﬁve – Sympatico, Telus,
AOL, the cable companies’ @home service, and AT&T – accounted for
75 to 80 percent of all Internet subscribers in 2000. This trend will likely
be magniﬁed by the collapse of the dot com bubble, especially among highspeed Internet access providers (Convergence Consulting Group 2000: 12;
Brethour 2001b: B1).
These trends would be unremarkable if networks were open and transparent gateways to cyberspace. This is not the case. Networks are not the
glassy medium suggested by the fiber-optic cables from which some of
them are made. Networks are powerful entities that both include and exclude.
Those who control them can exercise a great deal of inﬂuence over content
providers’ access to users, and users’ access to content. After neglecting the
Internet for years, telecommunication and cable companies are now striving
to implement strategies that will help them “attain mind and market share”
as well as greater control over the evolution of the Internet as a whole (Cisco
1999a: 6).
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Nortel and Cisco, among others, have recognized these needs by designing
networks that put intelligence, resources, and capabilities back in the network
and under the control of those who own them. Consequently, open network
architectures are yielding to network designs that enhance network providers’
ability to allocate resources, bandwidth, and speed to varying types of
information and services. This is based on their relation to the network owner,
revenue potential, class of user served, and judgments regarding the quality
of content. According to Cisco, the company’s networks put
absolute control, down to the packet, in your hands. . . . You can identify
each trafﬁc type – Web, email, voice, video . . . [and] isolate . . . the type
of application, even down to speciﬁc brands, by the interface used, by
the user type and individual user identiﬁcation or by the site address.
(Cisco 1999b: 3; emphasis added)
While this is marketed as a boon for media companies seeking to cultivate
markets, the potential to use these extensive surveillance features to squelch
competition, diversity, dissent and freedom of expression are considerable.1
Their impact on the contours of the Internet and media markets is clearly
illuminated in the following passage drawn from Cisco’s marketing material:
The [network’s capabilities] allow you to specify the user access speed
of any packet by allocating the bandwidth it receives, depending on its
IP address, application, precedence, port or even Media Access Control
(MAC) address. For example, if a “push” information service that
delivers frequent broadcasts to its subscribers is seen as causing a high
amount of undesirable network traffic, you can . . . limit subscriber
access speed to this service . . . to discourage its use. At the same time,
you could promote and offer your own or partners’ services with fullspeed features to encourage adoption of your services. . . . Further you
could specify that video coming from internal servers receive precedence
and broader bandwidth over video sourced from external servers.
(Cisco 1999b: 5)
The passage describes a potent netscape of power. Far from being transparent
means of channeling information from one point to another, the networks
Cisco describes are technologies of discrimination that regulate information
ﬂows according to ﬁne-grained criteria set by network owners. In essence,
gatekeeping functions have been hardwired into network architectures as
part of the communications industries’ strategies to cultivate and control
markets. These are not abstract potentials. They are the networks used
by AOL/Time Warner, AT&T, Bell Canada, Cable & Wireless, Cogeco,
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Comcast, Microsoft, Rogers, Shaw, Videotron and “160 of the most successful service providers around the world” (Cisco 2000a: 2, 2000b; Nortel
Networks 2001). These companies now have unprecedented ability to
regulate the Internet, and the extent to which these capabilities will be used
is unclear. However, as AT&T’s Internet Services CEO Daniel Somers
exclaimed in defense of his company’s refusal to adopt open network policies,
“AT&T didn’t spend $56 billion to get into the cable business to have the
blood sucked out of our veins” (cf. Lessig 2000: 995).

The privatization of cyberlaw
As the Canadian government and many others claim to abandon their
attempts to regulate the media (although they are not), media conglomerates
are stepping into the rhetorical breach. They are doing so through four
strategies: network design (as discussed above), acceptable user policies,
surveillance, and “walled gardens.” This is most evident with respect to
high-speed Internet services. American and Canadian households only
use such services about 5 percent and 10 percent of the time, respectively
(Convergence Consulting Group 2000: 12; GAO 2000: 6). However, these
ISPs are the pillars of multimedia conglomerates’ visions of convergence and
the future of cyberspace. As such, they are worth considering in some detail.
From users’ perspectives, communication networks are literally part of the
woodwork. Thus the kinds of design features that enable and constrain
people’s use of the media that were referred to above fall beneath the threshold
of perception. Yet, be this as it may, users do confront the realities of a
privately regulated online world through acceptable use policies created and
enforced by telecommunications operators’ digital subscriber line (DSL)
services2 and cable companies’ @home service. As such, it is interesting
to interrogate these documents to see their visions of appropriate uses of the
Internet. Generally speaking, the user policies of telecommunications
companies are less restrictive than those of cable companies. However, both
providers see users as mere appendages to the network. Users are destined to
use the Internet mainly as a “read-only” medium and are required to gain
access to additional network functions only on a pay-per basis.
In fact, this “read-only” conﬁguration of the user and commodiﬁcation
of functionality is hardwired into the architecture of both cable and DSL
networks. Both are asymmetrical networks, meaning that they allow information and images to ﬂood into the home while only offering a narrowband
stream of data to trickle out. Of course, for most users, this design accurately
reﬂects their usage patterns. However, networks span cities, regions, countries
and even the globe and thus frame communicative action on sociological
and individual levels. Constraints that may be insigniﬁcant for millions of
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individuals separately sequestered behind closed doors may have large-scale
unintended sociological consequences, as thousands of users are deprived
of the potential to become creators of media culture in an autonomous,
disorganized, and spontaneous way. To think otherwise is to build networks
of public life and media culture in ways that saddle those desiring to do more
than just read the Internet with the a priori constraint of having the inclination
and the resources to commodify, professionalize, and register what otherwise
might be a commitment to a certain way of life, a hobby, a cause (publishing
an environmental or feminist newsletter?), and so on. Such possibilities
are not the ﬁgment of a deluded imagination. They are integral aspects of
“cyberculture” which is widely recognized as a key feature driving innovation
on the Net. In that intangible space, unforeseen uses and cultural forms
emerge from the margins only to be rapidly transformed into new software
packages and technological artifacts that are then propagated through the
circuits of cyberspace and/or ﬂogged on the market. The cybernetic features
of the Net intensify people’s impact on its development, despite attempts
to subject it to thoroughgoing commercialization and to turn users into simple
appendages of the network.
Some see the power of people to affect the evolution of cyberspace as
dangerous. Excite@home adopts this perspective, seeing users as a threat
to network security, to viable markets, and to stock holders. Consequently,
it has numerous restrictions on what people can and cannot do with its
network. This is made abundantly clear in reports ﬁled with the United States
Securities and Exchange Commission, in which the company refers to its
practice of “limiting users’ upstream bandwidth in order to prevent abuse
. . . by users, and [its expectation to] continue to limit upstream bandwidth”
(@Home 2000b: 13). The company also sees its economic viability as
being jeopardized by users who “employ new technology to . . . ﬁlter online
advertising . . . prevent cookies from being stored on [their] hard drive . . .
and shielding e-mail addresses . . . and other electronic means of identiﬁcation” (@Home 2000b: 22–3). In essence, @Home’s view of cyberspace
as a thoroughly commercialized, read-only medium clashes with users’
expectations, although the latter must yield because, in cyberspace, those
who own the networks make the rules.
As mentioned earlier, there are differences between the policies governing
the use of the telecommunications companies’ DSL services and the cable
companies’ @home services. There are also parallels. Both sets of policies
operate through the following modalities: editorial policies, prohibited
uses, surveillance, and enforcement. In both spaces, the network providers
reserve a great deal of discretion with respect to monitoring and blocking
access to content that contravenes their acceptable use policies or the laws of
real space. Their policies often reinforce existing laws by targeting the same
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types of material – libelous material, child pornography, copyright material,
and so on. A bigger problem, however, is the unbound editorial rights that
service providers have assumed regarding other types of content. As @Home
states, the company “reserves the right to remove or refuse to post any
information . . . that they, in their sole discretion, deem to be offensive,
indecent, or otherwise inappropriate regardless of whether such material
. . . is unlawful” (2000b: 5; emphasis added).
This situates service providers as powerful gatekeepers making detailed
and arbitrary distinctions between kinds of content that would otherwise
be tolerated under freedom of expression rights in North America. This is
especially ironic in the United States, where the Supreme Court roundly
rejected earlier attempts by Congress to impose the “indecency” standard
of content regulation developed in broadcasting to the Internet (ACLU v. Reno
1997). However, in the ensuing years private multimedia conglomerates have
usurped the laws of cyberspace and taken to regulating the Internet according
to their own standards – standards that are far weaker than those afforded by
“real space” laws protecting citizens’ freedom of expression rights.
DSL and cable-based high-speed ISPs also prohibit hacking, bulk
e-mailing, and cross-posting messages to multiple newsgroups or lists as
well as a much longer roster of proscribed uses. Key additional restrictions
include a ten-minute limit on the amount of streaming video users can
download in a day and another that prevents subscribers from using services
that compete with those offered by cable system owners, e.g. Internet
telephony (@Home 2000a: 33). Beside such limits, additional restrictions
essentially transform the Internet into a read-only medium where access to
higher-level capabilities that allow users to become online publishers,
broadcasters, and cultural creators are only offered on a pay-per basis. This
additional list of proscribed uses includes (@Home 2000b):
•

•
•
•
•

“Bulk mailing of messages, including information announcements,
charity requests, petitions for signatures and political or religious
messages” (3);
Maintaining more than two chat connections at the same time (4);
“Downloading Usenet articles in bulk” (4);
the operation of a news service, e-mail distribution service or the sending
of a news feed (5);
connecting a server to the network or using a server to operate multiuser interactive forums (5).

Those who disobey these edicts can be banished from cyberspace, at least
those spaces under @home and DSL providers’ control. Confronted with a
context of information abundance and the devolution of media power to the
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ends of the network and on to users’ desktops, the communication industries
are striving to pull these powers back into the network where (they think)
they belong. The result is a dramatic transformation of cyberspace as
we know it, and the resurrection of a model that looks much more like the
“old media.” Indeed, AT&T now argues that the Internet is an incidental,
but integral, part of its basic cable television services, a position that allows
it to make editorial decisions regarding the selection of information and
services audiences will receive and otherwise “programming the Internet”
(AT&T 2000: 11–16). Beyond just redefining the Internet, AT&T has
parlayed this conception into at least one decision by US courts recognizing
its “ﬁrst amendment” right to program and control its Internet access services
as it sees ﬁt. It wishes to be completely unencumbered by any open network
policies or recognition of citizens’ rights to freedom of expression (Comcast
v. Broward 2000).

Networks of surveillance
The acceptable use policies of Excite@home and others, such as Sympatico
and Qwest, are implemented through a sophisticated and automated system
of surveillance. Qwest’s acceptable use policy, for instance, notes that
the company “reserves the right to . . . monitor or exercise editorial control
over . . . material created or accessible through [their] networks” (Qwest
2001: 1; see also @Home 2000b: 3; Sympatico 1999: sects 2–7). In essence,
surveillance is now a vital part of the communication industries’ attempts
to anticipate and influence the evolution of all new media and people’s
communicative behaviors.
The shaky foundations of the so-called new economy are also propelling
the surveillance imperative as companies search for new sources of revenue
to justify their investments, such as transaction-generated personal information. In addition, the proliferation of information is making it harder,
but more advantageous, to “know the audience.” This has always been
difﬁcult and inaccurate; however, new technologies allow for more detailed
audience analysis. This is especially true since agencies such as Neilson’s
and Arbitron moved into cyberspace in 1995 with the promise of secondby-second analysis of clickstreams and other precise measurements. These
options replace cruder methods based on mere exposure to an advertisement,
telephone surveys, diaries, and so on. Gandy (1996) and Samarajiva (1997)
see these reﬁned attempts to manage consumption as heightening surveillance
and augmenting advertisers’ ability to discriminate between those audiences
they value and those they do not.
At the same time, the potential for new communication networks to offer
higher levels of privacy protection are often suppressed because they block
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the production of a valuable new commodity, personal information, and
interfere with efforts to market new services (Samarajiva 1997). Such trends
are also reinforced by the proliferation of other surveillance strategies such
as discussion group monitoring and cookies. These methods gather
information about people’s website visits, use of online advertising, and the
types of Internet browsers and operating systems, and are used to build
up detailed user proﬁles. In short, uncertainty about the economics of new
media, new technological capabilities and fragmentation of the “mass
audience” are creating an environment where there can be no expectation of
privacy, despite people’s desire for “complete control” over personal
information (Ekos 1999; Gandy 1996: 105–15; Lyon 1998: 96–8).
These attempts to gain perfect knowledge of users/audiences are often
elusive, but they accelerate the momentum of surveillance nonetheless. As
Geoff Mulgan explains, “New communication technologies simultaneously
bring enormous enhancements of control to governments, corporations,
consumers and voters, and a quite new order of chaos and uncontrollability
which brings, in turn, a sense that control is unachievable” (1991: 4). Not
surprisingly, the intensification of surveillance has increased the sense of
risk and, consequently, placed a premium on mechanisms that allow people
to deal with the growing loss of control over personal information. In the
technical realm, a host of technologies and industry standards are being
designed to equip people with tools to control personal information. These
include privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs) of encryption and cryptography, secure signatures (VeriSign, Entrust), privacy standards-setting
agencies (e.g., WebTrust, Etrust, etc.) and content control measures
(Bertelsmann 1999; ICRA 1999).3
Reﬂecting on these developments, many see a major axis in the politics of
communication emerging on the frontiers of technology and information
service design (Mansell and Silverstone 1996; Agre and Rotenberg 1998).
This chapter offers much to reinforce the wisdom of such a view. Indeed,
many civil liberties advocates see eliminating controls on PETs as a fundamental human rights and communication policy issue. The Electronic Frontier
Foundation and the Electronic Privacy Information Center, for example, have
been vocal critics of policies that restrict access to encryption technologies.
They have, sometimes successfully, challenged proposals that allow security
agencies to intercept private communications over telecommunication
networks. From the perspective of these groups, we should distinguish
between privacy invasive technologies (PITs) and privacy enhancing
technologies (PETs). Simply put, the technological juggernaut driving
surveillance must be seen as a double-edged sword. As Bogard observes,
computer “screens don’t ‘watch’ people or ‘invade’ their privacy; increasingly, they are their privacy” (1996: 131). In essence, new information
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technologies do not just invade privacy, they create it by allowing people to
screen themselves off from others mechanically in order to strategically
manage who knows what about their communications with others.
While attempts to liberate technologies that enhance people’s privacy and
efforts to have surveillance capabilities designed out of instead of into
communication networks are laudable, solely focusing on such aims is deeply
problematic. For one, PETs are a technological ﬁx to a sociological problem
and an example of what Beck (1994) calls “forced individuation.” That is,
PETs depend on each person making a choice about whether on not to adopt
these technologies of personal information protection. This is consistent
with the strong libertarian streak that permeates the Internet and creates a
real choice that is better than none at all. Yet instead of conceiving of network
spaces as social spaces and rationalizing them according to a human rightsbased standard of privacy and the socio-cultural conventions that govern
everyday interactions, PETs implement a technocratic approach to managing
personal information. Under such conditions, privacy negotiation becomes
a precondition to communication and to accessing network marketplaces.
One can hardly think of a better way to distort communication than by
requiring participants to check the technology-enabled privacy status of
would-be communicative partners.
In addition, PETs introduce another dimension of social hierarchy into
cyberspace, not one that aggravates the divide between the information
rich and poor, but between those with the technological savvy to assert
their personal preferences and those who do not possess such expertise.
Consequently, the human right of privacy becomes dependent on particular
technologies and the ability to use them.
Focusing solely on PITs and PETs also fails to grasp how power shapes
the agenda and overall context in which struggles over technological design
occur. An over-emphasis on PETs leaves the surveillance imperatives being
designed into information infrastructures unscathed, while fostering
particularistic struggles over the use of technologies. As such they leave the
logic of control and closed media systems untouched and, in fact, render communicative spaces more opaque then ever. Rather than focusing exclusively
on efforts to liberate technologies of choice, it is more important to address
the absence of adequate legal protections for personal information.

Walled gardens
Communication technologies and networks are also being designed and
organized in other ways that do more to protect the investment of multimedia
conglomerates than to further the goal of creating open and transparent
mediaspaces. In the end, netscapes of power and attempts to manage people’s
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relationship to and uses of the Internet reﬂect these realities and the thrust
to change the Internet into an entertainment-driven medium based on
advertising, pay-per services, and e-commerce. A key problem, however, for
AOL/Time Warner, AT&T, BCE, Excite@home, and Quebecor, among
others, is their widely held belief that entertainment-oriented content,
especially their own, will turn the Internet into a commercially viable
medium. This clashes with current perceptions and uses of the Internet. Yet,
literally invested in a speciﬁc model of the future, they cling to the belief
that, without content, the Internet is “a valueless collection of silent machines
with gray screens. . . . It is nothing” (Edgar Bronfman, CEO of Seagram
Universal, before being bought by France-based Vivendi, cf. Economist
2000a: 24).
The idea that we are living in an age of missing information is a myth. The
more urgent concern among these interests is to own speciﬁc kinds of content.
They believe this will generate revenues enough to finance acquisition
binges and a commercially viable Internet: video-on-demand, subscriberbased services, television, and other forms of “old media” content. However,
companies such as BCE do not have to own CTV or the Globe & Mail to
distribute their content. Moreover, they could produce their own content
rather than buying that of others, something that would nominally add to the
stock of information available to citizens. The conceit of such companies lies
in their attempts to superimpose the entertainment-based model of the Internet
over top a lengthy list of other activities that are preferred by users, as shown
in Figure 9.2.
Figure 9.2 highlights the chasm between views of the Internet as an
entertainment-driven medium versus the reality where most people continue
to use it extensively as a means of communication, research, to access
personally relevant information, and to play games. It is clear that ecommerce, entertainment-oriented uses and pay-per services continue to play
a marginal role. Rather than deferring to such realities, however, the major
multimedia players at the apex of the “new economy” are seeking to change
people’s behaviors to conform to their preferred model. Netscapes of power,
surveillance and acceptable use policies that regulate people’s use of the
Net are manifestations of these biases; so too is another strategy: “walled
gardens.”
This approach was developed by AOL/Time Warner but has subsequently
been embraced by many media players, especially in Canada, where BCE
and Quebecor explicitly referred to AOL/Time Warner as a model for their
own ambitions to create a multimedia giant (Marotte and Damsell 2001: B4;
Marotte 2000b: B3). In the walled garden, content, journalism, and all
organizational resources strive to cybernetically integrate audiences into a
self-referentially enclosed information system governed by the need to defend
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Figure 9.2 Purposes of use within regular home-use households (1999)
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investments in networks and content. It is a model of media evolution as well
that has, at best, weak cultural foundations. The aim is to keep users within
specific zones of cyberspace through the creation of content and service
menus, the organization of hyperlinks, the bias of search engines, network
architecture, the elimination of alternative paths to somewhere else.
Attempts to create enclosed spaces alter the orientation and role of users,
media content, and cyberspace altogether, as some possibilities are amputated
and others amplified. Content and the organization of network functions
and spaces are not driven by quality journalism, creativity, autonomy, or
simply pleasure. Instead, they are being turned in on themselves and, in
so doing, distorting mediated communication in the interest of preserving the
stock market values of highly leveraged multimedia conglomerates. The play
of cultural values is stymied. Essentially, as multimedia companies strive
to “re-purpose content” and to extend “brand identity” across their media
platforms, information, content, and news must be subordinate to the interest
in maintaining the organization as a whole.
In this context, innocent theories of language that point merely to its worlddisclosing and potential community-constituting roles neglect the burdens
of language and media content in an information economy: defending and
maintaining economic value, especially in a context where language and
words demonstrably move markets. In an information economy, where
information is the new wealth of nations, words/messages/content are doubleedged swords. On the one hand, they are the anticipated source of great
proﬁts and human creativity. Conversely, they can be dangerous threats to
the stock market valuations of ﬁrms upon which markets as well as national,
even global, information economies depend. In a world where information
bears such a heavy burden, information, content, and news must be rationalized relative to larger organizational needs and goals. That is the meaning
of synergies, cross-purposing, re-purposing and the extension of brand
identity.
This is apparent among the leading exemplar of media convergence. At
AOL/Time Warner, the function of CNN is no longer just to disclose the
news to America and the world, but to deliver audiences to AOL and, in so
doing, to prop up its stock prices on Wall Street. As CNN’s new Chief
Operating Ofﬁcer, Philip Kent notes,4 “we hope to be a big content provider
to AOL. . . . We are just beginning to conceive of significant crosspromotional opportunities” (cf. Beatty 2001: B9). Moreover, as the Wall
Street Journal notes, journalists at CNN now worry intensely about the
company’s stock price and whether or not they will have a job the next
day (Anwin and Rose 2001: B1). Examples abound, and the point is clear:
journalism, cultural production, and content must serve organizational needs
for functional integration and market buoyancy prior to all else.
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The role of content, images, and language in creating cybernetically
enclosed worlds is also embodied in contracts between AOL/Time Warner
and other service providers. For example, AOL’s contract with Disney
requires Disney to deter users from using Disney’s site and related hyperlinks
as departure points for larger forays into cyberspace. This is the condition of
entry into the “walled garden.” Indeed, in this story of the “magic kingdom”
meets the “walled garden,” AOL can cancel the agreement if more than
25 percent of users visiting Disney’s site subsequently leave the AOL “space”
(Klein 2000: E1). In essence, Disney assumes the role of immigration
ofﬁcer, policing people’s migration in and out of AOL-space. These subtle
inﬂuences are layered one atop another in ways that imperceptibly encourage
people to abandon a nomadic approach to cyberspace. Of course, users do
have choices, but the spaces in which such choices are made are explicitly
designed to discourage people from exploring a broader universe of information, entertainment, and communication possibilities. This is reﬂected in
the fact that about one-third of all time spent by Americans on the Internet
is within AOL/Time Warner-related sites (Walker 2001: E1).
As media merge, organizational cultures collide. This has become
particularly evident within AOL/Time Warner as journalists from Time
magazine or CNN, for example, are forced to give more thought to how
their role ﬁts into the larger organization, to learn a broader range of skills,
and to consider ways to help AOL meet its aggressive financial goals.
The impact on journalism has been considerable in other ways as well,
perhaps more dramatically so than in most other areas of the company. Staff
and resources at CNN, for instance, were cut by 10 percent, while the rest
of the AOL/Time Warner empire received cut-backs that were about onethird that amount (Anwin and Rose 2001: B1; Beatty 2001: B9). If nothing
else, such actions reveal the declining priority of news within the overall
organization.
These issues are not foreign to Canadian multimedia conglomerates,
either. BCE, for example, not only modeled its acquisitions of CTV and the
Globe & Mail along the lines of the AOL/Time Warner deal; like AOL, it,
too, had no experience in journalism, news or entertainment despite taking
over Canada’s leading players in these ﬁelds. Furthermore, its history and
organizational culture – again, like the ﬁt between AOL and Time Warner
– may pose threats to quality journalism and media freedoms. Bell has a
history of a rigid and bureaucratic approach to management; has resisted the
formation of labor unions; strictly supervised and intensively surveilled its
labor force; and offered little autonomy to its employees. Currently, Bell
operators are subject to sixty-ﬁve different electronic surveillance measures
to assess their work and interaction with customers. This entrenched approach
to labor is anathema to the values of autonomy, freedom of expression,
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and unevenly structured work that are the hallmarks of the entertainment
industries and quality journalism.5
BCS’s threat to journalism is unlikely to be expressed directly. Instead, it
will be ﬁltered through the screens of corporate culture and what is not said.
Of course, BCE rejects such claims. It strongly defends the ability of CTV
and the Globe & Mail to continue to report autonomously on all aspects of
the organization, as well as to the creation of an elaborate set of measures
designed to preserve editorial autonomy within its “units” (CTV 2001a: 9).
Canwest Global argues similarly, especially in defense of its extensive crossmedia ownership holdings in cities across the country (Canwest 2000: 13).
Yet, immediately after invoking these claims, both organizations spurned a
CRTC proposal that they adopt a formal code of ethics guaranteeing editorial
autonomy in their organizations. However, both companies’ Machiavellian
approach to language, power, and news reappears time and again in their
responses to the regulator’s request for information to be placed on the
public record. In each instance, the companies cannot quell the impulse to
control information. Whatever they throw out the front door is ushered
in through the back. Token attempts to demonstrate that media concentration is good for journalism are revoked, as both companies insist that
certain information is competitively sensitive and possibly damaging to
perceptions of the companies and hence their market valuations (CTV 2001a:
9; Canwest 2000: 13). In the face of such hypocrisy, it is unlikely that
journalists in either organization will be either able or willing to engage in
the kind of autonomous and critical journalism that Canwest and BCE insist
is still possible.

Netscapes of power and bandwidth kings
Despite these attempts to manage almost every aspect of the nascent
mediascape – users, networks, markets, content and so on – one of the great
ironies is that BCE’s embrace of the media convergence bandwagon occurred
at precisely the moment when its US counterparts were abandoning key
aspects of it. Throughout the last year, telecommunication ﬁrms in the US
abandoned their content- and television-centric view of the Internet. They
now embrace another angle that still has many qualities of the “netscapes
of power” discussed above, but with the commitment to content replaced by
a focus on data storage, web-hosting, bandwidth, and corporate users. US
telecommunication companies jettisoned their plans to get into the television
and film industries after recognizing that broadband worldwide continue
to report a lack of demand. Also, investments by Microsoft, Rogers, the
Canadian maritime telecommunication companies, Aliant,6 and other
web-based television services fail to yield proﬁts. In the mid-1990s all the
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US-based Regional Bell Operating Companies had alliances with Hollywood
studios and plans to hardwire households to information superhighways. By
2000, however, these initiatives had been junked in favor of more modest
projects, such as DSL (Borland 2000; FCC 2001).
Perhaps this was not surprising. Telephone companies have regularly
experimented with visions of wired cities and convergence since the 1970s,
but none of these efforts have borne fruit. The reasons why have stayed
remarkably constant: uncertain demand; the fact that significant numbers
do not want to use the new media; and that in a media economy based on
the ﬁnite resources of time, money, and attention, new media often cannibalize the old media. Telephone companies’ entry into video distribution, for
instance, would do more to divert people from the corner video shop than
expand the market for videos. In Canada, this is interesting in light of the
fact that while media expenditures have risen during the last decade and half,
the greatest growth has been in telecommunications and computers. It
has been slowest in those areas where advocates of full-scale convergence are
pinning their hopes, i.e. cable television, video-on-demand, pay-per view,
and so on (Statistics Canada 1999). In other words, growth has been
concentrated in bandwidth, connectivity, and computers, not content.
These trends suggest that connectivity and bandwidth, not content, might
be king (for an extended version of this argument, see Odlyzko 2001). Such
possibilities are also borne out by other trends. For example, most websites,
with the exception of the Wall Street Journal and some porn sites, are unable
to sustain a pay-per structure. Also, the prospects for advertising are declining
as the holy grail of all measures of value in cyberspace – clickthrough rates
– plunge below one-half of 1 percent of users (Economist 2000b: 54). The
failure of many of the major multimedia conglomerates’ portals – Time
Warners’ late-1990s Pathfinder venture, Disney’s Go, Dreamworks’ Den
– all point in the same direction (Grice and Hu 2001; Economist 2000c: 5–27;
Marcotte 2001: B3). Other reﬂections of this appear in the massive cutbacks,
layoffs, advertising losses, and stock devaluations at other Internet giants
such as Altavista, AOL/Time Warner, Canoe, Excite@home, NBCInteret,
and Yahoo.

Conclusion
This chapter has shown that the Internet has underwritten an unprecedented
wave of media consolidation, and driven the attempts to manage uncertainty
deeper into the design of emerging mediaspaces and the fabric of everyday life. As the fulcrum of the emerging mediascape, communication
networks are at the heart of these changes and can thus rightly be called
“netscapes of power.” In turn, netscapes of power reflect the following
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modalities of power and control in “risk societies”: surveillance, architectural
design, risk management, the privatization of (cyber)law, and walled gardens.
From a narrow view, these strategies seek to change the Internet into a
predominantly “read-only” medium. They integrate audiences, content, and
all organizational resources into a cybernetically enclosed information system
governed by media conglomerates’ need to defend their investments in
networks and content. It is a model of media evolution that has, at best, weak
cultural foundations. But this is more than just a “media problem.” More
broadly conceived, these developments stem from the over-burdening of
communication with the evolutionary task of building information societies
and the “new economy.” Groaning under the weight of such projects, and in
conjunction with trends in the media economy proper, media spaces are being
designed to manage uncertainty and social change through surveillance,
control, and pursuit of the information age’s illusive holy grail: perfect
information.

Notes
1 Also consider these implications in the context of authoritarian and other nondemocratic governments. In China, Guatemala, and Singapore, for example,
Nortel and Cisco have substantial contracts to provide the networks at the heart
of these countries’ efforts to modernize their telecommunications systems and
Internet capabilities.
2 The following discussion of DSL providers’ acceptable use policies is based on
those of the US-based RBOC, Qwest, and Bell Canada’s Sympatico.
3 Control measures include, for example, SafeSurf, Platform for Information
Content Selection (PICS), the Recreational Software Advisory Council and the
Internet Content Rating Association standards being promoted by global media
conglomerates, such as AOL/Time Warner, Disney/ABC, Bertelsmann,
Microsoft, IBM, BT, Bell Canada, etc.
4 Ironically, given the “spectacular” nature of the “information economy,” Kent is
a former Hollywood talent agent.
5 For more on workplace surveillance, see Kirstie Ball’s chapter in this volume.
6 As an example of these failures, the Aliant companies had only 1,500 subscribers
to their Imagic web-centric television service after six months in operation and
Rogers’s comparable service was only able to gain around 5,000 users in Ontario
after about the same length of time.
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Part IV

Targeting trouble
Social divisions

10 Categorizing the workers
Electronic surveillance and
social ordering in the call center
Kirstie Ball

Introduction
Surveillance, in one form or another, has always been at the heart of capitalist
enterprises, and organizations in general. Within the established business
school, knowledge of general management theory and transaction cost economics (TCE), systematic information codiﬁcation, monitoring and control
are argued to be at the center of Western economic activity (and supremacy).
In 1916, Henri Fayol’s organizational ethnography, described in every
standard management text as one of the founding pieces of management
theory, identiﬁed six management activities. These ranged from planning and
forecasting, to organizing, commanding, and coordinating. The ﬁnal of these
activities was “controlling” – the deﬁnition of which refers to the monitoring
of activities to ensure compliance with existing plans. Similarly, Beniger’s
(1986) and Yates’s (1989) historical studies emphasize the pervasive policing
and control elements of large-scale corporate systems which are supported
by detailed communication systems (Clark 2000). TCE, in focusing upon the
coordination of ﬁrms and market mechanisms in the policing of contracts,
emphasizes the role of internal ﬁrm information in subverting the main market
mechanism: price (Coase 1937; Williamson 1975). This is said to decrease
risk and increase control over organizational environments by creating
internal capital markets.
As with the ﬁnancial risk associated with capital markets, organizations
seek to similarly reduce risk in dealing with the labor market. Extensive
data collection about actual and potential employee characteristics, skills,
competencies and knowledge, and the electronic storage thereof, is now
big business. Fora on E-HRM (Electronic Human Resources Management)
are now commonplace, with software vendors selling powerful analytical
tools to predict optimum stafﬁng levels, skill and competency combinations.
These tools attempt to monitor and assess risks associated with particular
staffing strategies, as well as collect, analyze, and categorize existing
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employee performance and attendance through time. They are often used in
tandem with a number of other softer “people management technologies”
such as appraisal, 360º feedback (appraisal from subordinates and peers, as
well as managers), and various forms of training and development needs
assessment.
Recent legislative changes in the UK have simplified the monitoring
of workers’ computer-mediated activities, establishing legal rights for
employers to monitor employee e-mail, telephone calls, and web usage during work time. Nevertheless, other areas of the UK economy have seen
industrial action by call center employees (where we see consistent and
relentless electronic monitoring of performance) because of “ebullient
management tactics” – the unfair application of performance measuring and
targets. Between 12 and 25 February 2001, the UK’s Trades Union Congress
(TUC) conducted a high-profile media campaign which set up a helpline
for call center employees. In the ﬁrst six days of the campaign, 397 workers
from all over the UK rang to complain about bullying, impossible sales
targets, not receiving wages on time, and hostility to unions (Trades Union
Congress 2001).
In this chapter, case material is drawn from one of several studies
conducted in UK call centers in the mid-1990s, which examines one particular
type of electronic workplace surveillance: computer-based performance
monitoring (CBPM). It is argued that the management practices surrounding
any employee monitoring system are a system of worker categorization and
ordering, and are enmeshed within existing, deeper workplace socio-technical
orders and value systems. This is particularly signiﬁcant since the majority
of existing research conducted in North America in the mid-1980s to early
1990s strove to identify how managers might monitor their staff in an
effective and fair way. This same research, however, only attended to task and
feedback design rather than broader social factors in the workplace. Whilst
job and feedback design factors can certainly be a vehicle for fair monitoring
practice, the manner in which feedback is given is also set within a social
context of management–worker relations and ordering which is more deeply
embedded in the fabric of social interaction at work. I begin the chapter
with a review of the North American literature, which establishes and
summarizes best-practice guidelines. Then, using Marx’s (1998) framework,
I introduce the proposition that attention to procedural and distributive justice
in monitoring processes brings the need to examine deeper social orders,
which are not included in existing best-practice frameworks. An investigation of such orders requires a methodology sensitive to their negotiation and
construction, which is then used to analyze some interview data from a UK
call center in Norco (a pseudonym).
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Electronic surveillance in the call center:
“the technological whip of the electronic age?”1
Electronic surveillance, in the form of CBPM, is one of the main management
tools used in the call center. CBPM monitors workers’ performance over
a predefined time period, and uses the statistics and voice recordings it
generates to categorize and evaluate them according to certain performance
criteria which are usually defined by the organization (see Higgins and
Grant 1989). It has been referred to as a “technological whip,” because of the
strong implication that its application in this context is unquestionable,
and is essentially one of control. At the time of writing, current estimates
range from there being between two to ﬁve thousand call centers in the United
Kingdom, employing up to 400,000 people. Datamonitor provides a more
conservative prediction that 247,000 (2 percent of the UK’s working
population) will be employed in a call center by the end of 2002. The UK’s
Call Center Association (CCA) currently has 420 members, facilitating many
smaller non-member operations behind the scenes.
The rise of the call center is symbolic of other industry and policy moves
to promote, at both regional and national levels, competitiveness on the basis
of “knowledge capital.” North American business analyst Peter Drucker
(2000) portrays this phenomenon as an epochal shift in business organization. Since the early 1990s, the call center has been promoted as a means
of employment regeneration in economically depressed areas of the UK
(particularly with customers’ reported preferences for northern regional
accents). This has dovetailed with the current UK government’s emphasis
on lifelong learning and its North American-inﬂuenced reconceptualization
of service sector work as “knowledge work” (Blackler 1995).
Other critical management writers and I acknowledge the slipperiness
and problematic nature of “knowledge” as a concept (Alvesson 1993, 2001).
However, leading business writers such as Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) and
Drucker (1993) argue that those in boundary-spanning roles who work with
information and communication technologies (which include the customerfacing call center worker), and who employ and share organizationally
and individually idiosyncratic knowledge are “knowledge workers.” There
is scant evidence, however, to support any resultant worker upskilling at a
general level (Graham 2000), and only the occasional anecdote suggests that
call center work experience adds value for the worker. Plenty, however, exists
to claim knowledge worker status for highly paid problem-solving roles
within merchant banks, and management, IT, and engineering consultancies
(Sveiby and Lloyd 1987). Indeed, it is more frequently noted that the
distinguishing feature of knowledge work is the deft ability of organizations
to engage their workers in elaborate forms of social process management,
and rhetorical and identity-related control (Alvesson 2001).
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Call center workers are likely to be poorly paid, working with computer
and information technologies that contain all “required” knowledge about
products and customers. They often read from a quality-controlled script,
working to a set of predeﬁned targets, leaving little margin for innovation
or the application of one’s own “knowledge.” The frequent customer interaction in call centers also feeds into marketing-based surveillance systems
which further aggregate customer information before it is sold on in the
“knowledge economy.” Similarly, proponents of “knowledge capital”
frequently overlook questions of power. The constant monitoring of calls
and performance means call center workers are exposed to intense surveillance by the organization which makes them the more likely target of
knowledge creation, categorization, and use, than its source.
Before knowledge work hit the headlines, literature about call centers in
the UK and US concerned worker surveillance and performance monitoring.
It dates from the mid-1980s (OTA 1987), and addresses a number of areas:
its impact on worker stress levels (Nebeker 1987; OTA 1987; Smith et al.
1986), its consequences for workplace social relations (Aiello 1996; Attewell
1987; Ball 1996; Deutsch 1986; Smith and Amick 1989) and how this varies
across cases (Ball 1996; George 1996). Drawing on Willmott (1999), I argue
that the way in which CBPM is conducted in organizations is laden with
double-edged organizational “value orientations.”
First, there is the distributive justice of reward (material or otherwise)
for effort and punishment for non-effort. In CBPM terms this refers to
the accuracy of feedback and representation of employee effort. Second, the
procedural justice of employee voice in the monitoring process: communication, trust, involvement and mutual responsibility between management
and workers for performance (Alder 1998). It is clear from the content
of pieces about CBPM, and from personal experience as an author in this
area for a number of years, that authors share similar concerns about these
aspects of CBPM-related practice. To elaborate, whilst management and
some pro-management writers present it as a necessity, the academic literature
suggests that it be applied in a manner that is considerate both to workers’
psychological and physical health, and well-being, as well as to organizational
concerns for efficiency. Furthermore, if such considerations are not met,
workers should have a way of resisting or challenging unfair monitoring
practice. These research concerns also inform a neat range of dilemmas
(Introna 2000) for practitioners and academics to consider: the extent to which
workers are entitled to a degree of privacy under surveillance (Sipior et al.
1998); the extent to which workers are expected to sacriﬁce aspects of their
mental and physical health when they come to work (Lund 1992); the extent
to which workers have the reasonable expectation of a meaningful and
satisfying job (Chalykoff and Kochan 1989); and the extent to which workers
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have the reasonable expectation of a level of “normal” human interaction
during the course of the working day, rather than being treated like machines
(Alder 1998; Westin 1986).
To understand how procedural and distributive justice may work in
practice, it is important to explore the legacy of past research into CBPM,
which is split in two. First, some research attempts to measure monitoring
practice in terms of specific identifiable guidelines and organizational
structural contingencies which have been argued elsewhere to determine
workplace level “outcomes: for inter alia job design, worker health, and
so on (e.g., Attewell 1987; Higgins and Grant 1989; Kulik and Ambrose
1993; Westin 1986, 1988). These are typically expressed in a series of
“should be” (Parker 1999) statements about CBPM. The assumption behind
these statements is that there is such a thing as objectively “good” and
“bad” monitoring practices which have measurable direct effects for the
employee in terms of job satisfaction, stress, turnover, and productivity
(Chalykoff and Kochan 1989). This creates a yardstick against which different
conﬁgurations of CBPM practice can be measured.
Second, some research examines management–worker relations from a
Foucaultian perspective. This research particularly examines the local,
discontinuous, socially constructed nature of relations surrounding monitoring practice, which afford it different meanings in different contexts. These
in turn reﬂect the power relations within that context (e.g., Ball and Wilson
2000; Sewell and Wilkinson 1992). CBPM’s embeddedness within social
relations leads a research agenda away from performing a simple “checklist”based evaluation. Instead, researchers examine how individual organizations
and their members socially construct the use of their monitoring technologies,
and how the socio-technical relation between technologies, workers,
supervisors, management, and organization emerges. This leads us to question
how CBPM and its outcomes might be known other than as a predefined
element of organizational structure with measurable effects, and how these
value-laden best-practice guidelines become subject to and the subject
of social practice.
Thus, the latter research moves away from the structured ontologies
of best-practice frameworks, and towards a reputation as a set of emergent
socio-technical practices constructed during the everyday speech and social
interaction of the research act (Alvesson and Karremann 2000; Ball and
Hodgson forthcoming). Ball and Wilson (2000) argued that a ﬁne-grained
discourse analytic approach to interview analysis has much to reveal about
the nature of socio-technical workplace relations wherein CBPM is
embedded. Details of both these streams of work are described next.
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Best-practice guidelines: Structures and outcomes
This section considers the work of Westin (1986, 1988), Smith and Amick
(1989), Kulik and Ambrose (1993), Higgins and Grant (1989) and DeTienne
and Abbott (1993). Westin (1986) surveyed 147 US-based organizations
and developed a model of possible uses of CBPM based on the Taylorism–
Labor relations control dialectic found in labor process theory. “Taylorist”
approaches to CBPM emphasize restricted communication and participation between management and workers, employee compliance and obedience,
individual quotas and piecework. The “Labor Relations” model emphasizes
open communication, participation and discussion between management
and workers, employee autonomy, team-based quotas, and fair pay. In
naming the latter the “fairness” model of monitoring, and the former the
“Taylorist” model, Westin’s (1986) model is heavily laden with notions
of how procedural and distributive justice in CBPM processes might translate
into identiﬁable practices (such as the abolition of piecework, team-based
bonuses, intermittent rather than constant monitoring, etc.). He also investigated broader contextual issues (Westin 1988) and concluded that comprehensive training on computer applications, good ergonomic arrangements,
the choice to move away from one’s workstation, and social aspects such
as trust, good formal and informal communication with management and
peers, and staff involvement in relevant decisions were also signiﬁcant.
Smith and Amick (1989) conducted extensive survey work throughout
the 1980s, and found CBPM to be a major determinant of job satisfaction
and stress. They produced several recommendations on how to deliver
feedback. Their recommendations concerned designing the feedback’s
timeliness and credibility according to worker need, thus maximizing
its value to the worker and its elicitation of their effort. “Timeliness” also
featured in the work of Higgins and Grant (1989) and Grant et al. (1988),
who also advised managers about the choice of monitoring measures.
According to their empirical work, each measure sent a value-laden message
to employees about what the organization expected of them in terms of service
and quality. Privacy issues also inform this work, as Irving et al. (1986)
warned against the wide broadcasting of feedback and the close individual
monitoring of the employee.
Finally, DeTienne and Abbott (1993) suggest that the “value-laden
message” inherent in the delivery of feedback is also inherent within the
design and implementation of a particular CBPM system from the start. As
such, they suggest that an “employee-centered” design would be best. Such
a design would encourage the system’s performance-related parameters to be
speciﬁcally constructed around the abilities, aptitudes and skills of a given
workforce, rather than expecting the workforce to fit a predefined set of
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machine-performance criteria which may not be contextually appropriate.
All of these authors provide case examples of how some of these recommendations have been achieved and they are summarized as “best practice”
guidelines in Table 10.1.
Table 10.1 Summary of guidelines concerning the implementation and use of
CBPM derived from previous research
Technology implementation
1 Positive aspects of the system should be emphasized.
2 Good reasons for the implementation of CBM should be demonstrated to staff
(e.g. performance-related pay).
3 Employees should feel that there is much to gain from having CBM.
Technology use
1 Quantitative monitoring should be appropriate for the tasks being measured.
2 The monitoring should not attempt to measure non-quantitative aspects of the
job.
3 The system should adequately represent employee performance.
4 The measuring process should be foolproof: everyone should know how it’s
done.
5 Feedback should be given on a meaningful timescale to employees.
6 Feedback should be delivered personally, not via the machine.
7 A computer which monitors the process as well as the results of the work is
more likely to be seen as spying by those subject to it.
8 Management should be sensitive to the fact that some employees may not
want their productivity rates broadcast.
9 The feedback should reinforce to employees what is considered to be “good”
performance.
10 The performance information should be readily and easily accessible to
employees.
11 The employees should feel able to challenge information generated by the
system.
12 Standards should be ﬂexible and allow for employee error.
13 A production shortfall should lead to discussion, not discipline.

Social orders under surveillance: the use of repertoires
Alternative accounts of CBPM practice focus on the way feedback processes
and management–worker relations are constructed in interview talk. These
accounts depict versions of CBPM situations that examine individuals’
experiences as subjects of CBPM, and surrounding social systems, in more
detail. Since the focus is on talk, a number of different conversation analytic
or discourse analytic strategies can be employed to this end (see Alvesson and
Karreman 2000 for a useful classiﬁcation of modes of discourse analysis).
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Interpretive repertoires is one such method, which attempts to identify the
different lexicons of themes, concepts, and ideas individuals use when they
describe something, and the interplay between them (Potter and Wetherell
1987; Wetherell 1998). In effect, they focus upon how individuals construct
and identify social relations within their worlds, observing the identity
work and ideological practice through which this is achieved (Wetherell
1998). They advocate a reading of interview texts which emphasizes
the constructed nature of accounts. In other words, what interviewees say
should not be read as indicative of some external, measurable context.
Individuals use their battery of repertoires to make their reality seem real to
the researcher, placing emphasis on the accounting function in the context
of the research interview. In addition, variation rather than congruity is sought
between accounts. The idea is, therefore, that individuals use their interpretive repertoires to position themselves and others in relation to a subject
of conversation (in this case, the departmental context of computer-based
monitoring practice). The interpretive-repertoires approach seeks to analyze
this positioning.
In an organizational study, positioning of self in relation to one’s colleagues, department, and organization is central to the understanding of social
relations in context both within and between organizational sites. Positions
are classiﬁed as either troubled or untroubled. The notion of the troubled and
untroubled subject position refers to how a subject position may be sitting
comfortably within the action orientation of a conversation at one point
in an account, and become uncomfortable and troubled when the action
orientation changes. A troubled position can occupy either a dominant (when
an important speaker claims an untroubled position) or subordinate (used
either to support or oppose the dominant repertoire) repertoire, either
reciprocally or alternatively. Reciprocal positioning occurs when individuals
position themselves or others as troubled in a dominant repertoire by virtue
of its terms, but in inverse relation to that repertoire. Alternative positioning
describes where one is positioned as troubled in an alternative repertoire
to that which is dominant (Ball and Wilson 2000).
This method has attracted criticism from a number of conversation
analysts. Schegloff (1997), for example, argues that a much closer reading of
the interview text reveals the “actual” positions of speakers. Other users
of discourse analysis (e.g., Michael 1996) note that the application of
interpretive repertoires may involve too great an abstraction of the individual
and hence has an “elitist” tendency. In her defense of the method, Wetherell
(1998) draws on Foucault’s genealogical method to assert that the focus is
on interaction and construction of context, rather than the individual. Thus
interplay of repertoires in any particular conversational context is reﬂective
of local social relations, with an emphasis on power and resistance (Henriques
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1998). In the study of CBPM in context, therefore, the identification of
interpretive repertoires and subjects’ positions within them will show the
qualitative bases of power and resistance within that context, allowing
the identiﬁcation of social orders. It also shows how access to the procedural
and distributive justice associated with this best practice might differ
between groups of workers.

Studying surveillance through multiple perspectives
This bifurcation in research approaches to CBPM in the workplace resonates
with Marx’s (1998) analysis of the ethics of any surveillance-based practice.
Marx advances twenty-nine questions which identify criteria concerning
the means of data collection, the context and conditions under which it is
collected, and the uses or goals thereof, as a way of judging the fairness
of surveillance activity in relation to its context of application. He uses the
notions of social and physical border violation, procedural and distributive
justice, and communication and sharing of goals, described above, to
construct the relevant aspects of surveillance. Marx highlights criteria to judge
practice, and also stresses the importance of contextualizing any analysis
of surveillance-based practice. Specifically, he is at pains to highlight
the symbolic meaning attached to surveillance practice, and the capacity
of surveillance to distort forms of social equality. In effect, Marx is suggesting that, to fully investigate surveillance, it is necessary to examine both
technological and practice conﬁgurations as well as its meaning in context.
If we apply this argument to CBPM, multiple analytical strategies can be
applied which are sensitive to both factors. In my discipline, organization
studies, combining methods in this manner is problematic,2 although situated
knowledges and the material semiotic approach3 (Haraway 1991) as analytical strategies have been suggested as one potential solution (Ball 2001).
In this chapter, case-study material from an organization, Norco, demonstrates that a combination of two methods (use of an a priori classiﬁcation
and interpretive repertoires) reveals more about the social ordering and value
systems inherent in a case of CBPM in practice than would an application
of either strategy on its own.

CBPM in Norco’s collections department
Norco is a large financial services organization operating in the north of
England. In the early 1990s they launched a hugely successful personal loans
product. The collections department was responsible for collecting arrears
pertaining to customers’ personal loans. In the department, six teams of six
employees (two senior clerks and four clerks) were at work, each with a
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supervisor, and the whole department was run by a management team of
three: one manager and two assistants. All had been working in the department since its inception in 1990. Work in the department was entirely
computer-based, and the computer monitored everything. The teams dealt
with two areas: four handled accounts that were up to five payments in
arrears (called “collections”), and two handled accounts that were over ﬁve
payments in arrears (called “recoveries”). A total of eleven employees from
this department were interviewed: the manager, an assistant manager, two
supervisors, two senior clerks, and five clerks. These were drawn from
two of the teams in the department. The interview asked all employees
their views about monitoring and appraisal practice, management–worker
relations, and their views on the organization as a whole. Collectors and their
supervisors were also observed for several periods of time.
CBPM in Norco
CBPM in Norco has a history that is recognizable as one of “office automation.” At its inception in 1990, the department used a paper-based ﬁling
system, which, according to the interviewees, became unwieldy, inefﬁcient,
and frustrating with the growth of the personal loans product. Accordingly,
alongside a change in management, the department was transformed into
its present computerized format. Management promised staff that their
work would be easier to manage with the new system, and all were required
to work very hard to reduce the backlog that had mounted with its predecessor. Because of the increased responsibility taken on by staff to reduce the
backlog, and development in their roles more generally, their jobs were
regraded. Each staff member was automatically awarded a pay raise and
promotion during the system implementation. Whether this was coincidence
or the result of attitude engineering, management had successfully
emphasized positive aspects of the CBPM system to render it more acceptable
to their staff.
The overall performance management process formed an elaborate worker
categorization exercise, integrating both electronic (CBPM) and paper-based
(appraisal) modes of assessment, effectively covering every aspect of
collectors’ behavior: towards the customers, their peers, their supervisors and
their managers. Day-to-day monitoring practice was all-encompassing. The
department worked the accounts on the Debt Collection System (DCS), which
logged all the calls and entries made to the individual accounts. The task
of each collector was to telephone debtors and arrange payment promises
on their respective personal loans, entering the details of their call onto the
debt collection system. The workers were monitored on the number of
accounts worked, the amount of money arranged to be collected, the amount
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of money actually collected, number of broken promises for payment, and the
amount of talking and typing time per case. Management emphasized that the
most important statistic was the number of broken promises over a given time
period, as this reﬂected the quality of the arrangements made by the collectors
and how well they had understood the customer’s needs. The same performance criteria also applied to short-term (typically three-hour) “collection
campaigns” using a power dialler. The dialler would be set to select cases
on the basis of geographical area or amount in arrears. It would then
automatically dial the debtors, and only link to the collector’s headset when
a connection was made, thereby machine-pacing the calls. Thus the collector
had the difﬁcult task of speaking to different debtors, one after another without
a break, and being subject to constant monitoring.
Collectors reported that perceptions of the overall performance management process encouraged them to be more quality-aware, and not to ﬁddle
their performance ﬁgures. Some discretionary ﬁddling took place, however,
which involved collectors leaving their telephone lines open after the
customer had gone, so that they could type the details into the machine
and appear to have reduced their typing time (for which the collectors were
only allowed one minute). According to one informant, this happened very
infrequently. Furthermore, as monitoring concerned only performance
outcomes rather than processes, informants explained that there was no
“big brother” feeling in the department. Information about the statistics
was readily available to the collectors, but they were not always aware of
this. Despite this, every collector interviewed felt that they could challenge
or query any aspect of performance statistics at any time. Examples of the
ofﬁcial monitoring criteria can be found in Appendix 1.
A unique aspect of the department was the widespread broadcasting of
performance statistics – although it was not the ofﬁcial ﬁgures that mattered.
Far more important was the staff’s own system of performance feedback
broadcast. Every two or three months, a group of collectors would get together
and organize an informal collections competition based on a humorous theme
(such as “pub crawl,” or “the pop charts”). Individual collectors formed teams
of three with anyone from the department, and the amount of money collected
by each person represented their team’s score. This was an interesting
incidence of electronically mediated worker surveillance, as referred to
by Sewell (1998). The competition scoreboards were usually drawn on the
back of wallpaper measuring two or three meters in length, featuring cartoonlike depictions of each team engaged in a race to the top of the charts, the
most elite nightclub, etc., which was based on the amount of money collected.
Prizes for each team were sourced from various collectors’ lofts, garages,
and sheds. This was widely referred to as symbolic of the department’s
self-reported “work hard–play hard” culture. They even awarded me a
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prize (an old Sex Pistols 7-inch single) during my time there, for “being a laidback researcher”!
The ultimate collector achievement was to collect one million pounds for
the organization, rewarded by membership in the organization’s “millionaires’ club” which offered them various perks and privileges. In addition, the
department had a football team which played on a Wednesday evening,
and a tradition of the majority heading down to the local pub after work on a
Friday for a drink. All informants reported positive management–worker
relations, and management and supervisors noted few disciplinary problems,
with a low annual staff turnover rate (5 percent). High levels of trust, a
high level of information communication up and down the hierarchy, and
a strong mutual appreciation of each other’s position were reported to
dominate social relations in this department.
The supervisors and assistant managers were key in the management of the
whole process. All had come through the collector ranks to their current
positions. Both clerks and supervisors argued that this in itself was responsible
for the smooth running of the department, and its largely developmental
culture. Whilst there were no formal targets set, there was an informal
understanding between all parties that the collectors should aim to work ten
cases an hour. When I reviewed some conﬁdential performance data on site,
all but a few collectors regularly attained this goal. Supervisors delivered this
information to their teams on a weekly and monthly basis, but all supervisors
were informally in contact with their teams every day, and so performance
feedback, coaching, advice, and encouragement was always at hand. When
I asked the supervisors how they managed the underachieving staff, it
appeared that individual shortfalls did not lead to any punishment. Rather,
they were classiﬁed by the appraisal system as having a developmental need
in that particular performance area. Further, they reported that staff members
were categorized as “problematic” if they had misbehaved in any interpersonal manner (such as verbally abusing another member of staff, or having
an “attitude problem,” which referred to their slow adaptation to new ideas).
Appraisals took place every quarter, and there were many skill areas in which
collectors were assessed: communication, teamwork, information use,
planning, accuracy, initiative, learning capacity, and analytical skills. Each
pay grade (there were four, from clerk to supervisor) had different standards
in each area, and work study had determined the amount of time they should
spend doing each. Collectors were ranked on a scale of one to ﬁve for each
skill area. I was only able to view a few appraisals (they were conﬁdential
documents), but I noted a central tendency in the scoring. The outcomes were
either that workers received more formal training and development, or
were informally required to at least maintain their status quo until the next
quarterly appraisal, when they would be reviewed again. It is clear from this
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brief description that the vertical (by management) and horizontal (through
staff competitions) electronic surveillance practices in Norco were situated
in a complex network of non-electronic surveillance (appraisal), and longstanding social relations, which, as we shall see, also performed a crucial
categorizing role.

Assessment of monitoring practice according to
best-practice guidelines
So, how did Norco fare in relation to published “best-practice” guidelines?
An aggregated and interpreted summary of the responses is presented in
Table 10.2.
Table 10.2 Norco’s CBPM practices, compared to previous research
Table 1 number
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

Finding
Implementation which led to pay rises through job regrading
and an ease on workload.
Acceptance of both the quality and quantity measures by the
staff.
A widespread acknowledgement of quality being more
important than speed.
Employee performance statistics a small part of broader
competency-based appraisal system.
Low occurrence of ﬁgure ﬁddling because of quality
awareness, but an acknowledgement of its potential.
Delivery of feedback using a variety of timescales and
methods.
Supervisors delivering feedback, informal, staff-led humorous
feedback system.
Work outcomes (i.e., money collected) monitored, no listening
in on calls.
A degree of sensitivity in the way in which feedback is
delivered to different operators.
“Work hard, play hard” ethic reﬂected in informal feedback
mechanisms to balance money collecting, and feedback
always delivered constructively.
Not complete awareness of accessibility of performance
statistics.
All employees felt able to challenge the information generated
by the system.
Flexible approach taken to the achievement of targets.
Developmental, not punitive, approach to feedback delivery.
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Table 10.2 shows that, in terms of the normative guidelines, the practice
of CBPM in Norco seems to fare quite well. Tenets of implementation and
feedback style were met with the exception of staff awareness of monitoring
statistics. Distributive justice concerns, relating to the perceived accuracy,
timeliness, critical focus, and balance of performance data in relation to
statistics were being met. Similarly, in terms of procedural justice, employees’
rights to challenge and discuss statistics seemed to be securely in place.
But what happens when we take a more ﬁne-grained look at the data? Are
the employees all healthy, happy, and equally represented in departmental
power relations given this proximity to normative “best practice”? Whose
voices in the workplace get heard and acknowledged by management in the
everyday work situation? Do some workers have a greater “right” to challenge
management than others? Do others miss out on developmental opportunities? These questions have a bearing on how ﬁne-grained attention to
deeper social ordering, which is invisible in a best-practice account, may
reveal more about this case than initially meets the eye.
Interpretive repertoires in Norco
On closely examining extracts of talk from the interviews, two interpretive
repertoires emerged, which operated in tandem:
•

•

The “empowerment” repertoire drew upon ideas of proactivity, choice
and freedom in worker and manager performance and conduct in social
relations.
The “life in work” repertoire brought other aspects of workers’ personal
identities (e.g., gender, age, pastimes, personal preferences) to bear on
their conduct in social relations.

The following paragraphs contain extracts from interviews that show the
repertoires in action. Because of space limitations, not many extracts could
be exhibited, but I consider these to be good representations of a signiﬁcant
number of the speech fragments classiﬁed using the interpretive repertoires
analytical method.
The empowerment repertoire
The title “empowerment” is drawn directly from the language of the senior
manager in this case, and is a label for the many interrelated themes arising
in his talk. These are crucial to the operation of this repertoire and the
following extracts present evidence of some of subject positions occupied
within it. In extract 1, the manager describes his approach to management,
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positioning himself and the types of staff he would want working for him. His
self-positioning as “he who empowers staff to self-manage” and “he who
oversees” in effect achieves the status of one who is most powerful in terms
of people management, using visual terminology to denote this. He positions
his preferred employee using the empowerment repertoire: “They who should
try to better themselves.”
1
You empower people, people start throwing out ideas and actually
manage themselves, and that’s worked, we think, quite well in our area,
but I don’t see it in any other areas of [the company] . . . I’d rather have
someone that’s always trying to be one level above . . . to have a blend
of people who do that job and are happy doing the job, but I like to see
people trying to actually go outside of their job description and try to
impress.
This extract illustrates how the empowerment repertoire is constitutive of the
most powerful person in this regime. Comments from staff underpin and
augment these positions. Extract 2 represents the views of the majority of the
clerks, about the current management style and its implications:
2
. . . the people that came in actually, because they were prepared to
let you have a laugh and you felt as if you really wanted to work hard
for them which people did which is why we’ve performed really
well.
In extract 2, the individual speaker positions herself alongside her colleagues
as imaginary group spokespeople, and as members of their department
with its particular ethos of “having a laugh and working hard.” The powerful
and benevolent position of the manager is shown by his positioning as
“being prepared” to let the staff “have a laugh,” for the return of hard work.
Essentially, these individuals construct the element of choice and proactivity
in wanting to work hard for their bosses, which places these positions within
the empowerment repertoire.
Certain types of resistant positions were evident in the accounts from
managerial, supervisory, and clerical levels and the empowerment repertoire
was mobilized to this effect. In particular, it was used by a young, male senior
clerk, who was describing resistant behavior in the department as a group
of older women who met at coffee-time to “moan.” In doing so, he selfpositions as “technically astute” and positions these older women as “other,”
in not being “geared up to technology and targets.” Extract 3 illustrates this:
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3
. . .shall we say the more mature ladies of the section; shall we say the
younger ones who have come in and know no different are fine. The
others, well it used to be files and they preferred files because it was
easier. Maybe they’re scared of the technology – I don’t know if they
used the remote controls at home, but . . . that’s the gripe . . . maybe
there’s some of the older end that aren’t as geared up to computers, and
technology and targets and all that.
There are many contingencies to the mobilization of this repertoire, which
bring not only subject positions, but also social ordering into the picture.
Position in this social order is contingent upon proﬁciency with information
technologies that produce monitoring practices, which is reinforced by
other management evaluation practices (such as appraisal). “Being able to do
the job” as outlined by the manager (who empowers), will necessarily involve
a degree of technical afﬁnity and competence which will necessarily lead
to an appraisal which will reinforce these (and other) skills. Unfortunately,
none of the resistant women in this department were interviewed, as senior
management scheduled the research interviews and prevented them from
participating. Another repertoire, “life-in-work” in use in Norco explains
these resistant processes further.
The “life-in-work” repertoire
The “life-in-work” repertoire comprises another set of patterns – positions
of gender, age, pastimes, and personal preference – which bring them into the
realm of work. Reciprocally, work – and the manager’s position in particular
– is constructed as “objective,” “neutral,” and “egalitarian” in this repertoire.
The “life-in-work” repertoire therefore is seen to trouble or reinforce these
egalitarian positions (for example, the manager’s position), through linguistic construction. It can, in certain respects, be used to bolster, through an
“othering device,” the equanimity of organizational disciplinary practices,
such as dismissal, promotion, and appraisal. Examples of this are given below.
This repertoire appears to operate in tandem with the empowerment
repertoire. Comments from a clerk help to construct a dynamic between them.
In extract 4 the senior clerk positions some employees as “wronged” in
relation to the manager’s intentionally egalitarian position. Note, it is their
practices and positions after work which seem to count:
4
He treats in his own way everybody equal, but he’s got his own way of
running things, and his way of running things is that he’s one of the lads
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. . . the people that don’t like going out don’t think that they’re getting a
fair crack of the whip.
Individuals who are deemed to not like going out (or playing football,
which is mentioned later) are positioned as “feeling discriminated against”
within the workplace, thereby occupying “othered,” potentially resistant
positions. Similarly, the manager is positioned as “one of the lads,” rooted
within the “life-in-work” repertoire. The manager’s need to work “in his
own way” is troubled by that of being egalitarian, as would be expected within
the workplace. The basis of the “empowering” position occupied by the
manager in an earlier account is now challenged by this new position afforded
to him by one of his “favored” clerks as “one of the lads.” This is also clear
from the following two extracts, both of which use positions in “life-in-work.”
5
He has a lot more to do with the staff. And fortunately he has a lot more
to do with the blokes as well . . . we play football every Wednesday
so that is looked at in a different light by other members of staff. For
me personally he’s ﬁne . . . for some it’s a case of “Well, I won’t get
anywhere in here.”

6
The people that do tend to get on – the team leaders – you tend to ﬁnd
that they’re all the same, they’re all fairly outgoing, bubbly . . . anything
that’s out of work, they’ll always join in when it’s possible for them to
do and yeah it’s – he goes for the people who are like him to be honest.
In these extracts, “life-in-work” replaces the empowerment repertoire in
positioning resistant workers, and bolsters it in the power positioning of the
manager. The empowerment and life-in-work repertoires are thus aligned.
Claiming a position in the empowerment repertoire appears contingent
on adopting this manager’s personal practices. These data are summarized
in Table 10.3.

Discussion
This chapter makes two points about the study of CBPM, in particular when
we pay attention to procedural and distributive justice. The ﬁrst, and most
obvious, is that when we apply two contrasting analyses with different
epistemological underpinnings, we are bound to reveal ﬁndings which at ﬁrst,
appear to be contradictory. In the case of Norco, analysis using “best-practice”
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Table 10.3 Repertoires: Extract 1
Positioning

Management

Management
→ Staff

Staff →
Management

Staff ↔ Staff

Repertoire
*Empowering Hardworking Powerful
Hardworking
empowerment Overseeing
and happy
Benevolent
*Enjoy humour
(Extract 1)
Try to impress Allow humour *Technologically
astute/not astute
Life-in-work
*Manages as *Young
(Extract 1)
“one of the
male/older
lads”
female
*Beer
drinking/coffee
drinking
*Sporty/domestic

guidelines told us that the organization appeared to be practicing CBPM in
a “fair” way, whereas closer scrutiny revealed that departmental social relations had a discriminatory topography which favored the younger, most
likely male, members of the department. This directly reﬂects upon distributive justice of performance evaluation and appraisal, since those less
technologically “apt” were likely to be categorized as less competent in faceto-face performance evaluations, and were more likely to be regarded
as resistant by managers and supervisors.
It also reﬂects upon the procedural justice of voice and communication
surrounding monitoring statistics. Those constructed as having a negative
attitude to technology, as part of a resistant group, are more likely to have their
concerns dismissed as “moans” rather than any more arguably legitimate
problems raised by workers to management, but on management’s terms.
These arguments become even more pervasive when we examine the
second point. The discourse analysis found a subtle link between CBPM
practice and social relations. Within the case there was a dominant repertoire
(empowerment) and subordinate repertoire (life-in-work). The empowerment
repertoire relied upon themes of democracy, proactivity, choice, and freedom,
and displayed a strong thematic feature in its mobilization of positions of
both management and staff which involved proﬁciency with or control over
CBPM output, outcomes, and the technology through which CBPM was
operational. “Technical ability” was positioned in the empowerment repertoire, thus mastery over technology, good CBPM practice and empowerment
in management–worker relations went hand in hand.
The subordinate repertoire referred to aspects of individual identities,
which were brought to bear on the work situation (e.g., their gender, position,
age, pastimes, and social preferences, etc.). The empowerment repertoire
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normalizes behavior which goes “beyond the job.” Empowered positions
thus draw on resources from within the life-in-work repertoire to identify
with management, particularly socially. “Life-in-work” colludes with
“empowered” to further distinguish empowered groups and thus disempower
other groups (older, female in this case). Similarly, the life-in-work repertoire’s dismissal of the manager as an “egalitarian,” and presentation of
him as “one of the lads” suggests that the position he claimed as a dispenser
of “empowerment” was one which was heavily qualiﬁed and skewed towards
the staff with whom he most identiﬁed.
Those unfavorably positioned in the life-in-work repertoire are so
positioned because they did not ﬁt social norms. These “othered” positions
have also had experience of other regimes. Therefore they are able to compare
the current management strategies with their other experiences. The
manager’s and “favored” clerks’ positions as those who produce procedurally
and distributively just performance evaluations and social relations are
intensely troubled by this analysis. The message for the consideration of
questions concerning distributive and procedural justice under monitoring
is quite clear: any such discussion must examine ﬁne-grain social processes
with an eye to incorporating broader patterns of discrimination which may
affect equity of treatment and equality of voice under computer-based
performance monitoring in the workplace.

Conclusion
Using Marx (1998), and referring to Parker (1999) and Haraway (1997) (see
notes), I have addressed the question of how we could use complementary
research strategies to examine how we might come to understand practical
configurations of CBPM as value-laden. This was analytically fruitful.
Because of the connection revealed between technical ability and (historically
negotiated) position within social relations, it is argued that there are practices
which can be seen to be more or less fair according to previous research
examining stress, ergonomics, and performance management. Crucially,
however, this was subject of and to organizationally speciﬁc historical and
cultural practices which accomplish social ordering and worker classiﬁcation,
both formally and informally, in a negotiated and ongoing fashion. Workers’
positions as regards these practices are by no means fixed, and subject to
claim upon claim for legitimacy and positioning within the sphere of
monitoring application. It is argued that this has shed fresh light on the
evaluation of employees’ access to distributive and procedural justice under
monitoring. In future, I recommend that if these ethical questions are to be
examined at any depth, an analysis according to “best-practice” guidelines is
insufﬁcient if a more responsible account of practice is to be gained.

Hours
worked

69.15

67.38

86.57

119.5

89.03

431.6

Name

Op 1

Op 2

Op 3

Op 4

Op 5

Total

5920

1269

1475

1338

905

933

Cases
worked

1103

272

304

173

162

192

Total
contacts

Table 10.4 An example of CBPM statistics in Norco

676

184

170

79

98

145

Total
promises

111

35

27

12

14

23

Broken
promises

19.44

20.8

17.6

17.5

20.3

21

Dialler
conn/hr

1.52

1.48

1.52

1.32

1.26

2.02

Talk time

0.62

0.32

1.02

1.19

0.5

0.07

Type time

279

58

76

49

46

53

£ coll.
(000)
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Notes
1 This is the term used to describe CBM by “Nine to Five: The National Association
of Working Women” in North America. The organization has conducted a number
of surveys and studies on monitoring practice in North America, and commonly
reports accounts of monitored women which feature images of rape, sexual abuse,
harassment, degradation, and humiliation in their rhetoric. Its ethical message is
clear: the use of CBM in this way is morally reprehensible.
2 Parker (1999) outlines the two main areas of organization studies currently
embroiled in this discussion: labor process analysis and organizational analysis.
In summarizing the debate, he pitches social realists such as Smith and Thompson
(1992) and Thompson and Ackroyd (1995) against post-structuralists such as
Knights and Willmott (1995), highlighting the “fundamental antagonism” (Parker
1999: 35) between the two groups of writers. The root of this antagonism is
embedded in the various commitments to which each position is bound in the
research process. Whilst emergent post-structuralists such as Knights, Willmott,
Parker, and others were arguing for an organizational microsociology focused on
the context-speciﬁc subject, or agent, as constructing reality through speech as
social action, structural realists such as Smith, Thompson, Ackroyd, and Reed
fundamentally oppose such ontological and epistemological positioning. The
former critique the latter accounts as the product of the white, heterosexual and
phallogocentric, dualistic systems that we (sic) aim to critique, which “place a
constraining hierarchy around knowledge” (Knights 1997: 3). Instead, the former
approach advocates a dynamic conceptualization of the power/resistance relation
which calls the material, structural “givens,” such as class, gender, and resistance,
into question. Most notably, Knights and Willmott (1992) argue for a
problematization of the position of “the subject,” “subjectivity,” and “subjection”
in capitalist relations of power. This subject becomes the center of empirical and
epistemological interest and speaks per se, constituting identity, culture, and power
by speaking about their working lives. The speaking subject was, in theory at least,
able to introduce many different, clashing, incongruous identities into its account
of workplace assujetissement, which is socially constructed, and hence
problematized the aforementioned structural “givens,” and needed to be investigated in a theoretically grounded and methodologically consistent way.
Thompson, Ackroyd, Smith, and others, on the other hand, prefer to categorize (for
example) the study of resistance in organizations in a deep, detailed, and structured
way, drawing on texts from across the range of social sciences to provide a detailed
a priori categorization of what to expect in the process of empirical investigation.
This is the basis of the realist critique of post-structural work. Writers such as Reed
(1997) attack anti-realist positions for failing to “confront” and “conveniently
forgetting” structure, instead opting for radically subjective, one-level, relativist,
and process-dominated social ontologies. Thus for Reed, the essence of this
opposition is the unconscionable dismissal of structure and its implications, such
as the inadequate engagement with politics and ethics.
3 Situated knowledges is Haraway’s (1991) feminist response to the realist/relativist
stalemate, which she characterizes as deﬁning
how to have simultaneously an account of radical historical contingency for all
knowledge claims and knowing subjects . . . and a no nonsense commitment to
faithful accounts of a “real” world, one that can be partially shared and friendly
to earth-wide projects of ﬁnite freedom, adequate material abundance, modest
meaning in suffering, and limited happiness.
(Haraway 1991: 187)
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Her alternative, entitled “situated knowledges,” is based on a recasting of the nature
of vision – the gaze of the theorist which produces knowledge – as embodied, and
necessarily situated within what can only ever be a partial translation of what is
“out there.” She argues that what we observe as natural scientists, human scientists,
and social scientists is simultaneously material and solid, and constructed
semiotically by the technologies and techniques that we use to observe them, and
hence they are also observer-dependent but not unequivocally relativized. They are
at the same time material and semiotic. Most importantly, material-semiotic
artifacts themselves are to be understood as being in a mutually constitutive relation
with the agentic network (both non-human and human) that produces them. This
has two implications for this work. Among other things, this supports the notion
that a conceptualization of CBPM as having a material-semiotic ontology
necessitates a dual analytic methodology which is sensitive to the contrasting
subtleties of this simultaneous conception: as something which is measurable and
socially constructed.
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11 Private security and
surveillance
From the “dossier society”
to database networks
Greg Marquis
A casual reading of the literature on police history confirms a basic fact:
surveillance was not invented in the age of computers, digitization, and the
Internet. For more than 150 years, police in Western society have operated
through “reading” and categorizing persons, places and situations on the basis
of risk.1 In this sense, patrol and detective police have always been involved
in risk management and policing has always been targeted or discriminatory.
The same is true of private security, which has competed with and complemented the police since the nineteenth century. Policing seeks to maintain
order and enforce criminal law. Private security is about predicting and
preventing actions that cause economic loss (Carroll 1975: 2; Lyon 1994:
110–13).
This chapter reviews the development of North American private security,
both in-house and contract, since 1960, its use of technology and information,
and its relationship to public police. Drawing on themes in policing history,
it assesses the signiﬁcance of private security categorization of potential and
actual offenders against criminal and administrative law; of employees
and prospective employees; of residential dwellers; of customers in the
marketplace and of the public in general (Hunt 1990; Marquis 2000a; Morn
1982; Rigakos 1999; Williams 1998). In the broadest sense, private security
consists of not only the classic in-house and proprietary guard, investigation,
cash transit and alarm services, but also the broader “police-industrial
complex” that includes industry-protective associations, credit bureaus,
and human resource management experts that administer “integrity” testing
(O’Toole 1978: ch. 8; Reynolds 1991).
My basic argument is that North American private security, like public
policing, developed historically through ordering space and categorizing
individuals. Yet since the 1960s heightened anxieties over personal security,
business and insurance concerns over property, profits, and liability,
the proliferation of inexpensive new technologies for gathering, storing,
sorting, and transmitting information, and a drift towards privatization in the
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security “marketplace” has given new meaning to the old Pinkerton slogan
“We Never Sleep.” The “Eye That Never Sleeps” was an evocative image for
the private investigator or undercover operative who served client needs
through physical surveillance (Morn 1982). In the surveillance society that
has evolved since the 1960s, a multitude of private eyes manage risk not
for a political ideology, the state nor the “public interest,” but for proﬁt. And
although physical surveillance, such as Closed Circuit Television (CCTV)
remains important and will no doubt grow in intensity, physical surveillance
has been surpassed by data surveillance.
Communications and information technology (CIT) has broadened
the scope of surveillance of individuals, and raised important questions
pertaining to privacy, accuracy, accountability, and uses of information
held in state and private data banks. By way of example, consider the detailed
files kept by the Ministry of State Security or Stasi on more than sixteen
million East Germans prior to the 1990s. Through a network of hundreds
of thousands of citizen informers, state agents, and surveillance equipment, the Stasi amassed security ﬁles that took up two hundred kilometres
of shelf space. Each kilometer of dossiers contained ten million sheets of
paper. This unwieldy system, which spread fear and suspicion among the
population, was searched manually. Computerization would have made
this huge security apparatus even more oppressive, but file cards were
sufficient. When the communist regime crumbled starting in 1989, Stasi
ofﬁces and records were among the ﬁrst targets of protestors (Koehler 1999:
8–9, 20–1).
North American police, since their inception in the early 1800s, have
never monopolized surveillance and social categorization as they relate to
law enforcement. In recent years, academic, professional and governmental
studies of and conferences on policing have paid greater attention to the
growth of private security, which provides guard, cash transit, alarm, and
investigative services. In 1970, there were one and a half private security
employees for every American police officer; by the mid-1990s the ratio
was three and a half to one. By 1996, Canada had more than 12,000 private
investigators and greater numbers of guards (Gerden 1998; Nye 1999: 5;
Statistics Canada 1999).2 The rank-and-file unions represented by the
Canadian Police Association have reacted with suspicion and hostility
towards their private sector counterparts. Police managers have been more
open (Kinnear 2000: 108–16; Marquis 1993). According to late twentiethcentury commentators, who include private security spokespersons, an
overburdened public sector, taxpayer fatigue, public perceptions of rising
crime rates, and business dissatisfaction with the performance of police
agencies has led to a proliferation of private policing. Murphy postulates
that postmodernity, “declining cultural and social homogeneity and lack of
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political consensus” are feeding demands for increased security and order
(KPMG 1998: iii–iv; Murphy 2000: 35–7; Murray and McKim 2000: 4–14).3
Most security textbooks and company advertisements begin with the
assumption of “an unprecedented rise in crime” that justiﬁes more robust
security. The web site for the Ontario company Intelligarde, for example,
states that “crimes like car jacking and home invasion are becoming
commonplace” and that Canadian society is increasingly threatened by
“disorderly conduct and drug culture” (Intelligarde; Oliver and Wilson 1978:
ix). Other allegations have to do with the alleged ineffectiveness of the police,
or even the failure of the courts and corrections system to deter or rehabilitate
violent and repeat offenders. While the latter has little to do with policing, it
does contribute to a political climate that is less resistant to an expansion
of surveillance.
Such assertions clash with crime statistics gathered by the state. Aside from
speciﬁc locales, where ofﬁcial crime rates can ﬂuctuate from year to year, for
the past several years Canada has experienced a decline in rates of serious
crime (offences covered by the Criminal Code). Throughout the 1990s for
example, national rates of youth crime, property crime, violent crime, and
homicide fell (Statistics Canada 1996; Tremblay 1998).4
Public perceptions of crime, as framed by the media, count more than
criminological expertise in the politics of policing and security. Cost is
another important factor. In an era of falling or stagnating worker productivity,
corporations, governments, even police agencies, have hired or contracted
out to security ﬁrms to protect assets, investor proﬁts, and the public treasury.
According to the Solicitor General’s 1990 discussion paper Police-Challenge
2000, Canada’s “new blue line” would be shaped by economic factors:
Private policing will become even more established as the dominant
mode of policing in Canada. As a result, public police will serve, in part,
a coordinating role for private policing, providing backup when “real”
crime occurs. Alternatives will be sought to high quality but expensive
public policing, such as passive, technologically-enhanced surveillance,
and the use of parallel policing.
(Normandeau and Leighton 1990: 15, 20)
Another theme is technology: by the 1970s and 1980s, public bureaucracies
and corporations were making greater use of technology to regulate interpersonal relationships and market transactions. According to private security
advocates, their industry is better able than the police to respond to the security and crime challenges of the Information Age. Private security, for
example, popularized the use of CCTV, a form of surveillance that many
police departments have adopted or will adopt (Barney 2000; Hunt 2000:
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137–41; Marquis 2000b). In Britain the expansion of CCTV to monitor public
space has little to do with ofﬁcial rates of crime (Norris and Armstrong 1999).
A variation on this theme is the “national security” argument, put forward
by President Clinton in a speech in 1999: foreign terrorists are imperilling
American military and economic interests through not only violence but
also the threat of “cyber attacks.” Although this rhetoric is meant to justify
national and military security efforts, it also serves as a marketing tool for
private security consultants in the post-Cold War world (Clinton 1999;
Marquis 2000b).5
According to a host of social science commentators, North American
society after the Second World War evolved from the industrial to the postindustrial or Information Age (Beniger 1986; Galbraith 1968). The most
obvious change was in the structure of the workforce. In 1880, only 6.5
percent of the American civilian workforce belonged to the “information”
sector; one century later the ﬁgure was 42 percent. Agricultural employment
had declined from 43.7 to 2.1 percent and industrial from 43.7 to 22.5 percent.
By the early 1960s, an estimated 29 percent of the American GNP was linked
to the “production and distribution of knowledge” (Beniger 1986: 19–24). By
the mid-1980s, one Canadian worker in seven used CIT; a decade later
the proportion had climbed to two out of ﬁve (Betcherman and McMullen
1999: 110).
The storage and distribution of information were increasingly facilitated
not simply by bureaucracy, but by CIT. In the mid-1950s, for example, the
United States government maintained 45 computers. A decade later, federal
departments and agencies operated close to 2,000 mainframes. Computer
applications were adopted for administrative, licensing, regulatory, and criminal justice purposes (Relyea 1996; Rule 1974). In the 1960s, the aerospace
company Space-General, utilizing computers and system analysis, studied
the California criminal justice system and made recommendations on police
data processing, tracking the results of sentencing and predicting outbreaks
such as the Watts riot of 1965 through a series of socioeconomic indicators
(Brown 1971).
The growth of computerized data banks within the governmental and
corporate sector, recording the activities of millions of North American
workers, citizens, and consumers, gave rise in the 1960s to a political concern
over privacy that was evident in both academic and popular culture (Bennett
1995; Gellman 1999; Lester 2000). Much of the ensuing literature was
journalistic and anecdotal. Brenton, in The Privacy Invaders, warned that
the increasing use of computers to store and sort data on individuals was
a potential “death blow not only for privacy, but for the very democracy
upon which it nourishes” (Brenton 1964: 232). The allegedly invasive and
dehumanizing power of surveillance technology employed by private
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detectives, corporations and public investigative agencies and revelations of
domestic spying by the Nixon White House, the FBI, the CIA, the IRS, US
military intelligence, and the Canadian RCMP also fueled concerns (Dash
1959; Halifax Chronicle Herald 13 April 1964; Lapidius 1971; Packard 1964;
Westin 1970, 1971; Wise 1976). One result in the United States, which
affected private investigators, was the banning of private eavesdropping
under the American Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968
(Lapidius 1971: 43–8). In 1969, Canada’s minister of justice pronounced
“data surveillance” a serious threat to individual privacy (Globe & Mail
15 July 1969).
The resulting discourse on protection of privacy tended to focus on the
dangers of government acting as Big Brother. The chief reason was that public
officials, departments and agencies could be monitored and controlled
through the courts, the political process and media exposure. There was a
lively debate on the socially acceptable uses of information. One result of
the privacy discourse of the late 1960s was the American Privacy Act of 1974,
which affected federal government records (Hare, 1976: 4; Long 1967;
Packard 1964; Westin 1971). Citizens’ right to examine their government
file was enshrined in national and state freedom of information laws, an
innovation that caused the FBI and other American police agencies to warn
that criminal intelligence information would “dry up.” Canada’s federal
government passed protection of privacy legislation in 1974, although its
safeguards were weaker than that of the American law. A number of provinces
also passed consumer protection laws to regulate credit reporting agencies.
In Canada the public occasionally expresses concerns over the growth of
personal information in government records (witness the recent controversy
over the secret Longitudinal Labour Force Databank).6 As political issues,
the gathering, lending, and selling of personal data by the private sector
are not well understood by the public, but lobbying by privacy advocates has
resulted in federal legislation, Bill C-6, that will phase in a regulatory
framework for businesses that attempt to share personal data (Statistics
Canada 1981, vol. 2: 85–93; Thibodeau 2000).7
Although the record-keeping systems were rudimentary by twentiethcentury standards, when the “new” police appeared in the nineteenth century,
its activities were built around notions of social categorization. The immediate targets in the 1840s and 1850s were urban working-class neighborhoods.
Patrol ofﬁcers placed speciﬁc locales under surveillance and detectives kept
track of individuals and organizations through observation and informants.
The police station blotter was an intimate record of the quarrels and conﬂicts
of the urban neighborhood. In addition to petty offenders, the police
maintained informal records on the local “underworld” and, as a result of
statutory provisions, formal records on pawnbrokers, peddlers and cab drivers
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(Ericson and Haggerty 1997; Harring 1983; Marquis 1993, 1994; Monkkonen
1981).
The roots of private security categorization also date from this era. Private
policing, far from being a twentieth-century invention, was a creature of
the Commercial and Industrial Revolutions. Modern “police for hire” in the
United States emerged at the same time as railroad networks, mass production
and distribution, communications technology such as the telegraph and
telephone and the industrial corporation. Business historian Alfred Chandler
describes American railroads as the ﬁrst modern business enterprises. They
also were the first major private sector clients of private police agencies
(Beniger: ch. 6; Chandler 1977: ch. 3).
By the late 1800s, urban police in North America had developed a
work culture based not only on patrolling the beat, the public interface of
law enforcement, but also on predicting behavior by creating, updating, and
exchanging records on suspected and convicted offenders. Central to police
lore, for both patrol officers and detectives, was the ability to “read”
individuals and situations (Johnson 1976). Each successive technological
innovation in police operations, from typewriters to automobiles and twoway radios to laptop computers, has reinforced a professional culture
based on observing and tracking individuals who seem “out of place” (Ericson
1992; Marx 1988). The historical literature suggests that the purpose of
technological adaptation was not simply to “ﬁght crime” but also to manage
and control police workers (a similar case can be made for private security
technology) (Marquis 2000b).
Criminal intelligence techniques developed from basic municipal and
private police record gathering (Morgan 1980: ch. 2). Following the Civil
War municipal police departments exchanged telegraphic bulletins, written
physical descriptions, and photographs. Later, records of anthropometric
Bertillon measurements and ﬁngerprints of arrested and convicted individuals
were added to municipal, state, provincial, and national police bureaucracies.
Starting in the 1920s and 1930s, police agencies could communicate
via teletype. Police departments maintained “just in case” information on
individuals who had never been arrested, charged or convicted, but who were
suspected of criminal activity. Private agencies, such as the railway police and
Pinkerton’s National Detective Agency, urged the public police to coordinate
criminal intelligence better in the face of rapid technological change, divided
political jurisdiction, and increasingly sophisticated economic crime (Marquis
1994; Morn 1982; Nadelmann 1993: 55–99).
The private police, in addition to protecting physical assets such as
mines, factories, railways, warehouses, banks, and hotels, virtually invented
mass surveillance in North America through their infiltration of the labor
movement. The Pinkerton, Thiel, and Burns agencies, contracted by both
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industrial corporations and national, state and provincial governments across
North America, targeted organized labor through the infiltration of spies
and agents provocateurs, the compilation of blacklists and the provision and
safeguarding of strikebreakers (Hunt 1990; Marquis 2000a; Morgan 1980:
ch. 2; Williams 1998).8 “Private detectives flourished,” one historian has
written, “because they were the more reliable servants of class interests than
the established police who had to answer to elected ofﬁcials” (Hunt 1990:
196–7). Pinkerton’s, other branch plant security operations, and Canadianowned companies continued to monitor and inﬁltrate unions and workplaces
into the 1970s if not later. A number of organizations of the far political right
in the United States between the 1920s and the 1960s, such as the American
Defense Society, the American Vigilant Intelligence Foundation, and the
American Security Council, were associated with private police and industrial
security (Donner 1980: 414–18).
The popular literature on private security from the 1950s and 1960s tends
to stress violations of privacy by undercover agents and intrusive surveillance
technology. The ﬁrst technological challenges to privacy came not after the
Second World War, but starting in the 1880s: private detectives and police
had recourse to tapping telephone lines, listening to conversations through
microphones, recording conversations on dictographs and documenting
activity with low-cost, instantaneous photography (Dash 1959: ch. 1; Westin
1970: 338–39).9 By the mid-twentieth century, surveillance of places
and persons was enhanced by tape recorders, miniature microphones, and
cameras, infrared “night vision” photography and motion picture cameras.10
For controlling access and monitoring employees, customers, the public, and
spaces such as factory gates, shop floors, doors, and lobbies, companies
and institutions later installed CCTV, video cameras, and locks activated by
punch codes (Wilson 1978: ch. 3).11
Far more important than audio and visual monitoring devices to the
evolution of the surveillance society were advances in data surveillance:
creating, storing, sorting, and accessing ﬁles on individuals and organizations.
Prior to the mid-twentieth century, the basic dossier was a ﬁle containing
typewritten sheets. Police agencies, in amassing both criminal and national
security intelligence, added ﬁngerprints, modus operandi information, mug
shots, and newspaper clippings (Hannant 1995; Marquis 1994). Large police
agencies, like government agencies and corporations, next adopted keypunch machines and machine-readable punch cards. With computerization
in the 1960s and early 1970s, records were transferred to magnetic tape and
eventually to magnetic disk. Storage capacity and search time improved
tremendously with each advance (Beniger 1986; Carroll 1975; Westin 1971).
The basic police records identified by mid-century experts such as O. W.
Wilson were complaint, arrest, and identiﬁcation records (Wilson 1973). The
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growth of police record keeping reﬂects the classic rules of bureaucracy, and
has been inﬂuenced by external institutions such as the insurance industry,
provincial and state motor vehicle departments, and the courts (Ericson and
Haggerty 1997: 23–34, 209–47, 310–15).
The use of private policing in industry prior to the 1940s was not
accompanied by major professional or theoretical discussions other than
property protection and efficiency.12 A self-conscious industrial security
sector was launched during the Second World War, when more than 100,000
American war production plants were in operation. Cold War imperatives,
which maintained a large defense research, development, and production
sector into the 1990s, also fed demands for security experts, investigators,
employee screening, surveillance techniques, security barriers and guards.
The American Security for Industrial Security, which publishes the trade
journal Security Management, reﬂects the institutionalization of large-scale
private security. On the contract investigation side, most work was speciﬁc
to individual client needs, such as evidence of infidelity in divorce cases.
By the early 1960s, millions of Americans were employed by aerospace and
other industries bidding for defense contracts and subcontracts. Cold War
and anti-radical concerns, according to Donner, rehabilitated private security
following the excesses of the 1930s, creating a market worth billions a
year. Polygraph testing subjected prospective and actual employees, and even
executives considered for promotion, to “moral vaccination.” By the 1970s,
one in five of America’s top one thousand corporations made regular use
of polygraphs, often contracting ﬁrms such as Reid Associates. Pinkerton’s
advertised the importance of monitoring sensitive employees not only at
work, but also in their extracurricular activities. By the 1960s, management
consultant ﬁrms such as Bishop’s Service were maintaining ﬁles on millions
of business managers and administrators. Polygraphy in the private sector
in theory was ended by a privacy law of 1988, but the public sector and
defense employers were exempt, and loopholes allow the private sector to test
employees in cases of economic loss (“American Report” 1978; Brenton
1964: ch. 6; Dash 1959: 8–14; Donner 1980: 425–26; Lipson 1975; Packard
1964: 51–52, 76–77; Westin 1970: ch. 9).
A striking recruitment pattern of twentieth-century North American
security is the easy movement of retired police, national security and military
personnel into private policing at the lower, middle, and upper levels.
Ex-police officers, in addition to knowing basic investigation techniques,
supposedly are effective at acquiring information from police and other public
agencies. In 1961 the Bank of Nova Scotia proudly announced that it had
hired L. H. Nicholson, former Commissioner of the RCMP, to head a new
protection and investigation department. Fifteen years later, the Canadian
Press noted a ﬁrm formed by ex-military intelligence ofﬁcers that specialized
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in analyzing business security systems. The president of KPMG Investigation
and Security Inc., Norman Inkster, is a former commissioner of the RCMP
who advocates an increased private sector role in the social control marketplace.13 The head of Intelligarde is an exception in security management:
he is a former sociology professor (Halifax Chronicle Herald, 5 September
1961; Industrial Canada, January/February 1972: 20–2; Saint John Evening
Times Globe, 4 May 1976). In the early 1970s, the “Americanization” of
Canadian private security, like the larger problem of foreign control of the
economy, was an issue discussed within the security sector (Jeffries 1973:
65–8). Many American insurance investigators in the 1960s were FBI
veterans. Packard, in The Naked Society, described the predilection of former
investigators from the FBI, CIA, Secret Service, Treasury Department,
and the US Post Ofﬁce for work in industrial security. Although few of its
employees were recruited from state intelligence and security, the giant
Wackenhutt firm was founded by former FBI personnel (Brenton 1964:
ch. 3; Packard 1964: 24–9, 57, 74–7).
Security textbooks and training manuals in the 1960s and 1970s were
surprisingly “non technological,” reﬂecting the reality that most workers in
the industry, either in-house or contract security, were low-paid, minimally
trained stationary or ambulatory guards with basic technological skills.14
Hemphill’s 1971 manual, aimed at managers and administrators, discussed
such mundane topics as time locks, shipping and deliveries, and warehousing and stockroom controls as well as CCTV, vehicle tachographs, wire
taps, homing devices, hidden microphones, telephone scramblers, polygraphs, and “the undercover man” (Hemphill 1971). Other texts stressed
classic “police”-type activities, such as the importance of maintaining
individual notebooks, communal occurrence books and incident and accident
reports in preparing cases for criminal prosecution or civil actions (Oliver
and Wilson 1978: 82–90).
In terms of overall volumes of personal information generated by
national security, criminal justice and the private sector, private security’s
activities are insignificant. Carroll’s 1975 text Confidential Information
Sources provided the following breakdown on volumes of personal
information:
state governments – 25 percent;
federal government – 20 percent;
banks/ﬁnancial sector – 15 percent;
local governments – 13 percent;
insurance companies – 12 percent;
other businesses – 10 percent;
employee ﬁles – 5 percent.
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Police and criminal justice information is included in the state, federal, and
local government categories15 (Carroll 1975: 40–7). Given the expansion
of consumer credit since the mid-1970s, the relative percentage of private
sector information has probably increased (Branscomb 1994: 168–9). But as
in the 1970s, private security is more like to buy or borrow information
than to create it. Most of its social categorization data, therefore, is derived
from that of the police, insurance companies, other private investigators,
credit rating ﬁrms, social welfare agencies, and regulatory bodies. By the
early 1980s, a study conducted for the Office of Technology Assessment
indicated that criminal justice records, largely because of computerization,
were increasingly employed for non-justice purposes (Bennett 1995; Gerden
1998: 150–60; Marchand 1980). Recently the FBI reported that information
requests for non criminal justice purposes such as licensing now exceed those
for justice purposes. Information may be sought for civil law cases, insurance
purposes, or to discredit an individual or group (IACP 2001).
Have the police acknowledged the role of private security in fighting
or preventing crime? Police management literature at the height of the
professional model ignored the practice of information sharing with the private
sector (Wilson 1973). And a major survey of Philadelphia security ﬁrms in the
1970s suggested that a large minority of criminal incidents were never reported
to the police (National Advisory Committee 1976). Yet private security by
the 1970s, according to Carroll, was a major provider of information to the
police (for example, a security ﬁrm patrolling public housing projects). It has
been to the advantage of the police to share information on outstanding
warrants and wanted and missing persons. Crime control advocates suggest
that the dissemination of arrest and conviction records through private security
and other non-criminal justice channels is an effective crime prevention tactic.
As Ericson and Haggerty argue, the brokering of information suggests a
mutually supportive relationship between the public and private police, and
an expansion of police information categories. Brokering information also has
been a source of revenue (Ericson and Haggerty 1997: 29–30, 167–72, 340–2,
436–7; Marchand 1980: 103–4; Thurston 1973: 31–40).
By the 1970s, both Canada and the United States had computerized
national criminal records systems. By 1979 the National Crime Information
Center (NCIC) maintained by the FBI included more than six million active
records, including records on wanted persons, more than one million criminal
histories and reports on stolen vehicles, securities, and property. The debate
surrounding its establishment included concerns over confidentiality and
what we would now term “computer matching.” Individual states such as
New York and Massachusetts and large metropolitan police forces maintained
their own computerized criminal justice information systems. By the late
1990s, the NCIC database contained 56 percent of total criminal records
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in the United States. Uniformity and easier transfer of data on offenders
convicted under state law was advanced by the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration (LEAA), which provided grants for computerization. In an
attempt to integrate criminal justice information from police, courts
and corrections, the LEAA supported state offender-based transactions
statistics. By 1972, most states had automated one or more of their criminal
justice record systems. The Canadian Police Information Centre (CPIC),
maintained by the RCMP, allowed 250 member police forces to access
a sixty-year-old collection of ﬁngerprints, convictions, arrest records, and
photos of persons charged with indictable offences. By 1998 and the advent
of laptop computers and wireless transmission, CPIC had more than 15,000
points of access and was handling more than 110 million transactions a
year. Running background checks through the more centralized CPIC system
was much easier than similar activities in the United States (Carroll 1975:
90–1, 117–21, 241; Gallati 1971: 40–6; Lyon 1994: 110–12; Marchand 1980:
66–71; “Standardization” 2000).16
Information and communications technology has not altered the goals or
objectives of policing or private security, but it does expand the capabilities
of record gathering and dissemination. In the late nineteenth-century United
States, prior to the creation of a national criminal identiﬁcation collection
based on written descriptions, aliases, photographs, Bertillon measurements
and fingerprints, the records of a private company, Pinkerton’s National
Detective Agency, ﬁlled the gap (Morn 1982). The exact scale and nature
of information held by private security are unknown, as is the statistical
impact of private security information or evidence on insurance, property
recovery or administrative and civil law.
This information is considered private and sensitive by the private sector
(Statistics Canada 1981, vol. 2: ii). In the early 1970s, one of the major
contract ﬁrms in the United States boasted of having records on six million
individuals. Wackenhutt, which led the “counter subversive private detective
industry” in the 1960s, and whose founder was associated with the far right,
maintained files on more than two million Americans. Unlike the police,
security tends not to share its information with competitors, although there
has been cooperation amongst the in-house security sector (two examples
being railway police and campus security) (Donner 1980: 424–5; Thurston
1973: 36). Contract and in-house security, plus private investigators,
traditionally have guarded their records and sensitive information from the
public gaze (Wilson 1978: 205). Thus it is difficult to generalize about
the number of “transactions” made through private security’s information
network, or even if a network exists.
The security sector relies heavily upon public or quasi-public information
such as criminal, licensing, and credit records. Like the police, it “siphons off”
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information from private and public bureaucracies (Lyon 2001: 121). By the
mid-1970s, Associated Credit Bureaus (ACB), a network of 2000 bureaus
operating in 50 states and 10 Canadian provinces, employed 30,000 workers
who processed 50 million credit requests each year. In the early 1960s
ACB’s records were described as an intelligence network more vast than
that of the FBI and CIA combined (Brenton 1964: 28; Carroll 1975: 128–33).
And although consumer legislation did address a number of abuses in credit
reporting, these records continue to allow ﬁnancial institutions a powerful
and often hidden influence over the lives over tens of millions of North
Americans. And studies indicate that credit files often contain inaccurate
information (Brin 1998: 58–9; Sykes 1999: 6, 30–1).
State records (criminal justice, health, education) have been a key source
of private security intelligence. According to Haggerty, “extra-state forms
of governance are still bound to the state to the extent that they rely on
knowledge that only state agencies can produce” (2001: 189). A survey
revealed that almost one-third of the members of the American Society for
Industrial Security made daily and weekly use of public criminal justice
records (National Advisory Committee 1976: 209). In the words of Marchand,
the dissemination of criminal justice information to security companies
and prospective employers, combined with discriminatory record-keeping
laws and personnel practices, represents a serious social cost to disadvantaged elements in American society. He points out that because most arrests
are of a summary nature, they are simply records of “suspicion,” not records
of guilt. Yet a record of arrest, obtained through a background check, is
sufﬁcient to deny employment in most private sector situations (Marchand
1980: 93–9).
Private security sales pitches stress the ability to “get the facts,” not having
them in the ﬁrst place. In the information market, the sector is a net user of
data, not a net provider. And the focus often is not mass surveillance but
targeted individuals such as job applicants, suspected shoplifters, dishonest
employees, persons suspected of insurance fraud or individuals who have
launched litigation against a client or employer. Yet computerization has
decided beneﬁts for companies and organizations that collect and transfer
risk assessment data, often without the intermediary role of the private
investigator. One CIT application is the pre-employment check based not
on personal interviews but accessing services such as Avert and Infotel. In a
sense, CIT potentially undercuts the traditional role of the private investigator
in routine background checks, much as cybercrime is undermining the role
of both police and private security by creating a new class of IT security
managers and operatives. A number of web-based risk-assessment services
include information on personal credit, arrests and criminal convictions,
workers’ compensation claims, and bankruptcies. Crimcheck Inc. “through
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the miracle of the Internet,” will provide a criminal report on “that potential
partner, employee, child care giver, or any number of people that may become
important in your life or business.” In addition, screening companies
specialize in vetting workers in specific industries, a practice which has
echoes of the blacklisting practices of the early twentieth century, and the
insurance industry maintains an electronic data bank on individuals suspected
of insurance fraud (Berstein 1997; Crimcheck; Infotel; Privacy Rights
Clearinghouse).17
The increased use of private security was ﬁrst noticed by the media and
academic community in the 1960s (Kakalik and Wildhorn 1977). By the early
1970s, in an urbanized and industrialized society such as Ontario, private
security employees outnumbered the police by between two and three to
one. By 1973 Ontario, which passed a Private Investigators Act in 1965, had
more than 200 licensed investigation ﬁrms. Given that the police experienced
signiﬁcant growth in the 1960s and 1970s, the expansion of private security
is even more remarkable. In Canada the largest component was the in-house
sector, which included the Canadian National Railways and Canadian Paciﬁc
Railway Police and the National Harbours Board Police. Between 1961 and
1971, expenditures on contract security in Canada grew by more than 800
percent. In 1971 the Canadian Corps of Commissionaires, which employs
military veterans, supplied several thousand guards to government facilities
and to the private sector. As in the United States, guards tended to be lowpaid older white males, with low levels of education. Many worked part
time. Investigators were younger, better educated and better paid. Companies
such as Dominion Electric Protection Co., Chubb Industries, Diebold of
Canada, and Ampex manufactured safes, vaults, alarm systems and recording
equipment. Security industry statistics also included business and institutional
ﬁre alarm and suppression systems. By the mid-1970s, the estimated market
for security goods and services in Canada was estimated as: 46 percent in
industry and transportation; 32 percent in institutions; 11 percent in the
ﬁnancial, commercial and retail sectors and 11 percent in the consumer sector
(Farnell and Shearing 1977; Warren 1973: 53).
With police patrolling North America “from behind closed doors, on
wheels, in communication with the outside world through a windshield
and a radio frequency,” citizens were more likely to come into contact, or
be monitored by, a private security guard than a police officer (Murphy
and Plate 1977: 262). Police also were becoming more rule-bound and
formalistic, following a professional model that made them more distant from
neighborhoods and communities (Skogan 1995: 108–9). Changes in urban
planning, the proliferation of large-scale ofﬁce complexes, shopping malls,
public housing, apartment buildings, college campuses, industrial and business parks, and other forms of mass property gave a boost to a private security
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industry that had been previously confined to the manufacturing and
transportation sectors. Most businesses, financial institutions, and retail
outlets installed CCTV or video monitoring for high trafﬁc areas and exits and
entrances and many contracted private security for alarm responses (Marquis
2000a).
In the 1970s and 1980s the increasing privatization of social control ﬁtted
in with the new strategy of community policing, which was to shift part
of the burden away from the police onto the “community,” including citizens’
groups such as Neighborhood Watch, business groups, and the private sector.
While many dismiss community policing as a public relations ploy or worse,
it paved the way for an expansion of private security, including the
outsourcing of second-level police duties (Ericson and Haggerty 1997: 29–30,
70–2). By the 1980s, research had seriously compromised many of the key
assumptions on which post-1945 policing had been built, such as placing
most officers in random motorized patrols and improving response times
to citizen calls for assistance. Increased numbers of police in an area, or
“saturation” policing, had no impact on crime rates (Skolnick and Bayley
1986: 4–5).18
Despite the supposed importance of the “new economy,” the North
American security industry, in terms of personnel, is dominated by the
traditional sector, guard and cash transit services. Rather than a “hired gun”
as in the nineteenth century, the private guard acts as the eyes and ears of the
employer, either business or government. He also controls access to private,
semi-public and even public space (government buildings). The security
market, although still focused on territory and “mass public property,” and
employing mainly blue-collar workers, is decentralized and diversified
(Shearing and Stenning 1981, 1983). According to the Securitas web
site, Canada’s guard market, like the American market, is fragmented and
operates on slim profit margins. The European security giant Securitas,
by gaining control over Pinkerton’s in 1999 and Burns International in 2000,
secured an important foothold in Canada. On the guard side, the competitors
of Securitas include Group 4, the Canadian Veterans’ Organization and
the Canadian Corps of Commissionaires. The cash transit is dominated by
Loomis Canada and Brinks. Securitas estimates that it controls only 5 percent
of the Canadian security market and 5 percent of the world market (Securitas).
Second-level police services, such as monitoring CCTV systems deployed
in central urban districts, are a form of para-policing that private security
ﬁrms can deliver at low cost (Norris and Armstrong 1999: ch. 6). Companies
such as Intelligarde are striving to become more involved in para-police
activities. In the mid-1990s, for example, Intelligarde was hired by the
Toronto Transit Commission to keep known pimps away from underage
females at the Bay Street bus station. The security company, also involved
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in patrolling public housing projects in Toronto, cooperated with police in
exchanging information. When banned individuals persisted, police laid
trespassing charges. Intelligarde K-9 units deployed police dogs in more than
a dozen public housing buildings in order to root out trespassers suspected
of drug activity (Lynas 1999; Toronto Sun, 11 August 1993, 30 May 1996).
Rigakos has described how Intelligarde patrols “electronic checkpoints” in
Toronto public housing. Essentially, the use of bar-coded “deister” strips to
monitor the rounds of security ofﬁcers is an updated version of a major urban
police management and communications tool of the late nineteenth century:
the electric call box system. For the most part, the guard sector resembles
the police of the nineteenth and early twentieth century, whose work was
based on “mere observation and presence” as opposed to “data gathering and
data analysis.” In North America, the industry is moving away from in-house
security towards alarm installation and contract security (Manning 2000;
Rigakos 1999: 6–7).19
Surveillance of the workplace is increasingly bypassing traditional security
approaches. For example, in addition to physical surveillance, employers
eavesdrop on millions of employee telephone calls each year, track the
destination/origin and length of calls, count computer keystrokes and have
access to e-mail, voice mail, and computer ﬁles. The physical location of
workers can be traced not only by CCTV, but also by “active badges” that
track their movements. By the mid-1990s, an estimated two-thirds of major
American corporations were resorting to one or more of the above security
measures. In the digital age, the IT manager, not the security guard or
investigator, implements and oversees the surveillance of the workplace
(American Civil Liberties Union 1996; Barney 2000: ch. 5; Marquis 2000b).
Surveillance is not inherently detrimental to privacy, civil liberties or social
and economic equality. Policing and private security, like CIT, have a
capacity for good and bad (Lyon 1994; 201). Yet the open-ended nature of
surveillance, particularly as conducted by the private sector, is a cause for
concern. As the economy, workplace, role of the public sector, and nature
of surveillance change, both policing and private security are bound to be
affected. Policing is becoming more decentralized and information-based
(Ericson and Haggerty 1997; Marquis 2000b; Shearing 1997). Unlike the
“dossier society” visions of the 1960s, contemporary technology-mediated
surveillance is not based on centralized social control. Yet the objectives of
social control are little different from those of a century ago. Private security
is concerned with risk. It watches, classiﬁes, and orders the same groups that
have been the historic targets of police surveillance and ordering: the poor,
the young, minorities, certain types of workers, and those with arrest
and conviction records. Like police, the private security complex creates
“a certain type of knowledge about facts, people and behaviour” (Nogala
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1995: 193) and increasingly that knowledge is derived from data banks, not
physical surveillance. Because of the importance of mass private property as
public space, and surveillance of the workplace, “private eyes” are now more
pervasive than the actual or virtual gaze of the police. The police in Britain
have turned to CCTV, pioneered by private security, to watch the inner
city. If replicated in North America, this has the capacity to expand not only
visual surveillance but also the role of private security (Lyon 2001a: 59–64;
Norris 2001; Norris and Armstrong 1999). Both police and private security
will make greater use of digital technology, video and biometrics for
forecasting, identifying, and tracking, and these technologies, in the absence
of a political debate and response, will strengthen the discriminatory
aspects of social control (Lyon 2001b). Industry hyperbole, such as the
following Intelligarde sales pitch, evokes visions of the public policing
withering away: “an increasingly concerned and frustrated public is turning
to private security companies for the security services they so desperately
need” (Intelligarde). In reality, the two sectors cooperate in social control;
the police could no more manage without private security than security could
exist without the police.

Notes
1 For the deﬁnitive work on policing and risk, see Ericson and Haggerty (1997). In
contrast to academics who focus on technology and utilize concepts such as the
risk society, techno policing and privacy in analyzing social control, the
professional culture of both policing and private security continues to stress that
investigation is an “art” that is merely enhanced by technology and information
brokerage.
2 The statistics can include part-time crosswalk guards and bouncers and doormen
at pubs and nightclubs.
3 Commentary emanating from KPMG and other providers of private security and
forensic accountings services reﬂects the vested interests of this sector.
4 For Canadian crime statistics, see Haggerty (2001). The most commonly cited
statistics are from the Uniform Crime Reports, based on incidents reported to the
police.
5 In December 2001, in light of the 11 September terrorist attacks on Washington
and New York, and subsequent scares over anthrax, the American Society for
Industrial Security staged, at Pentagon City, Arlington, Virginia, a conference
entitled “Target America: The New Reality of Terrorism.” (Available online at
<http://asisonline.org/pdf/terror.pdf>).
6 The Longitudinal Labour Force Databank controversy erupted in the late 1990s
when it was revealed that Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC),
through computer data banks, had the ability to create detailed master ﬁles on 33.7
million Canadians, living and dead. Each file contained up to 2,000 items of
personal information. In 2000, following media and political controversy, the
HRDC minister announced that the computer program that linked employment,
social benefit, and tax information had been eliminated (Human Resources
Development Canada, 29 May 2000).
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7 The full title of Bill C-6, which at first applies only to federally regulated
businesses, is the Personal Information and Electronics Documents Act. For
proposed changes to the province of New Brunswick’s Privacy Act that would
have affected both private security work and news gathering, see Saint John
Telegraph Journal, 3 March 2001.
8 Williams, who is not an academic, offers an unusually sympathetic portrayal of
Pinkerton’s operations in early twentieth-century Canada.
9 As Dash noted, both private individuals and the police engaged in tapping into
telephone lines prior to the invention and commercial adaptation of the telephone.
10 In 1963, the Ontario courts accepted as evidence a 18 mm film, made by a
Pinkerton’s of Canada operative, in a civil action involving a Toronto transit
worker who claimed to have been injured in an accident (Saint John Evening
Times Globe, 21 December 1963).
11 In domestic intelligence and criminal intelligence investigation, informers, not
high-tech equipment, remained the most important source of information.
12 Industrial security in a sense was an outgrowth of Taylorism, scientific
management to increase productivity.
13 In the early 1970s, the Canadian subsidiary of Intertel, a security consulting ﬁrm,
included a number of former high-ranking RCMP ofﬁcers. Its clients were banks,
hotels, airlines, transportation companies, and manufacturing ﬁrms.
14 In the wake of the 11 September 2001 terrorist attacks in the United States, the
issue of low-paid private-sector operatives providing security at airports has
become a media and political issue.
15 Carroll cited no sources for his statistics on information holdings.
16 For the role of CPIC in screening paid and unpaid childcare workers and amateur
sports volunteers, see Royal Canadian Mounted Police (1996).
17 At present the degree to which data marketers have taken business away from
private investigators is unknown. For a discussion of the issue, see Berstein
(1997).
18 On the other hand, the controversial aggressive policies of the New York Police
Department in the 1990s suggest that targeted policing can diminish street crime,
but at considerable cost to civil liberties and police–minority relations.
19 Manning possibly overstates his case by suggesting that the nineteenth-century
police did not gather data. According to Monkkonen (1981), the police following
the 1860s were the pre-eminent urban bureaucracy.
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12 From personal to digital
CCTV, the panopticon, and the
technological mediation of
suspicion and social control
Clive Norris

Introduction
The image of the panopticon has been one the most powerful metaphors in
locating the theoretical and social signiﬁcance of CCTV in contemporary
society. For Davis (1990), the design and operation of the urban shopping
mall, with its centralized security control room, CCTV cameras, and private
security guards, “plagiarizes brazenly from Jeremy Bentham’s renowned
nineteenth-century design for the ‘panopticon prison’” (1990: 245). Fyfe
and Bannister have argued that the spread of CCTV across British streets
represents a dispersal of an “electronic panopticon” (1996). Similarly, Reeve
has noted that in the commercial centers of towns and cities the use of CCTV
is “clearly reminiscent of what Foucault has described as the disciplinary
society, in his use of the metaphor of the panopticon as a device of total
surveillance in a rationally ordered society” (Reeve 1998: 71).
The similarities of CCTV with the panoptic principles embodied in
Bentham’s model prison with its central observation tower, staffed by an
unseen observer, watching over the minutiae of a prisoner’s behaviour,
housed in transparent cells, is of course, highly resonant. The spread of CCTV
over city-center streets represents the most visible sign of the “dispersal of
discipline” from the prison to the factory and the school, to encompass all
of the urban landscape. Moreover, since it is impossible to know whether
one is being monitored, CCTV, like the panopticon, has the potential, as
Foucault observed, “to induce in the inmate a state of conscious and permanent visibility that assures the automatic functioning of power” (1977: 201).
This is because:
He who is subject to a ﬁeld of visibility, and knows it, assumes responsibility for the constraints of power, he makes them play spontaneously
upon himself; he inscribes in himself the power relations in which he
simultaneously plays both roles, he becomes the principle of his own
subjection.
(1977: 202–3)
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However, we must be careful not to over-privilege the visual aspects of the
panopticon: the panopticon implies far more than the power to watch.
Significantly, Foucault’s analysis of the panopticon does not start with a
discussion of Bentham’s design of the model prison but with a description
and analysis of the measures taken to combat an outbreak of plague in one
French town in the seventeenth century. This is then contrasted with the older,
more traditional, method of dealing with another highly contagious disease,
leprosy.
The regulation of the plague started with a “lock-down” where all citizens
except the “intendants, syndics and guards,” were confined to their own
residences and prohibited from going outside. Once this was in place the
populace became subject to a formidable regime of surveillance:
based on a system of permanent registration . . . the role of each of
the inhabitants present in the town is laid down one by one, this document
bears the “name, age and sex” of everyone not withstanding his condition. . . . Everything that may be observed during the course of the
visits – deaths, illnesses, complaints, irregularities – is noted down
and transmitted to intendants and magistrates. . . . It lays down for each
individual his place, his body, his disease and his death, his well being,
by means of an omnipresent and omniscient power.
(Foucault 1977: 196)
This power is not simply maintained through surveillance but includes
the potential for coercion, as there are “guards at the gate, at the town hall and
in every quarter to ensure the prompt obedience of the people and the most
absolute authority of the magistrates” (Foucault 1977: 196). We can see
that power is being exercised through much more than observation; it also
involves the individualization of pathology through bureaucratic codiﬁcation,
decision-making based on the power of classiﬁcatory categories, and all this
is backed up by force should resistance or non-compliance result.
Power over the plague victims is exercised by “differentiation,” “segmentation,” and “training.” In contrast, power over the leper is managed by
enforced “segregation,” “separation,” “confinement,” and “exile.” One
involves branding and exile, the other identiﬁcation and discipline. Leprosy
is managed by exclusion, the plague through inclusion. For Foucault the
history of social control is composed of the interplay of these two forms of
power and the “panopticon is the architectural ﬁgure of this composition”
(1977: 198–200). It is exclusionary in that it segregates the deviant from
the wider community, but inclusionary because segregation is aimed not
merely at warehousing deviants but transforming them into “docile bodies”
to be returned to the fold.
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The panopticon is then far more than an architectural form of visualization.
It is also the social, political, and technical infrastructure that renders
visualization meaningful for the basis of disciplinary social control. At the
heart of the panoptic project is the collection of individualized codified
information, and this provides the rationale for classiﬁcation and subsequent
authoritative intervention.
It is in this context that this chapter seeks to explore the extent to which
the pervasive spread of CCTV represents the panopticonization of predominately urban space in contemporary Britain. To do so, we want to
contrast contemporary CCTV-mediated surveillance with traditional surveillance practices achieved through co-presence and face-to-face interaction.
Finally, we will examine the implications of the introduction of the next
generation of digital, computer-based, CCTV systems which herald the
promise of automated visual surveillance.

Face-to-face knowledge and social control
As Lyn Loﬂand (1973) pointed out nearly thirty years ago, it is only in the
modern world that being in the company of strangers becomes the dominant
mode of interaction. Throughout the majority of human history people lived
their lives in close proximity to intimates and acquaintances. To draw on John
Loﬂand’s analysis, for most of human history we have had knowledge of and
not just knowledge about people: we knew them, not about them. The basis
of knowing of, rather than about people, is face-to-face interaction. When
we only know about people our knowledge is secondhand, based on media
accounts, ofﬁcial reports, gossip, rumor, and hearsay, and there is the danger
that our judgment falls prey to stereotypical prejudice and results in the
dehumanization of the “other” (Loﬂand 1971: 1–2). Face-to-face interaction
has the capacity to undermine such processes because face-to-face interaction requires, to some degree at least, putting oneself in the position of
the other. It requires, in Goffman’s (1972) terms, the mutual coordination
of co-presence. Even in the modern world, inhabited more and more by
strangers, it is still this mutual coordination of co-presence that largely
underpins public order. As Jane Jacobs observed:
The ﬁrst thing to understand is that public peace – the sidewalk and street
peace – of cities . . . is kept primarily by an intricate, almost unconscious,
network of voluntary controls and standards among people themselves,
and enforced by the people themselves.
(Jacobs 1961, quoted in Bannister et al. 1998: 23)
Public order is highly localized, informal, and personalized. It is based on
face-to-face knowledge. Moreover, order is maintained not primarily through
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the intervention of police or security – indeed their intervention is often a
sign of disorder – but by the ordinary mass of citizenry, interacting to reproduce order (Ericson 1982). However, where disorder does occur and the
police are called, order is still restored through face-to-face interaction.
And while the police may be thought of as a primarily coercive institution
involved in the enforcement of laws, studies of routine patrol have shown
that the primary mandate of the patrol ofﬁcer is the restitution of order. This
is achieved predominately by means of face-to-face negotiation, often with
a highly tuned awareness of situational norms and interpersonal dynamics.
As numerous studies of everyday policing have shown, policing cannot
be reduced to a simple application of legal or even cultural norms. Rather, the
process of policing has to be understood as a result of the complex interplay
of legal, organizational, occupational, situational, and interactional rules
(cf. Kemp et al. 1992; Hoyle 1998). And what is true of police work in general
is also true of police suspicion in particular. Nothing is inherently suspicious,
it only becomes so when it is interpreted though the lens of police relevancies
and seen through the light of local situated knowledge. As Dixon et al. (1989)
have rightly argued, suspicion is less an event than a process. Thus while the
contours of police suspicion may begin to take shape at a distance, before
face-to-face interaction has taken place, it becomes substantiated through
interaction, through face-to-face evaluation of the moral worthiness of the
person under scrutiny. One of the main consequences of this is that policing
is highly discretionary and this discretion results in both differentiation and
discrimination (Reiner 1992).

CCTV mediated social control
The introduction of CCTV fundamentally changes the nature of the
surveillance gaze both quantitatively and qualitatively. As McCahill has
argued:
One of the most signiﬁcant impacts of the electronic revolution has been
the remarkable capacity of the new surveillance technologies, such as
CCTV to transcend both spatial and temporal barriers. . . . Surveillance
is no longer confined to controlled and arranged spaces and longer
requires the physical co-presence of the observer.
(1998: 41–2)
Furthermore, as he goes on to note:
The information (i.e. images) produced by CCTV is “controllable, and
not subject to the messiness or unruliness of time” (Simpson, 1995: 158).
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This allows deviant identities to be “stored” in electronic spaces (on a
computer ﬁle or a video tape) ready to be “lifted out” at some future, as
yet unspeciﬁed, time and place.
(1998: 44)
This time–space distanciation has another effect: it allows for the separation
of monitoring from intervention functions. Whereas patrol ofﬁcers on the
street use surveillance as the basis for action and direct intervention, security
guards in the control room cannot operate in the same way. They watch
but have to deploy someone else to intervene.
But it is not just the organization and scope of surveillance that is affected
by the mediation of the cameras. As Marx has noted, for some, the electronic
surveillance technologies can be viewed as democratizing the surveillance
gaze:
Fixed physical responses that eliminate discretion also eliminate the
potential for corruption and discrimination. The video surveillance
camera . . . [does] not differentiate between social classes. Data are
gathered democratically from all within their purview.
(Marx 1995: 238)
Finally, the spread of CCTV heralds a massive expansion of the disciplinary
– and inclusionary – social control. That is, the ever-present threat of
authoritative intervention to any acts of deviancy creates anticipatory
conformity on a scale unthinkable on the basis of mere co-presence.
Put simply with the introduction of CCTV:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the surveillance gaze has been expanded to a level unimaginable on the
basis of co-presence;
the surveillance gaze becomes removed from spatial constraints implicit
in face-to-face surveillance;
the surveillance gaze becomes freed from the temporal constraints of
face-to-face interaction and co-presence;
surveillance and authoritative intervention become functionally separate;
the act of surveillance becomes more democratic: all become equally
subject to the surveillance gaze;
the disciplinary project of the panopticon is expanded as inclusionary
social control is promoted over exclusion.

In the following analysis we wish to explore in greater detail the implications of these six contrasts between suspicion and social control based on
co-presence compared with CCTV-mediated control. We will also consider
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the extent to which the operation of CCTV can be said to lead to the
panopticonization of urban space.
The introduction of CCTV represents an expansion of the surveillance
gaze unimaginable on the basis of human face-face monitoring based on
co-presence – however it does not signal the arrival of panoptic control.
The limitations of face-to-face police surveillance have long been recognized.
In their review of the literature on police effectiveness, conducted for the
British Home Ofﬁce in 1984, Clarke and Hough demonstrated that:
Given the present burglary rate and an evenly distributed patrol coverage,
a patrolling policeman in London could expect to pass within 100 yards
of a burglary in progress once every eight years and even then not realise
that the crime was taking place.
(Clarke and Hough 1984: 7)
The promise of CCTV changes all this as Michael Howard, the home
secretary responsible for initiating the program of central government
funding, eulogized:
CCTV catches criminals. It spots crimes, identifies lawbreakers and
helps convict the guilty. The spread of this technology means that
more town centres, shopping precincts, business centres and car parks
around the country will become no-go areas for the criminal. . . . CCTV
is a wonderful technological supplement to the police . . . One police
ofﬁcer in Liverpool likened the 20-camera system as having 20 ofﬁcers
on duty 24 hours a day, constantly taking notes.
(CCTV Today, May 1995: 4)
It is this panoptic appeal that helps explain the enthusiastic take up of CCTV
across the UK. In 1985 there was only one open-street system, in the southcoast town of Bournemouth. Over the next decade there was gradual diffusion
of the technology to other towns and cities. Even so, by 1991 there were no
more than ten city-center/high-street systems in operation. Among these were
systems in King’s Lynn, Coventry, Wolverhampton, and Plymouth. They
were all financed at the local level. Over the next four years the rate of
diffusion increased, and by 1994 the Home Ofﬁce reported that seventy-nine
towns or cities had some form of open-street CCTV systems although many
of them were small-scale systems, ﬁnanced predominantly at the local level,
either by police, local authorities, private business, or some combination of
all three (Home Ofﬁce 1990, 1994).
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In 1994 the uptake of CCTV was to increase from a trickle to a rush. In the
wake of successive rises in recorded crime rates, and public anxieties
unleashed by the tragic killing of Jamie Bulger by two ten-year-old boys, the
Conservative Government announced that the Home Ofﬁce was setting aside
£2 million to support open-street city-center CCTV through a City Challenge
Competition. This competition would pay for up to 50 percent of the capital
costs of a scheme, the remainder being found from partnership funding
from business, local authorities, police or other government departments
(CCTV Today, January 1995: 7). Over 480 bids were received from towns
throughout the country and, although funding was increased to £5 million,
only 106 schemes were allocated grants. In light of this strong demand,
between 1995 and 1998 three further competitions were held, the last under
the New Labour administration, which had ousted the Tories in the 1997
general election. These later schemes also expanded the criteria for inclusion
to include schools, hospitals, and residential areas as eligible for funding.
In total, the four competitions raised £85 million to secure the capital funding
of 580 CCTV schemes, £31 million from Home Office funding and £54
million from the partnerships (CCTV Today, November 1995: 4; Hansard,
written answers for 2 November 1999 [pt 10]; Home Ofﬁce 1996).
For some commentators the change in government signalled the end of the
CCTV boom with the ﬁnal competition under New Labour taking two years
to put in place and only allocating an additional £1 million above previously
agreed Tory spending plans (Webster 1998). However, in 1999 the New
Labour Government announced an ambitious crime-reduction program.
At its heart was the continuing expansion of CCTV, and £153 million of
Home Ofﬁce money was set aside to support expansion over the next three
years. In the ﬁrst round of the competition some 750 bids were received and
by November 2000, 339 new schemes had been granted capital funding at a
total cost of £59 million. The results of the second round of the competition
were announced in July 2001 and from the 800 bids received 108 schemes
were awarded a total of £79 million (Home Ofﬁce 2002).
In the decade 1992–2002 central government, through its City Challenge
Competition and Crime Reduction Programmes, will have committed over
a quarter of a billion pounds of predominantly public money to the expansion
of CCTV. And this only represents a fraction of the overall investment
in CCTV.
On the roads, railways, metro systems, in schools and hospitals, in retail
shops, department stores, and shopping malls the cameras have proliferated.
During the early part of the 1990s the total value of the equipment market for
CCTV products in the UK was around £100 million per annum (Evans 1998:
20). Between 1996 and 2000 the average annual value of the total UK CCTV
market including equipment, installation, and maintenance costs was £361
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million. According to Drury, such trends are predicted to continue for the
next five years (2001b: 6). On the basis of these figures, over the decade
1992–2002 we would estimate that around three billion pounds has been spent
on the installation of CCTV and maintenance of CCTV systems, and this
excludes the monitoring costs associated with these systems.
Precisely how many cameras this represents in the UK is unclear. As the
Home Ofﬁce minister, Charles Clarke, told Parliament in November 1999,
“Information on the number of police, public sector and private operators of
CCTV systems currently in operation and the number of cameras in use is
not held centrally” (Hansard, written answers for 2 November 1999 [pt 10]).
Sufﬁce it to say, in the ﬁrst decade of the new millennium, when average
Britons leave their homes what will be remarkable is if their presence is not
seen, their behavior not monitored and their movements not recorded by the
omni-presence of the cameras, CCTV operators, and video recorders.
While this clearly represents a massive expansion of surveillance capacity
compared with that based on co-presence, this cannot simply be seen as an
increase in panopticonization. The power of the panopticon is not just
embodied in its ability to subject all to a surveillance gaze, but in the ability
to link observation to a named subject through an individualized record,
which can then be used for the purposes of identification, bureaucratic
codiﬁcation, and eventual classiﬁcation. This secondary element, which in the
Foucauldian sense transforms mere surveillance into discipline, is largely
absent in the routine operation of CCTV systems. The images produced by
the multiplicity of cameras are generally anonymous. Just as the majority of
people who pass into police view in busy urban environments are unknown
to the patrol officer so too are the majority of images that are fleetingly
captured on the video monitor. Without the capacity to put a name to a face,
and the bureaucratic apparatus to link the events captured on video to a named
dossier, the mere expansion of the cameras does little more than quantitatively
increase the surveillance gaze. With the introduction of CCTV the spatial
limitations of co-presence as the basis surveillance are removed – but such
distancing facilitates anonymity undermining its panoptic power.
From the vantage point of the CCTV control room with its bank of
monitors, displaying images from multiple cameras, many ﬁtted with pan, tilt,
and zoom functions, so much more becomes visible than with the “eyes
on the street” of the patrol ofﬁcer or security guard. However, while more
may be seen, less may be known. As distance increases, situated knowledge
is lost. The control rooms where images are monitored are necessarily
distanced from the speciﬁc locale. In spatial and cultural terms this distancing
may be relatively limited, with the control room situated at the heart of the
area under surveillance, and face-to-face knowledge still the main basis for
suspicion.
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For instance, in Airdrie, site of one of the UK’s ﬁrst CCTV systems, the
control room is located in the police station in the heart of the town center.
Thus, while surveillance no longer requires co-presence, it is still largely
based on face-to-face knowledge. In the small town of Airdrie the local police
are highly likely to know, based on previous face-to-face interaction, the
identity of those that come under the cameras’ gaze (Ditton and Short 1999).
This is confirmed by McCahill’s study of the operation of three CCTV
systems in a northern town (McCahill 1999). In one of his systems, based in
the shopping center of a large run-down public housing estate on the outskirts
of town, the operators personally knew nearly eight out of ten of those whom
they targeted for extensive surveillance. Their knowledge was based on
the face-to-face interaction, a consequence of their mutual membership in a
tight-knit community, being schooled in the area, and still residing in it. By
contrast, in the city-center system, only 16 percent of targeted surveillances
were based on personalized knowledge. Although the city-center control
room was also located in the heart of the mall, because of the volume
of people who visited the mall every day, drawn from all over the city and
region, the vast majority were largely unknown to the camera operatives
(McCahill 1999).
So while distanciation results from the introduction of the cameras,
the extent to which it replaces knowledge based on face-to-face interaction
depends on the local cultural and environmental contexts not just spatial
distances. However, with advances in fiber-optics and digitized Internetbased systems, a control room may now be tens or even hundreds of
kilometers away from the area being monitored. This of course intensiﬁes the
anonymity of those subject to the surveillance gaze.
Distancing is intensiﬁed by the shift from localized, discrete control rooms
to centralized, multiple monitoring stations responsible for watching a
number of separate systems. This is largely driven by the huge operational
costs of monitoring. Central government funding, which has fueled the
growth of CCTV, has only been available to ﬁnance the capital costs of installations. As a result, the financial burden of running and monitoring the
systems has fallen on local providers – most often local authorities. These
costs are not negligible. In 1996 Norris et al. calculated that the average
running costs of open-street systems was £72,000 and the total cost of
monitoring the 400 systems then in operation was in the region of £23 million.
By 2002 these costs will have increased substantially as the number of public
systems has increased to around 800 and the effects of the minimum wage
legislation have affected pay rates in a notoriously low wage industry. For
instance, the four-town, forty-seven-camera system installed by Swale
Borough Council has annual running costs of £300,000 per year, and a
number of local authorities are “dealing with operating budgets in excess of
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£500,000 per year” (Wade 2000: 28). Indeed, some local authorities have
been talking about a revenue crisis threatening to undermine existing systems
and place a limit on expansion (CCTV Today, January 2001: 5). One of the
main solutions to this problem has been to advocate the centralization of
monitoring functions so that the costs of monitoring are shared between
a number of systems that can then beneﬁt from the resultant economies of
scale. The effect, however, is to distance the control room further from the
locus of control and to further increase the chances that those who are being
monitored are unknown to the CCTV operatives.
For example, the West Yorkshire Passenger Transport Executive has
installed an 118-camera system to surveille the main bus terminals covering
Bradford, Calderdale, Kirkless, Leeds, and Wakeﬁeld council districts. The
central control room in Leeds is manned for twenty-four hours and covers
bus stations located in an area spanning 324 square kilometers (Drury 2001a:
50–1). Similarly, in Hertfordshire the cameras in Hitchin, Stevenage,
and Letchworth town centers and two retail parks are monitored from a
centralized control room based in Stevenage. The control-room operators
are therefore responsible for monitoring ﬁve CCTV systems located in an
area of over 100 square kilometers. However, the control room had been
deliberately designed with the capacity to expand the number of sites so that
the monitoring costs of around of £150,000 could be shared between more
systems (Drury 1997: 23). This distancing is perhaps at its greatest in the
South Eastern Railways Management Information Communications Centre.
Located in Central London, this network monitors and controls 1,500 cameras
covering stations from the south coast of England to the northern shores
of East Anglia: from Brighton to Sheringham, some 260 kilometers apart
(Hook 1997: 12).
While centralization represents one solution to the problem of the costs
associated with monitoring, it simultaneously decreases the panoptic power
of surveillance since the chance that the identity of those monitored is known
is simultaneously decreased. Put simply, the chances of CCTV operatives in
London having a personal knowledge of a person whose image is displayed
on their video monitors from Sheringham some 190 kilometers away is, for
most practical purposes, zero.
With the introduction of CCTV the surveillance gaze becomes freed from the
temporal constraints of face-to-face interaction and co-presence – however,
the archive of the past is often incomplete and inaccessible.
With the introduction of CCTV surveillance, evidence based on co-presence,
chieﬂy witness testimony relying on human memory, can be substituted with
images of the past that have been captured and stored by the CCTV system.
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Therefore, panopticonization is further enhanced as the surveillance gaze is
no longer limited to the here and now; tapes may be searched retrospectively
for evidence of infraction.
The lifting-out of surveillance from the temporal fixity implied by copresence greatly enhances its panoptic appeal. Not only can more and more
be seen in real time but the tapes can be searched retrospectively to
find evidence of previously unnoticed infractions. Locations can also be
searched for the identity of the culprits after the event has taken place. This
logic has underpinned the establishment of the London stations’ CCTV
system run by Railtrack and British Transport Police. Prompted primarily
by the threat of further terrorist attacks on the capital’s mainline interchanges,
1,800 cameras were installed across 16 stations, the aim being to enable
total coverage of the areas at risk. This effectively meant the use of
cameras with a dedicated ﬁeld of view, carefully chosen to ensure an
overlapping line of sight with those of neighbouring units. It was
important, for the purposes of any criminal enquiry that the investigating
officer should be able to establish who had entered a particular area,
whether or not he had left, and the date and time at which he did so. That
level of information could only be guaranteed if there was a total and
continuous CCTV coverage of the area in question.
(Hook 1997: 11)
In this system, given the sheer number of cameras, a policy decision was
taken not to routinely monitor the cameras in real time, but to regard the tapes
as a purely historical record, to be used only when incidents came to light.
However, the lifting out of surveillance from the here and now of face-toface interactions does not magically provide a silver bullet solution to the
problem of criminal investigation. One reason for this is that the archive of
images held on the tapes comprises only a fraction of the original video signal.
In order to cope with the huge quantity of frames generated by, for example,
a twenty-ﬁve-camera system, rather than having twenty-ﬁve video recorders
taping the images from each camera, most systems have opted to only
have the primary monitor recorded in real time at twenty-five frames per
second. The images from all the other cameras are multiplexed, with only
one frame per second being recorded on a single videotape. As we will see,
this makes the retrospective tracking and identiﬁcation of suspects a very
time-consuming task. Indeed, in some respects it may merely represent
an alternative yet equally resource-intensive tool as other investigative
strategies. For example, when two men robbed twenty-ﬁve people on a single
compartment of a mainline train in October 1996 it was disclosed at their
trial that they had been:
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Caught on CCTV from the moment they entered the rail system at
Holloway Road to travel to Waterloo East. They were again ﬁlmed as
they boarded the 2012 Charing Cross to Deptford train by some of the
4000 cameras that cover the main line, Docklands Light Railway and
London Underground network.
(Hook 1997: 12)
However, to identify them and make a case that was evidentially strong
enough to stand up in court required that the police searched through
videotape from over 500 cameras as the two men travelled across the rail
network. We can only guess at how long this took, but it probably amounted
to thousands of hours of detective time.
This is conﬁrmed from details of the arrest of the London nail bomber,
David Copeland, who set off his ﬁrst bomb in Brixton, south London, on 17
April 1999. He was eventually arrested for the offence thirteen days later, but
only after detonating two other bombs. The last bombing took place on
30 April 1999 in the Admiral Duncan public house in central London, killing
three people and injuring seventy-six others. Despite the availability of video
footage from the first bombing, in order to identify him the Metropolitan
Police had to examine “1097 videotapes containing an estimated 26,000
hours of recorded material, much of it multiplexed, often on a frame-by-frame
basis. Some 4000-man hours of video analysis was involved” (Fassbender
2000: 34). It was not until 29 April 1999 that an image of sufﬁcient quality
to enable identiﬁcation was released to the media. In effect, the identiﬁcation of the suspect took a team of ﬁfty detectives over ten days work, but as
the senior officer leading the investigation noted “the excellent detective
work, that had carried on in parallel with that of the video identiﬁcation team
meant we would have tracked him down even if the CCTV lead had failed”
(CCTV Today, September 2001: 3).
Thus the panoptic potential for CCTV to render the past visible by
facilitating the retrospective searching of tapes becomes, in reality, very
limited. The archive is only partial and because of this requires major
resources to identify a suspect.
With introduction of CCTV, the act of surveillance and authoritative
intervention become functionally separate – such separation undermines the
certainty of authoritative intervention.
This functional separation means that the CCTV operative is in a very
different position to a patrol ofﬁcer on the street. CCTV operatives do not
have the ability to intervene on their own account when they see something
or someone suspicious. Patrol officers, on noticing something they deem
suspicious, have both the legal and organizational mandate for intervention.
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This may involve anything from “having a word” with a group of youths, to
a full adversarial stop and search. But in these matters ofﬁcers are acting as
their own agents. Under the Police and Criminal Evidence Act the police
have the power to stop and search based on the concept of “reasonable
suspicion.” As various commentators have noted, this concept of reasonable suspicion is remarkably slippery and contestable. Furthermore, as Dixon
et al. (1989) have convincingly argued, stop and search is a process rather
than an event. As such, the police often do not have reasonable suspicion to
stop and then search a person before a stop is underway; the justification
for a search is generated in the process of the encounter. If a stop does not
result in a search or a search is deemed consensual, then the ofﬁcer is under
no obligation to make an ofﬁcial record of the event. Ofﬁcers can, therefore,
act on their suspicions in the knowledge that they are of low visibility and
are unlikely to be called to account for their actions. Put simply, if the ofﬁcer
decides to intervene with someone on the street, in the main they do not have
to provide any ofﬁcial justiﬁcatory account as to what warranted it. When they
do have to provide an account these are constructed in the light of what
was found during, not before, the interaction.
CCTV operatives are not in such an autonomous position. They do have
to involve others, and are therefore always accountable to justify the request
for intervention and, unlike the patrol officer, do not have the benefit of
hindsight. This very process of accounting serves to limit requests for
deployment to only those events that can generate the most concrete and
strongest justiﬁcations.
The effect of this functional separation appears to be quite stark. In Norris
and Armstrong’s study (1999b) in over 600 hours of observation of CCTV
control rooms there were only 45 deployments – on average less than one
per eight-hour shift. Moreover, there was considerable variation in deployment rates between their three sites: 71 percent in Metro City, 22 percent
in County Town, and only 7 percent in Inner City. In Inner City during
200 hours of observation only three deployments occurred.
Norris and Armstrong (1999b) found that deployment practice could not
simply be determined by the nature of what the CCTV operatives observed.
In some cases the operatives ignored unambiguously illegal actions
but responded to relatively trivial events. The crucial factor determining
deployment practice was the level of system integration between the operators
and the police, which in turn depended on spatial distancing, technological
linkages, and social interaction. As Norris and Armstrong observed:
In Metro City, the CCTV control room was housed in the operational
control room of the local police station. The police controller who
activated deployment from a variety of sources was in close proximity
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to the operators, no more than ten feet, with no physical barriers between
them. They, therefore, shared the same working space and the police
controller could view the bank of monitors from his or her desk
independently of any speciﬁc request. This close and sustained proximity
between operators and police controller/dispatchers facilitated the
development of a set of informal understandings as to what may warrant
deployment and what would at least warrant a further look. Operators
could simply ask the controller to “take a look at this” either on the banks
of monitors or by relaying it to the dedicated monitor on their desk.
Similarly on receipt of a call from the public, the controller could relay
the information to the CCTV operator to place the cameras at such and
such a location. Often, even this was not necessary because the operators
could easily overhear the controller’s conversation.
This integration was enhanced by the constant ﬂow of visitors into
the control room, on average seven per shift, as patrol ofﬁcers would
regularly come in to see if an incident had been captured on tape, or just
for a general chat, and at night some would take their meal breaks while
watching, and at times playing with, the cameras. . . . In this way the
formal and informal aspects of the system facilitated the development of
a set of shared understandings, which encouraged the sharing of
information, and led to a high level of integration with police deployment
practice.
(1999b: 170–1)
The Inner City site contrasted markedly with the Metro City experience:
The system was housed in a purpose-built control room in the grounds
of a local authority car park, a few hundred yards from the main area
under surveillance. There were few visitors, less than one per twelvehour shift. If police did try to visit, they had to ring the bell, be formally
admitted and were always made to sign the visitors’ book, a fact that
may have discouraged them from using it as an unofficial “tea-hole”
when out on patrol. Although they could relay the pictures to a dedicated
police monitor in the police station some 500 yards away, this would
involve a telephone call on a line that was prone to be engaged and, when
they did get through they would be talking to an unknown voice at the
end of the line. Moreover, police rarely sought the CCTV operator’s
assistance when they had received information. Instead, they would ring
up and ask for the system to be turned over to them and would offer no
explanation as to what they were looking for. The operators often merely
became passive spectators as cameras moved at the hands of the police.
(1999b: 173)
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Thus it is not possible to infer that the mere presence of cameras and observers
will lead to automatic intervention. Indeed, as the surveillance gaze is further
spatially and culturally distanced from a locale, its impact is likely to be
progressively diminished.
With the introduction of CCTV, the act of surveillance becomes more
democratic: all become equally subject to the surveillance gaze – but in
reality categorical suspicion is intensiﬁed.
CCTV has been portrayed, to use the words of one Home Ofﬁce minister,
as a “Friendly Eye in the Sky” benignly and impartially watching over the
whole population and targeting only those deemed as acting suspiciously
(Norris and Armstrong 1999a: 158). As one code of practice for a northern
city-center system states, “CCTV is not a ‘spy system’. There will be no
interest shown or deliberate monitoring of people going about their daily
business.” Similarly Graham, writing of the North Shields system, states that
the CCTV operators “have strict guidelines for the operation of the system.
For example, guards are not permitted to ‘track’ people around the town
unless they are acting suspiciously” (Graham 1998a: 99). However, what
constitutes “suspicious behavior” is not addressed by codes of conduct or by
training. As Bulos and Sarno note: “the most neglected area of training
consists of how to identify suspicious behaviour, when to track individuals
or groups and when to take close-up views of incidents or people. This was
either assumed to be self-evident or common sense” (1996: 24).
The issue of selectivity is central to any discussion of CCTV operational
practice because the sheer volume of information entering a CCTV system
threatens to swamp the operators with information overload. Consider how
much incoming information there is in a medium-sized, twenty-four-hour,
city-center system with eighty cameras. The answer, as we can see from Table
12.1, is a staggering 172 million “pictures” per day. Inevitably, operators
cannot focus their attention on every image from every camera – somehow
they must narrow down the range of images to concentrate on. This problem
could, of course, be solved entirely randomly, so that each person on the street
has an equal chance of being selected for initial surveillance but only a small
proportion is actually sampled. However, this would still leave operators
with the problem of whom to pay prolonged attention to once initial selection
had taken place. For some the answer is obvious: those behaving suspiciously.
But this begs the question as to what, in practice, constitutes suspicious
behavior.
It is instructive here to draw on the writings of Harvey Sacks on the police
construction of suspicion. For Sacks, one key problem for police patrol
ofﬁcers is how they could use a person’s appearance as an indicator of his or
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Table 12.1 Incoming information as measured by individual frames of video
footage in an eighty camera, twenty-four-hour city-center system
25 frames per second per camera
× 80 cameras in systems total number of frames entering
the system per second
× 60 frames per minute

total number of frames entering
the system per minute

× 60 frames per hour

total number of frames entering the
system per hour

× 24 frames per day

total number of frames entering
the system per day

25
2000
120,000
7,200,000
172,800,000

her moral character and thus, “maximise the likelihood that those who turn
out to be criminal and pass into view are selected, while minimising the
likelihood that those who do not turn out to be criminal and pass into view
are not selected.” (1978: 190). In essence, Sacks is asking: when the police
have no other information to go on as to a person’s moral identity, when they
do not know the person’s identity or history, and before they engage in faceto-face interaction, what criteria can they use to focus their observations?
The problem is identical for CCTV operators. Bombarded by a myriad of
images from dozens of cameras and faced with the possibility of tracking and
zooming in on literally thousands of individuals, by what criteria can they try
and maximize the chance of choosing those with criminal intent? Compared
to a street patrol ofﬁcer, they are at both an advantage and a disadvantage.
Because their “presence” is remote and unobtrusive, there is less likelihood
that people will orientate their behavior in the knowledge that they are being
watched and, by virtue of the elevated position and telescopic capacity of the
camera, they have a greater range of vision than the street level patrol ofﬁcer.
However, these advantages must be offset against their remoteness which
means they are denied other sensory input, particularly sound, which can be
essential in giving context to visual images. Unlike patrol ofﬁcers, CCTV
operatives are both deaf and dumb. They cannot simply ask citizens on the
street for information, nor can they hear what is being said.
Faced with such an avalanche of images, and a limited range of sensory
data, how then does the CCTV operator selectively filter these images to
decide what is worthy of more detailed attention? The problem is that the
operatives do not have prior knowledge that would enable them to determine
which persons are going to engage in criminal activity. It is therefore an
occupational necessity that they develop a set of working rules to narrow
down the general population to the suspect population.
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As Norris and Armstrong have shown in their study of the operation of
three CCTV control rooms, selection for targeted surveillance is, at the outset,
differentiated by the classic sociological variables of age, race, and gender.
Nine out of ten target surveillances were on men (93 percent), four out of ten
on teenagers (39 percent) and three out of ten on black people (32 percent)
(1999b: 167).
In terms of the general population, men were nearly twice as likely to be
targeted than their presence in the population would suggest; similarly
teenagers, who accounted for less than 20 percent of the population, made up
40 percent of targeted surveillances. Moreover, they calculated that black
people were between one and a half and two and a half times more likely
to be targeted for surveillance than their presence in the population would
suggest. (For further details see Norris and Armstrong 1999b.)
It could, of course be argued that such differentiation merely reflected
the distribution of suspicious behavior displayed by different peoples. But
for those monitoring the screens, selecting which behaviors are indicative
of deviant identity and malign intent is highly problematic. Fighting is an
obvious candidate for targeted surveillance as it is represents a clear and
visible indication of normative, if not, legal infraction. But what behaviors
signal the presence of a potential car thief, mugger, or shoplifter? Given that
they want to mask their intentions and try and “pass” as normal, identifying them before they act is unlikely. Instead, operatives rely on a set of
normatively based, contextual rules to draw their attention to any behavior
that disrupts the “normal.” Put simply, behaviors are suspicious if they are
unusual. Thus on busy urban streets people who were running, rather than
walking, standing still rather than moving, sitting down rather than standing
were all subject to targeted surveillance. Similarly those who appeared “out
of place” through dress or appearance and those who appeared “out of time”
by being present when most others were absent, were also deemed suspicious
and subject to targeting. Finally, those who orientated their behavior to the
camera through avoidance (by trying to keep away from the camera’s gaze),
through confrontation (by abusive gestures towards the cameras), or through
masking (by obscuring their face with articles of clothing), were also subject
to intensive surveillance (see Norris and Armstrong 1999b: ch. 7).
But given that most people who are running are merely trying to catch a
bus, those obscuring their face merely trying to mitigate the effects of a biting
northerly wind, and those loitering, waiting for their friends, it is hardly
surprising that such strategies are largely unproductive in identifying
the deviant. Nor is it surprising that, although Norris and Armstrong found
that displays of “suspicious behaviour” played a part in determining who
was surveilled, it was not the most important reason. Their study found that
36 percent of people who were subject to prolonged targeting were surveilled
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for “no obvious reason.” Only one-quarter (24 percent) of people were
targeted for surveillance because of their behavior, but 34 percent of people
were surveilled merely on the basis of belonging to a particular social or
subcultural group (1999b: 112–13).
Moreover, unwarranted suspicion did not fall equally on all social groups.
Two-thirds (65 percent) of teenagers were surveilled for no obvious reason
compared with only one in five (21 percent) of those aged over thirty.
Similarly black people were twice as likely (68 percent) to be surveilled for
“no obvious reason” than white people (35 percent), and men three times
(47 percent) more likely than women (16 percent). The young, the male and
the black were systematically and disproportionately targeted, not because
of their involvement in crime or disorder, but for “no obvious reason” and on
the basis of categorical suspicion alone. As Norris and Armstrong concluded,
“As this differentiation is not based on objective behavioural and individualised criteria, but merely on being categorised as part of a particular social
group, such practices are discriminatory” (Norris and Armstrong 1999b: 150).
Thus rather than promoting a democratic gaze, the reliance on categorical
suspicion intensifies the surveillance of those already marginalized and
further increases their chance of ofﬁcial stigmatization.
With the introduction of CCTV the disciplinary project of the panopticon is
expanded as inclusionary social control is promoted over exclusion –
however, in operation it appears that exclusionary strategies are intensiﬁed.
As von Hirsch and Shearing have noted, exclusion is frequently at the heart
of situational crime prevention strategies and it is “now being extensively
used in privately owned spaces that have public functions, such as shopping
malls” (2000: 77). Moreover, in the UK, as Reeve has shown, with the
development of the Town Centre Management movement in the mid-1990s
city-center space was also increasingly subject to new bylaws and prohibitions aimed at eliminating certain behaviors and, ultimately, classes of
people from disrupting the proper commercial image of the high street. These
predominately local measures have been given national substance with the
passing of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 and its introduction of AntiSocial Behaviour Orders so that, according to von Hirsch and Shearing,
“exclusionary strategies are being extended further, to publicly owned
spaces” (2000: 77).
Two recent studies of the operation of CCTV in private shopping malls,
Wakefield (2000) and McCahill (1999), document the extensive use of
exclusionary-based control. Wakeﬁeld’s study was of three security systems
in publicly accessible commercial facilities, Arts Plaza (an arts center),
Quayside Centre (a shopping center), and City Mall (a retail and leisure
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complex). As she explains during the five-week observation period at
each site:
One or more people were excluded on 12 occasions at the Arts Plaza, and
the total number of excludees was 34 (allowing for the multiple counting
of persons repeatedly excluded). At Quayside Centre exclusions were
made on 234 occasions, and a total of 578 persons were excluded. At City
Mall exclusions were used 45 times, and the total number of excludees
was 63.
(Wakeﬁeld 2000: 133)
The main reasons for the exclusions were for: being a known “regular
offender” (65 percent); drunkenness and vagrancy (11 percent); children
or youths playing/loitering (5 percent); or being the associate of known
offenders (4 percent).
McCahill’s study also found strong evidence of exclusion. In his city-center
shopping mall, teenagers were not only most likely to be targeted for extended
surveillance, but most likely to be involved in incidents that resulted in
a deployment, and most likely to be excluded from the shopping centre.
Indeed, over “four out of ten teenagers who were deployed against were
evicted from the shopping centre” (1999: 211). As he goes on to note:
The main preoccupation of the security personnel at the city centre
mall was with behaviour that disrupted the commercial image and in
particular with the behaviour of groups of youths who were not shopping.
More than four out of ten (43%) of teenagers who were deployed against
were ejected from the shopping centre, and the influence of age was
shown to be compounded by being part of a group. Thus, when a guard
was deployed to deal with a group of teenagers there was a ﬁfty–ﬁfty
chance that someone would be ejected.
(McCahill 1999: 219–20)
In McCahill’s mall these exclusions then were not based on infractions of
the criminal law but on commercial considerations that saw youth as
“ﬂawed consumers” and this was part of the ofﬁcial policy of management.
One written instruction of management read: “If you see any groups of youths
hanging around you can ask them to move along. If you have to tell them
more than twice could you please ask them to leave the centre?” (McCahill
1999: 211). Rather than facilitating inclusionary social control, CCTV
signiﬁcantly becomes a powerful tool in managing and enforcing exclusion.
We have seen that the shift from suspicion based on co-presence and the
possibility of face-to-face interaction to CCTV-mediated suspicion, has both
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quantitatively and qualitatively shifted the nature of the surveillance gaze. The
widespread introduction of CCTV only represents one element of panopticonization. Notably, it increases the amount of surveillance. But even then, the
volume of information entering the system threatens to overwhelm the system
through information overload. This results in an over-reliance on stereotypical
categorization as the basis for determining whom to target, and a set of
simplistic and rather unproductive working rules as to what behaviors are
indicative of criminal intent. The surveillance gaze is still partial and is still
discretionary and discriminatory.
As an instrument of disciplinary power it is also partial. The effect of
spatial distancing means that there is a functional separation between those
monitoring from the control room and those working the street. This leads to
problems of system integration and makes a certain and immediate response
to deviancy unlikely. With the current emphasis on creating centralized
control rooms in order to carry out the monitoring functions for a number
of spatially distanced and discrete systems, operators are further removed
from the local cultural context, reducing the chance that they know, on the
basis of face-to-face knowledge, the identity of those they watch. Thus, in
the main, those who pass under the camera’s lens remain anonymous, as there
are few linkages to a named individual’s record, which can then be used for
the purposes of codiﬁcation and classiﬁcation.
In short, the rapid expansion of CCTV may clearly represent a massive
quantitative increase in surveillance capacity, but only in a very partial sense
can it be said to represent the panopticanization of urban space. However, this
is about to change. The next generation of CCTV systems in Britain will
be digital and this has profound implications for the nature of surveillance.
For when CCTV systems are digitized, the images can be subject to automated
storage, processing, and retrieval by computers.

The future is digital
“The future is digital” is certainly the message contained in a recent issue
of the CCTV industry’s trade magazine, CCTV Today (July 2001). Of the six
main articles in the journal, three dealt with different aspects of the coming
digital technologies. Already, according to Petrook, there has been an “explosion” in the digital recording market; the number of companies manufacturing
Digital Video Recorders has increased from a handful ﬁve years ago to in
excess of 80 today (Petrook 2001: 25). At the industry level, a Digital Forum
was created in May 2000 to set up a common digital recording standard for
systems interfacing with the criminal justice agencies. The draft guidelines
were published in September 2001 (Constant 2001: 25). According to Greene,
a number of fully digital systems have been introduced to surveille British
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streets, and at a recent CCTV users’ group workshop half of the delegates
reported that they were considering whether to switch to digital systems
(Greene 2001: 16).
Similarly, in traffic management applications (see Bennett, Raab and
Regan in this volume), the beneﬁts of moving to digital systems are also being
lauded. Traditionally, intelligent trafﬁc management systems have relied on
sensor technology with video pictures merely being used to provide visual
conﬁrmation of events. With digital video detection systems the video picture
itself becomes the information source. If this can be automatically extracted
through computer vision software technologies it represents a significant
multi-functional advance on the information generated from trafﬁc sensors.
As Abernethy has recently noted:
As every trafﬁc engineer knows, the surveillance video image provides
information on approximate speed, congestion, road conditions, debris
in the road, status of road construction, weather, general visibility and
impact on road conditions, veriﬁcation of DMS messages, surveillance
security for roadside jurisdictional equipment and perhaps most important – verification of and incident and assessment of its seriousness.
Because CCTV provides a significant amount of information, it is in
demand with just about every stakeholder associated with ITS
[Intelligent Transportation Systems].
(2001: 26)
Once images are digitized and algorithmic processing is enabled, the potential
of linkages with existing databases are dramatically enhanced. In the case
of vehicle trafﬁc this is already regularly achieved. In the City of London,
which installed one of the ﬁrst digital systems in the country, the cameras
comprising the so-called “Ring of Steel” are used to extract license plate
details from every vehicle that enters the square mile of the city of London.
This information is then automatically checked against a number of databases
containing the registration numbers of vehicles linked to suspected criminals
and terrorists. In Northampton, the city council has upgraded its town-center
system to include an automatic number plate recognition system as part of
a Home Ofﬁce pilot scheme to evaluate the technology’s effectiveness in
contributing to the government’s Crime Reduction Programme. The scheme
uses the existing CCTV camera network to perform high-volume ANPR
to detected wanted or stolen vehicles
by comparing the number plates picked up on cameras with entries
on the Police National Computer database. The system is also capable
of checking against other databases, such as the DVLC’s. A team of eight
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police ofﬁcers in cars and on motorbikes has been formed to respond to
ANPR “hits”. In just one month of operation, the system has captured
250,000 number plates and led to 50 arrests.
(CCTV Today, May 2001: 6)
The coupling of information extracted from CCTV images to database
information containing identity exponentially increases its panoptic power.
By being able to link a vehicle, and by association its occupants, to a database
of named individuals, subjects no longer remain anonymous. Moreover,
everyone who passes under this digitized surveillance gaze can be classiﬁed
as “lawbreaker/law-abiding,” “suspected/unsuspected,” “wanted/not wanted,”
and so forth. Classiﬁcation no longer relies on face-to-face knowledge; it is
inscribed in the database.
While number plate recognition systems have now been perfected and
offer highly reliable identification rates even in adverse environmental
conditions and when vehicles are traveling at high speeds, this is of little
help in identifying foot trafﬁc in a city-center space. But a number of commercial systems now claim that they can accurately spot a face in a crowd.
Most notably, the London Borough of Newham has installed Visionics FaceIt
facial recognition system linked to a police database of known and suspected
offenders. However, it appears that the success of this system has had less
to do with its technological capacity than with the perception, encouraged by
the police, that the system is far more effective than it really is. All offenders
are encouraged to believe that they are being automatically monitored on the
streets. Given that the database only contains the faces of 100 or so suspects,
and the system has not resulted in a single arrest in three years of operation,
it seems likely that its abilities in tracking and identifying have been
signiﬁcantly over-estimated (Rosen 2001).
But what are the prospects for facial recognition technology? Norris
et al. wrote in 1996, after reviewing the technical problems associated with
face recognition systems, “The prospect of being able to match a face from
a city centre surveillance scene with one held on a computerised data base is
advancing but still a long way off” (1996: 17).
In the intervening ﬁve years, there has been considerable technological
progress. Software engineers have developed new and more sophisticated
algorithms, and by early 2000 there were at least twenty-four commercial
companies selling video-based facial recognition products in the US
(Blackburn et al. 2001: 2). However, in the main, these systems have been
perfected for access control applications, which rely on the consent and compliance of the subject. In this context the conditions under which a photograph
is taken can largely be standardized, allowing the lighting conditions,
head position, head orientation and focal distance between the lens and the
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subject’s face to be held constant. Equally as important, the comparison
picture in the database needs to be kept current (see Blackburn et al. 2001 for
a description of the Facial Recognition Vendors Test, FRVT and evaluation).
Under these conditions systems have been shown to perform reasonably
well, at least well enough for one American company to be selling systems
to the US prison authorities for the purposes of access control (Visionics
2001).
However, the ability to routinely match a face in a crowd is still elusive.
First, given that the person walking the street is not necessarily going to be a
cooperative or consenting subject, the chances of getting a full-frontal facial
image is greatly reduced. Second, the system has to automatically locate the
head and face in a sequence of video frames and because of differences
in orientation, expression, and focal distance between the image on the database and the target image this is technically very difﬁcult to achieve at an
acceptable level of reliability (Norris et al. 1998: 266). Moreover, in a crowd
setting there is a strong possibility the face will be partially obscured by other
pedestrians. Third, in street scenes lighting conditions vary enormously
between times of the day and at different times of the year. Finally, on the
evidence of the FRVT evaluations, unless the database picture is relatively
recent and taken under the same lighting conditions as the suspect image, the
chances of recognition are signiﬁcantly decreased.
With these limitations in mind commercial companies have concentrated
on developing systems in relatively controlled environments such as banks,
immigration desks, shop ﬂoors, and access points, which enable the crucial
variables of lighting, distance, and face position to be held constant.

Digital systems and the transcendence of space and time
With the prospect of accurate facial recognition capabilities the loss in
functionality caused by spatial distanciation becomes much less signiﬁcant.
Identiﬁcation, which previously required face-to-face knowledge, can now
be performed at a distance. By matching an image to a database, a person’s
movements can potentially be logged through space as cameras located in
different parts of the system capture their image. Furthermore, when “known
offenders” come into a field of view the algorithmic software can automatically display their image on the screen and alert the guard to the person’s
deviant status. In this way distanciation becomes far less important.
With analog tape-based technologies the distribution of the video image
is severely limited; generally it reaches only the control room and a few
peripheral video monitors, such as a dedicated link to police control room.
With digital systems, it is possible to utilize the Internet as the platform by
which the images can be distributed between the cameras and the control
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room monitors, allowing images to be viewed simultaneously from any point
on the Internet. Any centralized authority may potentially have real-time
access to any images from any system simply by connecting to the Internet.
Therefore, MI6 operatives in London can view a “Stop the War” demonstration in Glasgow and simultaneously route the image to their CIA
counterparts in Washington and Paris.
If digital systems help overcome the limitations in spatial distancing they
also help to overcome the temporal limitations of retrospective searching.
Digitally stored images signiﬁcantly enhance the potential for retrospective
automated searching. Digital imaging has the potential to capture and record
far more information than current multiplex technologies. Rather than recording twenty-ﬁve frames of images from one camera continuously onto tape, a
multiplex system records the frames from different cameras sequentially.
Thus the frame from camera one is recorded followed by the frame from
camera two followed by the frame from camera three, and so on. Each frame
is given a camera code so that when play-back is required the multiplex
recorder only selects the frames associated with the particular camera. In
a ﬁve-camera system the picture from each camera will be updated every
0.2 seconds. Each of the images from each camera is recoded at only ﬁve
frames per second as opposed to the twenty-five frames associated with
normal video recording. What this effectively means is that 80 percent of the
information available from each camera is lost (Constant and Turnbull 1994:
133–4). As it is not unusual to have the images of up to sixteen cameras stored
on one multiplexed tape, the loss of information is even greater.
With the next generation of digital recorders that take full advantage of the
MPEG standards for encoding and compression of video signals, the prospect
of being able to capture images at twelve or even twenty-four frames a second
is increasingly possible. This means that the archival record will be much
more complete, greatly enhancing the ability to spot incidents and identify
suspects retrospectively. Put simply, the crucial frame which captured the
deft hand movement involved in an street drug transaction or provided a fullfrontal facial shot is far more likely to be stored on the “tape.” But most
importantly, the digital medium greatly facilitates automated searching
procedures. Thus, for instance, the same algorithms used to scan real-time
images to match faces from a database image can also be used to retrospectively search the “tapes” for the presence of an individual across a variety
of locations. As one currently marketed system claims:
The FaceSnap recorder allows officials to document the movement
of suspects automatically or manually – linking individuals to a crime or
signiﬁcant event. An advanced search function and activity monitoring
graphic can cut the time needs to evaluate a 24 hour time lapse
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observation video to less than one hour. Facial images can be compared
against existing databases and images can be imported and exported in
all common formats or printed out on a standard PC printer.
(FaceSnap 2001)
Digitized systems not only facilitate making the past visible, but the future
too. As Bogard argues in his book The Simulation of Surveillance (1996),
digitized information is increasingly integrated into simulated models of
reality. Rather than just passively watching and recording, these software
models seeks to extrapolate the future from the present and immediate past;
they seek to predict the future. Thus, for example, the new Trafﬁc Control
Centre, which will open in 2003, will receive digitized information from the
entire camera network overseeing Britain’s roads. It is said to be developing
a predictive computer model that will forecast congestion points:
If, for example, a camera detects a collision the information will be
fed into the computer which will predict the likely congestion levels
that may arise at that and other points in the vicinity as a result of trafﬁc
back-up.
(Hook 2000: 10)
It is not just trafﬁc behavior that is subject to predictive modeling. Researchers
at King’s College London have developed a software package to automatically
monitor crowd ﬂows, congestion rates, and abnormal behavior which has been
piloted on the London Underground. One of their algorithms models the
behavior of suicidal commuters and uses it to predict if someone is a potential
suicide risk and about to throw him- or herself under a train. The software’s
ability to spot people contemplating suicide stems from the ﬁnding made
in analysing previous cases, that these individuals behave in a characteristic way. They tend to wait for at least ten minutes on the platform,
missing trains, before taking their last few tragic steps. Velastin’s
deceptively simple solution is to identify patches of pixels that are not
present on the empty platform and which stay unchanged between trains,
once travellers alighting at the station have left. “If we know that there
is a blob on the screen and it remains stationary for more than a few
minutes then we raise an alarm”.
(Graham-Rowe 1999: 25)
Just as the past and the future become potentially more visible with the
coupling of digital images to algorithmic software, so too does the here and
now. Even with small systems with only twenty or so cameras it was never
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possible for the CCTV operatives to monitor the images from all the cameras
simultaneously. They could only manage to concentrate their attention on a
few areas at a time and, of course, as soon as they focus in on one event, then
all the other images remain unmonitored. Algorithmic monitoring allows the
prospect of always monitoring key events. For instance, for the night-time
monitoring of a town center when there are few people about, the software
could be programmed to analyze the images from all the cameras automatically and only display on the monitors those that record the presence
of people. At present there are few algorithms of limited capacity to accurately
identify deviant behavior or predict its occurrence. But computer vision
scientists are actively trying to develop such algorithms. The European
Commission, under its Information Society Programme, is currently
sponsoring a “Face and Gesture Recognition Working Group” comprising
vision scientists from six European countries “to encourage technology
development in the area of face and gesture recognition” (EU-IST 2000).
So we may expect that over the next ten years software engineers will try to
develop algorithms that will automatically identify criminal events and
suspicious behavior. Whether these algorithms will be any more successful
than their human counterparts is uncertain. What is more certain, especially
after the events of 11 September 2001, is that there will be increased
investment in a whole raft of biometric surveillance technologies, and that
the ability to identify a face and track an individual though space will be
increasingly perfected.

Suspicion and social control in the digital age
As we argued earlier, the panoptic principle that observed acts of deviancy
should be instantaneously responded to has not been achieved through the use
of conventional CCTV systems, which are constrained by spatial and cultural
distancing and the resulting loss of system integration. However, with digital
systems there is the potential to transform radically the nature of decisionmaking that can both bypass the need for human mediation of the cameras
and signiﬁcantly reduce the need for human intervention at all. Potentially,
digital systems facilitate not only automated facial and behavioral recognition
but also automated enforcement. While the image of “Robocop” automatically intervening in a brawl outside a public house is best conﬁned to
the pages of science ﬁction writers, in much subtler, less visible ways, the
potential of algorithmic surveillance is already being integrated in to
Automated Social-Technical Systems for enforcement purposes.
Digital speed cameras, linked to a vehicle registration index and coupled
to an automated billing system, are already in use. Given the speed of
processing decisions, it is possible in real time to identify a vehicle exceeding
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the speed limit, extract the details of the number plate from the moving image,
and match it against a database of registered owners. Within minutes a citation
for a trafﬁc violation can be printed and dispatched, demanding the payment
of a ﬁne if guilty or attendance at court to contest the charges.
It seems unlikely, but not impossible, that disorderly conduct at pub closing
time will also meet with such an automated response, not least because the
“objective” measurement of speed is very different from the subjective
assessment of disorder. Furthermore, the ensuing legal disputes about the
classiﬁcatory ability of the algorithms would provide a highly proﬁtable arena
for the legal profession. However, we already live in a world that utilizes
automated enforcement systems. The bankcard with its PIN number, the
automatic ticket barrier at the metro station, and the automated turnstile at
the library entrance which is only activated when your staff card is scanned,
are all enforcement systems. That we do not generally recognize them as such
is because we see them as facilitative, allowing us access to our money, the
train station, or the books we need for studying. However, as anyone who
has incurred an unauthorized overdraft, held on to the library’s books too
long or tried to use an expired ticket on the railway knows, facilitation can
immediately be transformed to exclusion as the cash card is gobbled by the
machine or the access barrier refuses to open.
It is within the context of such access control systems that digitized CCTV
systems can be expected to ﬂourish. In any area where access can be regulated
– the entrance to shopping malls, shops, metro systems, airports, leisure
complexes, and so forth – CCTV systems can be integrated with automated
access control systems. For instance, at a leisure center a digital database
of those that have paid their subscriptions can be linked to the cameras
monitoring the turnstile so that facial recognition software can determine
whether the person is entitled to access. Similar technology on the metro
could ensure that passengers convicted of assaulting members of staff are
identiﬁed and barred from passing through the automated gates.
This represents a remarkable break with social control based on face-toface interaction or CCTV-mediated control with a separation of monitoring
and intervention functions. First, if such systems are reliable, the potential for
full enforcement is signiﬁcantly enhanced. Second, however, such systems
dispense with the negotiated element of social control. For Lianos and
Douglas (2000), this represents “a transformation of culture so radical that it
amounts to denial.” For them,
Negotiation is the prime constituent of culture. The cultural process
involves essentially the mutual understanding of communication and the
development of mental skills that promote it. . . . But negotiating with
an ASTE [Automated Socio-Technical Environment] is by deﬁnition
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impossible. The limits of interaction are set in advance and the whole
existence of the user is condensed into speciﬁc legitimising signals which
are the only meaningful elements of the system. ASTEs radically
transform the cultural register of the societies in which they operate by
introducing non-negotiable contexts of interaction.
(2000: 106–7; emphasis in original)
In effect, such systems are profoundly reductive; they utilize no other logic
than whatever is programmed into their software, and the end point of such
processing is the creation of a binary system of classiﬁcation: access is either
accepted or denied; identity is either confirmed or rejected; behavior is
either legitimate or illegitimate. This has fundamental implications for the
normative basis of social control. Face-to-face control is negotiated, not
absolute. It is based on a complex moral assessment of character which
assesses demeanor, identity, appearance and behavior through the lens
of context-speciﬁc relevancies. But most importantly it is negotiated and,
as Lianos and Douglas argue, this negotiation has a crucial moral and educative function. For it is through negotiation, and the approval and disapproval
it entails, that social values are learnt and reinforced, since the ASTE’s binary
classiﬁcation is not based on nuanced and multi-faceted moral evaluation
but
on the single element of mediation that system recognises. In other
words, there are no good and bad, honest and dishonest – or for that
matter, poor or less poor – individuals. There are simply holders or nonholders of valid tokens for each predetermined level of access.
(Lianos and Douglas 2000: 107)
As we have argued, face-to-face enforcement is inherently discretionary and
therefore subject to very real accusations of discrimination, and the limitations
of human-mediated CCTV monitoring inevitably results in the disproportionate targeting of already marginalized social groups. For a number of
writers (cf. Marx 1995; Lianos and Douglas 2000) the prospect of digital
enforcement brings with it the possibility of the end of discriminatory
enforcement. As Lianos and Douglas write:
It is the ﬁrst time in history that we have the opportunity to experience
forms of control that do not take into account any category of social
division. Age, sex, race, beauty and attire are irrelevant and, what
is equally important, guaranteed to be so. . . . The point is not that
automated environments abolish other vehicles of class . . . but they
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cannot discriminate among users on other grounds than their quality as
users.
(2000: 108)
At one level these observations are certainly true. For instance, in the case of
a camera-based speed enforcement system, it is now possible to implement
a system in which every vehicle that violates the speed limit will trigger
enforcement. The discretionary power of the trafﬁc cop to waive a citation
on the basis of demeanor, attractiveness, contriteness or any other reason
is removed. However, the extent to which such systems are truly nondiscriminatory depends centrally on the premise that everyone is equally
subject to the same surveillance regime. For a system to be fair, every person
must have an equal chance of being subject to the regime. But in the context
of law enforcement what will be created is a set of discrete localized
databases. For instance, a shopping mall might have a database of known or
suspected shoplifters, the police a database of those under court-ordered
curfews, and the security services a database of animal rights activists. These
can then be used for the purposes of identiﬁcation, tracking, and intervention.
But entry into such databases will be based on previous discretionary
decisions that are already the result of selective law enforcement which
prioritize some kinds of crime as opposed to others.
If systems are not universal in their application, then there is a real danger
that they will be deployed on a discretionary basis. In such a case particular
communities are subject to intensive and extensive punishment-centered
monitoring while others are subject to enabling surveillance. It is perhaps
significant that the first and only street-based facial recognition system
operating in Britain is also in the one of the poorest constituencies in the
country and is used to track known offenders. Meanwhile US airports
are preparing to deploy the same system to facilitate the rapid boarding of
frequent ﬂyers.
We noted in our introduction that commentators have highlighted the
disciplinary potential of CCTV, with its inclusionary strategies of control
Ironically, however, in operation it is the exclusionary potential of CCTVmediated control that has become dominant in the semi-public spaces of the
shopping mall and leisure center. This is of profound importance as this
privatized space increasingly contains the amenities previously located in the
public or civic realm such as shops, banks, pharmacists, and cinemas. But
in this privatized space there is little commitment to democratic ideals of
public access and assembly; the commitment is to commercial success.
If people and their associated behaviors, whether legal or not, disrupt
this entrepreneurial mission, they are to be excluded. In Britain at least, as
Wakeﬁeld (2000) has shown, they can do so with impunity.
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Moreover, as Jones has argued, identity – not behavior – is likely to be
emphasized with the deployment of digital algorithmic systems for
exclusionary purposes:
Even future generations of CCTV systems, featuring computerised
facial recognition systems . . . are likely to be used for this purpose: such
systems are not designed to recognize “theft”, for example, but rather
a known shop-lifter. The system might be used to prompt shop security
staff to focus their surveillance on that individual in the hope of catching
the individual “in action”, but a managerially more prudent (if from
a civil liberties point of view, more disturbing) response would be to
simply escort that individual from the premises and inform them they
were not welcome to return.
(Jones 2000: 18)
In conclusion, it is the computer – not the camera – that heralds the
panopticonization of urban space. Anonymous bodies can be transformed
into digital subjects, identiﬁed and linked to their digital personae residing in
electronic databases. Enforcement can become more certain. The automated
algorithmic scanning of digital images can alert the guardians to potential
acts of deviance and those classified as “deviant” on the database are
automatically excluded. But it is not the inclusionary project envisaged in
Bentham’s panopticon that will become operationalized by the spread of
digitalized enforcement, but exclusion. Ironically then, it is in the treatment
of the leper, rather than the plague victim, that we ﬁnd the parallel with digital
enforcement.
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